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PREFACE
The compiling of this book W0l3ild not have been possible

but for the assistance I have received from different firms,

also from members of my staff.

The greater part of the data has been taken from my
technical reference files, as mentioned in Chapter I, and

wherever possible due acknowledgment has been made to

those concerned. If the name of anyone has been missed,

I crave his indulgence
; should a further edition be published

due credit will be given to him.

I have endeavoured to be as brief as possible, owing to

the variety of subjects covered, and have included only such

formulae as are essential.

Any one chapter would form a book in itself, and where

the reader wishes to delve further into any one subject, a

list ofsuitable literature is given in the Bibliography, page 34S,

Some of these items are manufacturers’ technical publica-

tions, which may be had for the asking, and others are

technical books, but in each case the author can recommend

them.

W. R. J. G.
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THE
WORKS ENGINEER

CHAPTER I

OFFICE OROAinZATION AND ROUTINE

Whilst there are many books which deal with works organization,

boiler costs, machine maintenance, factory buildings, etc., thert^ are

few that cover the whole of the maintenance organization of a works.

The object of this book is to give a general reference book on main-

tenance for the use of the Works Manager and the Works Engineer.

The endeavour has been, not so much to make a technical refer-

ence book, as to cover problems on maintenance such as are likely

to come up in a works, and systems that have been tried and proved

successful; and to offer suggestions as to where savings can be

effected, and on the usc^ of general service records.

In some works it is still the practice to put different maintenance

and service sections under different departmental heads
;
and apart

from the overlapping and waste of tinu^ that must in consequence

take place, maintenance is sure to cost considerably more than if

it is all under the direction of a capable engineer.

It is essential in industry to-day to reduce the non-productive

labour costs to a minimum, and the same applies to the necessary

services: electricity, steam, gas, air, and water. This can only be

done by making the Works or Plant Engineer responsible for the

linking up and economical running of all these departments. When
a large organization has several works, a considerable saving can

be effected if one engineer is made responsible for all the works, if

only in a consultative capacity, his office being situated as nearly

geographically central between the different works as is possible.

Improvements in any one works will then be handed on to the

others
;
also the pooling of spare or surplus service plant will con-

siderably reduce idle standby plant costs.

Plant such as electrical equipment, pumps, meters, tanks, and
even boilers, which liave been replaced by higher-pressure or larger-

capacity equipment, can very often be nseil convcuiiently at other

works. This also applies to plant recjords, etc. It is much easier

for the auditor^5"io check the equipment at the different works if

the same system is in use at all the branches of an organization.

Office Organization. The hub on which the maintenance depart-

ments revolve is the Plant Office. However well equipped with

1
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OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND ROUTINE 3

up-to-date plant and machinery a works may be, it is esscmtial that

.an adequate staff be kept to mainl42i,m such machinery in a first-class

state of repair, to watch repair costs, power, light, and service

consumptions, and to co-ordinate the different departments. A
'‘tree” diagram (Fig. 1) shows how the different sections should be
related.

The Works Engineer is responsible, through the Works Manager,
to the General Manager for the maintenance of all the machinery
and plant in the works, and for the personnel concerned therewith,

as shown in Fig. 1. He is also concerned with the introduction of

new equipment to supplement or replace existing plant, and with
the planning of the layout of the shops and the choice of design of

the actual machines. In some large works, however, there is a
Planning Engineer who is responsible for the last-mentioned duties.

The Works Engineer must be able to adapt the plant to meet the

demands made by those in charge of actual production, or by thos('.

individuals who have planned the works. It sometimes happems,

however, that the duties of planner and Works Engineer are com-
bined, and in such a case the official holding this position would do
well to invite suggestions from the different repair sections regard-

ing improved methods, both in keeping the })lant in the highest

state of efficiency, and in the best and quickc^st ways of effecting

repairs.

It is found advantageous in a large works to employ one or more
machine tool inspectors under the Works Engineer on these duties,

one inspector undertaking also the duties of Safety Officer.

The machine repair foreman must work in close co-operation

with these engineers, reporting to them on the repairs necessary to

machines, and indicating whether a machine is worn out, or whether
it is fundamentally unsatisfactory. The inspectors are thus fre-

quently able to provide reasons why a certain machine should be

replaced, and indications are then made on the plant card (Fig. 4)

in such cases.

In most works to-day some kind of progress system is in opera-

tion, and the Works Engineer should ensure that any breakdown
of a machine should be immediately notified to the Progress or

Planning Office, as it may be possible to make temporary arrange-

ments to meet the emergency
;
whereas if the Progress Office were

not promptly advised, dislocation of the programme would speedily

ensue. The Progress or Planning Office should then ascertain from
the millwrights or repair section how long the machine will be out
of action. If a new part or parts are required, constant watch must
be kept on the orders, to ensure that the least possible time is taken
for their completion. Her(^ the value of periodic inspection of the

plant is apparent ; and a regular survey of all machines by the fore-

men concerned, and of all electric motors and equipment by the

electricians, will go far in reducing breakdowns to a minimum.
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Fig. 2. Page from Obdrr Book



OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND ROUTINE 6

Assistant Works Engineer. Tiin official is responsible for issuing

the orders for new plant, works ordt rs for alterations and additions to

services, repairs, etc. A good pattt»m of order book in duplicate form
is illustrated in Fig. 2 ;

separate books of this t3rpe should be kept
for new plant, repairs, and for orders on Purchasing Department.
The estimated cost of the job, also the section to whom the cost of

the job is to be charged, is put on the order. The estimate shows
material and labour costs separately, whilst the charge is shown
by a symbol letter (e.g. L = Lighting; F — Furniture, etc.)

followed by the section number.
It might be noted here that all sections are known by numbers,

and on all time cards, requisition notes, inter-departmental orders,

etc., these numbers appear in lieu of naming the section. TIk'

orders are taken each day before the Works Manager, who initials

them, tearing out the top copy, which goes before the (iemu’al

Manager for his sanction. When sanctioned, it is passed to th("

Main Order Office and a typed order is issued. This may s(H‘in

somewhat complicated, but it enables the Works Manager to se(‘

the expenditure on the different departmemts, also giving him the

opportunity of withholding sanction for a job if be feels there is not

a good case for it. In addition, it also enables the General Manager
to know the amount of money that is btdng expended. The official

order being issued by the Main Order Office means that copiers

go to the Costs Department in the usual routine way. (An alpha-

betical record is kept in the Plant Office, of purchasing and “X”
(expense) orders for ready reference.) Should the actual cost

exceed the estimated, these orders are put before the General
Manager.
To check these costs, all shop orders, when completed, are sent

by the foreman concerned to the office, to be closed
;
whence they

are sent in turn with a slip, illustrated in Fig. 3, to the Costs Depart-
ment. Here they are checked for actual as against estimated cost.

If this difference is more than, say, £2 and it is justifiable, a supple-

mentary order is put out ; if not, it is passed on to the General
Manager, who calls for a report. Thus foremen watch the cost of

every job very carefully. All work is booked against works orders,

time cards being sent in each week, or at the close of an order, to

the Costs Department. Small jobs, such as adjustment of counter-

shafts, are issued on monthly orders for each department in which
the repairs are carried out, enabling a close watch to be kept of the

monthly cost to each department. Materials are ordered on a
material card from the stores against tin* order number, the stores

sending the material cards to the (k)sts Department. All monthly
order costs are sent to the Works Manager each month.

I.D.O.^S. In the case of small orders of a value not exceeding £2,

an Inter-Departmental Order (I.D.O.) is issued, which only
requires the signature of the superintendent of a department.
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Plant. Inquiries for new plant are sent, with full particulars as

to machine and firm, to the i^urchasing Department, who on receipt

of quotations forward them to the Plant Office. If it is decided to

order a machine, a plant card, Fig. 4, is made out, on which full

particulars are (jojued from the quotation, the Plant Number being

TmS OROE.R, /S NOW READY

FOR e^LOSINC^.

Date 1

SEOTfOHS ON Order 43.

OtSaRiPTiON.

/Uiy66e^ ^>ie^C

Date ofIssue X. //-_

Fig. 3. Order Closing Slip

left blank. When the machine is delivered, the fact is entered in

the Plant Book, Fig. 5, and the machine is given a Plant Number,
which is then filled in on the card and filed in the plant drawer in

numerical order, a note being sent to the Foreman Millwright, who
has a brass tab bearing the number fixed on the machine. Any
modification as to the price of the machine is checked from the
invoice, which is sent to the Works Engineer to initial and, pass

;

thus a check is kept on all incoming machinery. The Foreman
Millwright sends a note to the office in duplicate saying when a
macliine is ready for running, and this is initialled by the Works
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Manager, a copy also being sent to the Production Engineer. On
the back of the plant card, Fig. 4, lil repairs are entered, so that a

check is kept on the cost of mainti nance of every machine. When
a machine requires repairs, the date;, order number, and nature of

repairs, together with estimated cost (in pencil) are noted on the

card, and the card removed to the “Awaiting Cost’’ drawer, until

the actual cost of repair is sent from Costs Office
; the actual cost

Fig. 4. Plant Record Card

is then “inked in” and the card is filed in its respective drawer.

Whilst the author has used the above system for ovc^r eleven years,

it has one disadvantage, namely, the use of loose cards, and the

possibility of losing a card. A more expensive but better method
is to use a Visible Card Index System instead of the plant cards,

as shown in Fig. 6, and the author has recently changed to this

system. The only modification is that a celluloid strip—a standard

production of the Card Index Companies—is fitted to the bottom

of the card and a loose strip is typed with the particulars. When
the card is made out from the quotation, a red celluloid signal is

slipped in over the plant number space. When the machine is in-

stalled and quotation passed for payment, the red signal is taken
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OFFICE ORGANIZATION AND ROUTINE 9

out. If a machine is under repairs, instead of moving the card, a
green signal is inserted in the spac ‘‘ marked “Repairs,” and i-emoved
when the job is completed, the cost being filled in on the back of

the card. There is also a space for “obsolescen(*e.” If the repair

costs for any machint' are exc(‘ptionalJy high, a black signal is fitted

in, the object being to draw attention to the maclune in question,

and to the advisability of replacement ; this signal can similarly be

used when the output of a machine is low.

When a machine is condemned for scrap, the fact should be

recorded on the card, by entering the words “Broken up,” or

“Scrapped,” as the case may be, and the date. In order to avoid

confusion in the file, the complete history of the machine apj>earing

on the original card is copied on to a card of another colour (say,

blue)
;
the original card is removed from the file and the blue card

substituted in its place. The original cards thus removed can be

kept in a special file referring to machines sciapped. A similar

procedure may be followed in the case of machines sold to other

firms, a card of a different colour (e.g. green) being substituted for
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the original card, which is removed to a special file recording

ma(;hitK;8 sold. These files thus show a complete history of all the

eq uipinent in the works from the time that the system was put into

operation. The system can b(i usefully extended to such items as

electric motors and generators.

It will be seen that such a system operated in conjunction with
the Plant Book, Fig. 5, has mu(4i in its favour. The cards are housed

Fig. 7. Metai. Cabinkts Housing Card Indexes

in drawers in metal cabinets, and it is possible to visualize every
machine in a department, the numl)er under repairs, new machines
ordered, and where replacements should be considered. The black
signal also gives the Machine Tool Inspector and Safety Officer an
indication as to where to look for trouble, and to investigate whether
a machine is receiving proper treatment from the operators. An
illustration of the cabinets and trays, with a capacity for 10 000
cards, is shown in Fig. 7.

Estimating. All estimates for plant removals, new machines,
etc., are entered up in a duplicate Estimate Book, a card index
system being kept of prices of materials ordered from outside

sources.

Floating stocks, such as steam pipes, fittings, belting, etc., are

kept on stock cards, illustrated in Fig. 8, which are self-explanatory.
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^gQu/itcMeNr ReQ&/FTS Oitoena

S£cr/ON 43 ,

^AW MATERIAL STOCK CARD. «
RackH? ' CARON9%t*)
OeiefttPT/oH Jtfnp4r4.€C SteeL Cbfnpr^ssCorL S/^i*a7^S.

US£o ON FIdop Sp^rat^s FolcUn^ Doors
M/NtmuM ^ DbpT
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.

Fig. 8. MATERiAii Stock Card
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These cards arc seiit in by the storekeeper (when his stated minimum
stock is readied) to the office for ordering these articles, and are

initialled by the Works Manager or Works Engineer before replace-

ments are ordenjd.

Corporation M^tbr
Turbo

Alurnawk Rubbbr Works 3 Factory
(omnsEH

Shop.

1
Power H U6ht

MeterVLESS N^3
FAC.Com 50HP.Air

Meter'P” Less
CoNoSgi Power

\mS
Corpse WELL PoMRsl well rump

CoN^ntONWSSSSSk
Mar,^ 6 077 BBO 54 650 9 640 950607 3685 963 980 932 3S0

11 6 m 310 56 ISO 9 560 956 516 2177 965 6Z0 640 350

18 6 186 BBO 58 240 7 750 963 206 1178
5 967 220 1250

K.

-2- 350

2B 6 246 250 59 700 6 SSO 971308 4zze 969 050 809 350

31 629$ 110 5/ 860 5 560 974 119 650 970 001 700 250

31 62993&0 260 550 4 380

AP. 8 6858980 60 870 3950 979462 2250 971m 789 350

15 64884^00 69 420 2 960 986874 4350
2-

972 370 880
-Si-

350

22 $413 520 45 120 992 SSO 2674 973410 740 50 300

29 6B3S2Z0 61 700 999 143 3881 , 974 630 870 350

30 $540 140 241 360

<

*v

May 6 6600 020 64 800

^

—

CO 0
fy

7416 4527 975 770 790 350

13 6663340 68 320 <0 Q. 14633 4429 Jo 976 750 610
i

300

20 6728270 64 930 :r 20460 387S 977 610 540 300

27 6 794 990 66 720 28410 5490^

$ 833 050 292 3]J^
Fig. 9. Sheet fbom

Services. All meter readings for sfteam, gas, power, light, and
water are sent to the office weekly and entered up by the costs

clerk in the ^'Consumption Books,” one of which—the Electricity

Book—is shown in Fig. 9.
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A twelve months’ chart is hun^y in the Works Engineer^s office

showing all consumptions which Hie entered upon it weekly; these
consumptions are dealt with mor«’ fully under their separate head-
ings later in the book.

POV^ER CONTlNUAnOi

Cabinet W»?/cs 1 o
Frame Shop,

j
Boiler House

\ heat Treatment

(for Continuation see next Paoe)

446 212 4940

463 131 4919

456 148 son

461 070 5922

465 793 4128

470 536 4136

413409 2613

^00 1^0 6520

410 120 9380

411 290 ino

42S 410 BIBO I IBS 460 1 5460

603 600 \lt40 \1566

1122

450 960 mo P L/ff 510 1590

It is occasionally advisable to measure continuously the total

power consumption of all departments in the works for a p(‘riod of

a few days. There has been an instance in which a gi*aphical record

of this quantity revealed a marked general tendency for the men
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to be slow in getting their machine's startc'd for the day's work.

As a result, attempts were made to remedy this fault, and the

success of these efforts was measured by the increased area under

the power-time curves shown by th(^ shaded portions in Fig. 10.

TIME
Fk;. 10. Power-time Corves for Maciitme Shop

Main FAero/zY.

Bay n^s.

jjJI
Q7!ES|iB!B1I

BJg!1JJJH
QSl
iSa

ESHl
iSm 133

H IB 3. 1ajBSB
r t. 14* tZ BlIB BB9MIB
mSjBBBlIBRRHIBBH9BBBI^HiBlID 7 14*12BBIZ.I4*IZSi
ai /4x/Z WiID Z. Ih*l2. B 7. 14*12

7 /4*/2IID 5. IloyilZ. m 6. 14*12

a 4. 14*121D9^^aa iSIraBKSBSi

a BlD5 l(oYt, IZ. .. BaBBSSBlD 2 14*12 „ m
a l 14*12.Bl J 4. 14*12Bm B a!asumBl—

Fig. 11. Page from Seats Maintenance Record Book

Costs. Repair costs of roofing, slating, and painting an; kept under
their separate headings in book form, as in Fig. 11, a “key" plan
being also kept, on which the bays of the works are numbered
horizontally and lettered vertically, making it possible to ascertain

the places where the repairs are heaviest.
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Allocation of Service Cos'*'.s to Departments. The ideal

method, of course, is to meter th<i services to each department, but
where this is impracticable a good method which has been in opera-

tion for a number of years is illustrated in Fig. 12. The cards are

made up in block form with a “flimsy” and a card. The “flimsy”
goes to the Costs Office, the card being filed in the Plant Office

under a card index system. The costs are filled in once a month and
arc based on the number of hours worked and the number of people

MON'fHLyALLOCATION SHLET D£PAHTM£NT^BofF£IK1^
MONTH tND/NQ 3f^ 7- 3/A
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Fig. 12. Costs Allocation Sheet

in each department. The estimated consumptions of the depart-

merits are based on figures taken periodically with portable mi.'ters

which are inserted in the appropriate mains or pipe lines without

the knowledge of the department concerned. Allocations for lighting

are taken from a sliding scale, as shown in Fig. 13.

Thus if lighting starts at 4- p.m. in one department and finishes at

6 p.m., and in another department of similar size continues until

8 p.m., the percentage of the lighting bill for the latter would be

double that of the shop finishing at 6 p.m. Whilst, of course,

lighting-up time fluctuates, the sliding scale chart provides a very

good average.

Labour Costs. The actual costs of repair work are, of course,

covered by “X” ordtu’s, but so that a check can be kept on the

Maintenance Department’s costs, a chart is made out as shown in

Fig. 14. This chart gives the number of men per section, average

hours per man,’ and the wages costs per section, and is compared

with the total production of the works. From this chart the Works
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Engineer can decide as to the advisability of starting extra men or

pijtting on a night shift during a peak period.

Inspection of Machines and Plant. A systematic inspection

of th(i equipment of the works will prevent production delays, in

addition to maintaining the standard of production and reducing

the cost of upkeep. The inspection should be carried out at regular

intervals by means of a card system as follows. Each inspection

job is tyjwjwritten on a card, and the cards filed in suitable groups.

TtMt - HqmM.
Jr>r

» aj 4 s b 7a^ionf2ie34.s^7B^tonn

Fto. 13. Diagram showing Average Hours of Light and
Darkness

(Smmnort.iinc noinlloweU for)

When an inspection is due, the appropriate card is removed from
the file and re-inserted in such a place that it will come out on the

date of the next inspection.

Power equipment and distribution, electric motors, gcuierators,

and control equipment, belting, the condition of buildings, stairs,

floor loads, fire-fighting plant, conveyers and ek^vators, heating

apparatus, boilers, machine tools, compressed air systems, and
refrigerators are the chief divisions into whic^h the work of inspection

falls. Th(} inspectors should make full use of the cards bearing the

records of the individual machines, and should take into account
the information given on them when recommending the replacement
of a machine.
Plant Heferenoe. All machine tool and other catalogues are

kept in glass-frontcnl book cases in the Plant Office, and are indexed
under firms’ nam(\s and cross-referenced under the product or type
of machine, etc., a symbol being used for each type of jiroduct, e.g.

PR.—Presses, ST.—Steam, All.—Automatics, etc.

AU leaflets should be filed alphabetically in trays under firms’

names and cross-referenced in a ‘‘product” record in book form. A
“loan book” should be kept and anyone borrowing a book made to

sign for it, with the date loaned and the date returned: this is
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essential, or otherwise the library of such literature would soon be

depleted.

Layouts and Designs. The draughtsmen in the Works Engin-

eer’s office of a large organization can usually be grouped under two
headings:—

Those concerned with machine tool design and machine
layouts.

Those concerned with buildings, steelwork, pipe layouts,

etc.

Most works have problems peculiar to their manufactures, and
the author has found that a technical reference file, as shown in

Fig. 15, is very useful.

it wiU be seen from the illustration that it is a visible card index,

and any job—other than routine work—where formulae have been
needed is recorded. The formulae used are entered on a card,

together wdth such details or modifications as have been mad(j on
the actual job. A considerable amount of time is thus saved in

collecting details before starting the actual drawing. In rush

periods, it enables draughtsmen not used to the class of work to

get ahead without worrying their colleagues. It is surprising how
many Uvseful data—^to obtain which otherwise would mean wading
through numerous tc'xtbooks—can bo collected over a few years.

Drafting machines of the vertical type are another essential

for quick w'ork, suitable lights being fitted to each board, as shown
in Fig. 119, page 192. In an office with about six draughtsmen,
the technical reference file, together with the drafting machines, is

equivalent to an extra draughtsman.
Filing of Drawings. In a Plant and Maintenance Office, the

types of drawings are so varied that ordinary book filing systems
are not satisfactory. A very successful method, which has saved a
lot of time, is a visible card index system as shown in Fig. 16. Draw-
ings are numbered and filed under a symbol, e.g. Buildings—BL.,
Layouts—L., Press guards—PG., Steam—ST., etc. As an example,
a drawing of an extension to a main factory may bo required. From
the card illustrated in Fig. 17 it mil be seen that the drawing
number is BL. 1- 5, and the drawing will be filed in the BL. drawer
under this heading.

In the case of drawings from which blue prints are taken for use

in the shops, a note should be made on the individual index card,

and on the drawing itself, of the number of blue prints taken from it.

This is important, for when an alteration in a dimension is made,
all blue prints must be called in so that the new dimension can be
entered on them, and so that possible delays thus caused may be
minimized. It should, therefore, be possible for the drawing office

to know exactly where each print is to be found, and in a large

works it may be advisable to keep a systematic record.
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Fig. 17. Individual Card from Drawing Reference File
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BLUE PRINT ISSUE RECORD
No. of Drawing

Date
No. of
Prints

Supplied

Doi)artment
Hecoiving
Prints

Signature
for

Reception

Date of
Withdrawal

for

Alterations

Initials

of Ohiejf

Draughts-
man

1

The form given above may be used for this purpose. It should be
made certain in every case that, in the event of a new drawing of

the part being made, a new blue print cannot be supplied until the

old one has been returned, as it is quite likely that in any depart-

ment the alteration may be such that material accidentally ma-
chined to the old print after the issue of the new one would be rejected

as scrap, because of dimensions being increased on the new drawing.
In the case of a special blue print store being attached to each

of the larger departments, a card record should be kc^pt, a single

card for each drawing being filed in order. When a print is taken
from the store, a “withdrawal” card is inserted behind the card for

that drawing, and removed when the print is returned.

Blue prints which are in frequent use in the shops should be
preserved by mounting them on three-ply wood or on cardboard,
a coat of varnish being afterwards applied to prevent damage by
oil or dirt.

The compilation of a list of the materials needed for the various
components on each drawing is a duty best performed by the draw-
ing office, although it is almost entirely a clerical job. These lists,

alternatively known as specification lists or hills of materials

^

should
follow immediately after the actual drawing has been issued

;
they

should contain full instructions as to which department should
produce each part.

Every engineer knows the trouble of locating underground mains
and drains, and a successful arrangement which the author has
found invaluable is a large-scale plan, say to

J
in. to the foot, which,

for a works covering some 15 acres, will take up one wall of the

office (approximately 17 ft. x 12 ft.). Whenever, during excava-
tions, pipes are unearthed, they are marked on the plan; and
eventually it is possible to chart all underground mains and drains.
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All service mains are inserted in L);eir distinguishing colours, e.g.

red for gas, brown for compressed ai'
, black for steam, etc., and all

pipes throughout the works are painted the appropriate colours.
By this means one can sec at a glance what a pipe is carrying. Also,
all machines are represented on the plan by celluloid-covered draw-
ing pins, one pin being used for o-:i.ch machine. This plan is also very
useful when change-ovc^rs are taking place, the machines being
checked and the pins changed each morning during the progress
of the change-overs, so as to provide a visual record of the previous
day’s work. It is also advisable to have plans showing the separate
layouts for each service, such as steam, gas, water, etc., in the

Fio. 18. Method of Filing Layout Drawings for Quick
AND Easy Reference

Works Engineer’s office
;
a suitable method of filing is shown in

Fig. 18.

When large electrical installations have to be carried out, it is

often very useful to have some system of checking the jirogress of

the work. One simple method is to provide the foreman or charg<».-

man with sheets of transparent paper the same size as the sketches

or blue prints actually used. The transparent paper is pinned on to

the blue print, and, as each item is installed, its outline is traced on

the transparent paper. Each connection is also traced as it is made.
This method not only provides a continuous check, but forms an aid

in the following of any complicated wiring job.

Key Registek. All doors are numbered, likewise the correspond-

ing keys, and these numbers, besides being charted on the large plan,

are listed in a register, which also gives particulars of persons who
are responsible for the resi^etive keys.

Small Lttho Prints (say 13 in. x 8 in.) of a works are also very

useful, especially when extensions are contemplated : they save a

lot of time otherwise spent in making numerous drawings, and en-

able the management to sketch extensions in, and to decide on one

or two schemes before actual drawings are made. Providing the
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plan is sectionalizcd in, say, 20 ft. . 20 ft. bays, it is possible to

see at a glance how much space ca;!! be allotted in different parts of

the works. In a works wheni exteiisions have been more or less an
annual event, over 100 of the^se plans, which would have entailed

perhaps fifty or sixty drawings, have been used in twelve months.

Depreciation of Plant and Buildings. The working out of depre-

ciation year by year on any particular pk'ce of plant or building

takes considerable time, and the writer has used the chart shown
in Fig. 10, which gives the direct percentage of the original value for

any number of years. For example, if a machine is nine years old

and depreciation ivS taken at 5 per cent per annum, the percentage

of the original value will be seen to be 63.



CHAPTER 11

STEAM

BOILERS

There m much to be said both for the Lancashire and the water-tube

types of boiler; everything depends on circumstances, e.g. the

floor space available, condition of the feed water, quality of coal,

type of load, and a number of other circumstances peculiar to each

particular application.

The Lancashire Boiler, on account of its large capacity, is better

able to deal with large variations of load, there being less danger of

priming, scaling, and corrosion. As it has no small tubes, a feed

Fig. 20. Glass Demojsstbation Boiler
(a) Boilf*!’ rol(J. (/>) Ocut utiplied. Kluc expands, creating stresses iaith in Hie

tube and on ends (Iwller end plates)

water with a greater amount of impurities can be used, and also a

lower gi ade of fireman can be employed. As with all internally fired

boilers, in consequence of unequal expansion and contraction, it is

subjected to straining. The glass boiler in the old laboratory of the

Mancliester Steam Users’ Association was perhaps the best illus-

tration of what takes place within the’ boiler. Pig. 20 (a) shows the

boiler cold. In (6), the flue tubes, being in direct contact with the

fire, become hotter than the shell, and so undergo greater expansion,

thus setting up stresses other than those due to steam pressure.

The usual way to overcome this is for a section of the flue tubes

to be made corrugated, or else two or three sections of the flue tube
are made smaller in diameter than the others, these being arranged
alternately. There is a tendency for boiler makers to reduce the length

of the corrugations, more especially where high pressures are con-

cerned. For a boiler 30 ft. long, with 250 lb. per in.^ working pressure,

it is advisable to have 15 ft. ofcorrugations in each flue tube. As to the

merits and demerits of the dish-end or flat-end types of boiler, whilst

24
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there is little to choose between the ra, both types have the tendency
to “groove/’ and alioiild this haj){)eji, the dish-end boiler is at a
decided disadvantage, as insurance companies will not allow the
grooving to ext(‘nd to such an extent in dish-end as in flat-end boilers.

The foinier ar(‘ entirely dependent on the camber for strength,

wlu^reas the latter have gusset stays. It thus happens that in flat-end

boilers, gjooving around the furnace openings or adjacent to the
heel of tlu‘ sh(dl angle is frequently allowed to break through before

the insurance c*ompany insists on repairs, but they will not allow

grooving to this extent on the dish-end type, and there is always the
possibility that they may ask for the end plates to be replaced, a
difficult and expensive operation. Whilst the insurance companies
prefer the flat-end type of boiler, a rather general trouble, especially

with high-j)ressure types, is (experienced in getting the rivets,

adjacent to th(^ toe bolts on th<^ lower gusset stays, to hold against

the pressur(‘. F(^r this reason the boiler manufacturers favour the
dish-end tyj)e. A boiler insurance company should always be con-

sulted before ordering a new boiler, as they can be very helpful.

For a small cost they will also examine during manufacture.
Flue sizes for a 30 ft. X 8 ft. boiler can be seen from Fig. 21

which iliustrat(‘s u typical Lancashire boiler of the flat-end type.

Water-tube Boilers. TIk^ gre^at point in favour of the water-tube
boiler is the saving in floor space as compared with the Lancashire
boilers (the space requin^d being about halved for the same evap-
oration). Th(‘y arc quick-steaming and, being of the externally fired

type, they are not subjected to the sam(^ stresses as the Lancashire
typ(^. A higher degree of efficiency can be maintained, and greater

strides seem to have been made in the design of suitable furnaces

than in the iuternally fired boiler; this enables lower-grade fuels

to be used.

Fig. 22 shows a standard Babcock. & Wilcox water-tube boiler

with chain-grate stoker. It may be mentioned here that the modern
chain-grate stoker gives greater latitude for burning poor quafity

coal with smokeless combustion.
Fig. 23 shows a vertical tube boiler constructed by Messrs. John

Thompson for a large woollen factory. It is complete with super-

heater, water-cooled walls, economizer, forced-draught type chain-

grate stoker, and induced draught equipment.
With water -til be boilers greater care must be taken to keep the

feed water free from impurities and oil. The saline matter in sus-

pension in the boiler water should never be allowed to reach a
greater total density than 500 grains per gal., in fact it is now
generally recognized that the boiler water should not contain more
than 50-75 grains per gal. of caustic alkalinity.

Priming, i.e. the carrying over of water mechanically mixed with
the steam, is to be guarded against. Not only does it carry away
heat without producing useful work, but it may have serious effects
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on the turbine or engine. PriminL^ may be due to impurities in
the water, or to the water level b-.*iiig too high when forcing a
boiler.

^ Bulging, Hogging,” or Sagging of Tubes. Tlio main troubles to
look for are bulging, “hogging” (upward bending), or sagging
of the tilings, due to overheating; also pitting caused through
accumulation of scale or a small patch of oil.

Fig. 22, Babcock & Wilcox Boilek with Chain-urate Stoker
(Babcock dt iVilcoJc)

Inspection of the bottom rows of tubes should be made every
four to six months, especially if the boiler has to be fired for long
periods. One or two tubes in the two bottom rows should be
sufficient to give a good idea of the general condition. In Babcock
boilers, remove the hand-hole caps at each end of the tube and
insert a hand lamp in the rear end ; this will give a good view of
the tube. If scale is present, clean out the whole of the tubes with
a steel brush, or scaling tool if necessary. The latter may be steam,
2—(T.43)



Fig. 23. “Beta” Type Water-tube Boiler

(Umn. John Thompson Waier Tube Hoilers, Ltd.)
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air, water, or ebctrically driver.. Whichever type is used, the
application is very simple and ef ft^ient. Fig. 24 shows the type
made by Messrs. Babcock & Wil(-iiX. When measuring for hogged
or sagging tub(\s, a piece of string should be stretchc'd from one

I

I

Fio. 24. Method of Operating Torbine Tube Cleaner
(Babcock lit- Wilcojc)

extreme end of the tube to the other; any deviation up to in.

is considered permissible.

In a Stirling type boiler the tubes terminate in the steam and
water drums (as opposed to the section headers of a Babcock
Wilcox boiler), and so there arc no hand-hole caps. Access to tlu;

tube ends has to be obtained through manholes in the drums. The
ends of the tubes are sharply curved, so that the hand-lamp methocl
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will enable only the ends of the tubes to be sighted, and the string

method of detecting hogging cannot be applied.

Scoring of Tubes. The position of soot-blower jets should be
checked periodically. If the jets get slightly out of place, abrasive

action due to the grits pickcid up with the jets of steam will wear
away the sides of the tubes. Superheater tubes should be carefully

watched, as in order to get the necessary heating surface for high

superheat, they are very closely spaced, and so displacement of the

soot-blower jets by even \ in. may cause excessive wear. The
author once had to replace some half-dozen tubes, due to slight

movement of the brickwork pulling the soot-blower out of position.

Nesting of ash in the tubes should also be carefully watcjhed, as

this, apart from reducing the efficiency of the boiler, will create an
undesirably high circulation in the clean steam tubes, du(^ to the

tendency for water to use only those tubes where circulation is good.

Air Leaks. Air leaks are due to badly fitting dampers and cracks

in the brickwork. These should be given immediate attention, as

they will greatly reduce the efficiency of either Lancashire or water-

tube boilers.

Whilst it would seem from the troubles enumerated above that

the water-tube boiler is likely to give more trouble than the Lan-
cashire type, this is not actually the case if ordinary precautions

are taken to keep the boiler in proper condition.

For numerous industrial loads, the ideal combination is Lancashire
and water-tube boilers. The Lancashire type, due to its reserve and
capacity, has an accumulator effect and this, coupled with the rapid

firing of the water-tube boiler, makes a most satisfactory plant

where working pressures for process steam must be kept (jonstant

concurrently with a great variation in the steam requirements.

Whereas the Lancashire boiler has to be heated up slowly, the

water-tube boiler can be forced and steam raised very quickly

without undue strain on the boiler drums and tubes.

General Care of Boiler Plant. A detailed list of instruc^tions to

boiler men should be posted in every boiler house. The following

are the main items :

—

Part of Boiler to

be Cleaned
Action to bo Taken

Remarks
(How often, etc.)

Boiler blowdown Once per shift

Economizer . Open draining valve Once per shift

Soot-blower . Must bethoroughlydrained
before opening

Once per shift minimum

Water-gauges — Must be kept clean and
blown down once per shift

Safety valves. Lifted by hand Once each day

Ashing out To suit particular plant requirements
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To these items can be added the times and hours of each shift

and any other instructions to suit ihe particular plant. All repairs

and inspections should be entered on the boiler log sheet.

Maintenance of Meters and Gauges. All gauges and recording

meters should be periodically checked and overhauled, to ensure

accurate readings at all times repairs and overhauls Ixung entered

in a log book (Fig. 25). A good practice is to keep a number of

DE.F^RrMe,HT WoBKS. Gauqe iV?

O To ISOlbJin.^ Maker. Sib W.KBAft^ev.

OATB. Tbsted Remarks.
28*10 O.K.at Eolb. Bur lO LBS. Slow BBroms 4 after. MEM

u Sent Vo Makers. //

O.K. After repairs BY Maker. 4

t>-7-2e
1

Sent to Makers for overhaul. 4

14 8 28 ^ETURHLD FROH MAKERS. //

EHBBHH SLOW UP To SO LB.IlH^ O.K. AT iOO US.IlN^

Sehd into Stores AS Spare u

IH

[Z__]
Fig. 25. Page from Gauge Log Book

spare parts, and also several complete mechanisms. When any
particular gauge is due for overhaul, its mechanism is removed and
a spare one installed in its place. The dial and pointer are then

attached, and finally a check for accuracy is made.
To check recording thermometers while they are in operation,

a simple method is to insert an auxiliary pocket in the main, as

close as possible to the pocket for the instrument. The pocket is

kept full of oil, and a glass thermometer is inserted whenever a

check reading on the regular instrument is required.

Great care should be taken to ensure that pressure gauges are

placed so that vibration is the minimum possible, otherwise the
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maintenance expenses will be considerable, esjx'cially in the case

of costly high-pressure instruments. In some cases it is possible

for the gauges to be mounted on cork, or separated from the panel

by cork insulation, which will damp out vibration and prevent

unsteady action.

Steam flow met(;rs must be watched, if fitted with mercury
columns, in ordcT to ke(;p the mercury from being (contaminated by
impurities in th(c steam, A suitable filter for the steam should he
fitted afticr blowing out the connecting st(cam pijxcs. A solution of

1 part of nitric, acid in 3 parts of distilled wat(?r can he used for

cleaning the mccrcury, which should afterwards be washed in dis-

tilled wat(cr and dried by luxiting it in an open dish to 230" F.

Fractures of wat(‘r gauge glasses may be caused by the rubber
rings blowing out. This can sornetimc's be prevented l)y dro])ping

a fibre washer, about in. thick and 2 in. inside diarnetcT, on to

the rubber ring, so as to separate the ring from the gauge nut. The
washer should fit the gauge glass closely, so as to prevent the rubber
ring from being squeezed out through the clearance between the

gauge glass aiul tlie hole in the nut. In some cases, plaster of Paris

is used as a retaining material for gauge glasses, care being taken to

allow time for it to set before the boiler is put in steam. When time
dcxcs not permit, tin-foil may be emyiloyed. It should be rolled into

a long strif), stiff and slightly flattcuied, and should be rammed
gently home with a small screwdriver.

Economizers. To assist in keeping down steam-raising costs, an
economizer should be included in the boiler installation. With
Lancashire boilers, a saving of 15 to 20 jxu* cent in fuel costs can
be effected by this means ; with well-designed water-tube boilers,

owing to the lower flue-gas temperatures (about 500° C.), the saving
amounts only to about 6 to 8 per cent. Care must be taken to sec*

that corrosive action does not take place in the economizer tubes

;

if water enters the economizer at less than 100° F., there is always
a likelihood of this occurring. The tubes may be made of steel or

cast iron. Two of the best-known economizers are Green\s, and the

Babcock & Wilcox t>^e. In the former the tubes are of cast iron,

and in the latter they are of steel. A ix^w rotary economizer (the

Simmons Patent Economizer), which is now being made in this

country, gives a remarkable efficiency.

Air Heaters. Where low-grade fuels art', used, the efficiency of

combustion can be increased by pre-heating the air necessary for

combustion. To achieve higher efficiencies in boiler plants it is

necessary to reduct*. the terap(3ratiire of exit gases to a minimum.
The air heater can be installed either before or after the economizer.
It is not possible to quote exact figures for savings, as everything
depends on the t3rpe of plant and the temperature of the exit gases

on entering the air-heater.

Superheaters. As the superheater is usually an integral part of
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the boiler equipment, there is no necessity here to include formulae
for the heating surface required f(»r a given superheat. It is usual
when buying a boiler to state the evaporation and the superheat
required. Mention may be made here of the saving derived by using
superheated steam, especially when driving turbines or reciprocating

engines, as the nearer to a perfect gas the steam becomes, the greater

the efficiency of the prime nu)ver. The average percentage sav-

ing in steam consumption due to superheat can be taken as 1 to

10, i.e. each 10 ^ F. of superheat™! per cent saving in steam
consumption.

Boiler Formulae
The first essential is to calculate the actual evaporation (W) which

may be written ;

—

^ Weight of water evaporated

Weight of coal consumed over the same perio(i

It must be realized that it is impracticable, on account of the varying

classes of coal, differing feed water temperatures, and unequal steam
requirements at varying pressures, to compare one boiler with

another, and it is, therefore, necessary that a ‘‘standard’’ should be

observed, in order that tests for efficiency may be compared on a
common basis.

For this purpose it is first necessary to assume as conditions (a)

a coal without ash, (b) feed water at 212” F., and (c) steam delivered

at atmospheric pressure. In the first place, tluTefore, a factor is

rei|uired to represent the weight of water which would be evaporated

per lb. of coal, if all evaporation were to take place at 212” F. This

factor of evaporation (
F) as it is called, is calculated as follows :

—

Suppose that W lb. of steam is evaporated per lb. of coal.

,, ,, H is the total heat per lb. of saturated steam.

„ „ Hi is the total heat per lb. of superheated steam.

,, ,, L is the latent heat of .steam.

,, ,, Q is the heat per lb. of feed water (mtering the boiler.

Then W(H — Q) == Heat transferred from fuel to steam.

Now imagine a theoretically perfect boiler (efficiency 100 per

cent) to serve as a standard of comparison. This ideal boiler is fed

with water at 212” F., evaporating it at atmospheric pressure and
forming dry saturated steam (also at 212” F.). Suppose that the

W(H — Q) units of heat referred to above are supplied to the ideal

boiler, then the quantity of steam evaporated would be

W(H - Q)/L or W(H - Q)/970-4 lb.

The figure 970*4 refers to the latent heat of steam at 212” F., in

B.Th.U. per lb. This amount, W(H— Q)/970*4, is described as the

equivalent evaporation from and at 212” F., and may be regarded as

the product of the actual evaporation per lb. of fuel and the factor of

evaporation F.
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Thus WF - W(H - Q)/970*4.

Therefore F - (H - Q)/970-4.

The (“liquid”) heat per lb. of feed, Q, is numerically equal to

{t ~ 32) B.Th.lT. per lb., where t is the feed temperature, the specific

heat of water being taken as unity.

Thus
970*4

Secondly, it is necessary to account for the v^arying qualities of

coal used, and a basis of 10 000 B.Th.lT. per lb. being recognized as

standard, the above formulae may be expanded as follows:

—

„ H - - 32) 10 000 , • .-u 1 1 rF ~
~ j

^ X — where C is the calorific value of the

fuel in B.Th.lT. per lb.

This may be written :

—

r. • 1 . 10 000
Equivalent evaporation — Wl X , r^ Calorific value of fuel

- WF X 10 000/C.

Boiler Efficiency. In order to arrive at the boiler efficiency

we have to consider the heat transmitted in the boiler per lb. of

coal, ignoring superheaters and economizers. This item, expressed

in B.Th.lT. per lb. of coal —
Actual evaporation X (total heat per lb. of saturated

steam — total heat of feed water entering the boiler),

which may be written

—

Heat transmitted — W x H — (< — 32) in terms of B.Th.U.

Taking into account the calorific value of the fuel, the heat units

transmitted to the boiler expresvsed as a percentage of the available

^ n n T
Heat transmitted

units of heat per lb. of coal = — i X 100
Calorific value

which again may be written

—

rjB ==
Heat transmitted

C
X 100 per cent.

Superheater Efficiency. The heat units actually used for the
purpose of superheating, per lb. of coal consumed, will be

—

Actual evaporation X
' /Total heat per\

( lb. of super-
|

-

/Total heat per\

- ( lb. of satura-
j

. \heated steam / \ted steam /

= W X (Hi~ H) in terms of B.Th.U.,
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or, expressed as a percentage as in the case of the boiler efficiency

equation

—

^ Gain of total heat iiue to superheater ,,,,,Heat units ^ - — -—^ i X 100 per cent.

Economizer Efficiency. The heat units transmitted per Ib. of

coal consumed

n Temperature diflerence of

- Actual evaporation X I feed water Ixd-woen inlet I

L and outlet of economizer J
— W X (li~~ t) in terms of B.Th.U.,

or ex])rtiss(Ml as a percentage of the available heat per lb. of coal

Gain of total heat of steam due to economizer ,,,,,^ ^ X 100 per cent.

Combined Efficiency. By adding together the heat quantities

of boilers, superheaters, and economizers we shall, therefore, obtain

the combined efficiency in terms of B.Th.U. per lb. of coal consumed

:

altcn'iiatively, by adcling togetheT the percentage efficiencies of the

tlirc^e units we shall obtain the combined efficiency expressed as a

percentage of the total available heat units in 1 lb. of coal.

Th(\sc formrdae may be combined as

—

( bmbined efiiciency '— 1.’ x 100 per cent,

or, tlu^- combined efficiency calculated from the equivalent evapora-

tion from and at 212*^ F. per 10 000 B.Th.U. in the coal will be

—

WF[Hi -(i5~32)J
""^10 000

X 100 per cent.

For convenient reference, these formulae are summarized below.

Weight of water evaporated
Achtal Evaporation =

Weight of coal consumed over the same period’

10 000
Equivalent Evaqioration from and at 212'" F. ™ WF x

~C

Evajioration Factor
H--(^- 32

)
H~Q

910A “ 9704’

Boiler Efficiency = ^ X 100 per cent,

Heat transmitted
or, ^ X 100 per cent.

in
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Gain in Total Heat due. to Superhejiter = W X (Hi — H) B.Th.U.
per lb. of coal consumed, or,

• W X ( Hj H

)

LfhcKuicy X 100 per cent.
i-'

Economizer Gain in Totalllmt W X (^i— 0 B.Th.U. per lb. of

coal consu fried, or,

Efficiency -- X 100 j)er cent.

Combined Efficiency Boik‘T Efficiency Superheater Efficiency +
Economizer EfficicMicy

;
or,

W X |Hi- {i -

C
32)1

X 100 per cent.

Combined Efficiency (based on Equivalent Evaporation)

WF[Hi- {l~J'2)\

10 00()

where

X 100 per cent

W Actual evaporation per lb. of water j)er lb. of coal.

K Factor of evaporation.

FI = Total heat per lb. of saturated steam.

Hi - - Total heat per lb. of superheated steam.

(' (Ulorific value of fuel.

L 070*4 — Lat(uit heat per lb. of saturated steam.

(q — 32)* - Heat per lb. of feed water entering the boiler at

temperature q.

(^ ~~ 32)* — Q -- Heat per lb. of feed water entering the econo-
mizer at temperature t.

Whilst the foregoing gives a simple method of arriving at the

thermal efficiency of whole, or part, of the boiler plant, which is

sufficiently good for use in the ordinary commercial running of a
works boiler plant, more comprehensive trials should be made with
a new installation.

These should follow the Standard Code for Comprehensive Boiler

Trials as laid down by the Heat Engine Trials Committee before

the Institution of Civil Engineers (1927). The Report is published
by William Clowes & Sons, Ltd.,t and, as its name implies, it

includes all h(^at engine trials, a fact which makes it invaluable to

the Works Engineer.

* This is, of coiirse, simply a numerical equality, applying in this case to
1 lb. of water,

t At 5s.
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FEED WATER
Wherever possible the coiidensr.te from prime raovei^NWjcl indus-

trial plant sliould be returned to the feed water tank. Tfiis
sate reduces the eo^^ of feed water tn^atment and also the heating
of feed water

;
but what is most important, the format] t)n of scale

is greatly reduced. Care must be taken to see that oil does not get
into the condensate.

Softening. Tlie apparatus for softening the mak('-up wat(‘r is thi?

most important part of the plant, for scale, apart from the waste of

Fro. 20. Exampi.es of Scale in Pn*Es

fuel it causes through its insulation effect betwetui the wat('r and
boiler shell or tubes, is also the cause of most of the troubles and
repairs that are met with. When starting a new plant or utilizing

another sourct^ of water, the chemist should be called in to make a
full analysis and advise as to the method of treatment to adopt.
Fig. 26 shows scale formation in ealorifi(u* (hdivery pipes using
untreated water.

The classification of water is b}' degrees of hardness, which may
be given in parts per 100 000 or in grains per gallon : the latter is

the usual or British mt'thod, and is sometimes known as the dark
scale of hardness. It is always advisable when comparing waters
to check which measurements are implied.

Hardness is classified under two headings, permanent and
temporary.

Temporary Hardness is due to the presence of carbonates of
lime and magnesia, which are held in solution by carbonic acid.

If this water is boiled, the carbonic acid gas, which is cmnbined
with the carbonates to form bicarbonates, is driven off, and the
carbonates which are insoluble are precipitated.

Permanent Hardness. This may be taken as the solids left in
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suspension after the carbonic acid has been driven off; it is due
to the sulphates, nitrates, and chlorides of iinie, which are not

precipitated by boiling.

Softeners. Water softcmers can be classed under two headings,

Precipitation and the Base Excham^qe.

The Precipitation or Soda anj) Lime Method is the one most
in use. The lime combines with the carbonic acid, forming carbonate

of lime, whi(ih is y)recipitat(’‘(l with the carbonates, which were first

in the form of bicarbonates. The soda ash converts the dissolved

sulphates of lime and magnesia into carbonates, leaving sulphate

of soda which is soluble and does not form scale. Fig. 27 shows a

typical lime-soda softener.

The hard water from the inlet pipe alternately fills one or other

of the two compartments in the measuring apparatus, which, when
full, tips over, emptying into the softening compartment below.

As each compartment fills up and tips, a valve is operated in the

bottom of the chemical solution container jilaced alongside the

measuring apparatus, allowing a pn'determincHl quantity of the

solution to pass into the softening compartment, there mixing with

the hard water. The water then travels to the settling chamber, pass-

ing through wood-wool filter beds to th(^ softened water reservoir,

the level of which controls the hard water inkit to the delivery

pipe by means of a ball valve. At th(i opposite end of the appara-
tus is a circular mixer for thoroughly mixing the soda ash

and lime, which is thence pumped up once more to the chemical
solution container.

Basic Exchange Method. In this method the feed water is

filtered through a granular base-t'xchange bed, usually known by a

trade name, such as “Permutif'; this has the property of giving

up its sodium base to the water that is passed through it, in exchange
for any calcium or magnesium present in the water. The beds have
to be reactivated from time to time with a weak solution of common
salt. Base exchange plants should not be used for boiler feed pur-

poses without first taking expert advice, as with many waters the

process is unsuitable owing to the concentration of soda salts which
takes place in the boiler.

Coagulation. Where i-iver or canal waters (and even some well

waters) are used, marl, silica, organic waste, vegetable colours, etc.,

may be present in such minute form as to be on the border line

between solution and suspension; these are known as colloidal

impurities. They should be dealt with by using a coagulant such
as sulphate of alumina. This reacts on the calcium carbonate to

form aluminium hydrate. These fiocculent precipitates have great

coagulating power, i.e. the formation of an insoluble gelatinous mass.
The extra cost of using coagulation plant above that of ordinary
softening is not heavy, being about 0-125d. per 1 000 lb. of steam
generated.
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The Testing of Feed Water. When supy)lying a water softener,

the nKinufac-turerH usually include a complete water-testing outfit,

wliich (u)mj)ri.scvs a supply of standard soap solution
;

alkalinity

indicators (plienolphthalein and methyl orange); standard acid

(siiljf)fujric) and the necessary burettes; dropynng bottles for alka-

linity indicators; 100 cm.^ measure; shaking bottle of about 150

crn.’* capacity; beakers, stirring rods, etc.

Method of Testtnc; fou Hardness. Measure out 70 om.^ of

the water to be tested, then run out the soap solution from a burette,

1 cm.^ at a time, shaking vigorously after each addition until a

pcrmaTient lather is maintained for five minutes. The number of

(mbic c(intim(?tr(\s in(licat(*d on the burette will be the degrees of

hardiKiss of th(‘ water sample in grains of calcium carbonate per

gallon.

Alkaijnjty Test. Again measure out 70cm.’^ of the water
sam])le and transfer to a l)eaker, adding about four drops of phenol-

phthalein. If free alkalinity is present, the sample will become a

f)urj)lo colour. The standard sulphuric acid is now added drop by
di*o[) from the burette wliilst stirring the sample until the purpk^

(colour disappears. The number of cubic centimetres of acid which
hav('. IxHUi added are taken as the degrees of plienolphthalein

alkalinity, or tlu^ free alkalinity.

It is now n(‘C(^ssary to take th(‘ bicarbonate alkalinity, which has

no efTect upon the phenolphthalein.
'fake another 70 cni.‘^ of the watc^r samyile and transfer to a

beak(n‘ as before^; then add ten drops of methyl orange, (The
original samyile also lia-s ten drops ad(led to it to serve as a com-
parison for colour.) Sulphuric acid is then added as in the previous

test, a cubic centimetre at a time until the colour shows the slightest

tinges of pink, which can be readily noted by comparison with the

])nndous sample. The amount of acid, in cubic centimetres, that has
been poured in must then be added to that added during the

})!’(;vious t('st ; the sum of these quantities will give the total

alkalinity.

Condensate. As mentioned earlier, the whole of the condensate
should, w'herever possible, be used for boiler feed ymrposes, as the

cond(^nsed steam is practically pure, and also by so doing, the heat
remaining in it is conserved. Treated water need only then be used
for make-up, and so a saving is effeckid by reducing the quantity
to be trtiated. Even when very little make-up is necessary, the feed

as a whole must be carefully watched, as it may contain considerable

quantities of dissolved gases, oxygen and carbon dioxide, which
have been absorbed from the atmosphere. From these carbonic
acid is formed which will attack the boiler plates and tubes. These
gases, therefore, must be eliminated, and it may be necessary to

iustall a de-aerator for this purpose.

The aeration of the water can be considerably reduced if due care
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is taken to see that the wat('r in the feed tank is not agitated

—

say due to delivery from a ball valve- -sinet! where; agitation is

permitted bubbles will be formed and carried below tlie water

surface, when* tin* gases they contain be(;onu; dissolv(*d in the feed

water.

Blowdowns. These are usually liand-operated, and the period

that elapses between each blowing down and the quantity of scum
to be blown down is dependent on tl)e rate of concentration of the

soluble salts
;
so that occasionally it may be found ru'cessary to lit

a continuous blowdown. Whilst every care; must be takem to keej)

down the concentration, it must be remembered that excessive

blowing down will waste useful heat and reasonably ])ure water,

although with the continuous blowdown, the gj't;ater part of the

heat can be saved by the installation of a heat exchang(;r which is

connected to the blowdown pipe system, thereby transferring useful

heat to the feed water. Where the boiler blowdown has to pass to

the works drains, some form of expansion chamber is m^cessary

between the boiler blowdown pipe and the drains. A typical chamber

is shown in Fig. 28. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the con-

centration of the boiler water should never be allowed to exceed

500 grains per gal., and Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox recommend the

following conditions for feed water and boiler water

—

Feed Water Cemditions

Dissolved oxygen, less than 1 cm.^ per litre.

Chlorine, not greater than 0-3 grains per gal.

Alkalinity : definitely caustic, but not more than 0*5 grains per gal.

Boiler Water ^Covditions

Caustic alkalinity, not greater than 50 grains per gal., total

solids 500 grains per gal.
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Chloride not greater than 30 grains per gah
Hardness as near zero as possible.

OiJ, no indication or slightest trace; and the recommended ratio

of sodium sulphate to alkalinity (i.e. total alkalinity expressed as

sodium carbonate) should be 1:1 up to 150 lb. per in.*'*, 2: 1 from
150 to 200 lb. j)er in.^, and over 200 lb. per in.^, 3 : 1.

Note. An important paper on this subject was recently presented

and discussed before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers. See

Proc. I. Mech. E., 1935, vol. 129, page 7.

Wastage in Idle Boilers. When boilers are laid off for a few months,

say during the summer period, care must be taken to ensure tliat

internal corrosion does not take place. There is a gri'atcr t(uid(incy

for internal eoriosion to takt^. place in an idle boiler than when it

is in commission.

When a boiler is left standing half full of softened water over long

y)eriods, the internal corrosion which takes place is due to tlu‘ dis-

solved oxygen and carbon dioxide in that water.

There are two rne^thods of overcoming this
;

one is to fill the

boiler completely with water, taking care to exclude all the air,

the other is to empty the boiler completely.

The latter method is the better, for if the boiler should be filled

up with water the plates vill be cold and moisture will condense on
the external surfaces, thus causing extcuTial corrosion. Should the

boiler be completely isolated during part of the winter, the water
may freeze, thereby straining the joints. It will be realized, there-

fore, that the best method is to empty completely all idle boilers

when they are left for long periods, ensuring that the boiler is left

completely dry by, say, lighting a small fire in the flue tubes or by
putting a brazier inside the boiler.

BOILER FEED PUMPS
Reciprocating Pumps. In most small and medium-sized industrial

boiler houses, one still sees the reciprocating donkey pump. With
this type, unless the water is metered before entering the pump

—

say over a weir, as with the? Lea Recorder—^there is little possibility,

due to the pulsating flow which is experienced, of getting an accurate
measurement of the amount of water pumped to the boilers. Unless
great care has been taken in the layout of the pipework and in the
design of the orifices, the steam consumption is likely to be high
compared with that of the turbine-driven pump, and the floor space
required is also usually greater than that required for the latter type.

Also it is not usually desirable to use the exhaust steam from the
donkey pump for feed-heating purposes, owing to the possibility

of its contamination with oil.

The first cost of the donkey pump, however, is lower; and the
upkeep costs are less than with the turbo feed pump. If the recip-

rocating type of pump is installed, care must be taken to see that
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the valve.s aro of maximum area minimum lift. When installing
the ])nm|), it nhoiild placed Fiear the boiler as possible, and,
if the feed water is hot, the suction pipe should be much larger than
tlie inlet, with a minimum lift. An air vessel of suitable dimensions
should be installed, its function being similar to that of the engine
fiywdieel

; the size of the air vessel should be fivt^ to six times the
displacement of onc^ stroke of the pump. If possible the air chamber
should b(j fitted on a vertical pipe with a tee connection to tht^

boil(‘rs: when^ this is impracticable, a small deflector should Ixi

insert'd in the te(^ on the horizontal main to ensure that the water
is forced against the air cushion and does not ])ass straight through
without taking du(^ advantage of this cushion. W^ith all reciprocating
pum|)s the weai* on the boiler clu^ck valves and springs is obviously
heavier than with th(i turbine pump, but if the foregoing points are

watchcxl, this should not b(‘ exc(\ssive.

The Centrifugal Pump is, of course, ideal for a steady feed ; it is

com[)a(jt, and whilst its first (x)st is perhaps three times that of the

re(U])rocating pump, its advantag(‘S are that the wear and tear on
check valv(^s is reduced to a minimum, the adjustment of boiler feed

is mu(jh firuu* than with the reciprocating l)ump, and due to tlie

abseiKje of pulsations a much more accurate measurement of the

wat(‘r passing through can be obtained,

ill largci’ plants th(^ ek^ctric motor-driven pump is used with

great success, but evfui with a variable-speed motor a certain amount
of throttling of the wat(*r delivery valve is necessary. The combina-
tion of a, motor-driv(‘n pump to take a st(xidy load with a small

turbiiKvdiivtui pumj) to take the fluctuations of load above the

normal, constitutes an arrangement that is, perhaps, ideal. For
large installations a. combiiuxl turbo-electric pump such as that

developed by Messrs, (b and J. Weir, Ltd., is suitable.

HRING
Automatic Combustion Control. To-day auff)matic combustion

control has been so im})roved that not only is it being installed in

large power plants, but it is also being utilized more and more in

industrial plants. Tt is recognized that with automatic control

increastMl boiler efliciency, prevention of smoke, and bettei* control

of a group of boilers can be maintained, and the saving is such that

even with the smaller industrial plants of, say, two or three medium

-

sized boikus it may be worth serious consideration.

As its name implies, it governs completely the process of com-

bustion in accordance with the steam demand, without manual

operation. There are two main systems, the electrical and the

hydraulically operated control. The latter, owing to its simplicity,

is mostly used on the smaller plants. The Kent electrical system

is shown in Fig. 29.

The aim of the system is to keep the pressure constant in the
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receiver or Hteam main. Any jj'-'^ssure change in tJie latter will
operates through a master controUe; and so alter the indiu^ed draught
of ev(U‘v boiku* in that group, until the pressure returns to its steady
pr<*determiiUHl value. Naturally, such an alteration in induced,
draught would upset the furnace pressure, but this is provided for

by an automatic readjustment of the forced draught by independemt

Fig. .‘iO. H^s DitAiriac Boilkr Control System
(Pm-. I.Mevh.E.)

controllers. Mi^chanical means are provided for measuring the new
air flow through the furnace, and for adjusting the fuel flow (on

the chain grate) to suit. The induced and forced draught fans are

adjusted by controlling, through field rheostats, the speeds of shunt-

wound direct-current motors. This is arranged by having a single

motor, which runs continuously and drives two shafts in opposite

directions, Magnetic clutches are used to clamp the shafts to the

two sides of a differential gear connected to another shaft whi(.‘h

raises or lowers the sliding arm of the rheostat. For lower air flows,
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adjustment of the dampers is made. Th(‘ fu(‘l/air ra-tio for t'aeii load

on tlie boiler is gov(u*n(‘d in the first plae<^ by a- cam in tlu' fuel/air

ratio controller. This ratio can be alt(‘r(‘d by a [uisli button (u'ther

in th<^ control room or on the boiler front, Th(‘ cliief featun's of the

system are: the control of (^ach finudion in seipicuiee, insii'ad of all

functions simultaneously ; the steps takcm to avoid "hunting” of

Kre. *,U . Master Panel for Automatic^ Combustion Control

th(‘ (controls; and the lacility for overriding tlu^ signals sent out by
the master controller (by the use of the push buttons already

mentioned) without switching off. Adjustment of individual cjontrols

on each boiler front can also b(^ made without switching off*.

A diagram illustrating one of the hydraulic systems is given in

Fig. 30. A pr<\ssure drop in the steam main or receiver causes the

movement of a float which is supported by a column of mercury.

The mercury is arranged to balance the normal steam pressure.
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By moans of an adjustable foli< w-up mechanism, any movement
of tlie float is made to operate a })rot valve. This causes the power-
o])erait(Ml piston, wliicli is connoett^d to the induced draught damper,
to ris(*

;
th(^ ainount whi('.h it rises d(‘pends on the amount whi(;h

th(i nuTCury falls. Tlic sloping bar attached to the crosshead of this
piston can be adjustt^d, as it yards inclination, to sTiit a given fall

of tlu^ nua'cury. ()n(‘ mercury column can b(^ mad(‘ to (*ontrol several
induced draught dampers, and can thus be ap[)li(^d to a grou]) of
boihu’s. In each boiler the furnace pnissure is kept constant, or
made to follow (‘very position of the induced draught dampta*, by
a reguhitoF* ad

j ustc^d to suit Ibat particular boihu* : tlu‘ forced draught
damper is also controlkal by this n^gulator. Provision is also made
for controlling tlu^ s|)(‘(‘d of the nuadianical stoker by making it

def)end on tlie position of the induced draught damper. This is

effect(Hl l)y a s(msitiv(^ valve and an adjustabl(‘ me^chanism which
makes allowance Ibi* variations in the (diimney draught and furnace
pressure. Tln^re is, how(W(‘r, no <?xact nu'ans of fixing the fuel/air

ratio.

Fig. 31 shows th(‘ control ])an(‘l for a hyd.ra.ulic system.
Coal-handling Plant. With tlu^ giauTal use of mechanical stokers,

th(^ mechanical handling of c-oal even in small factories is being
more (jommonly ado])t(‘d, but (‘vam to-day it is possible to visit

plants with two or thr(H‘ boilers when* tlu' coal is still being dumped
in the boiler hous(‘. It is only nec(\ssa.ry to consider the saving on a
simph' elevatoi* and bunker to see tliat tlu^ labour costs can be
consid(‘rably redmvd. Eveuy layout has to Ix^ considered on its

merits, but ('ven so the manufacturers of coal-handling equipment
can oftt*n put forvv^ard a. money-saving proposal in connection

with boilers whi('h, at the outstd, are hand-fired.

Destructors. Wlaan vcu* possible, th(^ h(‘at from shop scrap and
rubbish should be utiliz(d for steam laising. Where a cabinet works
or wood mill forms a part of a works the sawdirst and w^ood chi])S

should be taken dirc'ct from the machines to the boiku* grat(\ If

the wood r('fus(* is not suffickuit for th<* boiler, coal can be used as

a makevup. Pig. 32, which is self-explanatory, shows a typical

arraTig(.‘merit w’hi(jh has proved satisfactory.

For shop rubbish a destructor with a waste-heat boiler should give

good r(\sults. A Heenan & Froude installation with waste-heat

boiler incorporate< I is shown in Fig. 33. This installation is designed

to give about 1 2CK1 lb. of steam per hour.

Waste-heat Boilers. Boilers designed for the utilization of waste

heuxt fall into two classes
:

(a) those making use of the heat dis-

charged from various industrial furnaces, e.g. blast furnaces and
open-heath stc^cl furnaces, coke ovens, reverberatory furnaces,

brick and ceiiKUit kilns, etc. : and (/>) those dependent on the heat

in the exhaust gases of internal combustion cuigiiu^s. In class (a)

anything from 25 to 80 per cent of the heat in the fuel is discharged
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Fig. 34 . Thimble-t
1. Control to dclloiitot

2. Dished upper crown
3. Flue plate welded to 4

4. Inner crown wcslded to 5
5. Thick tube plate
6. Deflector of heat-resisting steel
7. Space around tube nest for acee.ss
8. Multiple rows of thiinbie tubes
9. Water space around furnace

{Spanner

s OiL-FiKED Boil KB,

lU. Furnace
1 1. Dished lower crown
12. Support lor boiler and furna(!i

p]at,c

13. Brickwork
14. Miinhoh^
1;’». Mudholc.
If). Spiral directional plates
17. Oil burner

!ers, Ltd.)
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to waste, and the success in rec?t j^turing this heat by a waste-heat
boiler will depend largely on the initial temperature of the gases

;

it is this factor which determines the proportions of the boiler. Long
cement kilns may discharge gases at 1 000'’ F. and th(‘ heat transfer
by radiation is small. The waste-heat boiler must, therefore, provide
for a high velocity of gases and a considerabki length of tivivel. The
flue gas temperature for a melting furnace may exceed 2 000 ’ F.,

and the radiation will be high, so that the design of tlie boiler will

be on the lines of the direct-fired type. Care
must be taken to ensure that the installing

of a waste-heat boiler will not lower the
performance of the primary furnace from
which it gets its heat. To provide a suffici-

ently high velocity through the waste-heat
boiler, and to overcome the rather high
friction drop through it, the draught will

probably have to be increased by mechani-
cal means.
Type (h) will have perhaps 70 per cent

of the heat theoretically available in the

fuel for circulation.

There are two varieties: (1) that de-

pending on exhaust gases alone for the

source of heat
; (2) that which receives

exhaust gases, but has in addition an oil-

fired furnace as a supplement. The latter

is known as the composite type. The steam
is generated either on the principle of the

“thimble-tube” boiler, originated by the

late Thomas Clarkson, M.I.Mcch.E., or by
a system of numerous short cross-tubes,

with baffles arranged so that the exhaust

gases pass through the lower banks first, rising to flow in reverse

direction through the upper banks. In the thimble-tube system

(Fig. 34), the exhaust gases flow upwards among the thimbles, and
are sometimes prevented from flowing in too direct a path through

the centre of the boiler by fitting a central spindle which carries helical

deflector plates. Composite boilers are useful where the Diesel

engines do not work at constant speed, for when the engines are

slowed down, the steam ,output can be maintained by the oil-fired

furnace. They are made in various sizes, generating from 1 200 to

3 000 lb. of steam per hour (Fig. 35).

Furnaces. To deal with the diflerent types of grates would

require more space than is possible in this book. The following (uiri

be taken as a fair guide as to the grate area

—

Lancashire boiler : 15 to 25 lb. of coal per ft.® of grate.

Water-tube boiler : 20 to 35 lb. of coal per ft.® of grate.

Fig. 35 . Composite
Boiler

Tho arrows refer to tlie direct ious
(d' the BUS flows, the upper two

<leiU»tiuB the eourse of the
"waste-heat” «as and the lower
two showiiiB the path of tlu*

gases from the oil-fired furnace.

{Cochran d: Co., Annan, LUl.)
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Water-tube boiler, (0*7 to 0*9 ft.'*

pulverized -fuel fired:/ of combustion chamber per lb. of fuel.

Chimneys. Depending on the efficiency and the typo of boiler

and grate, each lb. of coal requires from 1711). to 241b. of air, and
tn^en more where there is to bo an excess of air above that required

for combustion. Then‘fore, when calculating the size of chimneys,

24 lb. of air to 1 lb. of coal is usually taken as a. basis.

To find the draught D of a chimTK‘y, in inches water gauge

To find the height H of a chimney in feet

H ^

7-6/Ti - T O/Ta

where Tj ™ Absolute temperature of outside air in F.

Tg = Absolute temperature of column of gases in the

chimney in ° F.

Grit Arresters are dealt with in Chapter VI.

BOILER INSPECTIONS AND TESTS

Every facility should be given to the boiler insurance com])any's

surveyor when he carries out his periodic inspections, reim^mbering
that whilst the Factories Act calls for this inspection and report,

actually ho is responsible to you and the general public for the safety

of your boilers. Every engineer must therefore realize that it is in

his own interest to report all leaks, however slight, to the surveyor
and to give him every help by removing lagging and brickwork at

seams when necessary.

Insurance companies usually ask for a hydraulic test if a boiler

is over 10 years old, the test pressure being 1| times the blowing-

off pressure of the safety valve.

HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM
The Generation of Power from Back-pressure and Pass-out Engines

and Turbines. When considering new boiler plant, careful thought
should be given to the saving effected by the generation of high-

pressure steam (especially where low-pressure steam is required

for industrial purposes). By using a turbine or back-pressure engine

coupled to a generator or alternator, cheap power is generated,

while the turbine or back-pressure engine acts as a reducing valve.

(k)n8idering first the fundamental principles, it will be seen from
the heat diagram in Fig. 36 that it requires 250 B.Th.U. to heat 1 lb.

of ice to melting point, and a further 150 B.Th.U. to complete the

change from ice to water. If we add a further 160 B.Th.U., the
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water reaches boiling point or,. .?I2^ F. A further 970 B.Th.U.
must then be added b(ifore all th(* Aater is changed to steam.
From the above facts, it will be clear that once the noc^essarv

B.Th.U. have been expended in generating the steam, any extra
heat added can be utilized in useful work. As an example: the
total heat of 1 lb. of steam at 245 lb. per in.*^ gauge is I 21 1 B.Th.U.,
whilst for 2511). gauge it is 1 172 B.Th.l^, a diflVnMKre of 39
B.Th.U. If w(^ take the same pressures at 200 ’ F. su])erhea.t, tlu^

Fig. 3(i. Heat aEQiUREo to change Water into its Vaimoes Stai’es

total heat becomes I 330 B.Th.U. and 1 273 B.Th.U. n^spectively,

and it is evident that for 57 extra. B.Th.U. the boiler pn^ssuri'. can

be increased from 25 lb. to 245 lb. per in.‘^ (V)nsid(T, ther(d()r(\ the

conditions when high-pressure sti^am is passed through a back-

pressure turbine or engine coupled to a generator or alternator,

exhausting into the industrial oi* proc(\ss-steam main at 25 lb. If the

set has a steam consumption of 37 lb. per kW. and th(^ overall boiler

efficiency is 80 per cent, then, for every 37 lb. of industrial steam

used it is possible to generate 1 kW. at an extra coal (consumption

of only 6-2 per cent.

Exhaust ^rbixies. This type is designed to ex}>loit tlu'- fact tha.t

a greater efficiency is obtainable by using a turbine for expanding
steam from the low-pressure stage of a reciprocating engine than

by arranging for the final expansion to take place in an additional

stage added to the reciprocating engine. Exhaust turbines are

suitable for works in which the exhaust from several reciprocating

engines, working intermittently, is available. The exhaust steam,

instead of passing to the atmosphere, is sent through a turbim)

to a condenser. The variations in the supply of steam, which in turn

depends on the number of reciprocating engines at woi k at any
given moment, renders the employment of a steam accumulator

necessary (Figs. 44 and 45).
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Back-pressure Turbines. These turbines do not exhaust to con-

densers, but expand the steam delivered to them down to the pressure

required for process steam. They are suitable for works where
steam at high pressure is required for power plant, and also steam
at low pressure for process work. A turbine of this type thus acts

as a reducing valve between the high-pressure and low-pressure

steam. Notable economies are possible, since the high-pressure^

steam, in expanding in the turbine to the pressure of the process

steam, can be used to make the turbine drive an alternator, thus

providing useful electrical power.

Pass-out Turbines. In this type (Fig. 37) high-pressure steam is

delivered to the turbine, in which it expands down to the process

steam pressure. The turbine consists of a high-pressure and a low-

pressure part. The turbine chamber, in the high-pressure part, is

in communication both with the low-pressure part and with the

process steam main, between which and the low-pressure part an
oil-operated regulator is fitted. When there is no demand for process

steam, the pressure in the main increases, actuating the regulator,

and allowing a greater amount of steam to pass to the condenser, by
way of the low-pressure part of the turbine. An increase in demand
for process steam causes a fall in pressure in the main, and closes

the regulator, in order to reduce the amount passing to the con-

denser. When no process steam is required, the turbine receives

high-pressure steam and exhausts straight to the condenser. A
small amount of steam is admitted to the lower stages, to reduc(' the

effects of vacuum at the condenser end—e.g. temperature rise

caused by the churning of the steam in the casing at that end.

Where the required electrical load to be carried is so great that the

quantity of steam passing through the turbine is in excess of the

requirements for low-pressure steam, or where there is a large

variation in the low-pressure industrial steam load, the pass-out

turbine is more suitable than the straight back-pressure turbine.

A section of such a turbine is shown in Fig. 37. As mentioned
above, the turbine is divided into high-pressure and low-pressure

sections. The ‘‘industrial” or process steam is passed out through
the first stage, the extra steam required for the electrical load being
guided through the regulating valves (shown directly above the
pass-out steam branch on the drawing) into the low-pressure end,
where it is expanded, eventually entering the condenser. The whole
or part of the steam can be passed through to the condenser, thus
giving a very elastic arrangement.

Mixed-pressure Turbines. Normally these turbines work as

exhaust turbines, but they are provided with an arrangement for

introducing high-pressure steam to the high-pressure end of the
turbine at times when an extra demand is made ; or when the supply
of exhaust steam entirely fails, so that the turbine can be run as a
high-pressure machine exhausting to the condenser. Conversely, if
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the supply of exhaust steam is surr-eiently large, no high-pressure
steam is required to su])plement Ihr exhaust steam.
A suitable n^cord log for back-pressure sets is shown in Fig. 38.

Turbo-altemators. The turbine can })e of the back-pressure or
pass-out type. When part of th(; electrical supply is already taken
from an external source, the ordinary back-pressure type is the
more econoTiiicial, as it is possible to arrange the alternator as a
suj)plement to the external supply, so that the whole of the low-
pressure steam delivered to the turbo-alternator can ordinarily be
utilized. If th(‘r(‘ is mon^ low-pressure steam than can thus be used,
(‘.g. during peak loads on the high-pressure mains, the set can lx?

arrangtxJ to l)low to atmospliere. On the other hand, if more low-
|)r*essur(‘ steam is required than that needed for the electrical load

at the mom(Mit, this extra steam can be bypassed through an Area
regulator to the low-pn^ssun^ main.

Fig. 30 shows a tyjhcal heat balance diagram for a back-pressure
turbo-alternator s(‘t, from which it- will be noted that the thermal
efliei(‘n(\v is ()(r3 ])er c<‘nt, whi(‘h shows that th(^ high (;ondenser

losses are tdiniinated. This heat is converted into useful work.
Figs. 40 and 41 show r(‘spectively a diagram and a general

view of a O.E.C’.-Frast'r (Iialmers turbo-alternator set arranged
on this systmn.

On the power ])anel8 in Fig. 4:1 will be observed the handwheels
which operate' rotary links for changing over from the set to cor-

poration supply ()]• vice versa in a f(‘w seconds. This set has giveji

very good results ov(u‘ a number of years.

Back-pressure and Pass-out Engines. The turbine is most eco-

nomical when exliausting to a low back pressure, but where a
high back pif'ssure is requin^l, the back-pressure reciprocating

(uigine is superior.

The first cost is higher and gn*ater floor space is required, but
tile greab'r efiicMency makes the back-pjcssuro reciprocating engiiu'

worthy of consideration.

An example of a back-pressure engine is shown in Fig. 42. Natur-
ally the boiler installation for th<? live steam must carry a relatively

high pressure, so that the pass-out steam may also be at a sufficient

pressui’Ci above the atmosphere. Considerably more power is avail-

able if the live steam is superheated, and condensation in the procc'ss

mains is also ri^duced. It must be i^emembered that even if tlie

emgine exhausted at, say, 50 lb. per in.^ gauge pressure, the exhaust
steam would only contain about 3 per cent more heat than atmo-
spheric steam. In the interests of economy, therefore, every efiort

should be made to ke(^p the exhaust or pass-out pressure as low as

possible, but at the same time a low exhaust pressure means a low
steam vcdocity through the process mains, so the best compromise
between these opposing factors must be made.

Where it is essential for the exhaust steam for process work to be
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(jntirely froci from oil or impurity, the turbine is mort? suitable, even
with the higli efficiency of inochu'ii oil sef)a7*ators, although Messrs.

Beiliss & Moreom do make (‘iigines specially designed for running
without oil being admittcnl to the cylinders wluui using saturated
steam.

Steam-extraction engines were devel()j)ed as far back as 1887 by
Messrs. Sulzer Bros.

;
in that year a typo of cross-compound steam

Fig. 41 , Back-Pkessciik Tuiibine

engine was built with means for extracting the steam (for feed

heating or process purposes) from the intermediate receiver. An
automatic device controlled the pressure of the pass-out steam.

Present-day steam-extraction engines are chiefly used for supplying

steam either for low-pressure process work or for heating factory

buildings, especially in cases where the steam needed for the pro-

duction of power greatly exceeds the amount of process steam
required. Steam-extraction engines are frequently arranged with
high- and low-pressure cylinders in tandem; the compounding
enables the final pressure to be lowered, with resulting economies.

If there are considerable variations in the demand for process steam,

it may be profitable to provide a steam accumulator (seepages 61,

63, 64). In any case, a heavy demand for process steam will justify

passing a supplementary quantity of live steam through the engine
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HO as to pnjvciit tlie out})iit of pow*' • from falling below the normal
figure. After being exhausted, tit‘ supplementary steam then
jjasscs on to the con<lens(M\ This arrangc^rnent can be made auto-

matic in a(;tion, t}u‘ make-uj) steam valve b(‘ing actuated by a

servo-motor. The geiw^ral arrangement of the system is shown in

Fig. 43.

Steam Accumulators. Where there are large fluctuations iii the

Fig. 42 . BAck-Pressitrb RECirRooATiNG Fr^fUNs;

DlllVING Dynaivk;

{Jiellm db Moreom)

Steam load or supply, or both, large economies am bo (jft'ected by
installing heat accumulators. A steam accumulator ])crforms the

same function in a steam generating plant as a flywheel does in a

reciprocating engine, namely, as a device for storing energy which

is used to meet the demands of a fluctuating load. There are two
systems, the pressure-drop or Ruths system and the constant-pressure

or Kiesselbach system, shown in Figs. 44 and 45 respectively.

Pressure-Drop System. With this system the industrial or

process steam pressure must be below the boiler pressure, fluctuations

in the demand or in the boiler output being taken from the steam

accumulator. The boilers can thus be fired at a constant rate and
all steam not immediately required goes to the accumulator, which

balances the varjdng demands for both high- and low-pressure
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steam, and tends to keep the presK^ice steady in each range. The
accumulator is connected through a <vjntrol valve to the low-pressure

or ‘‘industriar’ mains carrying steam for process work. Briefly,

the plant consists of a, large cylindrical vessel suitably lagged, with
non-return valves in the supply and delivery mains, allowing steam to

enter from the supply and to pass out from the vessel to the indus-

trial mains, the vessel being kept about three-quarters full of water.

The non-return valve in the lower pipe opens when the pressure

in the main is higher than that in the accumulator. The valves in

the upper pipe remain closed against the steam in the main, but
they will open under pressure from the accumulator when the

pressure therein exceeds that in the main. When the industrial load

is light, steam passes from the boiler to the water in the accumulator
and condenses, thus giving up its heat to the water. On the load

increasing on the process steam side, the ju'ossure drops slightly in

the accumulator, so causing some of the water to evaporate, and
thus reducing the load on the boilers.

Another advantage of superheated steam may be mentioned here,

namely, that the steam remains dry throughout its expansion,

provided that the superheat is suflicient, and in this way more heat
is given up in useful work instead of being lost through condensation

of the steam. This is particularly the case in reciprocating engine

work where, due to the temperature range in the cylinders, the

steam is inclined to condense at the lower end of the expansion
stroke. It should also be mentioned that where steam is generated

at high pressure it is sometimes an advantage to work engines at a

lower pressui’c, first passing the steam through a rediicing valve.

This has the effect of superheating the steam, because, although the

pressure drops, the energy content remains the same.
CoNSTANT-rBESSURE SYSTEM. Where the load fluctuates and a

constant pressure is necessary for industrial purposes, the constant-

pressure type of accumulator is most suitable. The boiler drum is

connected to the accumulator by an overflow pipe fixed at the water
level so that water cannot rise above this height. Water is drawn
from the bottom of the accumulator by a circulating pump which
passes it through the boiler drum; the water then returns to the

accumulator by way of the overflow pipe. By this continual circu-

lation, water in the accumulator is kept at the same temperature
as in the boiler. An equalizing pipe is also fitted, to connect the

steam space in the boiler with that in the accumulator.

The boiler feed pump is controlled by a regulator operated by
the boiler steam pressure, and can be slowed down or even stopped
as the boiler pressure falls, whilst it accelerates when the pressure

rises. An increased demand for steam, for instance, will thus reduce

the supply of make-up feed water. Steam is then generated from
the comparatively cool water entering the boiler from the circulating

pump. Since latent heat only is needed to convert tliis water into
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steam (as it is already at boiler temperature and pressure), an
increase in evaporation will occur, provided that the furnace

conditions remain constant. If the steam demand diminishes, the

regulator causes the boiler feed pump to accelerate and deliver

more cold water to the boiler. Tliis water can absorb more sensible

heat than that from the circulating pump, so that steam production

is reduced and th(‘ extra wat(T suj>plied is carried to the accumulator

SrtAM Ma/n.

Fig. 41. Hxtths .A-ccumitlatou: Pkessuhe-Drop Type

«i~ U^e Sham

Regu/aior

Sfeam to Pump

Boiler Feed
Delivery Pipe

Boiler Feed
Pump

ouiLi

Sham pressure
Equalizing Pipe

Accumulator

Fio. 4r>. Diagram of Kiesseebach Thermal Storage System

through the overflow pipe. At peak loads, the accumulator supplies
the entire boiler feed. Replenishment takes place at reduced loads.

A pressure change of 2-3 lb. per in,^ is sufficient to operate the
regulator, so that the boiler drum pressure is practically constant.

STEAM MAINS

All mains should be efficiently lagged and drained, and due care
taken to see that allowance is made for expansion. Where there are
steam mains of two or more pressuics, each should be painted with
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its own representcativc colour, as ensures that serious mistakes
are not made when connecting r.p low-pressure vessels. It also

enables the fitter to see whether he requires high- or low-pressure
fittings when working on alterations or additions. All modifications

should be added (in their distinctive colour) to the steam mains
layout drawing in the Plant Oltice.

Size of Mains. To arrive at the size of mains required for a given
flow, the length of the main, number of bends, valves, permissible

drop, etc., will have to be taken into account. Suitable flows

for different sizes of main, with losses due to elbows, bends, valves,

etc., are set out in Tables I and H.
Wherever possible, superheated steam should be used, especially

if the mains are of considerable length, as the losses due to conden-
sation are grc^atly reduced and velocities can be increased. Whereas
the most efficient velocity recommended for saturated steam is 75 ft.

per sec. for pipes up to and including 3 in. diameter, with super-

heated steam this can be increased to 100 ft. per sec. For pipes from

3 1 in. to 9 in. diameter, the figures are 90 ft. per sec. for saturated

and 120 ft. per sec. for superheated steam. If these velocities are

worked to, the drop in pressure will be negligible, providing there

are no sharp bends or elbows. It must be remembered, of course,

that the volume of 1 lb. of superheated steam is greater than 1 lb.

of saturated steam, and the ratio is M5: 1 for 100° F., 1*30: 1 for

200° F., and 1-44: 1 for 300° F.

General. All bends should be as gradual as possible. Valves of

the full-way type should be used, thus keeping down the frictional

losses. All mains should have a slight fall to the drain traps. Where
rises in th(^ main are nec(issary, a suitable trap must be installed at

the bottom of tht^ leg. Before laying out the main, the anchorage
points should first be determined, and care exercised that the main
is free to expand between these points. Wherever possibk^, an
expansion bend should be fitted in prefcTcnce to an expansion box,

even if it is necessary to fit a corrugated bend, as the box would
require attention from time to time, for the purpose of repacking

and so on. When^ fiangc‘S are screwed on, they should be suitably

expanded. The main m\istbe efficiently^ lagged. Tables III and IV
give the sizes of British Standard Flanges, and Table V shows
sizes of standard pipe fittings.

Pipe Hangers and Supports. It is always advisable to have
standard types of pipe hangers and supports in a large works, for

patterns can then be made and (jastings kept in stock, where
iK^cessary, so that a “rush ’’job can be done without waiting for the

necessary fittings. Fig. 46 shows various types, any one of which
can be adapted to suit individual requirements. It will be noted

that side rolltTs for expansion bends are also shown. Care must
be taken to see that pipework is free to move in a longitudinal

direction.
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Lagging of Steam Mains. The radiation losses due to inefficient

lagging are considerable. Not only should the pipes be lagged, but

all flanges, tees, etc., will amply repay similar treatment. 1 ft.^ of

uncovered pipe siirfact' at IdOlb. per in.- (gangt^) will dissipate

approximately 3 B.Th.LT. per hour ptu- degrees of temperature differ-

ence betwetm steam and atmospheric temperature, or 850 B.Th.U.
per hour at normal temperatures. The percentage efficiency is

based on the exj)ression

Heat loss from bare pipe—loss from covered pipe

Heat loss bare pipe

I'ABLK VJ

Material for I^aoging Steam Pipes
Calculated oil

—

1 in. ihitikness of magnesia on ail pi]>es under 5 in. diameter

1^ in. thickness of magiuisia on all pipens over o in. diameter
1 in. thickness of hard -setting conipouiid on all pipes

Nominal
Size of
Pipe

Magnesia,
Volume })or

Foot Hull

(1 ft. -- 8'41b.

us Bought)

Hard-Setting
Compound,
Volume per
Foot Hun

(1 ft. = 801b.)

Magnesia,
Weight per
100 ft. Hun
in Pounds

Hard-Sotting
Compoiuid,
Weight, per
100 ft. Hun
in Cwt.

1 in. 0-0.'>l8 00954 67*r> G-Bl

U in. 0(>27 1070 81-75 7*7

2 in. •e73() •1172 90 8-4

^ in. •OH72 •1.309 113-5 9-3

3 in. •0981
I

•1418 128 10-13

4 in. •12.*i()

I

•1030 164 11-7

5 in. •2290
1

•2142
1

299 15-29

0 in. •20

1

•2290
1

342
1

10-34

Bin.
1

•3280
1

1

•2727
1

482
1

19-47

10 in.
1

•3928
j

•3164
1

513
1

22-58

Note. Magnesia shrinks when wet. Thus 1 ft.® when dry, weights 8*4 lb.
;

when wet, 13 05 lb.

The best-known materials for lagging are magnesia, slag wool,
and asbestos, although there is a number of good compositions
under trade names. The materials adopted by the author for a
number of years have been a coat of magnesia with a top covering
of hard-setting compound. The thicknesses for different sizes of
pipes are given in Table VI.

The main—^under steam—should first be smeared with the hard-
setting compound to give a “key’’ to help the magnesia to hold.
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Through subways, ct^llular sootional covering such as Beirs

“Viceroy,” is easily fixed aud can be removcMl without damage for

inspection or alteration to mains. Tlu^ insulating efficiency of this

covering is as high as 80 per cent, the tlu^rmal conductivity being

0-61 B.Th.lJ. per ft.‘^ j)(‘r degree difference in temp(U‘a.ture (National

Physical Laboratory test). Whilst the first cost is higher, it is very
adaptable in cramjjed positions. Suitable flange covers are also

supplied

.

Where a single or double pipe line is required under ground, and
does not justify the building of a subway, the jjipes can be buried,

provided that they are set in Oil Concrete. Pig. 47 shows different

methods of construction. It is adAosable that all joints should be

welded and tested before covering in. Cell Concrete insulation is

a cellular cement product made from the same ingredients as ordin-

ary cement mortar, with the addition of a foamy substance similar

to soap-suds. Fig. 48 illustrates the method of covering with Cell

Concrete, the photographs being taken on a contract for the Munici-

pality of Copenhagen.
The mixing is done in specially built mixers, and every little foam

bubble becomes covered with a film of cement mortar ; thus, when
set, the material is formed of numerous small air-filled cells. It is

of very low specific gravity and is an exceptionally efficient insula-

lor against heat. It is also proof against vermin, is only slightly

absorbent in water, and protects the pipes from corrosion. It is

made in two grades, 181b. and 251b. per ft.^, the latter being

stronger but not quite such a good insulator. It has been used
extensively on the Continent.

Slag wool gives the highest insidating efficiency, but due to the

difficulty of attaching it, is very rarely used for steam mains.

For ovens or steam-jacketed vessels where suitable container-s can
be fixed, slag wool should always be used.

Steam Traps. These can be divided under two headings : the

expansion type which depends on the expansion of an element, in

most cases a bellows or capsule ; and the float type, which relies

on the weight of water for its operation. In the former the operation

depends on the expansion and contraction of the liquid which is

sealed in the capsule or bellows. As steam passes around the capsule

it causes the liquid inside to expand the capsule and shut the valve.

Alternatively as water collects and cools the contents of the capsule,

contraction takes place and the valve opens. In the float type, as

the reservoir fills with water, a bell or float is lifted, thus opening
the delivery valve to the condensate main. Whilst the former type
can be very efficient, there is the possibility of the bellows becoming
punctured, leaving the valve full open, whereas, in most of the float

type steam traps, if the float becomes punctured the delivery valve
closes. After trying numerous types of traps, the author’s experience

is that the float type gives better service, a breakdown being a very
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rare ocicnrronec^ providing the traj)^ are overhauled once a year and
the valv(\s reground or replact^d if necessary.

Condensate Mains. Hieso may he eitluu’ f)n tlu^ so-(!all(}d gravitation
system or the vacu/um system. Whfu-c prime movers are used it is

essential to have a vacuum s\'stem with vacuum pumps, etc., but
where steam is used for low-f)ressurc heating and industrial pur-
poses requiring a pressure 25 Ih. per in.^ and above, the gravita-
tional system with lilting traps is perhaps the more economical. In

a works covering 15 acres, the latter har. operated successfully over

a number of years. Where pressures have been below 25 lb., and in

positions a long w from the boiler houses, automatic condensate

pumps have been fitted, an example of which is shown in Fig. 49

These pumps work very successfully and give little trouble.

Condensate mains should be of ample size, all bends being of as

large a radius as possible. Elbows should not be fitted, as frictional

losses must be reduced to a minimum. All mains of 2 in. and over

should b(} flanged, screwed, and expanded on, as the rush of water

beating against the threads of pipe sockets will eventually wear them
away. Fig. 50 shows fittings which were connected by screwed

sockets instead of being flanged. Before leaving the subject of

condensate mains, it might be stressed that when steam-heated hot

plates, receivers, pans, etc., are installed, strict attention should be

paid to the draining of the steam traps, so that water cannot accu-

mulate, remembering that the risk of explosion in this type of plant

is just as great as with a boiler.
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Under the new Faetories Act, which came into force on 1st July,

1938, all steam receivers and containers must be examined by a
competent person, at huist once in every 20 montlis, therefort^

it is advisable, esp(Hda.lly wh(u*o then^ is any possibility of (iorrosion

or pitting due to process work, to have them insured, as are

then periodi(3ally inspected by a comp(‘tent boiler inspector.

Fici. 50. Examplpjs of Weathnq Away of Pipes due to the Use
OF Sockets instead of Kxpanded-on Flanges

METERING
Water and Coal Measurements. The measurement of coal and

water is, of course, the basis upon which boilt3r efficiency and costs
are determined. Whilst care is usually taken of the water consump-
tion, sometimes the measurement of the coal presents great difficulties

and resort is therefore had to estimation.

Coal Measurement. The best method, of course, is to weigh the
coal, and one of the best-known automatic coal weighers is the
Avery. This machine is very accurate and robust. For the smaller-

plant, howev(3r, the first cost is perhaps rather high, and the
requisite space is not always available.

Another type is th(3 Bailey coal meter, consisting of a helical vane
mounted on a vertical axis, in a vortical cylinder through which the
coal falls. The falling of the coal causes the vane to rotate, the iium-r

ber of revolutions of the vane being a function of the volume of coal,

passing by it. By connecting the vane to a counter, through flexible

shafting, a record of fuel used is made.
The Lea Recorder Company have specialized in the manufacture

of suitable meters for coal and feed water measurement, the Lea
Cubi-meter ” being perhaps the best known of their products. As

its name implies, it measures the number of cubic feet of coal, either
passed over a belt conveyer to the furnace hopper or over a chain
grate, and it is based on the following principle

—

Pt^. per hour = Width of conveyer X velocity of conveyer x
thickness of coal stream.
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The fundamental principle is ti ;*.r for a given depth of fire, the

speed of the chain grate is a funct -on of the volume of coal passing

into the furnace. This will be readily understood by referring to

Fig. 51. The metei is controlled by the position of the damper D

Fig. 51. Diacjuammatio Ahkanoemunt of ‘‘Ccbi-mkteh”

(hea liecmler Co., Ltd .)

Fig. 52. Lea Recokdeu on Chain Geate Stokee

{T^a ItecorUer Co., Ltd .)

which varies according to the thickness of the stream t. The manu-

facturers of the Lea mett?r guarantee an accuracy vithin 2| per

cent for all grades of coal under average working conditions. Fig.

52 shows a chain grate installation which functions on the same

principle as the cubi-metcr.

Another device for the measurement of coal is the Eomcr-Lea
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meter. This is shown in Fig. 53, which is self-explanatory. The

chain is “immersed” in the coal, and travels with it, at the same

speed, down the chute. The speed, which is proportional to the

volume of coal passed, is recorded on the counter. Provided the

chain “immersion” exceeds 6ft., no slip takes place between the

coal and the chain, and under normal conditions an accuracy to

within 2 per cent is guaranteed.

Vertical chutes are, of course, ideal for

this method of measurement, but the meter

will work with the chutes slightly inclined.

The average weight of coal is about 48 lb.

])er ft.'*, but it is necessary when installing a

met(‘r to calibrate it to suit the class of coal

in use. With fine slack the author has found,

over a number of tests that the average

weight is slightly more. Where it is not

])ossible to install a measuring device, a good
idea is to use a rail tipping tub for convey-
ing the coal to the elevator hopper. The
trimmer levels tlie top of the coal in the tub
with his shovel, and if these tub loads are

calibrated, faii'ly accurate measurements
can be made. If pulverized fuel is used, the

feed screw from the bin can be calibrated

and a revolution counter fitted. Tests on
pulverized coal (as fired) gave the average
weight as 37*75 11). per ft.’"* Another method,
where boiku’s art^ hand-fired, is to have a
wooden or sheet metal gauge box, consisting

of four sides without top or bottom, and of

Fig. .53. “ JIgmeh-Lea” known cubic content, which is placed on
Meter the boiler house floor. This is filled level

(Len liecorder Co., Lt(L) and then 1‘emoved, leaving the coal which
can then be shovelled on to the grate.

Water Measurement. Where the flow is pulsating, i.e. as is the
case with reciprocating pumps, the water should, iif possible, be
measured into a small suction feed tank. The Lea water recorder
shown in Fig. 54 is one of the best-known types for this duty. This
recorder works on the same ifirinciple as the coal cubi-meter, the
height of the flow of water over a weir being measured.

In estimating water flow by measuring the discharge over a weir,

the weir may be fitted either with a calibrated V-notch or a rect-

angular notch, the latter being reserved for large heads. If Q is the
quantity flowing, in ft.^ per sec., and h the height (in feet) of the
liquid passing over the weir, then for a 90° V-notch,

Q = 2-54A5/2
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Such weirs may be used for mi tering feiKl condensate and blow-off
discharge. Like the Lea boiler hied meter, they may be arranged to
record the flow continuously by attaching to a float (arranged to one
side of the path t)f flow) tht^ usual spindk* and recording pen. This
pen indicates on a revolving drum the height of the water level,
from which the flow over tlie weir can be read off.

When the flow is more or less steady, meters can be of tlic positive

Fio. 54 . Lka Watj:r KKO(>jn)ER

{hca Jieconler Co.. U<(.)

type (s\icli as the Kent uniform meter), or of the Veiduri or orifice

plate type ; of the* two latter metiTs the Venturi is the better,

especially if the flow is not very steady.

All these meters depend on the relationship

V == CV2gH

where V is the velocity of the water in ft. per sec., H the head of
water causing the flow, in ft., and C the experimental constant
depending on the local factors. To be satisfactory in operation,

such meters should be arranged to have a straight length of pipe
ahead of them, tlu; straight portion being at least twenty times the
internal diameter of the pi]>c in length. Water should bo clean, and
free from scale, and care should be taken to prevent clogging or

corrosion of the nozzles or orifices.

Where the make-up water is passed through a lime-soda softener,

an approximate record of the quantity can be made by fixing an
arm and counter on the tipping bucket, as shown in Fig. 55. If the
bucket capacity is checked and the number of times it empties
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recorded on the counter, fairly accurate measurennuits can then

be obtained.

Steam Flow Measurements. The amount of steam used in any
system can be measured by collecting and weighing the conden-

sate, or by causing it to flow over a calibrated V-notch, or by
metering the steam as it flows through the mains. The first two
methods, being absolute measurements, are more likely to be
accurati^, but steam flow meters of good quality can give reliable

Fig. 55. Method ok Chbckihg Water Passing through
Softener for Boiler Feed

readings. The chief points to be observed in using them are: (1)

the steam main must be straight where the measurement is taken

;

(2) pressure and dryness fraction must be constant
; (3) any changes

in the flow rate must be gradual
;
and (4) the amount of steam passing

through the main must be within the limits specified by the firm

suppljdng the meter.

Steam Flow Meters. These meters are generally of the orifice

and Pitot tube type, in which the basic operating power is the differ-

ential head created between the two pressure connections. This
will be understood by referring to (a) in Fig. 5b, which shows the flow

through an orifice. The difference in head which results from the
velocity of the steam flowing through a given size of orifice either

operates on a mercury column or on a battery of spring-loaded

metallic diaphragms, the latter arrangement being recommended
where pressure compensation is required. An illustration of this

type of meter is shown in Fig, 57.
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Fig. 57. Pressure-Coubected Combined Diagram and Counter
Steam Meter
(Georye KerU^ £M.)
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Orifices may be of throe typet . The first, shown at (/;), Fig. 56,
consists of an orifice plate about ; in. thick which is fitted between
convenient flanges on the steam main and hold within the bolt circle.

The pressure connections for the meter are taken by tapping the
main on each side of the orifice plate. View (c) shows the method
of connection for vertical mains.

Fig. 58. Recording Steam Flow Mkter
{Eleclroflo Meten^ JM,)

The assembly of the second type is shown at (d), Fig. 56, and
consists of four parts, the carrier, the orifice plate, the valves, and
the cooling chambers. This type should be used for steam measure-

ment, for the reasons that (1) the construction of the carrier avoids

errors due to pipe line construction, also the orifice plates can be

easily changed; and (2) the fitting is self-contained, about If in.

thick, and hence no drilling of the pipe line for pressure connection

is necessary.

The third type consists of a short length of pipe with flanged ends

containing a butterfly disc, which may be set in any of four fixed
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positions. This gives a total flow range of eight times that of a single

orifice. The orifice types should be installed with at least 10 diameters

upstream and 5 diameters downstream of straight pipe, free from

bends, tees, branch pipes, and control cocks. The possible combina-

tion of bends, valves, separators, and miscellaneous fittings is

numerous.

Turbine

Orifice Plate

CooHni! Fins

Water

Damping Pan ——

^

Magnetic Drive

Counter

Nozzles ill

Shunt Circuit

Reduction Train

Dial Face

Fig. 59. Type “KS/C” Shunt Meter (Line Section)
{Qmrge Kent, Ltd.)

There are several good combined indicating, integrating, and re-

cording steam-flow meters on the market, such as the Kent“K.M.,’’
the Bailey, and the Electroflo. The principle of the last is shown
in Fig. 58. The meter body is a mercury manometer, subject to

the differential pressure derived from the orifice plate (plain or

carrier ring type) installed in the pipe line. The displacement of the
mercury in the meter body brings it into contact with a continuous
electrical resistance of special design, forming part of the electrical

reading instrument circuit. As the mercury level varies with the
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changes in differential pressure oce >sioned by alterations in the flow
rate, the resistance of thes reading instrument circuit is vari(*(l

accordingly, th(> condue>tance being maintained exactly proportional
to the rati^ of fluid flow.

The rate-of<flow indicator a.jul the flow variation recorder are
similar in construction to indicating and recording ammeters. The
integrator is a totalizing conductance meter.

Fig. 60 . Shttnt Metek on Bypass fob Labge Steam Mains
(George Kent, Ltd.)

For branch mains up to 4 in. diameter the Kent shunt meter is

perhaps the most economical form of meter, and a section of this

instrument is shown in Fig. 59. When instalHng this meter, care

must be taken to see that the specified length of straight pipe on
each side of the meter is allowed for

;
this is usually 10 pipe diametei-s

up stream and 5 pipe diameters down stream.

The shunt type of meter also affords an economical method of

metering on larger mains, a small-size meter being installed as a

shunt across an orifice plate inserted in the larger mains, as shown
in Fig. 60. Such an arrangement proves very satisfactory, especially

when the flow is a pulsating or intermittent one, as is the casein

steam mains to colliery winding engines, etc.

A combined meter which may be regarded as a boiler efficiency
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meter, made by Messrs. Bailey Metiers and Controls Ltd., is shown
in Fig. 61.

This meter, known as the Bailey boiler meter, records continuously
the following quantities : the rate of steam output from the boiler

;

the rate of air flow through the furnace
;
and if de^sired, the average

temperature of the flue gases. All these measurements are record^
on oru‘ chart. The recording pens are so arranged that if the air-flow

Fig. 61. Bailey Boileb Metek
{Baileif Melem Vontroh, Ltd.)

line is above the steam-flow line, it indicates an excess of air with
subsequent loss of heat in gases, due to that excess air

;
and when the

air-flow line is below, it indicates deficiency of air, with resulting loss

of heat due to unburned gases. The flue gas temperature record
provides a check as to whether boiler baffles and flues are in proper
order. The meter shown in the illustration is also fitted with steam-
flow indicator.

Temperature Measurements^* For temperatures up to 400*^ F. the
ordinary mercury thermometer can be used, while the high-quality

* Further particulars of thermometers and pyrometers are given on
p.335, Chap. XL ^
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iiitrogon-fillod tvpt‘ can bo employe* ; for tomporatnn's u]) to 900'' F.
A])Ove this figure a ])yromotcr is n<‘o,essarv. TIk' ])>Toiu(d.('r consists

of tlm'c main portions: (I) tlu^ thermocoiiphi of two different

medals or alloys, fused together to Ibrm the “hot junction,’' th(^ end
which must \ni insert tul in the \h(‘rmocou])le pocket placed at the
point whose temperatures is to be measured

; (2) two leads conneset-

ing the hot junction to the indicating apparatus
; and (3) the

indicator proper, usually a millivoltmeter. The electromotive force

set u]) in the hot junction wheui the latter is heatenl elepends on the'

nu>tals use?el, and varies between 70 mV. for base metal junctie)ns to

IG mV. for rhodium-platinum junctions.

Anothe'r type of thermometer depends solely on thc' risc^ of

pressure in a small bulb, containing liquid or gas, placed in the
medium whost^ temperature is to b(' measurcui. A length of flexible

capillary tubing (ionnects the bulb to the n'cording mechanism,
which is similar to a Bourdon pressure gaugt', but with a recording
pen and revolving dial. This apf)a.ratus is suitabkj foi* temp(*ratures

between - GO and + 1 000 F. Tlu' ca])il]ary tubing should never
be more than 100 to 120 ft. long, and therefore, in cases wlu^re th(‘.

point whose temperature is to be m(*asured is sonu‘ distance from
the indicator or n'corder, a thermotjouple is [)refetablo.

Draught Gauges. The most sensitive gauge is the air-bell type,

in which an air-b(;il is suspended in oil and is attached to the indi-

cator operating gear by a quadrant and ])inion, the connection
from the flue being carried up into tlu^ Ixdl without touching it.

Proportionately to th('. suction, th(^ bell Ihkjoiik's subnu'rged or rises.

Provided the oil level is maintaiiu'd, there is nothing to go wrong
with it. Eiectroflo Meters, Ltd., (h'org<^ Kent, Ltd, and Baih'V

M(?ters and Controls, Ltd. make gaugi's of tliis type. A multi-

fiointer draught gauge made by the last firm is shown in Fig, ()2.

CO2 Meters and Recorders. There
are two principal ty})es, (exemplified

in the Uehling Becord(T and the

Engelhard Gas Analyser. The former

d(ipends on tlu^ aspiration of flue

gas by means of a steam jet. The
flue gas is drawn through a filter, pass-

ing into an absorption chamber con-

taining caustic potash solution, via an
orifice. A second orifice is placed on the

other side of the absorption chamber.
The absorption of COg by the caustic 02, Multi-Pointek
potash causes a drop in pressure be- Gauge;

tween the tw’o orifices, and this pres- {nuUey M^ten <{ routmfs, Ltd.)

sure drop varies with the percentage

of CO2 in the flue gases. Between the absorption chamber and the

second orifice, two branch tubes are arranged, one leading to a
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manometer or water column, w^hose height varies with the pressure

between the orifices, and thc^ other to the recording gauges.

The Engelhard system relies on the com])arison of th(j resistance

of two electrically heated wires, one passing through a '‘standard”

Fig. 64 . Indicating Instrument Panel
{George Kent, Ltd,.)

gas used as a reference, and the other through the gas to be analysed.
The wires are of platinum, about 0*6 mm. diameter, arid are coupled
to a Wheatstone bridge system. Wlien the two gases are of the
same composition, the resistance of the electrically heated wire is

equal, and the bridge will be balanced. Any difference in thermal
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conductivity of the two gases will cause temperature differences in
the wires, and will unbalance the bridge, wliieh can be calibrated
to indicate the (JOg content of the gas being analysed. Recording
instruments are fitted in addition.
COg rcjcorders are usuall^y fitted with filters which become gradu-

ally clogged with impurities and dirt in the flue gases. To clean the
filters, compressed air may be used

; it should be })assed through

Fia. 66. REcoiiDiNG Instrumei^t Pajstel in Works Engineer’s
Office
(O.A’.r.)

in the reverse direction to the normal flow of gas. The pressure of
the compressed air should be initially 10 lb. per in.2, but may be
increased to 15-20 lb. jier in.^ as the operation proceeds. It is also
most important to keep the pipe clean, between the filter and the
flue gas intake. The author has used the Engelhard type for a
number of years, with a minimum of trouble.

RECORDS
It is essential on all boiler plants, large or small, to have suitable

instruments for the measurement of steam, feed water, fuel, super-
heat and feed water temperatures, and COg. Without these no
proper check can be kept on steam-raising costs. It will be found,
even on a small plant, that instruments soon pay for themselves!
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An indicating iiiHtrnment panel h- «hown in Fig. (34. A good form
for a boiler log is shown in Fig. The log book is of the loose-leaf
type with two separate binders, one being kept in the boiler lioiise

and the other in the Works Engineer’s office. The boiler house
binder-leaves are in duplicate, the carbon copy being sent to the
office each week for inspection and filing. On the plant where this

system is used, the indicating and integrating mtjters for st(^am and
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feed water flow are installed in the boiler house and the recorders

in the Works Engineer’s office.

Fig. 65 illustrates the boiler house panel showing Electroflo and
Kent steam and feed water flow meters, Bristol pressure indicator

and transmitter, Cambridge COg and flue temperature recorder, and
Foster eight-point temperature indicator, together with Electroflo

draught gauges, etc ; whilst Fig. 66 illustrates the panel in the Works
Engineer’s office which includes recorders for steam and water flow,

boiler pressure, and low-pressure steam, which are all that an^

necessary to portray the boiler house conditions.

The meter recorder charts are sent to the' boiler house for their

inspection each morning. At first, difficulty is experienced in getting

the boiler attendants to fill in their records neatly on the log sheet,

but with a little patience and help from their foreman, most men
will soon learn to carry this out satisfactorily.
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Feed water namples should bo sent to the Works Laboratory

daily
;
they will send a report direct to the boiler house, and a copy

to the Plant Office.

Coal Records. A weight ticket is supplied with each load of coal

and these tickets are sent to the office each morning, a record being

kept as shown in Fig. 07.

Records and log sheets should be cliecked once a week by the

costs clerk, who from graphs can work out the boiler efficiency, the

whole being entered on a chart as shown in Fig. 68. It will be noted

that outside minimum and maximum temperatures are recorded.

Where a large heating load is necessary, this method gives a good
indication as to variation in consumption. There are many charts

from which it is easy for a costs clerk to work out the overall effi-

ciency of a boiler plant. A very good one appeared in the Power
Engineer for September, 1931, Vol. 26, X)age 3t51.

This method saves time and obviates the use of formulae, thereby

making these calculations a routine* job. It is quite good enough
for commercial running, but should be checked periodically by the

Works Engineer, (Formulae are given on page 33.)

It is a surprising fact that a number of fairly large firms are unable

to toll what their boiler evaporation is, or the overall efficiency;

they do not appear to realize that money can be saved hy the

efficient operation of their boilers.

A monthly sheet, as shown in Fig. 69, should be sent from the

Costs Department, coal, water, and power being filled in in the Plant

Office ;
thus the cost per 1 000 lb. of steam generated can be arrived

at, and an annual sheet, Fig. 70, made out, giving the total annual
cost. A more detailed balance sheet can be made out as shown in

Fig. 71.

Records of boiler inspections and repairs arc kept in a separate

book, for ready reference
;

Fig. 72 shows a typical page from this

book. From the details given it should bo possible to make out a
suitable set of records to suit large or small plants.



CHAPTER 111

WATER, GAS, COMPRESSED AIR, AND VACUUM SYSTEMS

WATER
The geograpliicai position of a works has a large bearing on the
cost of water used for indjstrial purposes. The three sources of
water may be taken as : rain or surface water, rivers or springs, bore-

holes and wells. The cost of water obtained from town or corpora-

tion supplies is usually much higher than that of water supj)hed

from other sourcjcs, due to the high maintenance and service charges

in the case of the former. The average cost (1935) per 1 000 gal. to

large consumers (using, say, 8 million gal. per annum), taken over
fourteen cities and towns in Great Britaiti, is about Is. 4|d., and
great savings can be made in water costs if works are furnished with
their own equipment for an alternative supply. Water containing

iron is highly undesirable in certain industries such as dyeing and
]>aper-making and care must be taken in tapping a new supply. It

is advisable, however, to use town’s water for drinking and canteen

(jooking, since a careful check as to purity is always kept by muni-
cipal bodies.

If a works is adjacent to a river or canal, the water—depending
on the type of manufacture—can usually be made suitable for use

by filtration, and by softening if necessary.

Sedimentation, i.c. allowing the suspended impurities to settle,

is the simplest method of purification, and may be used in con-

junction with the slow type of filtration to be described. The degree

of purification which is possible through sedimentation varies with
the time allowed for settling, but external considerations such as the

economic size of the storage reservoir, have a bearing on this

question. At least twenty-four hours’ sedimentation should be
allowed for general ])urposes. Allowance must be made, in esti-

mating the reservoir capacity, for avoiding influx of storm water,

which holds a large amount of matter in suspension, but at the

same time there should be sufficient storage to provide against

drought.

Filtration. There are two methods of filtration, slow and rapid.

In the slow method the filter beds, of sand, are open at the top and
the rate of percolation is about 4 vertical inches per hour. This type

of filter lends itself to the use of a coagulant (see p. 38) and sedi-

mentation. It is worked from a natural head and is therefore not

affected by fluctuations in the pressure. Larger tanks are necessary

than with the rapid or pressure type ;
also two sets of pumps may

be required, one to pump from the source of supply, and one for

101
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pumping from a clean water tank to an elevated tank for works

supply.

The true (?fT(^ctiveness of the sand filter lies in the formation of

an organic deposit on the surface. Tins (h^posit pnjvmits bacteria

from passing through tlic filter and assists in nitrifying organic

impurities, but its disadvantage is that it tends to clog tlu^ sand.

It is thereforci necessary to remove this (k^posit periodically, although

this operation can be somewhat delayed by adding minute amounts

of copper sulphate. The duplication of filter beds is therefore

necessary to ensure that filtered water shall always be available

when cither of the beds is being cleaned ; in addition to this heavy
capital outlay, the running costs of this type of filter are high.

The rapid or pressure tyjxj takes up less space and can be in-

stalled in the supply main with very little reduction in head, the

one set of pumps passing the water through the filters to the ele-

vated storage tank. The rapid process is roughly fifty times faster

than the gravity type. Two well-known filters are the Paterson and
the Heenan & Froude. The arrangements of the two main classes of
filters—gravity and pressure—are shown diagrammatically in Figs.

73 and 74. Cleaning is effected by blowing compressed air upwards
through the sand, to loosen it and to remove foreign matter

;
this

reverses the direction of the flow, and the water is carried by the over-

flow pipe to the drain. About 12-15 min. flow in the reverse direction

should be allowed every two to three days, according to the nature
of the water supply.

Boreholes and Artesian Wells. Boreholes are perhaps the best-

known source of industrial water supply. They may be Artesian,
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in which the waiter rises to th<* surface under natural hydraulic
pressure, or the water may hav(^ lo be pumped. The true Artesian
well, from whicli water rises right up to the surface of the ground,
is rath(?r rare. It h very common, however, to find this ty])e sending
water to within, say, 20 ft. of the surface, after which mechanical
means can be used for raising the water.

Any of the well-known well sinkers, such as Islers, will give free

advice as to whether the strata in a given locality arc water-bearing,

and the probable necessary depth of the borehole. The number of
wells in the vicinity can be checked from the Geological Survey
Sheets which can be bought from H.M. Stationery Office for Is. 6d.

each. The cost of boring depends on the diameter and depth of

the borehole, and the following example gives the cost (1934) for a

12 in. to 10 in. borehole in the Midlands, having a depth of 400 ft.,

with steel casing throughout, 271 ft. being 12 in. diameter with one
length of 40 ft. perforated, and the remainder 10 in. diameter
p(U‘forated throughout. The cost, including the casing, was £895,

or £2 4h. 9d. per ft. depth. The pumping wat>tT level is 43 ft. from
the surface. This well yields 10 000 gal. per hour and augments a
loin, borehole sunk nine years pn^viously, which pumped an
average of 47 million gal. per annum, the cost })er 1 000 gal. pumped
being 0-9d.

Where the borehole passes through marl and similar beds it is

always advisa bk' to line it with steel casing which should be per-

forated at the water-bearing beds
;
very often the shutting out of

the water from water-bearing beds at shallow depths will reduce the

hardness and increase the organic purity.

Pumps, Although the maximum theonitical suction lift, under
normal barometric pressure, should be about 33| ft., such a perfect

exhaustion of air in the suction pipe is unattainable in practice.

Owing to the various losses, the limiting height above water level

at which a pump can work satisfactorily is thus about 25 ft. Where
the water level is more than this distance below the ground surface,

it is necessary to sink the pumps to a suitable depth down the bore-

hole. Such pumps ari‘ known as borehole pumps and can be classified

under three main categories : airlift, reciprocating, and centrifugal.

Airlift Pump. This is perhaps lowest in capital cost. Its chief

advantages are: (1) absence of moving parts and valves, so that

even with the presence of much sand or mud, the pump will not

become clogged
;
and (2), only a small space is required. The pres-

sure of the compressed air will vary according to the lift required, but

will have to be about 70 lb. per in.^ for a lift of 100 ft. This type of

pump is not suitable if the total lift exceeds 250 ft. Although it is

perhaps the lowest in capital cost, the efficiency is not great
;
also,

due to the amount of rising main to be “ sunk ” below the water level,

the borehole may have to be carried deeper. A 200-ft, lift would
require a 100 ft. submergence. The great drawback to the airlift
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pump is the c5ontamination which is caused by oil carried over

with the air from the (;cmpressor.

Reciprooatinc} Pumps. The chief characteristics are simplicity

and massiveness of construction. Tliis type of pumj) recpiires v(^ry

littJ(j atttmtion and is (easily dismantled . Wliilst the ru iming costs are

very low, the cajutal cost is much high(*r than for oth(T types, more
excavations, foundations, larger pump houses, cto., being required.

Fra. in. Sitlzi5Ii Centiufttgai. Pump Btiiven by G.E.C.
Vrrticau Motor

Delivery: 10 000 gal. j)cr hr.

(a.E.(\)

Also, it may be necessary to have an increased size of bore for a given
quantity of water. The top gear consists of the connections to the
driving shaft, the gear wheels, the counterweight to balance the
weight of plunger and rod, and the air vessel, which assists in making
the discharge even and in absorbing shocks. In order to ensure a
nearly vertical pull on the rod on the working stroke (the upstroke),

the pump is often set out of centre with the crankshaft of the top
gear. When the drive is by an electric motor, a flywheel should be
provided to ensure constant current consumption and to prevent
overloading, by making the torque more even.

Centrifugal Pumps. The main points in favour of the centrifugal

pump are: (1) minimum of floor space required; (2) low capital
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outlay; (3) minimum diametor and depth of borehole
; (4) absence

of valves. The additional advant;.^(e is that these pumps can be
operated automatically by a ball float in a tower some distance away.

(a) (b) (c)

Fia. 76 . Types of Boeehole Pumps

(a) Reciprocating (b) Centrifugal (c) Airlift

The maintenance costs are very low ;
in one case this amount, over

a period of nine years, was only a little over £5 per annum ;
and

the overall efficiency is as high as 70 per cent. For low lifts (below

150 ft.) it is sufficient to employ a single-stage pump with one
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impeller. Above 150 ft. lift, multi-stage pumps are required. For
boreholes of very small diameter, an axial flow impeller is an advan-
tage, as it requires less space. Special bearings are provided to take
the thrust along the shaft. It is most important that the borehole

should b(* absolutely vertical. (Centrifugal pumps only show their

greatest efficiency at one particular speed, and this should be borne
in mind when arranging the driving mechanism. Fig. 75 shows a

Siilzer centrifugal pump driven by a G.E.C. vertical motor at 1 450
r.p.m. and dealing with 10 000 g.p.h. The absence of vibration is

illustrated by the penny balanced on the top of the slipring casing.

The coin stood up for fourteen days with the motor automatically
stopping and starting.

Fig. 76 shows the three types of pumps.
Tests. When a borehole is completed, it is usual to make running

tests over throe or four days, an airlift pump being generally utilized

for this purpose. .The discharge from the pump is measured by caus-

ing it to run along an improvised open channel, known as the weir

box; or, as is usual for deliveries up to 15 CKX) to 20 000 gal. per hr.

a wooden box, as shown in Fig. 77, is employed, a rectangular weir
being arranged at the downstream end. Since the weir is rectangular,

its width is a constant quantity, and therefore any variation in the
flow only affects the height of the water over the weir. Fig. 78
shows a test plant in operation.
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.An empiricHl formula for the calculation of the quantity flowing

is

—

Oallons per hour ~ 74 700 [L — (H/5)]H\/H

where L ~ length of weir in feet

and H = height of flow in

ExAMrLE. Ciiloulato tlio flow over a weir IS in. long when the average
height oi' flow is 2-S in.

(

1 S ^’S

12^5x72
74 700 (1-5 - 0 04t>)

™ 12 176 gal. per hr.

)
V

1̂2 V 12

X 0-233 v/0-233

Obviously, the accuracy of the measurement of H is very imj)or-

tant. If a ri‘Cord('r is not obtainable, H must not be measured on the

Kig. 79. Sliding Metal Poiktek and Set Square
Used as Gauge

sill of the gauge, because the water level slopes at that point. It

is much better to drive a stake as far upstream as possible; or

where a wooden box is used it must be levelled so that the measure-

ments may be taken from a step half-way between the last baffle

and the siil. Baffles are necessary to reduce the fluctuations of flow

created by the delivery into the box by the pump. These fluctuations

occur even with an airlift pump. Measurements may be made by
a small gauge, similar to that shown in Fig. 79, and having a point

which can be set level with the water surface.

Water Towers or Elevated Tanks. Although the provision of a

large service reservoir is apt to be costly, the expense is usually

justified, especially if the main is a long one, since any failure of
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the main would require considtr.ible timc^ to repair. Usually
pumping is arranged to continue a.! day, so that the capacity need
only be sufficient for, say, ten hours’ su})ply. The site may have
considerable bearing on the type of water tower or tank, and.may
determine whether it is to be of cast iron, or pressed steel plates,

or reinforced concrete. Of the three types, a well-built reinforced
concrete tow(T will n^quire practicall}^ no maintenance, and periodical

painting will not be necessary. It can bo constructed so as to have
a pleasing appearance, as, for instance, some of the circular types
which can be seen up and d( wn the country, and due to its height
it can b(‘. us(mI to bear an illuminated sign, advertising the name
or product of a company.
When building a reinforced concrete tower it is advisable to have

the inside lined with a cement screed to which has hvvn added
“ Pudlo,” or some similar material, to ensure that it will be water-

tight when completed.
Height will depend on wliat pressure of water is required. A

good lu^ad for general purposes is 75 ft., which gives a pressure ol

32 1 lb. per in^.

The cast iron tank of sectional form has advantages, especially

for small sizes, iis, in spite of rather high cost, it can be construct<ed

with the absolute minimum of labour. Sp(^cial angk^ plates and
corner plates are useil to join the bottom and sides, whieli are built

up from rectanguh\r plates having flanges machined and drilled to

jigs, but the question of the cost of periodic painting must not be
overlooked. The concrete tower certainly has a better appearance.

Service Mains. Wherever possible, well mains should be “ringed
”

(i.e. arranged on th(i principle of ring mains for electrical supply) with

stoj) valves at appropriate positions, so that it may be possibki to

make a repair or small extension by shutting down only a short sec-

tion of the main. Meters should also be installed in main supjdy and
branch#mains, to facilitate the costing of water consumptions to

each department. A suitable consumption log should be kept, and
the total weekly consumption entered on a chart in the Works
Engineer’s office.

Meters. There are several makers of water meters—the type of

meter that should be employed de]:)ending on conditions. They may
be operate^ either by means of a differential medium in the pipe line

which would be connected to an instrumemt to indicate, integrate,

and record (or any combination of these) the flow ; or a positive type

of meter may be used. If the differential device is employed, the

Venturi tube or Venturi orivent tube orifice plate is connected to the

instrument which will indicate, integrate, and record the flow. This

type should be employed fpr metering feed water. A point to be

remembered with differential meters is the loss of head occasioned

by the differential medium in the main. The Venturi tube always

shows the lowest loss of head, and in this connection the following
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figures are of interest. The loss of h(‘-ad with the Venturi tube is

J
of the differential head

;
with the Venturi orivent it is I of the

differential head ;
whilst with an orifice plate the loss of head varies

with design
;
but for approximation it may be taken roughly as J

of the differential head. If a summation only is required, positive

type water metei-s are best, as they give an extremely wide range of

flow with an accuracy of within 2 per cent. They can be of the piston

or rotary type such as those made by Glenfield & Kennedy, Frosts, or

George Kents
;
the rotary type is more economical and takes less

space for the smaller size mains.

Water Wastage. In all large works where water is used for cooling

purposes there is a tendency to waste water. Wherever possible,

this cooling water should be collected into a tank or forced back into

the mains. Fig. 80 shows an arrangement for collecting water that

has been used for cooling a large air compressor. As the compressor
is too far from the elevated storage tank to make a circulatory system
justifiable, th() return water is forced back into the mains, a back-

pressure valve i)reventing the same water from being used again

for cooling. A sight-feed and a tell-tale alarm are arranged in the

return circuit. The latter is well worth fitting in any case, as it

enables the attendant to rcduc(5 the water supply to a minimum
for a j)redetermined temperature for the water after cooling. The
water flows back to a tank from which it is pumped back into the

main by a motor-driven centrifugal pump controlled by a float

switch.

In another case which may be cited, the cooling water from
rubber machinery is returned to a tank and pumped back into the

elevated storage tank. Not only does such an arrangement reduce
the pull on a borehole or supply, but it is considerably cheaper than
pumping from a borehole.

Hydraulic Machinery
The amount of upkeep required by hydraulic installations is

largely dependent on the plant being laid out properly at the outset.

Care must be taken to see that the accumulator and pump are of

sufficient capacity to deal with peak loads, and that arrangements
are made to obviatt? water hammer and shock in the pipe system and
presses.

Where there are a number of presses—say in a “ Bakelite” mould-
ing shop—there is always the possibility of a large number of these

machines coming into operation together
;
and whilst it is easy to

calculate the required capacity for normal operation from the
known area of ram and stroke of the various machines, plus a
time study of the flow of work, allowance must be made for these

peaks.

Where a new installation is being laid out and it is found that
the simultaneous action of a number of machines is likely to occur,
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it should bo remembered that by increasing the jDressure and
reducing the size of presses, less water will be used.

Pipework. Delivery pipes from pumps to accumulator should be

of ample size, and so should all return mains from machines.

it may bo necessary to ]:)ut a choke or throttling pipe of a smaller

diameter in the delivery pipc‘ from the accumulator, in order to

retard the downward action of the ram and so prevent undue shock

or water hammer being transmitted into the mains. A return

system should always be arranged to conserve water and lubricant.

All outsid(‘, pipes should be suitably lagged against frost.

The method of coupling up the pipe flanges needs careful attention,

and the latter must be of the correct design if leaky joints are to

bo avoided. The Jiu^thod whicli the author has found to be most
satisfactory, is to form the joint on the ends of the pipe, the thread

being turned off the end of one pipe to form a spigot as shown at A
in Fig. 82, page 1 1 5. With this method the joint ring cannot blow out

and will keep tight for years. The flanges should not be turned down
to form a spigot, in an attempt to make the coupling easier to

assemble, as it will be difficult for the fitter to make a good face on
the female end of the pipe, and leakage may take place through
the pipe threads.

Accumulators. The energy which a hydraulic accumulator is

capable of storing is simply the potential energy of the,ram together

with that of thc^ weight on it; it must therefore be remembered
that an accumulator merely serves the same purpose in hydraulic

machines as a flywheel does in reciprocating machines, and cannot
be regarded as a considerable storehouse of energy in any sense

analogous to an electric accumulator. It does also, however, serve

to damp out fluctuations in the delivery pressure. It has a high
efficiency, which may amount to 98 per cent of the energy required

to “charge” it.

When installing an accumulator, the foundations must be of

sufficient area and depth to ensure that settlement cannot take
place ; also the loading of the container must be evenly distributed

;

otherwise, due to the heavy load Ixung thrown on one side of the
ram, scoring will take place and packing replacement will become
expensive. A cut-out or bypass to the pumps must be fitted to

operate when the ram is at the top of its stroke. Where pressures

above that on the main systom are required for special machines
an intensificr may be used.

Pumps are of the reciprocating plunger type, preferably three-

throw, and must be of ample size to allow of a slow ram speed,

otherwise excessive water hammer will take place. When the work
is generally of an intermittent nature and the accumulator is well

above the required capacity, it is advisable to arrange an automatic
stopping device for the pump, an indicator being fitted above the
pump showing the height of the accumulator ram

;
the pump can
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thus be started again when the nixh drops below a predetermined
level. This is very useful on smaii plants. Fig. 81 shows an auto-
matic belt shifter made for this purpose by the author some years ago.

Lubrication of the Water. When watcu* is used as the operating
medium, it is essential that some form of lubricant be added to
prevent corrosion and pitting of rams and cylinders. 8oap or glycer-
ine is usually used, but a good soluble oil will give better lubrication.
A mineral oil should not be used, as this may ahect the packing.
A special oil, such as Houghton’s “ Hydro! ubric,” which will blend

Fia. si. Knock-off Akrangement Applied to Hydraulic
Accumulator

When Icvor A strikos stoji collar B, release lever C is disengaRed from Ixilt-sldfting

bar and weights pull bar over, thereby moving the belt on to Uxjso pulley

with either hot or cold water, can be used ; 1 gal. of “ Hydrolubric

will lubricate 1 000 gal . of water.

Packing is the most expensive item of maintenance on a hydraulic

system and requires the most attention. Great care must be taken

to see that all packings are properly fitted.

For all types of machines the “ U,” leather, when properly housed,

usually gives the best service.

Bronze retaining rings should be used. Sometimesthe retainingring

is turned down to form a support for the inside of the “U ” packing

and to force the lips of the “U” against the walls of the ram and

cylinders. This is not advisable as, unless great care is taken in

fitting, there is a tendency to set up undue pressure and thus rupture

the bottom of the “ U.” If the ring is reduced in depth to allow

of a small packing ring being inserted in the bottom of the “ U,**

it will give much longer service.
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For cold presses, leather “ U ” packing, such as “ Vim or Altring-

ham leather, gives the best service
;
with hot presses, types such as

the “Lion^’ patent “XT’* packing, which is composed of a special

fabric reinforced with brass wire and impregnated with a water and
heat-resisting compound, have a very long life.

For packing accumulator rams special ‘‘U’’ i)ackings are usually

supplied; whilst t3rpes such as ‘‘Lion Hard Glengarry’’ give good
results, especially with worn rams.

Pressures. These vary from about 700 lb. per in^. upwards, and
it is difficult to lay down any hard and fast rule

;
1 500 lb. per in.^

is quite a common pressure for moulding presses. It must always

be remembered that with a higher pressure the area of the ram
can be reduced, thus using less water and reducing the necessary

storage capacity. The total pressure of a machine in tons

Area of ram in in.^ x water pressure in lb. per in.^
""

2^
Pressure in lb. per in.^ on material

__ Area of ram in in.^ x water (gauge) pressure, in lb.

Area of material in in.^

Wear on Bams. A new process called “ Fescolizing,” which greatly

increases the life of rams and pump plungers, involves the electro-

deposition of a thick coating of nickel or chromium on the surface

of the plungers or rams. The coating usually adds 0*015 to 0*020 in.

to the diameter and will last even better than steel
; a very fine

ground finish can be obtained, so the wear on the packing is greatly

reduced and the parts are immune from corrosion and pitting.

Nickel is generally used, but for very severe duties chromium will

give slightly better results.

A temporary repair carried out by the author some time ago
may be of interest, A cast iron accumulator cylinder cracked,
necessitating its being put out of commission, and incidentally

stopping the production of ebonite moulding. The accumulator
was cut out of circuit and the connections were coupled up as shown
in Fig, 82, the accumulator cut-out or by-pass valve being modified
to operate as a safety valve. The breakdown occurred at noon on
Saturday, but by employing the method explained, the shops were
able to resume work on the Monday morning. It was only necessary
to watch the operations of the presses to see that two were not
brought up simultaneously, and with this precaution everything
worked well until the now accumulator cylinder was installed.

Useful Wateb Data
Water is a chemical compound and consists of two volumes

of hydrogen to one of oxygen. Its density is greatest at 32*2® F.,
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consequently when its temperature is reduced below this to freezing

point it expands. Its eomf)ressibility is very slight; under an
additional pressure of one atmosphere (14*73 lb. per in.^) 1 000
volumes beconu^ 091M)5 volumes.

Degrbks of H AltDNESS arc given in grains per gallon or parts per

1004)00, tile former, generally referred to as the Clark scale, usuall}^

being employed in (Irc^at Britain. 1 gal. of water contains 70 000 gr.

To convert grains per gallon to parts per 100 000, multiply by 1*43.

To convert parts per 100 000 to grains per gallon, divide by 1*43.

r 277-4(> in.=‘

1 Imperial gallon = 10 lb. at 62" V.

0*16 ft.3

1*2 U.S. gal.

r 62*35 lb. at 62" h\

1 ft. 3 of water < 6*22786 imperial gal.

[
7*476 IJ.S. gal.

1 ton of water - - 35*974 ft.® at 62° E.

1 ,, ,, ,,
~ 224 English gal.

A column of water 1 ft. high exerts a pressure at base of 0*4335 lb.

per in.®

Pressure in lb. ])er in.®

0*4335
Feet head.

A column of water 2*31 ft. high at 62° F. exerts a pressure at base
of I lb. per in.®

Head in feet

T31
1 lb. per in.®

Standard atmospheric pressure ™ 29*95 in. of mercury

^ 33*9 ft. head of water

™ 14*7 11). per in.®

Inches of mercury x 0*49 == Pn^ssure in lb. per in.®

Flow of Water in Pipes. (Hawksley’s formulae.)

isy H Y L

where d ~ Diameter of pipe in inches.

G = Gallons per hour.

H = Head of water in feet.

L = Length of pipe in yards.
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Frictional Losses in Water toES. (Messrs. Kent’s figures.)

^ _ 6-23 V^Z
.

Where V ~ Velocity in ft. per sec.

d I
— Length of pipe in ft.

h ™ Pressure loss in inches

of watcT.

K Constant.

f From

Values of K < ”

It

1- 2 in. diam. 800
2- 4 „ 1060
4-8 „ - 1600
8-16 ,, - 2000

Inclination to Overcome Friction in Pipes. (Messrs. Kent.)

V2 X 2-3 d — Diameter of pipe in ft.

d
^ V == Velocity in ft. per sec.

Velocity in Pipes. It is usual to allow for 3 ft. per see. in water
mains

;
for pumping mains this may increase to 5 ft. per sec.

Approximate Weight of Cast Iron Water Pipes per Foot
Run. 2*45 x [(Outside diameter)® — (inside diameter®)] = lb. per

ft. run (pipe diameter to be taken in inches).

Two flanges are approximately equivalent to I ft. run of pipe.

Tank Capacities (all dimensions in feet).

Rectangular Tanks :

—

Gallons capacity = Length X breadth X depth X 6*23.

Circular Tanks :

—

Gallons capacity = Dia.® x 0-7854 x depth x 6-23.

GAS
As with other services, all gas mains—painted their distinctive

colour—should be arranged on the ring principle, with cocks fitted

in suitable positions to allow of shutting off any one section. A
weekly record should be made of all meter readings. As small gas

meters are comparatively cheap when compared with those for

steam and water, it will probably be possible to meter a larger

proportion of branch services. An up-to-date layout plan of the

gas mains should be kept in the Works Engineer’s office.

Meters. Meter capacities are known by the number of lights, a

light being equivalent to 6 ft.® of gas per hour. There are two
common types of meters, wet and dry.

Wet Meters. For large installations a wet meter is more suitable,

as it takes up less floor space. In this meter a drum, made up of

four compartments, is mounted on a hollow shaft through which
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the gas enters, and is submerged in water to a little above its axis.

The compartments are so arranged that as the gas enters each

compartment it forces the water out, thus causing the drum to

rotate.

A new compact t}^e of wet meter has recently been put on the

market in this country and is called the meter. The reports

of this instrument arc very satisfactory and supply authorities are

(IV. (\ Holmes Co.)

recommending it to big consumers. It differs from the usual type
in that the drum, inclined at an angle, is mounted on a vertical

hollow shaft, through which the gas enters. The action of this

meter somewhat resembles that of a cycle wheel, running round a
circular track

;
the drum being pivoted in the centre, and rolling

around a track which gives it an inclination of about 30°. This

rotation is transmitted to the counter and is positive in its action.

The operation will be readily understood by referring to Fig. 83,

which shows a section of this type of meter, as made by Messrs.

Holmes of Huddersfield.

Dry Meters. There are several types of these meters. For
supplies up to 400 lights, the bellows type is perhaps the cheapest.

Positive displacement meters are used where great accuracy is

required, the gas operating two impellers (somewhat similar to a
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drum pump), as in such types as the Holmes “ Connersville'’ meter.

Accuracies up to 99*95 per cent l asre been attained by these meters

on test. Rotary mciters form another type ;
these are ojK^ated by

a full ilow of gas over a fan, and are usually accurate for flows

b(^tw(‘(in 10 per cent and 100 per cent of rated capacity, but should

Kig. 84 , PuANTOM View of Shunt Gam Metkh
{George Kent, Ltd.)

not be used for flows below 10 per cent, as inaccurate readings will

result.

A meter that is rapidly becoming popular for inside use in works

is the Kent shunt gas meter, a phantom view of which is given in

Fig. 84. It has a guaranteed accuracy of i 2 per cent over a

range of 1 : 10, with an overload capacity up to 100 per cent. Its

chief features are low cost ai»d small size for the class of metering

it will do, and it is simple and very accessible. Cleaning nozzles are

fitted if crude gas is to be metered. This meter is a counter meter

only ;
if a record is required a balanced recorder can be used, or if

an indicator is required a curved tube manometer should be em-

ployed. Fig. 85 shows an arrangement embodying these three

meters.
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The Therm. To-day, gas is sold on the therm basis ; that is, it

is bought on its calorific value instead of per 1 000 ft.

A

therm is

equivalent to 100 000 B.Th.U. ;
therefore, the equation to convert

cubic feet to therms is as follows

—

Therms = Ft.“ consumed X declared calorific value

"iooooo
““

The declared calorific value is usually between 450 and 560
B.Th.U. per ft.^ and has to be maintained by the supply authority.

Gas Pressure. The gas pressure should be as nearly constant as

ELEVATtQN

Fig. 85. Shunt (Ias Meteh showing Fittings and Recorder
{(Jeorge Kent, Ltd.)

possible, since variation will affect the temperature of furnace and
other equipment which is gas-heated. Where a variation takes
place due to demand, extra auxiliary mains should be installed,

or better still, the diameter of the existing main should be increased,

always remembering that two pipes of equal size will have less than
half the carrying capacity of a new main of twice their diameter.

Where the internal mains are too small, a booster can be fitted

near the meter outlet to increase the volume delivered through
the existing pipes, in which case it is advisable to fit a gas governor
at each appliance.

Gas Governors. Most api)lianoes can be operated with a natural

draught and gas at town’s pressure, and as mentioned above, it

is essential that the gas pressure should remain constant if uniform
heating is to be maintained

;
to ensure this, a gas governor should
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be installed. These governors an very efficient and the charts in
Fig. 86 furnish a comparison of a- cual pressures with and without
a governor. The ideal arrangement is to install a small governor
to each appliance i.? preh'rence to om^ large governor on the gas
main. There are sevfu’al good makes of governors on the market.
The governor consists esscfitially of a valve wliose movements
depend on tlui outlet pressure

;
any increase in tlu^ outlet pressure

above a predetermined value causes the valve to close. The outlet

pressure is therefore allowed to fall until it reaches the desired

amount. In practice, governors are commonly fitted witli a weighted
diaphragm, connected to the spindle of the actual valves controlling

the gas inlet
;
the movement of the valve is thus dependent on the

gas outlet pressure and on the weight attached to the diaphragm.
There are two chief classes ofsuch governors: (1 )

those in which fixed

weights are attached to the diaphragm
; (2) those in which these

weights are variable. In the latter class, variation is effected by
providing the governor with a removable cover so that more or

few(?r weights can be })laced on the diaphragm.

It must be borne in mind that to secure the most aecnirale govern-

ing, the flow mlist bo reasonably near th(^ optimum consumption.
Thus, if the rated maximum for a goveinor is 60 ft.^ piu* liour, it

is unsuitable for rates below about 15 ft.*^ jier hour, or 25 p(U' cent

of the maximum rating.

Gas Main Sizes. Table 7 gives capacities in cubic feet per hour
for different straight lengths and sizes of pipes, and is bas(ul on a

specific gravity of 0-60. Where the specific gravity varies, the iK^ces-

sary correction to the ra.te of flow given in the table*, can be siinjily

arrived at by adding 1 per cent for every () ()1 below a specific

gravity of 0-6, and vice versa. The allowance for bends is given in

Table Vj 1 1.

Premixed Gas and Air. Where there is a larger consum])tion of gas

for heating melting furnaces and othei equipmeiit where the flame

is open, an automatic gas and air mixing apparatus is w^orth con-

sideration, as savings in gas consumption uf) to 25 per cent are

claimed in some cases. In tliis system the air and gas are mixenl

in definite and correct proportions to form a jierffjct combustible

fuel, the pressure bt>ing kept constant irrespective of the fluctuations

in the gas supply.

Surface Combustion. For enamelling ovens, etc., where burners

of the Bunsen type are used, considei’able savings in gas consumption

can be made by replacing thest: burn(?)*8 with Cox combustors, such

as the “Ignite ’’ combustor. It is generally recognized that the most

economic method of utilizing the heat value of any combustible gas

is by surface combustion. These combustors are composed of a

cellular refractory medium, the sizes of the cells gradually becoming

smaller as they reach the surface. Air, coming from a small fan or

through a reducing valve from the com])resstKl air main, is fed to
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TABLE VII

(IAH Main Sizes

Capacities in ft.® jicr hr. with 3/ JO in. Wah’r Gauge. Pressure Drop
between Ends of StraigJit Pipes. S])ecifie Gravity O-GO.

Diamki kk of PiPK IN ]> CHliS

ill

J'Vet
1 n .3 4 8 10 12

10 415 1 325 2 420 7 000

20 ' 200 940 1 725 5 610 10 200

;to 240 770 1 430 4 400 8,420

40 210 680 1 225 3 490 7 280

50 100 600 1 115 3 145 6 580 22 600 46 000 82 000 128 000

00 170 550 I 025 2 875 6 0.50

70 160 510 060 2 670 o

80 150 475 000 2 480 5 250

90 142 450 850 2 360 5 (H)0
!

100 135 440 830 2 280 4 840 16 000
j

32 000 58 000 91 500

150 112 350 670 1 810 3 905 13 000 25 800 47 500 74 500

200 DO 300 580 1 540 3 385 1 1 300
1

23 000 41 000 64 500

300 75 240 470 1 220 2 720 9 250 18 700 33 600 52 500

400 62 205 410 1 025 2 285 8 000 16 300 29 000 45 500

500 50 175 360 870 2 000 7 150 14 500 26 000 49 700

600 45 160 320 755 1 790 6 500 13 300 23 700 37 200

7(»0 40 140 300 665 1 655 6 050 12 300 21 900 34 400

800 35 i 130 280 625 1 560 5 650 11 500 20 300 32 300

900 I

!

5 300 10 800
!

19 400 30 400

1 000 30 120 250 530 1 350 5 100 10 300 ' 18 400 28 800
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TABl./ VITl

KqIiIVALENT hwmiTJfS of SrilAKiHT IMIMO to a 1.1.0w for
Henmjs ajsij> I’kks

Dia. of Additioi) Ovomll Length of a Pipe (in Feet)
Pipe for liicroased Itosistaiufe

Inches
j

Elbows
i

Tees 90'’ Bonds

i In 1 2 2 1

1 to i ;i ,8 4
i

^
1

5 : 5
1

2

;

8 8 3

4 : 13 ' 18
1

4
1

() 20
1 1

«

L 84
i

! 9
1

]0 41 i 41
1

14

J-
!

50 1 50
1

17

the burner tog(‘.ther with tlie gas, and burns ovt^r a large surface

area without iianie, a rod incandescent heating surface being ob-

tained. This method is smokeless, clean, and (‘iiables a .more uni-

form In^at in th(‘ oven to be obtained; thus, apart from the saving

in gas, this system has much to recommend it. If the air is taken

from tile supply main, a sensitive back-pressure valve must be

inserted in tlu^ main to prevent the gas from getting into the air

main.

Thermostatic Control. Thermostatically controlled gas valves

should be fitted to all types of heating ovens, as this in itself will

effect a cjonsiderable economy in gas consumption, apart from
keeping a uniform t("mperature. There are three chief means of

controlling temperature in furnaces: (1) thermostats employing
the expansion of liquids; (2) those employing the expansion of

solids
;
and (3) those employing thermo-electric effects.

(1) A simple type, using liquid expansion, consists of a bulb

containing a liquid with a high coefficient of expansion. Toluene

is suitable
;

it is connected from the bulb to a column of mercury
so that the toluene, by expanding, will make the mercury rise and
reduce the fuel supply by closing a gas seal. The drawback of this

type is its lack of sensitivity.

(2) Thermostats using the expansion of solids are the rule. The
principle employed is that of the differential thermal expansion of
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two components, one having a high coefficient of expansion, e.g.

steel, copper, or brass, and the other a low coefficient of expansion,

e.g. porcelain, sili(;a, or invar (86 ]wr cent nickel steel). For tem-
peratures up to 516 ' F. a brass-iron combination is satisfactory, but

up to about 1 OOb"* F., steel-silica is better, as fatigue does not
develop so markedly. In the former type an expansion tube of

brass forms a sheath for the invar rod. A spring holds the upper
portion of the valve seating against the rod, adjustment being

provided by rotating the screwed cap which houses the spring.

To avoid the possibility of extinguishing the flame accidentally,

a bypass is provided. Additional sensitiveness can be obtained by
using a valve with a knife-edge seating. The valve will open when
there is only a low pressure above the diaphragm, but when that

pressure rises to that of the incoming gas, the valve will close.

(3) The principle of the thermo-electric p3rrometer can be made
to control gas flow by means of a system of relays. A chopper ” bar
is arranged so that it may descend on one of three switches, accord-

ing as the temperature concerned exceeds, equals, or falls short of

the predetermined temperature. Any divergence from the pre-

determined temperature causes the switch to close a circuit operating

a reversing electric motor. The motor is coupled to, and therefore

controls, the gas inlet valve. A system of red, white, and green

lights indicates whether the temperature is above, equal to, or less

than the set temperature. If the motor operating the valve is

geared down, a very fine adjustment can be secured.

General. Care must be taken, in choosing thermostats, to select

materials capable of enduring the working temperatures for an
indefinite period. The distance the thermostat dips into the furnace
or open pot is also important. In the latter case, the depth of the

liquid in the pot may vary, and this will affect the temperature
on which the operation of the thermostat dej)ends. The amount of

metal in the thermostat rod affects the sensitivity of the thermostat

;

if this is small, the rate of response to temperature changes will be
correspondingly rapid. The outer tube is therefore best made as
thin as possible, and preferably without a steel protecting sheath.

Industrial Gas Equipment
Uniformly Heated Ovens. Where small ovens are required for

drying or baking small pieces of manufactured apparatus at low
temperatures (up to about 3(X)° F.), and where it is essential that

,

a uniform heat shall be maintained throughout the oven, the author
has found a gas-heated oil-jacketed oven, as shown in Fig. 87, very
satisfactory.

Oven Furnaces. Gas-heated furnaces, as shown in Fig. 88, are
widely used for carburizing, reheating, and annealing purposes.
Working temperatures up to 1 000® C. can be obtained with this

type of furnace, and automatic temperature control equipment can
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be fitted. The furnace operates with natural draught and gas at

town’s pressure, approximately 3 in. water gauge.

Recuperators are fitted in the furnace, and the air for combustion
gathers heat from the discharging flue gases by these means. The
furnace hearth is heated underneath

;
and for normal working with

average loads, the hearth shoidd last about four years before being

replaced . The old floor tiles can be taken out and the new ones fitted

without disturbing the furnace walls and roof. Scotch firebrick tiles

are preferred for hard wear, but normally Stourbridge tiles give

satisfaction.

Troubles experienced with this type of furnace are usually limited

to blocked burner passages, and this is a rare occurrence if guard
tiles are fitted on each side of the furnace hearth. Flue troubles can
be avoided by fitting suitable cowls to break the flue pull and arrest

downdraughts. These cowls are clearly shown in the illustration.'

They can be connected to a vent carried through the roof, or to

trunking and an exhauster fan.

High-Speed Steel Furnaces. For hardening cutters, dies, and tools,

double-chamber furnaces are used, the preheating chambfjr at
800” C. and the final temperature chamber 1 240” C. For the best

results the work should be hc^ated to the final temperature very
quickly in a non-oxidizing atmosphere. Air at 1 lb. per in.^ and gas

at town’s pressure are used on this type of furnace.

Air Heaters. Controlled hot air is being used for a wide range of

processes, particularly for drying purposes. The circulated hot air

carries off the moisture, and the moisture-carrying capacity of air

increases enormously with increase in tenij)erature. Gas-fired air

heaters are made in a complete unit with fan, etc., and remote
thermostatic control is fitted to give automatic temperature control

of the work being treated

.

For processes requiring heated fresh air only, the gas-fired heater

is designed to discharge the flue gases separately. Gas is burnt
inside a series of gillcd tubes and the air to be heated is passed
around the tube. This heater is known as the indirect type. With
the direct type the gas burners are located in the air-heating chamber,
so that the small amount of flue gases is mixed with the hot air.

The latter type of air heater has proved successful for core drying
and mould drying, small stove-enamelling work, and for ageing

aluminium alloys, whilst the indirect type is used for large stove-

enamelling work, drying colour work, and foodstuffs.

Pot Furnaces. Pot furnaces heated by gas are used for melting
aluminium alloys, brass, gunmetal, copper, nickel, and soft metal
such a lead, etc., also for cyanide, salt, lead, and oil baths for heat
treatment purposes. The brick setting is designed to follow the
shape of the pot and only a small space is allowed for combustion.
A (frain hole is provided for, and in some cases space is left to allow

for the bulging of the pot. Natural-draught gas burners are only
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fitted for the low-temperature pot furnaces, pressure burners being

used for the other furnaces.

Hot Water Tanks. Settings for gas-heated tanks used in plating

shops, etc., give the most efficient results when designed to surround

the tank entirely. A small space of 1| in. to 2 in. is left between the

tank and the insulated surround, and the hot gases from the burners

pass round this space before being discharged to the flue. Auto-

matic temperature control can be provided by means of a thermostat.

For tanks containing heated solution such as that used in rust-

proofing, etc., gas burners should not be placed under the tank, but

should be located at the sides of the tank or inside heating coils

which pass through the tank. Should the burners be used under the

tank bottom, there is a tendency for the bottom plate to be burnt

through, owing to a film of deposit from the solution collecting on
the tank bottom.

Maintenance of Equipment. Whilst properly designed equipment
should operate free of trouble, a knowledge of how to deal with
faults will be useful. Shortage of gas at the appliance sometimes
occurs, and this is usually found to be due to the internal gas pipes

being overloaded. The section of pipe whore the greatest pressure

drop occurs can be found by taking pressures at different points

along the line; this section should be increased to a larger size.

Should it be possible to operate the equipment at a lower gas
pressure, a gas governor can be fitted at the appliance and set below
the minimum pressure.

For natural-draught Bunsen burners, approximately one-third

of the air required for combustion is drawn through the air hole

inside the burner as primary air, another two-thirds being required

as secondary air to complete combustion. Sometimes the secondary
air is excluded from the appliance, resulting in incomplete combus-
tion. Another fault which is easily detected is a choked flue passage,

as the gas flames are stifled and float about when the flues are blocked
or too small. The remedy for this is to make the flues large enough
and to control them by means of a damper.

Troubles with remote control thermostats are usually confined

to a leaky joint between the control valve and the thermostat.

This connection is made with copper tube in. diameter, and
should a small leak occur in this line the pressure is relieved instead

of operating on the large leather diaphragm and closing the control

valve.

In some cases the bypass gas consumption is set too high, and,
whilst the thermostat closes the main gas supply, the temperature
rise is not checked. The obvious remedy in this case is to set

the bjrpass consumption to give scarcely enough heat for the job,

thus allowing the thermostat to supply the additional heat as
required and thereby ensuring a cjonstant temperature.
The author has found it advisable to train a suitable maintenance
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bricklayer (say the chargehand) to do all furnace repairs; whilst it

may cost a little more in repairs for a short period, this will more
than be repaid once the man becomes proficient. Refractories can
be inspected by him and slight repairs made from time to time as
they become necessary.

COMPRESSED AIR

Turbo-blowers and Turbo-compressors. Both turbo blowers and
turbo-compressors are designed according to similar principles, the
difference between the two being quite arbitrary. For blowers, the
compression pressure may be up to 30 lb. per in.^

; above this figure

the machines are classed as compressors.

Turbo-blowers are in effect centrifugal air pumps having several

stages, the air passing through the eye of the first impeller and
having its pressure increased whilst travelling to the periphery,

after which it is led to the second impeller by means of guide-blades.

Succeeding stages of compression are arranged similarly. The
method of governing is based on the maintenance of constant speed,

constant pressure, or constant delivery. A natural tendency for the

impellers to mo/e towards the suction side of the casing, due to

unbalanced force acting on them, is counteracted by the use of

thrust blocks or balance pistons, or by designing the blower as a

double-flow machin
Turbo-compressors, sinf^e they com])ress the air to much higher

pressures than blowers, usually require some means for cooling the

compressed air, as a considerable temperature rise may occur during

the process. In some cases, the whole surface (except the impeller)

is water-jacketed. Generally speaking, the larger turbo-compressors

show the most mai’ked economy over reciprocating compressors.

The speed of rotation is decided by the capacity of the compressor
and is generally highest for the smallest sizes. It frequently happens
that the variation in demand is much greater for compressors than
blowers, so that a high efficiency over a wide range of delivery is

desirable. As with turbo-blowers, thrust blocks or balance pistons

are necessary, unless a double-flow design is adopted. Governing is

arranged by maintaining either constant speed or constant pressure.

The principle of the Venturi meter is used in the Rateau constant-

volume governor
;
a throat piece is fixed to the inlet pipe, giving

rise to an increased air velocity and decreased pressure (actually a

partial vacuum). A spring-controlled piston, with the atmosphere
acting on one side and the partial vacuum on the other, carries a

rod attached to a lever coupled to the speed-controlling mechanism
of the prime mover or driving motor. Regulation is effected by the

setting of a sliding weight on the lever. Any variation in the demand
for the air delivered will cause a change in the partial vacuum under

the spring-controlled piston, so that the lever will be moved and
the sj^>eed of the driver will be suitably adjusted.
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REcrFKOCATiNG (yOMFREHsoRS. Whilst tur 1)0-compressors are

mostly used wh(;re the requirements exc(H;d 5 000 to 7 500 ft.® per
min., reciprocating com])ressors are more economical for the nor-

mal works and have a greater efficiency than the former. They may
be of the steam-driven type, in which the steam and air cylinders

are directly conmn^ted
;
or they may be driven direct-coupled to an

electric motor, or througli g(^ars by a turbine if the exhaust steam is

available.

Th(\v are usually of om^ or two stages. The two-stage machine is

Fig. 89. Belliss & Morcom Two-stage Aik Compressor, Driven
iiY C.K.C. Synchronous Motor

((j.m.c.)

the more (efficient, as the single-stage takes more power and has
higher air temperature to contend with. With the two-stage
machine an intercooler can be fitted Iw^tween high- and low-pressure
cylinders.

When considering the installation of a new compressor, if the
pressure required is about 100 lb. per in.^, a two-stage machine
with inter- and after-coolers is advisable. If it is possible to noplace
a number of small compressors with one large compressor of this

type, considerable saving can be made in maintenance, oil, and
attendance; a synchronous motor drive is also worth considering,
as this will help to improve the power factor of the electrical load
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and so effect a saving which may assist in getting sanction for the
new plant.

With a two-stage compressor, having an output of 750 ft/^ of free

air per minute, with inter- and after-coolers, the author has main-
tained an outlet temperature of 59'' F. and avoided moisture and oil

troubles. Fig. 89 shows this machine driven by a 140 h.p. G.E.C.
synchronous motor.

Air Mains. The same arrangements of pipe layout, etc., as for

water and gas, should be carried out. The troubles generally ex-

perienced in compressed air mains are due to oil and moisture.

Oil. Trouble from oil may arise from a number of causes, such as

broken or worn piston rings, over-filling of the compressor crank

Fig. yj. Stkam Coil Air Heater

case, or general over-oiling
;
an inspection of the compressor will

determine the cause.

Moisture. Trouble from this cause* is especially prevalent in very

humid weather and is due to the moisture in the inlet air being

carried through the compressor. The air heats as it is compressed

;

when the air cools, this moisture is dropped in the pipe line. Where
coolers are not installed with the compressor, and the receiver is

adjacent to the compressor, this will always happen. If it is possible

to move the receiver some distance away and arrange a fall in the

pipes from the compressor, most of the moisture will drain to the

receiver, which should be blown out frequently. Dips should also

be arranged in the service mains and suitable draining legs or traps
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provided. Where compressed air is used for paint spraying, an

effort should be made to arrange a local air receiver on the job, and
this should be frequently drained. Two methods of eliminating

moisture troubles where spray guns are used are shown in Figs. 90

and 91.

Fig. 90 shows a moisture trap, and Fig. 91 a steam-heated air

Fig. 92, Automatically Operatko Compressed Air Supply
Applied to Press Tools

iQM\)

heater, both of which have given good results and can easily be
made up by the Maintenance Department.
Another method of overcoming the moisture trouble is to install

silica gel units, which should be in tandem, so that one unit can be
re-activated by heating, whilst the other one is in use.

On paint-spraying units a combined transformer and filter forms
part of the equipment. The cotton wool in the filter should be
inspected each day and changed when necessary.

Air Receivers should be raised off the ground to allow of inspec-

tion of the underside
;
and suitable manholes provided for internal

inspection. It is advisable to have them insured with the boiler
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insurance company, who will ther- periodically inspect them. The
explosion risk is just as great as \sith a steam receiver of the same
pressure.

Under the new ractork^s Act, which came into force in July,

1938, all air ret^eivers must cleaned and examined or tested

by a competent person at least once in (^very twenty-six months
and a report entered in the General liegister; an “Air Receiver”
is taken to mean any vessel other than a pipe or coil and includes

any paint, lacquer, or oil veossl which is operated by compressed air.

With compressed-air operated tools, continuous jets should not
be used unless they are essential, as large savings can be made by
fitting automatics valves to tools such as that shown on the press

pressure pad in Fig. 92. All air pistols should have a spring trigger,

so that the air is shut off when the pistol is released.

Clean Air. Where possible, suitable filters should be fitted on the

inlet side of the compressor. A louvred box on the roof of the

building in which the compressor is housed, with matting screens,

makes a very good arrangement. An example of this sort is shown
in Fig. 93. Birmingham Blind School make a close-woven matting
suitable for this purpose. A nozzle for reducing the amount of

noise may be inserted in the mouth of the suction pipe, as shown
in the diagram. On small branch pipes where air has to be
particularly clean, a Yokes filter is very effective.

Compressed air xs being used more and more in industry to-day

and when installing a new compressor it is advisable to bear this in

mind and provide a machine of ample capacity. With the wide
range of compressed-air operated tools—to mention a few: vices,

lathe chucks, small portable drills, riveting hammers, and air presses

—there is scarcely a manufacturing plant that cannot find new uses

for compressed air, and manufacturers are always putting on the

market new tools which can effect a saving if there is an ample
supply of air.

find the horse-power required to compress a given amount
of air

—

33 0()()(w--1)LvIV

where N -- Number of stages.

P = Atmospheric pressure,

P2 = Absolute terminal pressure in lb. per in.‘^.

V = Volume of air (ft.-** per min.) compressed, at atmo-

spheric pressure.

n = Constant = 1*41 for adiabatic compression.

Air-flow Meters. An air-flow meter such as that manufactured
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hy Messrs, (leorgc Kent is suit lUlo for measuring fliietuating
quantities of air in the pijK'S suppl; ii-g pneumatic tools, liainnu'rs,

blast lurnaces, etc. The action fiep{*iuls on tlx* a.ngl(‘ takcxi up by
a swinging “gate,” suspended in the j)ip(‘, so that the a-ii* impinges
on it with a fon^c varying with the demand })eing math? on that
particular pip(^ line at that moment. The swinging gate is connected
by a hair spring to a pointer above the dial of the instrument. A
dashpot is provided to damp out any pulsations that might affect

the indicator. The angle of the gate to the direc'.tion of th(‘ air flow,

and hence the Heading on tlK* dial, is directly ])roportional to the
flow itself. A j)ressure dro]) of about J lb. per in.- i^xists across the
indicator at full load.

Vacttum Pumps and Systems
In recent ycairs the use of vacuum plant has increased enormously

for a wide rangt' of purposes, and as this class of plant presents
special j)robl(uns, no modern textl)ook would be complete without
some reference to it. The radio

and telephoiKi industries use
special vacuum plant in the
making of imncu’tant compo-
nents.

It is frequently tlu^ practice,

where high-vaciiuin orocesses are

concerned, to produce* a “rough ”

prelindnary vacuum varying in

pressure from 20 mm. to
^

mm.
of nmreury. This is followed up
by a final exhaustion by high-

speed pump. This initial exhaus-

tion is produced by a “ backing
”

pump, which is usually a type

of mechanical oil pump. The
speed of a pump is given in terms
of the volume of gas exhausted per second, measured at the ])ressure

produced by the pump ; it is clear, thend’ore, that a ba(?king pump
need only work at a fraction of the speed of the high-vacuum j)umi)

which it is backing.

Oil Pumps. Oil has long been used as an airtight scjal between the

moving parts of pumps. There are two chief (dasses of oil pumps

:

reciprocating and rotary. Both inlet and outlet sides should be

provided with drying equipment, as oil can hold considfuablo

amounts of both water vapour and air in solution
;
these are given

out under reduced pressure.

The Geryk pump is of the reciprocating type. The piston,

which moves vertically, is provided with a leather cup; above

it is a pool of oil which moves up and down with it, forming a

FfC. 94. iloTAHV Orb PbMl,’

o. Outlet. s'. Scrai>in« van«*.

r.
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seal. At the top of the cylinder is o Hpring-controlled valve, which
opens when the piston approaches the highest part of its stroke

;

the entrap})ed gas leav(\s the cyliii'Ier through this valve. Two-
cylindt^r ])iinipH jirc also madc^ and can b(^ (ionnected in series if low
pressures are desired, or in parallel if the volume of gas to be dealt

with is large.

Rotary oil pumps generally work on the “scraping vane” prin-

ciple
;
the principle itself has long been understood, but the first

I

Fic. 96 . Kinney HiGH-VAcerM Pump
{(lemral Engineerltm Co. (Ritdfllffe), Ltd.)

modern application was probably made by Gaede in 1907. A re-

volving horizontal cylinder of solid steel is arranged Avith a larger

cylindrical casing of bronze, but not concentric with it (Fig. 94).

Small helical springs placed in slots in the cylinder keep two vanes,

which are free to slide in and out of these slots, continually pressed

against the inner surface of the casing, scraping against this surface

as they rotate with the cylinder. During each revolution, portions

of air are drawn from the inlet port, trapped by the scraping vanes,

carried round the casing, and passed out through the outlet port.
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Tho '‘box'’ piimj) of this type is entirely immersed in oil, and is

largt^Iy used in electric lamp and radio valve factories as a prelimin-

ary or backing pump. vStarting from atmospheric pressure, a vacuum
of

j
mm. can be obtained.

B^h*vacuum Pumps. Probably the b('st known and most widely

used pump is the “Kinney” High-vacuum Pump. Figs. 95 and
90 illustrate this type. Since it does not need to work from a

preliminary "rough'’ vacuum, a backing pump is not required.

Essentially, the piimj) consists of a shaft (9) on which are mounted
two ecc(^ntrics or cams (8) set 180 ’ apart. On these cams are

mounted j)istons (5), each with a hollow arm or slidt? which works
freely in a slid(^ ])in (7). All these parts are carcjfully finished all

over, and fit snugly in the pump cylinder and between the two
heads (2) and (2a).

In oj)eration, the shaft rotates in the direction indicated by the

arrow, carrying the cams round with it. The cams impart an oscil-

lating motion to the pistons, which thus a(;t as plungers moving
vertically. The j)lungers tend to creates a vacuum by withdrawing
air from the space above tluun (marked “suction” in Fig. 9(5)

.

The air thus withdrawn passes into the casing containing the cam

;

the rotation of the cam carries this air bcTore it, somewhat on the

princi})l(^ of the scraper-vane ])umps, and expels it, through the

discharges valve (4G) and the nozzle (50), to the atmosphere.
To prevent any backrush of atmosphe^ro air to the suction pipe,

the j)ump is arj*anged so that just before the piston attains its

highest position (as in Fig. 9(5), the slots in the hollow slide are

comj)letely closed by the slide pin. Since these slots themselves
form the j)assage through which air is drawn into the cylinder, the

action of an (dlective me‘chanicalIy-op(*rated suction valve is thus

achieved

.

A study of the diagrams will show that the nj-expansive clear-

ances have been reduced to a minimum, a condition essential to

the high volumetric efficiency and high final vacuum obtained.

No internal packing is used. The pistons and other parts which
must be airtight are oil-sealed by a unique method, whereby only
the amount of oil necessary to prevent leakage is admitted. This

amount is small, and at each revolution all surplus oil is discharged
to the separator ; thus no flooding of the pump is possible while it

is in oj)eration, and consequently there is no excessive churning or

resultant heating of the oil.

Oil is discharged from the pumj) along with the air into an oil

separator of sufficient capacity to allow any condensed moisture to

settle out, after which the oil is used over again. This process is

continuous and automatic.
Sealing oil is carried from the separator to the pump and stuffing

box through suitable piping, needle valves being provided to regu-

late the amount of oil flowing into the pump. A plug cock is
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provided for shutting off all sealing and lubricating oil when the
pump is shut down.

Tlie foregoing d(\scription* applit .s specifically to the “D.V.D.''
type of pump, which is duplex. The “V.S.J).” type is similar,

except that it is of the “simplex” pattern, there being only one
cam and piston.

W/TH SO FT^ PUMP, YIELD IS

Bo LB. IN S ‘8 HOURS.

Elapsed Time in Hours
Fici. 97. Pfjifoiimance Curvks for Hioh-vacuum Pump

Fig. 97 gives data relating to the ptuformance of a Kinney high

vacuum pump.
In the manufacture of radio valves, high-vacuum pumps are

essential, and when the valves are made on rotary machines, or on
manifolds, it is imperative that complete exhaustion of air shall

take place. It is also necessary to have large-size pumps for this

class of duty in order that many valves may be treated simul-

taneously; and another reason is that, if one of the glass bulbs

should prove to be defective, the rest of the valves under exhaustion
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will not be damaged, because the pump will have ample capacity

to exhaust the leakage and maintain the vacuum.
The Kiimey pump is universally used for this class of work, but

in many easels the final finishing process is accomplished by means
of spc^cial, and often secn^t, methods, such as flushing with special

gases. By putting ])umps in series, vacua as low as 0*5 micron

(1 micron ~
i „oo ^ mm.) above perfect vacuum can be obtained.

Special vacuum plant is also used for transformers, field coils,

Fig. 98. P^lkcttuoally Opkrated Oil-heated Htgh-vaouum Plant
Showing improgimtons, ovens, and stoves

{General Eiii.yimerutg Co. (lUuloliffe), Ltd.)

chokes, etc. These are usually constructed of tightly-wound fine

enamelled wire interleaved between layers of special paper. A
typical plant for this purpose is shown in Fig. 98. This plant will

deal with as many as 10 000 transformers per day, and the windings
are preheated, dried under high vacuum, and impregnated under
pressure with an insulating compound. The plant illustrated im-
pregnates with a bitumen compound, having a viscosity specially

suited to the work
;

it is forced into the windings at a temperature
of approximately 3(X)'' F.

The molecular pump introduced by Gaede and improved by
Holweek, and shown diagrammatically in Fig. 99, is designed to

produce high vacua from backing pressures of from 20 to mm.
It depends upon the frictional drag which a rapidly moving surface

can exert on a gas. A cylinder revolves at high speed inside a
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closely-fitting fixed casing having iulet and outlet connections.
The moving surface of the cylinder drags the gas from the inlet
to the outlet port. The ratio of the inlet

to the outlet pressures varies with the
circumferential speed of the cylinder, so

that with a high peripheral :’p<‘ed and a
low backing pressure, it is possible to

obtain a high degree of vacuum. In fact,

pressures as low as one-millionth of a
millimetre can l)e attained with a cylinder
speed of 1 2 000 r.p.m. and a preliminary
backing pressure of

j
mm.

Another g(m(iral type is known as the
mercury-va2)onr j)iimp. M(ircury is con-

tained in a boilin’ and, on being heated,

gives off jwficles of vapour which flow

down a tube leading to a condenser and
backing j)ump. A branch line from this

tube is connected to the high-vacuum fine.

At the upper end of the tube the vapour
pressure is high enough to prevent air from flowing back against

the stream of mercury vapour.

Fuj. 99. M()LKCiji.Ait

Pump
/. Iiilot to vacnuin
O. AirtmiU't

Fig. 100 . Typicai. Layout •-»f Distiuuing Appakatus Fitted
WITH High-vacuum Pump

{Gemral Engirieerinu Co. (Radcliffe), Ltd.)

The aperture of the side branch at the point whore it joins the

down tube is so proportioned that the laws of gaseous diffusion

operate at that point. Any air coming from the side tube will
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diffuse into the stream of mercury vapour and be carried away by
it, so that a steady reduction in the pressure in the side branch
takes place. The vital factor in the successful operation of the
pump lies in the corrc'ct dimensioning of the aperture of the side

branch. Langmuir improved the apparatus by fitting a condenser

Fi«. 101. “Audco” Vacuum Valve
{The Audley Engineering Co,, Ltd.)

around the diffusion aperture. This causes a rapid removal of
mercury vapour by condensation, and assists the flow of air from
the high-vacuum side branch to the backing pump.
Vacuum plant is extensively used in the food industry, and

Fig. KK) shows a typical plant for the extraction of essences from
fruits which are used in confectionery manufacture. One of the
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advantages of using vacuum for tisn. purpose is that the lower
boiling temperature obtained ])rese^‘\es the flavours and reduces
the time for evaporation.
The foregoing gives only a few examples of the many uses of

vacuum plant. In construction, the manufacture of such plant
should be left to specialists, si,KX‘ ordinary raw material is unsuit-

able, and specially rolled plates and special welding have to bo
employed. The vacuum lines require to be of special-quality tubing,

and the valves are nearly always grease- or oil-s(‘a.led to prevent
leakage of air into the system.
An illustration of a typical valve suitabh^ for vacuiiin lines (the

“ Audeo ”) is shown in Fig. 101.

There is a growing need, however,
in industry to-day for still higher

vacua, and for this ])urpose the

And ley Engineering Co., Ltd., have
designed a sp(‘cial dis(i valve whicdi

is shown in Fig. J02. This valve,

which is tested optically for flatness,

has been us(?d (^xt(msiv(fly for re-

s(*areh vacua and, in particular, for

the famous experiment on “splitting

the atom.”
Some idea of the ‘ze of vacuum

plant will be obtainenl from Fig. 103,

which shows a complete vacuum
plant for the manufacture of high-

tension paper dielec^tric cables.

The appended tables and formulae
may prove useful.

l^mp Size Required. Because of

the effect of unknown conditions

peculiar to any specific installation,

it is impossible to determine exactly

what size of pump would be required

to obtain and maintain a required

vacuum in a given system. The following formula, howc^ver, will

serve to furnish an approximate figure for Kinney vacuum pum]is

when handling dry air

—

Let Vj— Pump displacement in ft.-’ per min, required to deal

with leakage into the system.

P = Absolute pressure inside the system in lb. per in.

(See Table X, page 147.)

T — Absolute temperature of gas coming to the pum{>

(equal to temperature in ° F. -f 459-C).

Fig. 1U2 . Half Section of
I IN. “Auuco” Valve, Tvrn

“FB”
Showing iuii*nialrnnstructi(»n and nuun

(lirriiMisions.

'Fhis disc typo of valve is used for
rare vacua.

{The Awllei! F.tvdinmrbio Co., IMl.)
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W “ Weight of gas leaking into system per min., in lb.

(At VO"" F., 1 ft.^ of free air weighs 0*0791 lb.)

R ™ Gas factor from Table IX, below.

Then, - RTW/P (1)

Fig. 103. Completk High-vacuum Plant eok Electric ('able
Industhv

((Unteral Enyineerittg Co. {ItwIcUfJe), LUl.)

The value ofR in the above formula for various gases is as follows

—

TABLE IX

Acetylene 0-458 Hydrogen 5-92
Air 0-412 Methane . 0*743
Ammonia 0-70 Methyl chloride 0*236
Argon 0-299 Nitric oxide 0*397
Carbon dioxide 0-271 Nitrogen 0-424
Carbon monoxide 0-426 Nitrous oxide . 0*2705
Ethylene 0-425 Oxygen . 0-372
Helium .

Hydrochloric; acid
2-98

0-327
Sulphur dioxide 0-186

In eases where gases are being withdrawn from a hot system, the
introduction of a condenser or cooler between the system and the
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pump will greatly increase its effectivt* capacity. Where vapours
are given off from material in the system, additional capacity must
be furnished to deal with these vapours, unless they are condensed
before coming to the pi mp.

Capacity Required to Produce a Gliven Vacuum. To calculate the
pump capacity required to produce a given vacuum (assuming a
perfectly tight and dry system)

—

Let Vg — Pump displacement in ft.*^ per min. to produce given
vacuum.

C - Capacity of system in ft.*'

F — Constant depending on vacuum required and obtained
from Table X (bellow).

K Factor depending on heat transfer conditions of the

system and variable between ()*90 and 1*30.

M r Time allowable to produce given vacuum, in minutes.

Then, Vg - CF/KM (2)

TABLE X
Constants for Various Vac’ua

Vacuum
|

(inches of
j

mercury
)j

V

i

1

1

i 1

Power
Constant

i

Vacuum
(inches of

mercury )

P F

I

Power
Constant

5 12-25 0-19 0-0200 28 0-98 2-74 00272
10 9-80 0-41

1

•0290 29 •490 3-43 •0218

15 7-35 0-70 -0364 29-5 •245 413 •0160

18 5-88 0-94
.

•0400 29-7 •147 4-65 •0120

21 431 1-21 •0415 29-8 •098
1

5-08 •0110

22 3-92 1*35 •0409 29-9 •049 i 5-77 •0100

24 2-94 1-63 •0382 29-95 •0245 6-47 •0100

25 2-45 1-81 •0361 29*97 •0147 6*98 •0100

26 1-96 2*05 •0336 29-98 •0098 7-40 •0100

27 1-47 2-32 •0308 29-99 •0049 810 0100

The total capacity V required for any given dry system is given by

V-Vi + Vg . . . . . (3)

To allow for leaks and other unknown contingencies, it is recom-

mended that the capacity of the pump should be at least 20 per

cent in excess of that indicated by the above formula.

Example. To find the size of vacuum pump necessary to maintain a
vacuum to within Od in. of mercury absolute (i.e. to 29*9 in. wVien referred to

a 30 in. barometer reading) on a given system witli 01 lb. of free air leaking

in per min., the system temperature being 70" F.
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TABLE XT
Conversion Tarrk of Vapovr Tres.sL'Re REiiATTNo to
Temperature and Vacuum in Jnches of MERCimY

Tom p.
o

VuriHim ill Jn. <if

Mi'rcury riifiTrod to
a 30 in. liaroniotcr
RoadiiiK. ('Moroury

at 58*4^^ F.)

Absolute ITesrtiiro,

Lb. per In.® Pe
Spncilic Volume,

Ft.» per Lb.

Latent Heat of
Valorization
in Jl.Th.lJ.

32 29*8104 0*0887 3 206 1 073-0
34 29-8043 •0061 3 054 1 072*0
30 29*7881 *1041 2 832 1 070-0
38 20-7708 *1126 2 628 1 060-8
40 20-75*22 *1217 2 441 1 068*8
42 20-7322 •1315 2 268 1 067*7
44 20-7100 •1420 2 100 1 066-6
46 29-6880 •1532 1 062 1 065-6
48 20 6636 -1652 1 827 1 064*5
60 20-6376 •1780 I 702 1 063-5
r»2 20-6007 •1018 I ,587 1 062-4
r>4 20-5800 -2063 1 480 1 061-3
56 20-5483 *2210 1 382 1 060-3
58 20-5145 •2384 1 200 1 0.50-2
60 20-4786 2561 1 206 1 058*1
62 20-4403 •2740 1 128 1 0.57-1
04 20-3005 •2040 1 0.55 1 056*0
66 20-356*i *3162 088 1 054*9
68 20*3102 3388 026 1 0.53*9
70 20*2614 •3628 868 1 0.52*8
72 20-2004 •3883 814 1 051-7
74 20*1514 *4153 763 1 0.50-6
76 20*0060 •4440 717 1 040-6
78 20*0342

i

•4744 673 1 018-5
HO 28*040 -.507 632-0 1 047-4
82 28*800

1
•54 1 505*2 1 0 16*3

84 28*826 f *577 .560-0 1 045-3
86 28*740

i

•615 .527-2 1 044*2
88 28*666 *655 406*6 1 043-1
0(» 28-570 •608 46-7-0 1 042*0
02 28*188 •713 441-2 1 041-0
04 28-301 •700 416-1 1 030-9
00 28-200

;

-840 302-7 1 038-8
08 28-182 •803 370-8 1 037-7
100 28-040 •040

i

350-3 1 036-6
102 27-040 1 *008 331-1 1 035 5
104 27*824 1 -060 313-0 1 034-4
106 27-602 1*134 296-1 1 033*3
108 27-552 1 -202 •280-3 1 032-2
1 10 27-406 1-274 265-4 1 031*1
112 27-’'5"’

1 -350 •251*3 1 030*0
114 27*dbT 1-420 238-2 1 028-0
J16 26*021 1-512 225-8 1 027-8
1 18 26*743 1-600 214-2 1 026-7
120 26-556 1-602 203-2 1 025-6
122 26-360 1*788 102*0 1 024-5
124 26* 1 53 1 *880 183*2 1 023-4
126 25*030 1 *005 174*1 1 022-2
128 25-714 2-105 165-5 1021-1
130 25-477 2*221 157*3 1 020-0
132 25-230 2*343 149*7 1 018-9
134 24-071 2*470 142-4 1017-8
135 24-84 2-536 138-9 1 017*2
140 24*12 2-887 123*0 1014*4
145 23*32 3*280 109*2 1 01 1-5

150 22*43 3-716 97-1 1 008-7
155' 21*45 4;20l 86-5 1 005-8
1 60 20*35 4-730 77*3 1 002-9
170 17-73 5-992 62*0 095*8
180 14*64 7-51 50-1 989-9
190 lO-Ol 9-34 40-9 983-9
200 6-48 11-52 33 6 977-8
212 0 14-7 26-79 970-4
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R (for air) = 0-412 (LMe IX)

P ^ 0-049 (THble X)

T =- 459*6 -I- 70 -= 529-6

VV == 0-1

Then from formula ( I ),Vi = -

~“^049 ^

min.

Now let it be assumed that the cubic contents of the gas space in

the above system amount to 200 ft.^, and that it is desired to pro-

duce the given vacuum in the system in 20 min.

‘200 V 5*77
Then from formula (2), Vo = -- 65 ft.^ i)er min.

Total pump displacement required, from formula (3)

-- 445
-f- 65 = 510 ft.^ per min.

To allow for leaks, etc. (see page 147), tliis figure should b(^

increased by 20 per cent, making a total pump displacement of

612 ft.*'* per min.

TAHLK XU
Information (^onckhnin'; VA^’OllR Tension of \ve

Toniperaf uro
" F.

Abnoliitr Vapour
Pn'iSsuro,

inm. of Mercury

Jornperat iirt'

c. p

Absolute Vapour
PrcHRure,

rnrri. of Monjury

32 4r>8 4 M8‘
30 414 2 107
28 3-80 0 •96

26 3-46 -> •89

24 3- 14 4 •78

22 2-86 — •697

20 2-62 - 8 •626

18 2-38 - 10 •562

16 2-1.-) - 12 •503

14 i-9r> - 14 •45

12 1-77 - 16 •402

10 1-60 - 18 •36

8 1*44 - 20 321

6 131 ™ 40 •0966

These figures should prove valuable to engineers concerned with

vacuum plant. They have been well proven in practice, and are

reproduced by kind permission of the General Engineering Co.

(Radcliffe), Ltd. ,



CHAPTER IV

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

The care and maintenance of the electrical equipment is perhaps

the most important factor in the service department of a works,

and some knowledge of electrical theory is essential to the present-

day Works Engineer.

SUPPLY AND GENERATION

Types of Supply. While many older factories use a direct current

(d.c.) supply, most modern factories are equipped for alternating

current (a.c.), since the latter has the following advantages

—

(1) Wlu^re the pow(‘r supply is obtained from outside, it is

nearly always a.c., usually at a high voltage. This can be readily

changed to a low altcjrnating voltage by means of transformers;

but to obtain low voltage d.c., converting apparatus is required in

addition.

(2) Should voltages be required other than the supply voltage,

they can easily be obtained by means of transformers situated in

the locality of the process requiring th(5 exceptional pressure.

(3) The usual system of distribution is three-phase, for which the

amount of cable needed for transmitting a given power is less than
with d.c.

(4) In general, tlie cost of a.c. motors and starters is consider-

ably less than that of d.c. motors, and there are no, or few, moving
contacts.

(5) Tluu'c^ is very little danger of electrolysis occurring in the

cables.

The only advantages of d.c. supply are

—

(1) Where variable-speed or high-spe('d motors are required,

or motors requiring a large starting torqu6, d.c. motors are prefer-

able. Variable- or high-speed motors are generally few, however,
therefore the balance is usually in favour of a.c.

(2) D.c. supply is less dangerous to life than a.c. In a properly

organized supply, however, such a consideration should not carry

any weight, since modern electrical equipment, properly installed,

provides ample safeguards.

(3) Where there is any considerable employment of accumulators
or where arc lamps are used, a d.c. supply is necessary. D.c. is also

preferable to a.c. for welding, as there is less danger from shock.

(4) It is easier to run generators in parallel when d.c. is used.

D.C. Supply. This is generally at 460 volts, 3-wire, with the
mid-wire earthed, allowing the use of 460 volts for medium-size
and large motors, and 230 volts for small motors and lighting. In

150
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small factories a supply at 200 to 250 volts may bo used, preferably
with the positive earthed to prevent ( K'ctrolysis.

The 3-win^ system (mables powtT to be (Ustributed at twice the
voltage allowed for lighting, and coiiseqiKmtly leads to a. big saving
in copper. A third wire is eonn(?ct.(Ml between the g(‘nerators, as

shown in Fig. 104. This is the neutral conductor, and the loads,

whether machines or lamps, are arranged as far as possible to be
‘‘balanced,” i.e. the loads between the neutral wire and the two
outer win^s (positive and negative) should be as nearly equal as

possible. If the loads are e.xacUtj balanced, the neutral will not be
n‘(|uired to carry any current. The cross-sectional an^fi of the

neutral wire is often made about half that of the outer wires, and
a corresponding saving in copper is thus effected. If the system
is well balanced, th(^ n-atral wire area may be as small as one-third

of the outer. This system is almost universally used in d.c. distri-

bution. Should any single heavy load have to be included, such as

a powerful motor, the existing balance can be preserved by con-

necting the heavy load alone across the two outer wires, so that the
balance is unaff('cted.

The size of the conductor cables, whether for d.c. or a c., depends
on the current flowing, and in order to keep down the cost of the

copper required, the voltage must b(^ ktq>t high for distribution.

The voltage is, however, subject to the regulations of the Electricity

Commissioners, and, though it may be (as is usual) supplied at

pressures of 460-’500 volts for industrial use, 250 volts is the maxi-
mum allowed in buildings for lighting purposes

;
and when allowance

is made for the percentage of variation permitted, this figure is

nearer 230 volt^5.

A.C. Supply. Whilst three-phase a.c. supply is becoming uni-

versally adopted, there are perhaps a few factories which still have
a single- or two-phase supply

; and whilst space will not permit of

a full description of each method, a brief outline of the diff'enmt

systems may not be out of place. These systems are shown diagrani-

matically in Fig. 105. If the supply is two-phase, either a 4-wire

or a 3-wire system may be used. The latter shows a saving in copper
over the 4-wire system, as is obtained by 3-wire d.c. distribution

compared with the d.c. 4-wire system.
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HrNfJLE-jntA.SK, For lighting this is ideal (providing the period-

icity is high enough to eliminate the “flicker’^ of the alternatioiivS of

th<" current), whereas whfui threo-fdiasc*. current is used it is some-

times difii(!ult to arrange the lighting load so that all three })hases

are equally balanced. For motors, how(*.vcr, the starting torque

is v(‘ry low and there is the possibility of burning out the windings

due to machines not .starting when switched on, unless more expen-

sivni type.s of motors, sucii as repulsion motors, are usfid.

2- PHASE 4v\'/Pe. SYSTEM 2'PhAS£. S-wike. system

3-PHASt. stap-connlcted

Fjo. 105. Djaobams of A.O. Wxeino Systems

Two-PHASE. There are two systems of two-phaso supply, 4~wire

and Z-wire. In the 4-wire system, two pairs of leads are led to the
motor and each k^ad has to be large enough to carry the single-phase

current. KcTerring to Fig. 105, it will be noted that the two inner

wires may be connected together, making one common line between
the two pha.ses; this is known as the 3-wire system, and the

common wire has to be of larger diameter. Actually, this wire is

only required to be 1*41 (or times the diameter of the other two
phase wires, for a balanced load.

Thrbe-phasb:. There are two common methods of connecting
the respective phases in a three-phase supply, and they are known
as star connection and delta comiection. They are shown diagram-
xnatically in Fig. 105, using the conventional method of representa-

tion by which the phase angle is 120° between any two phases. In
delta connection the voltages between pairs of lines are equal to the
voltage in the phase winding between them, but this is not true

of the line currents. For a balanced delta-connected system, the line

currents are 1*732 (or \/3) times the phase winding currents, since

each line wire must carry the vectorial sum of two winding currents.

Conversely, for star connections, the voltage between any two
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lino wir(‘s will bo v/3 times the phase x oltage but the current in

the lines will be equal to the phase cnrreiit. Wlam the systcun is

balanced, the vt^ctor sum of the line currents is zt^ro, and h(^nce, the
neutral wii’o carries no ciirnuit. For a perfectly balanced star-

connected system, the luaitral wire is tluM’efore unnecessary
;
where

perfect balance cannot b(^ attaiiKd, the neutral wire is included and
for this purpose from one-half tlu; diameter up to the same diameter
of the phas(^ wires, is used.

Power House Location Relative to Distribution Network. The
location of the pow(^r house is a [)rimary consideration in eh^ctrical

layout. A geographical centre may not be the best distribution

centre, and the plant layout of the hictory should be carefully

studied before deciding on the location, or even the extension, of an
existing power house. In a small factory the distribution network
may be a cable system controlled direct from oil switches in the power
house, supplying distribution boxes in the locality where the service

is recpiired. Foj* mt;di urn-sized works, a numlx'r of low-tension sub-

stations are advisable in various parts of the works, and from these

the network cables to the distribution boxes may be (extended. The
advantage*, of this method of distribution is that the cables run from
power house to sub-station, are? large* and re*lativedy few, and thus

much small and untidy wiring is ehminated. The^ switchgear in the

sub-station should be cleuirly markenl with its covering circuit-

breaker nuinbej’, and .he? distribution box circuits should also be
identified by means of a card in a suitable* he)lele>r fixed to the dis-

tribution box door. Cleuir ielentificatie)n of all circuits is an invalu-

able feature of distribution, anei no effort should be spared to make
circuit location as easy as j)ossible. Detailed informatie)n regarding

distribution will be giv(*.n later, but it is consieie?reel advisable to

follow the system from })ower house to distribution boxes at this

juncture, in orde^r to show how the location of the^ ])owe>r house* is

affected by the distribution network.

Whilst it is desirable to have the jx)W(u* house in tlie best possible

position for distribudon, there are other questions that have a

bearing on its location. If all or part of the ])ow(t is generate^d,

it is essential that the power house should be adjacent to the boiler

house, to reduce heat transmission losses to a minimum. Coohng
water is another item, but as it is usual for the boiler house to be

situated near a canal or river wherever possible, this falls in with

the general arrangement.
The effect of vibration may sometimes be serious, especially if

the prime movers are internal combustion engines. Foundations
must be made sufficiently massive to minimize this tendency.

Cases are on record where vibrations from internal combustion
engines have caused such serious settlements in chimneys or in

heavy portions of buildings, that the latter have become unsafe and
have had to be rebuilt.
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The power house should be of sufficient height to give adeqiiate

ventilation, and if y)Ossible should have a basement for steam
mains, cable racks, (^tc., with either good natural or forced ventila-

tion. High-tension and low-tension jiant^ls and transformers should

1)0 arrang(?d so that (^xt(‘nsions, to accjoniodate extra equipment, can
be built on. The walls and floors should be suitably tiled, and steel-

work should b(5 paintc^d a light colour so that the place can bo kept
spotlessly clean. This is money well sj)ent, as not only will the

equipment itself then be kept clean, but it will be looked after better

generally
;
a clean building gives the attendant just the necessary

encouragement to keep his plant in the same condition.

Transfonner Location. In many cases these are placed in some
inaccessible cornel* or basement, and are then considered to be
“nicely out of the way.’' This is not the attitude to adopt towards
what may be considered the heart of the power supply, if current

is taken from a local supply authority. Transformers should be
placed in well-ventilated, well-lighted, and accessible positions, or

outside the building altogether, with means for removing them
complete, or for extracting faulty cores for replacement.

It is a good plan to have all transformers of the same type and
capacity, coiUK^cting them in j)arallcl. This method enables trans-

formers to b(^ introduced, or taken out of service, as desired

—

dependent on load conditions. Faulty transformers may be re-

moved completely, the load being temporarily distributed over the
remaining transformers, until the spare core or transformer is

installed. A complete spare core, or bettor still, a complete spare
transformer, is an invaluable asset in case of failure.

Where power is taken from bulk supply, the oil swatches control-

ling the transformers should be located near an outside wall, at the
point where the cable enters.

To bring the supply from the switchgear to the transformers,

floor ducts are more favourably regarded than overhead cable racks,

if a basement is not provided. Such ducts may be covered by any
method suitable for the particular case, but in all circumstances
they should be easy of access, for fault location or cable alteration.

A point regarding these duct covers which may be overlooked, is

that they may be called upon to carry the weight of any trans-

former or plant in the power house, and they should be constructed
accordingly.

Cabling. It is desirable at this point to deal with the selection of
suitable cables for motor operation. The type of cable depends, of

f^ourse, on the voltage of the incoming supply. Sometimes single-

<*ore cables are used in preference to multicore cables, especially

when the cross-sectional area of the conductors required is very
large, the former being much more flexible than the latter. Entry
into transformers and switchgear is thus facilitated, and the need
for large trifurcating boxes eUminated.
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From the distribution board to motor switchgear on long
runs, lead-covered vulcanized ind arubber cables are usually
employed, as in most cases they are found to be more flexible, and
more economical in labour cost. From the motor switch to the
starter and motor, plain brazed lug-grip tube and fittings, with
flexible tube (connections to the starter and motor, should be used.
Th(c flexible tube should terminate at the girders or trusses support-
ing the motor channels. Wij)ed joints should be used in connecting
the flexible tubing, in order to preserve the continuity of the earth
line.

The size of cables can be determined from the following formidae

—

D,c, motors

^ . ,,
H.P. X 74(5 X 100

Current in lino (amperes) - x EfficiencPZ

Single-phase n.c. motors

H.P. X 746 X 100
Current in lino (ampcros

v^,Itrx~Elieiiurcy %!<” Power PartOT

Two-phase ax. motors (4-wire connection)

Current in lino (am})eres)

H.P. X 746 X 100

2 X Voltage of one phase x Efficiency % x Power Factor

Two-phase a.c. Motors {3-wire connection)

(Jurrent in two outer lines as above (foi* 4-wire' connection).

Current in neutral: 1-414 x current for 4-wire connection.

Three-phase a.c. motors

Current in line (amperes)

H.P. X 746 X 100

(V^) X Volts X Efficiency % X Powt'i* Factor

Reference to manufacturers’ lists giving the current-carrying

capacities of cables will indicate the size required for the above

currents.

SWITCHGEAR
For power station and sub-station use there are many types oi

switchgear available. Space will not permit the description of these

varieties, but modern industrial pracitice favours the metal-clad

types, in which there are no exposed conductors. The stone or

concrete cubicle type is also popular for high voltages and has many
points in its favour.

Distribution boxes and motor switchgear and starters should

invariably be metal-clad, to comply with Home Office regulations,

and the covers should be interlocked with the switch handles so

6—(T,43)
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as to make the apparatus “dead” before the cover is opened for

purposes of inspection and maintenance.
In making connection of load to supply, it is essential that the

operation shall lx* performed quickly and positively. A switch

which, for any reason, maktis contact slowly is liable to have the

face of the <!ontacts burned by arcing ; the same applies to breaking

contact. The disconnection of a load should be done as rapidly as

possible, to reduces th(^ time of the arc-dwell upon the contacts. "I'lie

suppression of tlu* arc is a matter of primary importance, and it

is ess(;ntial that arc sliicdds should be maintained in good order and
position. Switch manufacturers sometimes err in this respect, and
occasions may arise wh(ui th(>: maintenance engineer has to devise

a shield to j)revent arcing to the frame, or to another j)hase. Where
this fault occurs therc^ is usually ov(*!rloading and as a temporary
measure th(^ switch interior should be lined with fireproof insulation.

Oil switches may arc to earth as the result of negligence. Contacts
may comtJ looser and swing about, thereby reducing momentarily the
arcing space

;
or the oil hwel may become*, low, whe^reby ionizatie)n is

r(‘nelere‘el easieu* than woidd be the e^ase were* the^ aic queuiche*d in e>il.

For gtuu*ral three-f)hase power circuits it is usual to eunploy oil-

irumersexl switches having two ove‘rloaels anei eme ne)-volt rele^ase.

It may be coiisiderexl desirable in se)me) erases to have^ Ihre'e^ ove‘r'“

loaels, particularly where the load is unbalanceel, indivielual tiips

being sedj to suit individual phases loads. It is usual, in this type e)f

switchgear, to make the operating handle indepe‘neient e)f the* switch

-

trip})ing mechanism
;

this prevents the switch from being held in

on she)rt-circuit or overloael. Moeiifications of switchgear design

she)uld not interfere with this principle.

Magnetic tripping devices are usually operated by means of

moving iron cores which are drawn into the magnetic field set up by
the line currents flowing through the overload coils, th(* cores being
suitably arranged so as to operate the trip mechanism. The* core

should always be in a position well below the magnetic? centre,

otherwise excess current will not operate the trip. Should a coil

former be damaged and a new one required, care must be takcui to

split the metal former down one side, from end to end : this prcivents

the former acting as a closed single-turn secondary and eonse?-

quently becoming heated.

Circuit-breakers. These are essentially automatic switches fulfil-

ling the combined duties of switches and fuses.

Whilst air circuit-breakers are usually equipped with some device

for controlling or quenching any arcs formed, liquid-break circuit-

breakers have their contacts immersed in liquid, which is, usually,

insulating oil (Fig. 106).

Are control devices aim either at cooling the products of the arc

by oil immersion, or at using the energy liberated by the arc? for

removing the arc from between the switch contacts.
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In the former tlie hot gases generate, by the arc arc cooled by the
oil, and since air is excluded, oxidiy.ation is minimized. In the
latter the arc may be reirarded as a conductor carrying current. It

Fig. 106. Oonstfuu’tion ok Cross-.jkt J3ox for Liqi uj-biifak
Circuit Breaker

(I.Mech.K.)

is well known that a current-carrying conductor will move out
of a magnetic field, and in the case of a circtuit- breaker this field is

produced by making the line currents cinailate through a coil wdiich

has its iron core extremities so situated that the flux developed

between them is diagonally opposite to the arc. The (‘entre of the
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arc is consfjqiiently pushed away from the contacts until it is finally

broken, the eftect bein^ similar to that jiroduced by the rupturing

of the elasti<! in a catapult.

When a powcu’-operating devicH^ is used for a circuit-breaker, it

may be either a solenoid with closing linkage, or a motor-operated

mechaiiism. Th<? latter is suitable when no direct current is avail-

able, as a small transformer can be comu^cted to supply an a.c.

seritjs (iommutator motor. Motor-operated devices often depend on
the ccmtrifugal forc(} from two balls, arranged like those of a steam-

engiii(‘ govtTiior, to supply the pull on the closing linkage.

If th(^ circuit-breaker is of the liquid-break type, care should be

taken to s(^e that th<^ gasket between the oil pot and the top chamber
is not too thick, othtu’wise there may be a tendency for it to be

blown out when arcing occurs. If the wall of the oil pot is loosely

spigoted into the cover and a thin gasket inserted between the

metal surfaces, the best joint will be obtained. A “sticker ” material

such as shellac or synthetic resin may be brushed over the gaske^t

when in position.

If switching operations are frequent, as when large motors have
to b(? started or stopjmd on load, soim^thing better than the plain

arcing linger will be needed. The amount of metal in thf> contacts

must bc‘ so great that there will be little tendency for them to

“freez(^” together on contact when heavy currents are flowing;

th(u*t^ must be a “ wiping ’’ action between the arcing fingers and the

arcing block attached to the cross bar.

Rupturing Capacity of Switchgear. Where power is taken from
the supply authority in bulk, care must be taken to see that all

circuit-breakers are of sufficient capacity to rupture efficiently a

short-circuit current, thus safeguarding the transformers from
what would otherwise result in very serious breakdown.

If the circuit-breaker is not designed to rupture the enormous
currents which may circulate in the system on short-circuits, it is

possible that the switch may be blown to pieces by the gases which
ar(^ formed when the contacts open. The relatively high value of

short-circuit currents will be noted after consideration of the formula
for calculating such values.

The short-circuit current is hmited almost entirely by the impe-
dance of the transformer, and the capacity of the incoming supply.

If this imjiedance is not known it may be assumed, for most ordinary

power transformers, to be approximately fi per cent, based on the

normal rating of the transformer. The maker will supply details

of impedance on request if this is desired more accurately. If the

impedance is x per cent then

—

Short-circuit kVA. = (100/a:) X normal kVA.

and in the case of a 1 000 kVA. transformer at 6 per cent impedance
the short-circuit kVA. would equal (100/6) x 1 0(X) 16 000 kVA.
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approximately, providing the incomie::! supply is of infinite capacity.

The protecting circuit-breaker must be of sufh(!ient (‘apacity to

break this current efficiently.

Now that supplies are being “ringed up” on the grid system,
the sizes of switchgear and transformers on the supply authorities’

system are being greatly incrrasexl in a number of cases, and it is

advisable for the consumer to take up this matter with the supply
company from time to time to ensure that the rupturing capacity

of thelT- switchgear is sufficient to take a short-circuit on their side

of the supply. This affects both low- and high-tension switchgear.

INSTRUMENTS
The following are the chief types of electrical instruments.

Moving Iron. In this type the moving element consists of an
iron vane which moves in a magnetic field ])roduced by a fixed coil.

The strength of the magnetic field set up by this coil varies according

to the value of the quantity to be measured. Instruments of this type
are suitable for a.c. and d.c. use, though when used for the latter case

they are not accurate, unless specially designed. They have the ad-

vantage of being more robust than the moving-coil type, and cheaper.

It is most important to screen these instruments from external

magnetic fields, by providing an iron case.

Moving Coil. In this class the moving element is a coil, th(5

current in which var% s in proj)ortion to the quantity to be measured,

and which moves in a magnetic field produced by a fixed permanent
magnet. Movement is due to the torque produced by the interaction

of the two fields. Since the j)erman(mt magnet field is constant,

the deflection varies directly with the current, and the scale there-

fore carries equal divisions. This tyj)e cannot be used for a.c., since

a reversal of current will reverse the direction of rotation of the coil.

Hot-wire. Instruments of this type depend on the expansion of

a length of wire due to heat caused by the passage of the current.

They are not generally used for industrial work. They find their

most useful application in the case of high frequencies, for which
instruments with coil windings are not suitable. These instruments

follow a “square” law, and the scale therefore carries unequal

divisions. They can be used equally well for d.c. Their chief dis-

advantage is the large amount of power they consume.

Electrostatic. This type depends for its action on the mutual
attraction of oppositely charged bodies. This attraction is directly

proportional to the sqimre of the potential difference between the

bodies and to the area exposed
;

it is also inversely proportional to

the distance separating the two surfaces. Such instruments are,

therefore, only suitable for voltmeters, and consist of sets of fixed

and moving vanes, similar to a condenser, which are connected

to the voltage to be measured. They are suitable for measuring

high voltages and consume very little energy.
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Wattmeters and Watt-hour Meters. These fall into two classes

—

{a) Dynammneter Instrummis, in which there are two vsets of

coils, one fixed coil carrying t\w eurn‘nt, and th(j otheir carrying a

current which varies witli tlie voltage ; the latter is pivoted so as

to be free to rotate in the field produc(‘d by the former coil.

(6) IndurMon Insfry merits, which can only bti us(id for a.c. As
in dynamometer instruments, th(\s<i also contain two se^ts of coils,

the action depending on the eddy currents produced by the two
s(*t8 on a disc which is free to rotate, after the style of a squirrel-cage

induction motor. A pcjrmaiuuit magnet fixcMl lumr th(^ disc ])rovides

the necessary damping.
The reaxUng of both ty[)es x)f instrument is dependent on the power

factor, and actually rcipresents the (uiergy component of the current

flowing. For this reasf)n th(^s(^ instruments are known as energy

meters.

Power Factor (P.F.) Meters. These meters give an indication of

the percentage of the total input kVA. which is being converted

into useful energy. For exam])l(‘, a meter indicating 0*8 j).f. lagging,

shows that, due to the inductive reactance of the motors, (*tc.,

only 80 per cent of the input kVA. is being converted into us(',ful

energy; i.(‘. for 100 kVA. input, 80 kV'A. is doing useful work and
20 kVA. is circulating in mains and switchgear and is virtually idle

current.

The actual operation of these meters would take too much space

to df38cribe here.

Frequency Meters. Theses indicate the rate of r(‘V(Tsal or alter-

nation of a.c. potentials. Two only of the principal types will be

very brit^fiy explained.

(a) Vibrating Reed Type. These meters consist of a number of

steel reeds or springs which are subject to the influence' of a magnetic
field generated by a coil connected to the supply. A number of

retids, usually covering a range of 5 per cent from normal, are fitted,

and the reed which has a natural fn^quency corresponding to the

supply frequency vibrates in resonance, and a scale arranged near
the vibrating reed indicates the frequency of the supply.

(h) hidnction Type.. This type of mc^er dc^pends for its operation

on the eddies produced in a disc which is free to rotate. These
eddies are produced by two coils, one fed from the supply through
an inductance, the other through a resistance, each coil opposing

the rotation produced by the other. The higher the frequency, the

greater becomes the impedance offered to current passing through
the inductive coil, and since the frequency can have little effect on
the resistance coil, the torque produced by the latter is predominant.
The disc therefore endeavours to rotate in the direction favoured by
the resistance coil, and movement of the pointer over the scale

indicates a raising or lowering of frequency dependent on the ratio

of torque produced by the two coils.
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POWER SUPPLY' PLANT
Transformers. The e.ssential feature of a transformer is the use

of a magiietie cireuit to link together two coils or windings, known
as th(‘ primary and .'^vmndary. Thus, if an altcuaiating e.m.f. is

applied to a coil whi(ih embrac«^s an iron core, a magnetic Utix

alternating at the sami‘ frequeiuiy will ri^sult, within and surrounding
the iron core. If a st^coiul coil is placed on the core, tht^ varying
flux will induce within it an e.m.f., which will be of opposite polarity

to the apyflied e.m.f., that is, the angle betwT(*n two vectors rtq)re-

senting them will be ISO'

(see Fig. 107).

The voltage ratio be-

tween the two windings
will be ecpial to the ratio

of the number of primary
turns to the number of

secondary turns.

Th(j arrangement d(^s-

cribed represents in its

most elementary form a singlc-])has(‘ transformer. For p(»yer pur-

poses the single-])hase supply suffers s(u*ious disadvantages, since

phase-splitting devices have to b(‘. included in the starting equiy)-

ment of motors in o^der to give rise to a rotating field which will

produce a torque.

Two- phase Transformers. In a two-phase su])])ly the phase angle

ween voltag(^ vectors is 90", and since the flux due to those

e.m.f.’s is also dis-

placed 90°, torque*

results without in-

troducing auxili-

ary apparatus into

motor circuits.
The two phases
may be electrically

isolated by opt^rat-

ing the system on
a i-wire principle,

or they may be
connected as shown in Fig. 108, which repnisents the 3-wire system.
In this arrangement, supposing the voltages and currents in the
two phases to be similar, the value of the voltage betwi^en the
two outer wires will be equal to \/2 X phase voltage, and the cur-

rent in the common wire will be ^/2 x phase current. It is the
general practice to earth the common point of the two phases.

Three-phase Transformers. This tyjx? is ideal where both power
and lighting supply are required. Three terminals project from the
iron case on the input—^generally the high-tension—side of the

Iamperes

Iamperes

-V^/ami1penes
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transformer, to which are connected the three cores of the incoming

supply cable. On the opposite—usually the low-tension—side of

the transformer, projt^ct four terminals, star-connected, three of

which correspond to the supply phases, the other being the common
point of the three-phase windings, and referred to as the neutral.

IneoMiNQ Supply

Kig. 109. Thkke phase Tkansfokmeb Connection

This terminal is commonly earthed, which has the effect of

reducing fault pressures to the voltage of the phase-to-neutral,

instead of the voltage of the phase-to-phase, pressure. The general

arrangement of this type is shown in Fig. 109.

Transfokmeb Types

Indoor Type. These are generally used for ordinary factory

supply work. The high-tension side is usually fitted with tapping
terminals to adjust the output voltage within limits of approxi-

mately 5 per cent. This type of transformer consists of a steel case,
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usually welded, with tubes projecting toom the tank to act as cooling
agents. Channels on the bottom of me case are fitted with rollers

to facilitate moving
; a thermometer pocket and oil level indicators

are fitted, and a plate indicating the rating and connection of the
windings is usually fixed in a cons])icuou8 place.

Outdoor Type. Thes(' are gtuierally similar in construction

to indoor typos, except that the ease and all fittings are made to

withstand weather. The lid usually overlaps the top of the case,

forming an elective seal against rain and mist, and is slightly

domed to prev(uit rain accumulation. Outdoor transformers,

usually being of a larger size, an^ generally fitted with an oil con-

servator, which j)ermits expansion of oil without allowing the

products of atmospheric contamination to enter tlu^ main transformer
tank. The conservator may be fitted with a “breathing” device

which can bo arrangtKl to dry the air sucked in by contracting oil.

Outdoor transformers are usually arrangt^d within an area fenced

with unclimbable fencing to which are attached “ Dang?]b” notices

indicating the high-tension pressure.

Pole Mounting Type. As indicated by the name, th(‘so trans-

formers ar(^ employed on the distribution network, usually for tap-

ping high-tension mains for supplying remote districts or loads which
adjoin the route of the main network. They are essentially an outdoor

type, and in some cases are fitted with “tails ” which are connected to

the windings of the tiansformers for connection to the mains and load.

Auto-transformers. In these transformers the whole of the wind-

ing is connected across the supply and a tapping point or points

are provided, from which a load may be operated at some per-

centage of the supply main voltage such as for starting motors at,

say, 60 per cent mains pressure, etc.

This t^'pe may also b(i arranged to “step up” or increase the

mains voltage, by connecting the mains to a tapping point at some
percentage of the winding and using the extremity of the winding
as a higher-pressure supply.

General Notes. Transformers are made for an infinite variety of

purposes too numc^rous to mention here, but S])ecial precautions

are taken when designing transformers for mining purposes or

for duties where they will be subject to acid atmosphere. In all

such special cases the advice of the manufactunu* should be sought.

Transformers can be arranged to step up the voltage or to step it

down, i.e. to raise the voltage for transmission over long lines or to

step down at the receiving end of long lines.

Special transformers for insulation testing or high pressure may
be arranged to operate from very low-voltage supplies, and can

also be mechanically and electrically modified to suit a large variety

of conditions.

Conversion of Three-phase Current to Two-phase : Scott-Connection

Transformer. This type of transformer is employe<l where it is
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desiied to operates two-phase j)lant from a three-phase supply, or

vi(;e versa. "Fho arrangomeut of thi^ coils and n^sultant voltages are

shown in Kig. 1 10.

If two-phase output is requinid, terminals A BO are connected
to a thre(‘,-])liase, supply and a two-phase sup[)]y may be obtained

from termiiials
(Connect-

ing terminals
Ly^fj,Jj

2 to a two-
phase suy)ply will

result in three-

phase output at

ABC.
Parallel Connec-

tion of Trans-
formers. It is

imj)ortant to note
that two trans-

formers can only
be run in parallel

if the j)rimary and
secondary voltage

vectors are in the
same relationsliip

in both transformers, e.g. a star-star-conm^ctod transformer cannot
be conm^cted in parallel with a star-dolta-counected transformer. The
vector diagram or winding arrangement is usually showm on the
rating plate ofa transformer. Fig. 1 1 1 shows the phase angle between
primary and secondary for the different t^q^es of three-phase
connection. (Inly those transformers which liave similar phase
displacement and sign can be operated in parallel.

Phasing-out of Transformers for Parallel Operation. Before
conm^cting a m^w transformer to sup])ly, it is essential that its

polarity and phas(' rotation should be of the same order as the other
m(^mb(‘r of the gi oup. This means that the voltage in each phase
must be at every instant vectorially equal to the voltage of the
bus- bars to which it is to be connected.
The simplest form of test for this purpose is to connect a volt-

meter between the terminal of the transformer and the bus-bar on
each phase. If no deflection results, then it can be assumed that
there is no potential difference, and the connections can be made.
If a deflection of the pointer results, however, the phases are wrong
and should be changed ov(u* until the correct combination is obtained.
Transformer Oils. Care must be taken to see that the oil in

transformers is ke]:)t free from foreign matter. It should be peri-
odically cleaned by means of a centrifugal separator, such as the
De Laval, to keep down the sludge to a minimum.

Fkj. ho. Scott-con nectki> Thansformeh
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Before ‘Hopping iip” or relilling a HaiisfoniKn* with oil, it would
be wdse to refer to Britisli Stan(lar»l Specuheation I^o. 148, w^hieh

indicates the quality ajid dielectric strength of the oil. On no
account should ordiiiiM v oils, such as lubricating oil, be used for

this purpose.

Variations in th(* load on the transformer cause air to be drawn
into, or driven out of, tin; transformer tank. In the j)i’es(‘nce of this

PRIMARY

FlO. 111. PllASlNC OK TRAMSFOUMKrtS

air, any heated transformer oil will tend to form sludge
;
moreover,

the air always contains a certain amount of moisture, which gets

into the tank and condenses there when the transformer cools. For
I)reventing the formation of sludge and the (condensation of mois-

ture, small expansion tanks, called cxmsprvatorfi, are sometimes fixed

above the tank proper, so that the latter is not affected. Every year

transformers should be overhauled and (examined for deterioration

of insulation, slack core-clamping bolts, and moisture and sludge in

the oil. If the latter is excessive the oil should be reiK^wed. A
sample of oil should be submitted for chemical analysis to ascertain

the percentage of acidity.
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POWER FACTOR CORRECTION

Since sn})])ly autlioritics must provide cable of sufficient size to

carry the (jurr(^nt irr(\s|K)ctive of the power, it follows that their

char^(vs are usually basc^l, not only on the pow'er, but also on the

])ow(U‘ factor. The most usual bas(‘s for charge's are either (a) a

hx(^d charg(‘ ])er kVA. of maximum demand plus a charge per kWh.,

or (/>) a (^harg(‘. per kWh. with a jicnalty if tlie power factor falls

below a c(^rtain vahui (say 0*S). ft is, thenffon), most important

tljat steps slioidd })f^ tak('n to avoid a low power factor on th(^ factory

sy.steni. Unfortunately, the (cheapest form of a.c. motor, namely,

th(^ induction motor, has a lagging j)Ower factor which varies from

about 0*9 at full load to as low as about 0*25 at no load. Since it

is usually impossi-

ble to arrange for

motors to run ('con-

tinuously at full

load, some form
of compensation

is necessary. This

can be effected in

thn^eways: (l)by

using for one or

more of the largest

motors a type
which works at a

loading power
factor; (2) by in-

stalling static con-

densers, either
small ones indivi-

dually in associa-

tion with (nicl) motor, or -a large one in the works sub-station or

]>ower hous(i ; or (3) if ]>art of the load is supplied from an alter-

nator in the works driven from a back-pressure engme or turbine,

by arranging i’or this to supply tli(i low poweu' factor load, so that

the load obtained from the supply authority is at a high power
factor. These methods will now be described more fully.

(1) Power Factor Correction Motors. Synchronous Motors. It is

a prop(*rty of the synchronous motor that its power factor can he

varied by varying the (excitation of the field (usually the stator), and
that over-excitation will cause the power factor to lead, and vice

versa. Where a steady load requiring a high power (such as an air

compressor) is involved, the installation of a synchronous motor is

worthy of consideration. Small motors are never economical, due
to the cost of the d.c. excitation and more expensive construction.

The speed of a synchronous motor is fixed in relation to the supply
frequency and is dependent on the number of poles. The relation

3
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between speed and frequency is ther -ibre tJie saint^ as an alt(‘rnator

;

and in point of fact the (ionstrnoti(>n of a. synchronous motor is the
same as that of an aIt(u*nator. Ther(‘fore, a ([(‘finite spe(‘d has
to be decidcul on btfbie tli<^ inotc^r is ordered from the maker.
As with 1>he alternator, als^j, a d.c. sources for field (‘xedtation is

necessary.

A synchronous moto must be run up to speed f>(‘fort‘ it can take
the load. Where, therefore^, it is inipossiblt^ to run tlu^ machine uj)

with the load off, the pure synchronous motor cannot be used.

The calculation of the amount by wliich the |)ower factor of the

synchronous motoi* must lead in oi-der to effeKd tlu^ rt^quired correc-

tion is best shown by a typical example, worked graphically.

Assume that the factory load (excluding th(^ synclmonous motor)
is 670 kW. at 0*75 p.f. on a 400-volt three-plias(‘ su])ply, and that

the horse-power of thti s3mchronous motor is to bo 14(), and that

it is required to correct the power factoi* to 0*9.

kVA. input to factory =- kW./p.f. - ()70/0-7i) S95.

Referring to Fig. 112, construct the angle AOB such that its

cosine is equal to tht^ ]K)W(^r factor, nanu'ly, 0*75. Now mark off

OA - 670 and 0/i -- 895 to some suitable scale. Ali then

represents the idle kVA. (jf the factory load. Assumiug the (‘ffi(ii(uic;y

of the synchronous motor to be 91*5 p(‘r c(‘nt, th(‘ j)Ower inj)ut to

the motor will be

—

h.]). X 0*746 140 \ 0*746

(dliciency ~ 0*915

(1 h.p. - 746 watts).

114 kW.

The total load is therefore 670 -f 784 kW. and the total

-

load kVA, at 0*9 p.f. -- 784/0*9 =- 871 kVA. Tlnm construct the

right-angled triangle OCD so that — 784 and OD — 871 to

the same scale as before, the angle COD - <^2

cosine is equal to the m;w power factor, namely, 0*9. Then HI) gives

the kVA. input required by the synchronous motor. Tn this case it

is, by measurement, 240 kVA. Hence from formula

—

Power factor of motor = kW./kVA. --- 114/2^0 0*18 Ic^ading.

The figure shows that the idle kVA. is reduced from A B to CD,
by the addition of the synchronous motor.

Other Types. The special types of motors r(^cently devedoped

can also be used, such as the “No Lag^’ and “Kosfi Leading”

types. These are cheaper than synchronous motors, but are limitcid

as to maximum size. The “No Lag” tyj^e has the advantage that

its power factor characteristic can be arranged so that it is, say, 0*85

leading at full load, falling to a low leading value at light loads, so
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that it gives more eft'e(*tive compensation than a synchronous motor

on a Huctuating load.

(2) Static Condensers. vSmall (condensers can be connected locally

across the supply mains at individual motors, or large condensers

instalknl in the power house across bus-bars; but when th(c latter

arrangertHuit is ap])li(^d, due eaixc must Ixc taken to cut the con-

densers out of circuit a,s otherwise they will give risc^ to a leading

current when the low power factor load is shut oil’, and a leading

power factor is ecpially as bad as a lagging power factor.

To find the capacitance of a static condenser in micirofarads

//F.) for a given leading kVA., the following formula may be used

—

kVA. leading x KF Wheni V - voltage

^
^ ^ frcHpiejUiy

C ^ capacitance in //F.

It must be borne in mind that it is uneconomical to attemj)t to

rais(i the ])ower fac^tor to unity, and usually it is not worth while

to raise it above ()‘95.

(3) Back-pressure Turbo-alternators. Where process steam is

availa.bl(‘. togeth(i‘ with a back-j)ressure turbine ctoupled to an
alternator, it is sometinuis advisabk*, to take the load wit!) th(‘ lowest

power fac^tor on this set, thus improving the j)ower factor on the

remaining load, which takes power from the supply authority.

Lighting should not be takcui on the s('>t, since it is not induedive

and is at unity powcu* fictor, and will thus t(md to inen^ase the

j)ow(u* factor from tlu^ supply. A back-pressure turbo-alternator

used in this way is shown in Figs. 40 and 41, Chapter II, tlu^ rating

of the alternator in Fig. 41 being 640 kVA. at 0*6 p.f.

DIRECT CURRENT
Whilst alternating current is generally used for the transmission

of electrical energy, theni is a number of purposes for which it is

not applicable, such as the charging of batteries, heavy-torque or

variable-speed motors, etc.
;

it is, therefore, often necessary to

convert the alternating current to direct curnuit. This cjan be done
by means of motor-generator sets, rotary or motor converters, or

some form of rectifier.

Motor-generator Sets. When the required output is small the

motor-g(merator set is usually used, but if the d.c. load is fairly

large this method is not economical; for since the a.c. energy has
to be conv’^erted into mechanical power to generate the required

d.c. supply, the motor, generator, and mechanical losses must be
allowed for. Almost any range of voltage variation may, however,
be dealt with, since the apparatus consists of two separate machines.
A synchronous motor driving the d.c. generator can, of course, be
used with good effect for power factor correction.

Rotary Converters. These serve the same function as motor-
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geuei'ator sets, ])ut here the motor Mud generator jvre combined in

one machine. Tlie ratio of a.c. to »i.c. voltage is constant and a
static transformer is therefon^ frequently i‘(H|uir(‘d as part of tlie

set. The a.c. su]>ply is fed to tlu^ armature through slip-iings at

orK^ end of th(^ shaft, and the d.c. sn])ply is taken from a commu-
tator at the other ond. Tlies * converters have Ixm'ii dcn^tdoped to

an extremc^ly high degree of reliability and, provitling ])roj>er ])re-

cautions are taken to prevent reversals of })ower, are probably tlit^

most satisfactory means of providing large amounts of d.c, power,
excepting p€^rha])s mercury-arc rectiliers. The chi(‘f disadvantage of

rotary converters is the expcmse of maintaining brushes, (roui muta-
tors, and slip-rings in an eihcient state.

Motor Converters. TIk^so are essentially motor-g(Ui(M*a.tor sets

in which the rotor of the a.c. induction motor and th(i armature ol*

the d.c. generator an^ coupled ekictrically as well as m(^chani(ia.lly.

The rotor runs at exactly half synchronous spt^ed, so that voltagc^s

of half the supply frequency an^ impr(\ss(‘(l on thc^ armature of tlu'

d.c. macdiiru^, which in etlect functions as a rotary converter. 1'h(^

advantages over an ordinary rotary conv(H*t(^r ar(^: (1) th(‘ stator

of the a.c. macdiine can be wound for high voltages, thus dispensing

with transformers; and (2) commutation t.i'oubles an^ reduccxl,

owing to the lower frequency supjdied to tlu^ d.(^ armaiun*. With
th(^ })resent well-developed states of lotary converters th(‘re is

little to clioose bet* 'eon the two, (utluu* in reliability or cost, and
the selection must be largtdy a matter of ])ersona.l ])ref(Tenc(‘.

Motor converters, how(wer, are unsuitable for outputs of less than
50 kW.

Mercury-arc Rectifiers. Theses form a. modern develo})menl

and arc gradually and surely replacing rotatuig rnacjhimu-y for d.ct.

sup])lies. The principle' of the mercury -arc rectifier is that in a high

vacuum k^ss than 20 volts is j*equir(*d to maintain an arc be^tweeui an

iron or graphite anodes and a mercury cathode, wh(‘reas it takes

several thousand volts to maintain the arc in the opposite dire'ction.

This is due to the fact that the anode, whieih is fed from a trans-

former having its primary winding in the a.c. supply cii cuit, remains

comparativedy cool whilst the mejrcury cathode is raisexJ f-o a, high

temperature
;

th('^ d.c. is taken from the c;athode and the neutral

point of the transformer. The current, therefore, flows freely during

the half-cycle in one direction only.

The cathode is in the form of a mercury bath, and tlu' anod(\s,

which are normally composed of grajihite, are contained in a glass

bulb or steel tank which is exhausted to a high degrees of vatmum,
the bulb or tank being large enough to allow tlu^ mercury to (X)n-

densc^. The cathode bath, therefore, is arranged in tlu^ bottom so

that the condensed mercury can ‘‘make up” the catliode losses

due to evaporation.

The glass bulb type^ is permanently evacuated, but owing to the
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leakage at joints and to air occluded in the steel, the steed tank type

usually requires pumps to maintain the vacuum. The glass bulb

type is, therefore, simpler and more suitable for works supply, but
cannot be made in larg(i sizes. Several bulbs can, however, be run in

parallel, and modern glass technique has enabled larger sizes to be

made.
The efficiency of the mercury-arc rectifier depends mainly on the

voltage, since the arc? absorbs a constant voltage for all types and
sizes. It is, therefore, most economical at high voltages, such as

those required for tracjtion or the valve anodes supplies in broad-

casting stations. At industrial voltagc^s it is no more efficient than
other types of apparatus, but has the advantage that there are no
moving parts, and maintenance is therefore less costly. Other
advantages are th(^ ease and cheapm^ss with which remote control

can be fitted, and the fiict that these rectifiers do not require heavy
foundations such as are needed for rotating machinery. The space

occupied is also less.

Trouble has been ex])erien(ied in the past due to '‘arcing-back,”

but this is gradually being ovtu’come and the modern mei‘cury-arc

rectifier can b(^ considered to b<‘ a sound commercial article.

EQUIPMENT

Types of Enclosure. Motors and switchge^ar an^ designed for

diffenuit types of enclosure, according to the (x^nditions in which
tliey have to operate, and it is most important that the correct

type should be employed.
The types of enclosures are as follows

—

(1) Protected. This is the ordinary type for general \ise.

(2) Drip-proof. For use in situations when condensation on pipes

or leaks may cause fall of water or other liquids.

(3) Totally enclosed. For use in dirty or dusty atmospheres, such
as coal-fired boiler houses, carpenters’ and joiners’ shops, etc., or

for use out of doors. Owing to the lack of ventilation, these are

larger than other types and hence more expensive. Recently,
special types have been developed with an exterior fan and cowling
which directs an air stream over tlu^ casing in order to cool it, thus
allowing a smaller size of enclosure for a given rating.

(4) Pipe-veMtilated. These are ari*anged for connection to a pipe
or duct, whicih draws clean air from some region outside the dirty

area, and can usually be employed in place of totally enclosed

machines, with resulting economy in cost.

(5) Flame-proof. These are for use in explosive atmospheres.
They are totally enclosed and of heavy construction

;
the covers are

provided with wide flanges so that if any internal explosion takes
place, the flames or hot gases are cooled below the flash-point in

passing out through tiie flanges. In oil-filled starters special vents
are also provided to allow free exit to any gases produced by arcing
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under tlie oil, the vents being doaiixued to cool down any flames from
internal explosions. The frames o*' flame-proof apparatus are in

all cases made sufficiently strong t(^ withstand internal explosions.

It should be noted that a.e. motors of the squirrel-cage type do
not need to have flame-proof enclosures, simu^ is no possibility

of internal sparking.

Types of Motors. Before describing the diff(^rent types of motors
available, a point which is often overlooked should b(‘ mentioned,
namely, the impregnation of the windings. The life of a motor
depends very largely on the efficiency of the impregnation which
preserves the nature of the insulation. C/lu'a}) motors are often

inferior in this rcispect, and it is always well to obtain motors only
from reputable makers. Where motors are rc^quired for use in

corrosive atmospheres such as in plating shops or chemical works,
special anti-corrosive impregnation is required, and it is also advis-

able to specify S]>ecial paint finish for the frame.

D.C. Motors

With continuous curnmt (d.(;.) motors, care must be takcui to use

the right type of motor for the work it has to do. D.c. motors are

of three principal types: ahunt-s cmn^ioniid-, and series- wound.
Shunt-wound Motors. In these motors the licdd (X)ils are wound

with fine wire, possessing a comparatively high resistance, whicjh

is connected permanetitly across the mains, thus magnetizing the

pole cores and ai.iiature with a constant flux. The speed only

varies by from 5 to 10 per tent Ix^tween no load and full load. Speed
control is comparatively easy, and is effected by weakening or

strengthening the field current by the introduction of a series resist-

ance, weakening of the field producing an increase of speed, and vice

versa. These motors are best suited to the driving of small machine
tools, etc., where the speed is required to be approximately constant.

Compound-wound. Motors. These motors are provided with a
shunt field and, in addition, a series field consisting of a few' turns

of a heavy cjonductor, through which th(^ main armature current

flows. They can be designed for any speed characteristic, eitluir

rising or falling with load, the total variation between no-load and
full-load conditions being dependcuit on the amount of series winding
provided. The}^ have a good starting torque. They may be either

differentially or cumulatively compounded, according as the series

field provided by the few turns of the heavy conductor opposes or

assists the shunt field respectively.

Series-wound Motors. These have series field winding only. They
give a very large starting torque which is proportional to the square

of the current, but when the load is released the speed increases

indefinitely. To prevent the speed reaching a dangerous figure, they

must therefore be under the control of an operator. They are used

for traction and for high-speed cranes.
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Motor Connections. Fig. 113 shov . the method of connecting up
these types of motors with their stji ters. At (u) is shown a shunt-
wound motor with speed variation

;
at (h) a compound-wound motor,

the comj)ensating fa(;t()r in which is the creation of a flux in the
series held winding which is intensified at the same time as the
armature currents. A series-wound motor is shown at (c ) ; the
series resistance is usually composed oi’ cast grids cioimected to a
drum type of controller which puts resistance in or out of circuit

as loading conditions may demand.

A.C^ Motors

There are two chief classes of a.c. motors : fit/nchronous and
asynchronous. The former compris(\s motors which run at a con-

stant speed dependent on the frequency of tlu^ supy)ly, no matter
what the load may be. Asynchronous motors comprise induction

motors and coniinulator motors; they run at speeds which alter

somewhat with the load. Induction motors arc^ either of the squirrel-

cage or slip-ring type, according to th(^ form of rotor winding.

Induction Motors. These arc the most (*.ommon typ(^, and owing
to their geruiral simplicity of (T)nstruction and the fact that there

is no exjMMise imnirred for a commutator, th(‘y are also tlu^ (lu*apest.

They havt^ a speed characteristic similar to tliat of a d.c. shunt

motor.
Squirrkl-c AOE Type. These are of extremely simple construc-

tion, th(^ rotor wires or bars being all c;onnected to common rings at

each end, and generally not insulatc^d from the core. In one type

of construction, the bars and end rings are of aluminium cuist

centrifugally into the core, a method which provides an almost in-

destructible winding, which is, however, only suitable for small sizes.

Squirrel-cage motors require only very simple starting gear,

which in small sizes CA)nsists merely of a switch connected directly

to the line. They possess a characteristically low resistance and
low reactance, together with high overload capacity. They hav^e

the disadvantage of a small starting torque and are thus most suit-

able for starting undcir light loads. The starting torque is only about

half the full torque, and to obtain it the starting current may have

to rise to perhaps seven times the full-load current. To overcome
this, a special type has recently been developed which has two
separate rotor windings and gives a starting torque greater than

full-load torque with a much smaller starting current
;

the cost is

only slightly increased.

Slip-ring Type. With this type, the rotor windings are connected

to three slip-rings—om^ for each phase—on the rotor shaft. The
rotor circuit resistance is not fixed, as in the case of the squirrel-cage

motor, since additional resistance can be inserted in the circuit,

via the slip-rings. The additional resistance reduces the starting

current t(> a reasonable quantity, and also enables a large torque
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to be obtained. The starting torque may be two to three times the

full-load torque, the current taken being nearly proportional to the

torque. Arrangements can be madt^ to lift the brushes aftcu* the

motor has started, thus cutting out undue wear on brushes and
slip-rings. Resistances in the rotor circuit can also be used for speed

variation, but the loss of power in the resistances makes this, as a

rule, uneconomical.
These? motors are, of course, more expensive than the squirrel-

cage type, but are almost essential for large powers, since many
supply companies limit the maximum size of squirrel-cage motor
which can be installed.

Commutator Motors. (1) Repulsion Type. These have similar

torque and speed characteristics to d.c. series motors, i.e. the speed

rises indeliiiitely as the load is reduced. They have a very high

starting torque (up to seven times full-load torque, with a com-
paratively low starting current). The most usual type, however, is

the repulsion-induction type, which (jombines the high starting

torque of the repulsion type with the speed characteristics of the

induction type. When the rotor speed has risen to a predetermined
amount, all the commutator segments can be short-circuited, so that

iho motor continues to run after the manner of the induction type.

(2) Variable-speed Type. This is a recent development, the

speed variation being (effected by moving two sots of brush gear
relatively to each other. The only starting gear required is the main
switch. The standard rangt? of speed variation is 3/1, but these

motors can be supplhjd to give any speed from standstill upwards
in either direction of rotation, without the use of any ext(U*nal

control gear, a feature which makes them unique. They are,

however, somewhat costly.

(3) Power Factor Correction Type. (8ee also page 106.) Another
recent development is a commutator type motor with induction
motor characteristics, (ixcept that there is a leading instead of a
lagging power factor. They are more expensive than the induction
type, but if a proportion of the largest motors in a plant are of this

type, they will correct the bad power factor of the others (as ex-

plained on pages 166-7), which will effect a compensating economy.
This type in many cases provides the best solution to the power-
factor correction problem.

Examples of this type are the British Thomson-Houston “No-
lag’’ and the Crompton-Parkinson “Kosfi.” The “No-Lag” type
can also be used when a definite speed, different from the standard
speeds provided by induction motors, is required, since motors of
this type can be designed to run at any speed.

Ssmehronous Motors. Synchronous motors are merely inverted
a.c. generators, and run at a definite and fixed speed depending on
the frequency of the supply and the number of poles. As for an
alternator, the relationship N = 120//p holds, where N is the
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synclironous speed of rotation in v o.m., / is the supply frequency
ill cycles per sec., and p the number of pohis. Th(^y cost considerably
more than other ty})(\s; but they arc^ valuable* when absolutely
constant speeds arc rociuin^d, also for power factor correction, since
they can be designed to rim at any leading powcu* factor. This is

arranged, as already stated, adjusting the excitation, which in
turn controls the phase angle. They havt^ a very small starting torque
and require special windings and deviet^s for starting

;
the starting

torque is low and starting current is high.

They are relatively much more expensive in the small siz(\s,

and licence the larger sizes only ari^ more giuierally usixl. Thi^ most
common application is tliat of driving air compressors, and at the
same tinii*. providing power factor correction. When higher starting

torques are iicc(\ssaiy, a synchronous induction motor can hi*, used,

which combines the higher starting torqiu^ of the slip-ring induction

motor Avith tlie constant speed and power factor correction charac-

teristics of the synchronous motor. This arrangement, however,
increases the cost still further. A d.c. supply is then rt^quired for

excitation, as with the ordinary s3mchronous motor, this being
applied when the rotor readies sync^hronous speed.

Single-phase Motors. Single-phase motors are usually only

required in small sizers
;

tliey present special characteristics. Singl(5-

phase induction motors have, strictly, no inherent starting torque,

and require special b indings and devices for starting
;
the starting

torque is low and starting current is high.

Repulsion and repulsion-induction motors do not suffer from this

disadvantage, but are more expensive. These motors possess very
good starting characd-eristics, however, and a power factor of 0*7

to 0*8 is obtainable.

In motors of small sizes, high starting torques are not as a rule

required, and many typ(\s of single-phase induction motors of the

squirrel-cage type exist, which are perfectly satisfactory for ordinary

purposes.

Ifigh-speed Motors. Most types of a.c. motors suffer from the

defect that with supplies at a. frequency of 50 cycles per s(^c., speeds

above 3 000 r.p.ra. cannot be obtained. The only (exceptions are

repulsion motors, and the very small motors such as those used for

vacuum cleaners, which an^ usually of thi*! d.c. shunt type running
off a.c. This type can be designed to run up to 7 000-9 000 r.p.m.

They are chiefly usecl when a constant torque is needed, and they
possess a high starting torque, a-s well as a high power factor (about

0-9). The full-load efficumey is, howc^ver, only about 50 per cent.

Since the repulsion type has an unsatisfactory speed characteristic,

the provision of very high speeds presents a special problem. Such
high speeds are usually required in woodworking shops or for the

operation of high-speed drills, and the most modern practice is to

install a frequency changer which provides a high-frequency supply
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(say at 200 cycles yier see.), either io a separate distribution system,

or to an individual machine. To obviate this added expense, special

types of induction motors having two rotors have been developed.

The outer rotor has a squirrel-cage winding on tht^ outside and a

stator winding on th(^ inside, supjdied by slip-rings from the mains.

The inner rotor, therefore, runs at twice the speed of the outer rotor.

They are necessarily large for their output, anti the speed variation

^ from full load to no

^^1 load is double that

\
of an ordinary in-

Rvn
I

duction motor, so

(ai that they hav(? not
been adopted to any

Fic. 114 . TYri'is OF Switchgear

extent.

Built-in Motors.

A very interesting

development is th(j

inc!orporation of the

motor as part of

the structure of a

machine tool. For
this ymrpose several

manufacturers sup-

p 1 y induction
motors consisting of
a stator shell and
a rotor without a
shaft

;
this unit can

be incorporated in

th(^ machine tool.

(rt) sta.r.doit,a This savcs space
K\)) Auto-transforiiiPr i ^

,

(r) Kotor Kpsistaiipo aiKi givcs a neat
ay>pearance.

Change-Speed Motors. Where a range of definite speeds is required,
induction motors can be obtained which provide several speeds by
changing the stator winding connections. In some modern machine
tools the speed-controlling change-over switch is mounted as part
of the machine, interesting examples being multiple drilling machines
having a separate vertical motor driving each spindle directly, with
the speed controller mounted on the top end shield of the motor.

Starters for A.(J. Motors
The three main systems of starter for a.c;, work are (a) the star-

delta; (b) the auto -transformer
;

and (r) the control of rotor
resistance (see Fig. 114).

(a) Star-delta. In this method connections are made to the
starting switch from both ends of each phase winding. The switch
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is fitted with contacts so arranged i hat, after the statoi* winding has
remained star-coniu'cted while tie* motor is running up to speed,
the switch can be thrown ov(u- to the JluN position and tlu^ (‘ouiuhv
tions changed to delta (Fig. 114 (a) ). In th(^ starting position two
motor phases an^ in se?ies between each pair of liiu^ wir(\s. This
means that l/\/S - - 57*7 per cent of bill voltages is impr(*,ss(Hl across
each phase, resulting in 83 J ])er cent full torqiu\ At th(» running
s})e(‘(l, each phase n'-ecuviss full line voltage, and full toi'que is pro-

duced. The method is thus only suitable for starting with a light

load. lnt(irlocking should be .«rrang(Hl in the switcli so that tJie delta
position cannot be n^ached without j)assing through th(* star position.

(b) Auto-transformer. An auto-transformeu- is a spt'cial arrange-

ment of transfornuu* components, wherein tlu^ primary and sec;ondary

windings are not insulated from one aaiotlun*. They an^ scu’k^s-

conneet(‘d (see Fig. 114 (h) ), and the sup})Iy is c.onnecU'd a(a*f)ss the
entire apparatus. One terminal is thus shanxl by both primary and
secondary circuits, whilst the supply system provides the (equivalent

of th(j primary current, in the form of a portion of the load (mrrent.

The remainder of thii load current is supplied by that jiarf- of tlu^

apparatus which is equivaUuit to the secondary. This method
enables various starting tonjucs to b(^ d(‘velo})(Hl, dcqiendent on
tappings across the auto-transform(U’. In the starting position the

tapped transformer is placed between phases as shown in the

illustration. Very (‘rt(ui the tajiping shown by iiial to giv(^ tlu^ best

results is k(q)t p(Tmanently connected uj). Th(^ switch ha»idl(‘ is

provided with Starting, Off, and Running ])ositions and is

operated similarly to a star-delta starter. Whtui the motor has

reached a speed approaching synchronism, the transformer is

switched out and the motor phases (*onnect(Hl direc^t to line, as in

Fig. 115 (d).

(c) Rotor Resistance. In this case th(‘ stator is coimc^cted direcjt

to th(^ line. This is not harmful, since^ only magiK^tizing cununt is

taken for core saturation; the back e.m.f. thereby produc^od is

approximately equal to the line voltage. The action might/ b(^

likened to starting a d.c. motor by inserting a j'c^sistance in s(u-i(vs

with the armature. It is also open to the same^ disadvantag(^,

namely, very low efficiency. Its advantage lies in the ability to give

any desired speed change.

When the rotor circuit is closed, however, transformer action

takes place between rotor and stator, and currents are induced in

the rotor, which, since they are within the rotating field produced

in the stator, cause rotation. As the speed incireases resistance is

taken out of the rotor circuit. Generally, approximately 150 per

cent normal current is permitted for starting small motors and 200
per cent for larger sizes.

The method of connecting and controlling the motors described

above will now be explained.
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Connections for A.C. Motor Starters. Tjirek-phase. The different

types of (connection ar(‘ shown in Fij^^. J J5. Tlie star-ccoiuu^cted type
is shown at (r/), tlie (hclta-coniKceted at {/>), and the star-d(clta system
at (r). Auto-transformer ‘\start” and “running” ])ositions are

shown at (d). The star-dcdta type is the ehea})est form of starter

»

but where heavy starting torques are likely to oeccur the auto-

transformer starter, although more exjxcnsive, is the better tyjKi

to use.

SiN(5n.E-PHASE. Single-phase motors are usually wound with two
sects of (coils, forming a starting winding and a running winding.

The phase-angle is displacxcd by the introduction of a resistanece or

inductance, in series with the starting winding, thus producing a
rotating field and causing rotation. When synchronous speed is

reachecl, th(c starting cejils are switclncd out of circuit either by
manipula-tion of the sliding contact arm, or by release of pressure

on a “double knob ” switch, commonly referned to as a “twin-knob.”
The circuit is shown at (a) in Fig. 115a; means for switching out
the coils is shown at jffiase 1.

Two-phase 4-wrRE. This system is shown at (/>) and at (c)

Pig. 115a, with parallel starting; although the lattccr appears
complicated, the circuit is simple in reality. If phase 1 is foliow(cd

through, assuming the switch is in contact with the winding tccr-

minals, it will be found that the top two coils are in serkes across

phase 1. Phase 2 may be similarly treat(xl. A similar condition

for these pairs of coils exists when the switch is in the Parallel
position. The two positions d(\scrib(x] are, of course, starting and
running conditions respectively.

Two-phase 3- wire. The connections for these are shown at (d)

Fig. 115a. It will be noticed that the terminal arrangemiuits of the
motors are similar to the 4-wire system. The ends of the two phases
an^ commonly connected to neutral.

Push-button Control. Most starters can be arranged for push-
button control ; this is a very commendable feature and is becoming
universal, especially where the motor forms part of a macdiine. It

enables an operator to start or stop a machine or part of a machine
at will, and thus mak(\s for greater safety. The switchgear in this

case is opc'ratcxl by means of electro-magnetic contactors which are in

turn controlled by the pusli-buttons marked Stop and Start. The
(x)nta(?tor type of switchgear is also used on automatic or remote
control.

Horse-power Transmitted by Motors. This can be detijrmined

from the following formulae

—

1 kW. -- 1-34 h.p.
; /. 1 h.p. - ()-74fi kW.

Single-phanp.

B.h.p. ---
V X A X Efficiency % x Power Factor

746 X 100



Fig, 115a. A.C. Motor Startkr Connkctions: and Tvvo-pkarr
(a) Single-phase
(d) Two-phase 4-wire
(c) Two-pliase 4-wire with series-parallel winding
(d) Two-phase 3-wire (a wound rotor is assumed in this case)
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Ttvo-j>hase.

B.h.p. =-
V X .'I X 2 X Efficiency % X Power FactOT

746 X loo

Three-phasn.

V X A y. 1-73 X Efficiency % X Power Factor
B.h.p.

7itrx“i()(r

iJ.c, motors.

B.h.p.
A X Efficiency %
746

MAINTENANCE
As mentioned ejirluir, the systematic care and maintenaru^e of

the power (‘.qnipim^nt is perhaps the most important factor in the

service department of a works. It is essential that full records should

be kept, so that faults may bt^ detected in the early stages, and so

that the electricians may be kept well prey)ared. Layouts of cable

runs, distribution boxes, sub-circuits, etc., should be kept up to date

;

copies should be placed in the plant office and electricians' depart-

ment, and should be availabh^ to all concerned. The saints applies

to a large circuit diagram showing all power house cKpiipmcnt and
wiring, copies of which should be hung in the po^ver house and in

sub-stations.

A proper record of eadi ])iece of equipment should also be kept.

The following system lias been successfully used by the author over
a number of years. All transformc^rs, high-tension and low-tension

panels, alternators, etc., are entered on plant cards and in the plant

book, as explained in Chapter I
;
motors are kept under an “M’’

number, repairs and costs being treated the same as the other plant.

As this method, however, only gives the order number, date of

repairs, and cost, an electrical maintenance card as shown in Fig. 1 1

6

is also kept, giving the history of faults, repairs, inspections, etc.

As it yould make the plant book unwieldy if all motor starters,

etc., were entered, the latter are registered under an “E” number;
a small brass disc about 1 in. diameter is fixed to each starter, with
a largo E ’’ and the number stamped on it. The card index is kept
in the electricians’ department, and is also available to all concerned.

A board with each electrician’s check number or initials is placed
in a prominent position in the department, and each man chalks

thereon the place where he is working. A supply ofnotices ‘‘Danger :

Men working on mains should also be available. Instructions for

the treatment of electric shocks should be hung in all sub-stations

and in the power house.

Periodic “megger” tests on all cables should be made, also tests

for yoltage drop when extra load is added to a cable. The recording

and checking of consumptions was explained in Chapter I.
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The Ohmmeter. The most universcally used ohmmetcr is the “ Meg-
made by Kv^ershed & Vignoles. Tt is a di^viee for the measure-

ment of high resistances (uj) to 10 (M>0 Mti.) at voltagt^s ranging from
100 to 2 500 volts. A small fiand-operated genei-atoi* is moinited bc^-

tween tlui oj)t)osite ])ol(^s of two ])ermanent magnets fixed paralltd.

Between the other two poh^s is arranged the movement, consisting

of two coils, known as the prrssura and current coils, mounted on a

spindle, at a fixt^l angle to orui another. (Jurreht from the generator

can flow to tln^ (dreuits of these two coils. No spring control is pro-

vided, so that the mutual effects of the coils alone decide the final posi-

tion of the? spindle, to which a pointer is also atta(died. In the circuit

of the cu!*rent coil is inserted tlu^ r(\sistanc(^ to be measured. If this

is infinitely gi*(*.at, then tlu*! ])ressurc coil causes the pointer to move
to Imkinity on the scales as no curnmt will flow in the current coil

to opp()S(‘ this inov<un(^nt . If the r(^sistanc(‘ is less than infinity,

som(5 current will be abl(‘ to flow in th(^ curnmt coil, bringing the

pointer oven* the a|)propriat(‘ scale reading by setting u]) a torque

which moves back tlui pi’ossure coil from the extrenui infinity sc^tting.

The actua.l s(^al(^ Headings are obtained by calibration with known
resistance's. The meggeu' has the advantages of being unaffected by
variations in the sup])ly, since both circuits avo equally influenced

by (jhanges in the rotational speed of the gesnerator.

Motors An eiuh^avour should b(‘ made to visit each motor oncie

a day, (sspecially when plain-bearing motors are used, to examine
tlu*- oil k^v(‘l and the condition of the bearings and brushes where
ne(;essary, and to remove dust from the bearing covc^rs and machine
generally. A fe(d(U’ gauge should be instjrted between rotor and
stator once a month to (^he(;k bearing wear ; a general examination
of all (earthing and insulation conditions should also be made.

In spcjcdal cases where motors are subject to the action of corrosive
fumes, etc., it is advisable to dismantle both stator and rotor

jwTiodically and imj)r-egnate them with a good -quality insulating

varnish, and to paint the inside of the frame with a good acid-

resisting paint.

Some firms use a small portable (dectric blower for blowing dust
out of motors and generators ; this is useful where there are many
machines. Another method is to use a compressed air nozzle, if

compresst‘d air forms one of the shop services. If this is done,
however, gn^at care must be exendsed not to use too high a pressure,

or damage may be caused to the windings.

Brush j)ressure is also an important point, since excessive brush
j)ressure may (jause such heat as to be primarily responsible for

bearing temperature rise and subsequent seizure. It is a good plan
to have a spring balance with a scale calibrated to give readings of
the pressures for various sizes of brushes

; by hookmg the balance
on an\^. brusli and lifting it so that the latter is just raised, it is

possible to deku^mine if the brush pressure is correct.
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Self-ventilating motors should h- given adequate space in which
to act as such, and duct-ventilated motors should draw clean air

free from injurious fumes or grit.

In a large works a motor attendant should be employed, whose
entire* duty is to inspect and oil motors

;
lie should be conscientious

and not likely to mind the rejietition work.
It is of the highest imjiortance to keep the insulation of motors

free from oil. When oiling is done, care must be taken not to allow
any oil to work along the shafts of direct-(?onnected generators and
so reacli the insulation, otherwise a ‘'burn-out" may occur.

Worn bearings may allows an armaturt^ to run considerably out
of centre, ndativc to the poles. This is sometijiKvs due to a belt

having been unduly tightened, and having thus throwm an excessive

load on the bearings. The pull(\y and belt gear must be thoroughly
examined as well as the motor, and preferably at thc^ same intervals.

It is desirable to keep a good stock of spare parts for motors, e.g.

spare brushes, insulating washers, carbon tips for circuit-breakers,

spare contacts for starting switches and shunt regulators, et(i.

BATTERIES

In many works it is necessary to have a steady d.c. voltage, free

from machiiK^ “noises” such as commutator ri[)pl(% (‘t(t. A teh^pliom*

system is an outstanding examjile, since noisi^s on the d.c. supply
would seriously effect communication. Jhitteries form the ideal

means of supjily in Sucdi cases, but th(^ batt(‘i‘y itstdf ma.y be respon-

sibki for noisy communication circuits or varying voltages, if the

internal rtvsistance of th(^ liattery or its connections is not kept as

low as })ossible. The most commonly us(k 1 secondary batteries are

of the lead-acid ty])(\

Lead-acid Batteries. The best method of connecting individual

cells is to burn the joint together, (^are being taken to see that the

batteries are not gassing at the time. This operation may be per-

formed wdth a pointed pi(‘(;e of carbon and a potential difl‘ei<mce

of approximately b volts. A motor car battery makes a suitable

supply for lead-burning. Where a number of cells are coupled

together to common bus-bars, it is obviously imi)Ossible to (jut out

any that are in comx)aratively weak condition, so a small booster

is sometimes installed to bring the weaker cells up to the level of*

the others.

In the case of open-top cells, it is desirable to cover the surface

of the electrolyte with oil, as this prevents evaporation and saves

“topping up’’ with distilled water. Acid spraying is also prevented.

Great care should be exercised in the sekiction of the oil used, which

should be a highly refined paraffin; about 0*065 gal. j)er ft.^ of

surface should be allowed. Oil suitable for this purpose is suppliecJ

by most battery makers. Its chief drawback is tliat it makes
difficult the taking of hydrometer readings of the acid.
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On installing a battery, follow the maker’s instructions regarding

first charge implicitly, as this is the most important charge of all.

In normal servicci, the battery should bt? discharged to its lowest

limit, and then recharged as soon as possible. Batteries should not

be allowed to stand, eitln^r chargcnl or dischargc^d, as the plate

material becomes inactive due to sulphating. The dynamo used for

charging must be a shunt-wound ijiachine, which must be capable

of giving a maximum of 2*75 volts per cell. The cells can be assumed
to be fully charged when gas is given olT fnndy. The initial charge

may tak^* as long as 40 hours. All cells must be connected in series

for charging, witli the positive pole of the dynamo joined to the

positive plates of th(^ battery.

When charging small cells in inflammable containers, it is advis-

able to insulate them by placing the cells on rows of porcelain cleats

to prevent the charging supply breaking down the insulation of the

case to earth, an occurrence which usually results in tire. This

danger is most pronounced when charging a large number of cells

on a fairly high voltage. A reverse current cut-out. Fig. 117, should
be put in series with all charging circuits in case of a failure of the

supply. This prevents cells discharging back into the supply circuit.

Steps should be taken to prevent dust, etc., falling into cells of the

oj)en type. Electrolyte for cells of the acid type should be sulphuric

acid of specific gravity 1-200 when the actual filling is carried out, the
specific gravity of the acid being 1-843 before diluting with 5 parts

water to 1 part acid. The specific gravity when fully charged should
be 1-250 and when discharged 1-150. Only pure sulphuric acid

should be used. If purchased in concentrated form, it must be
diluted by pouring it into distilled water; water must rvever be
added to the acid. The containers and stands should be i)eriodically

washed down and the spray plates regularly cleaned to prevent the
dirt that has collected from getting into the electrolyte.

All metal work and wiring should be kept clean and repainted

from time to time with acid-resisting paint or varnish ; floors should
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also bo washed down. A suitable design for a battery room, and the
necessity for good ventilation there! are dealt with under ‘'Build-

ings,” ('hapter X.
Batteries must always be fully, iwi pa-rtly, charged if tlu^y are

to have a long life. Aceuniulatioii of deposits (sludge), due to metallic
particles detaching themselves from the jdates when in use and
collecting at the bottom of tiie cells, necessitates that care should
be taken to j^revent this sediment colk^cting between the j)lates,

thereby causing a short circuit
;
should this sediment become very

bad, the cells should be thoroughly washed out with clean water
and refilled with electrolytt^ When fully charged the e.m.f. sliould

bo about 2*2 volts })er cell. Discharging may take ])lace safely

until the e.m.f. has fallen to 1*85 volts (for low rates of discharge)

or 1*75 volts (for high rates of discharge). The rate at which plates

may be dischargcnl varies with the type of cell, aiid ranges from 6 to

12 A. per ft.^ for capacities of (iO to 30 Ah.
SlTLPHATiNa. The formation of lead sulphates is inhenjnt in the

process of discharging, but ovcuxlischarging may cause an excessive

amount to be formed; it should, th<u*(dore, be avoided. White
patches will also sometimes appt^ar on the platens, ])arfi(^u laiiy on
the positives

;
this substance is an insulator and should be dispersed

by giving a continuous charge below the normal rate until the

patches disappear. Sulpliating c;an also be caused by too strong a
solution of electrolyte.

BudvLiNG OP Pn^.'^KS. This is usually due to a lu^avy discharge,

an undercharges, or short-ciicuit. Plates should be well supported
and suitable separators arranged betwecui them.

Nickel-iron Batteries. Thesis cc'lls cmiploy a non-corrosiv(^

electrolyte, a 20 per cent solution of potassium hydrate (KOH).
The positive plate is of nickel oxide and the negative of iron oxide.

They are almost indestructible and are useful on transjjort. vehicles.

It is advisable to change the eleetrolyb^ about ev^ery 18 months.
Reverse charging dot^s not adversely allect these cells, jieither does

heavy discharge nor neglect. More cells per battery are required for

a given voltage, however, because the pressure j)er cell is not quite

so high as in the case of an acid cell. The normal discharge voltage

is about 1-2, and the charging voltage about 1*6. The variation

between charge and discharge voltage is therefore greater than in

acid-filled cells, which is another disadvantage. The filler caps

should not bo removed except for adding distilled watcjr to

make good losses due to evaporation ;
neither should a naked light

be used to examim^ the interior of the cells.

LIGHTING

Workshop Lighting. Efficient lighting in workshops is one of the

most important factors of production. Walls should be painted a

suitable colour; overhead gear, such as motors, shafting, hangers,

7~‘(T.43)
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etc., should be painted, say, aluminium; and windows and roof

glass should be kept clean, in order to reduce the light absorption.

The light that can be saved in this way, by using daylight instead

of artificial lighting over longer periods during the day, is much
greater than is generally realized. To cite an example, in the case

of roofing glass alone : one sheet of glass in a north-light roof was
left for twelve months in a clean district without outside cleaning

;

it was tested with a foot-candle meter and standard lamp in its

dirty state and again after cleaning. The decrease in the illumina-

tion, in foot-candles, du(^ to the dirt, was 58 per cent. With electric

lighting the saving due to the reflected light from the overhead gear,

walls, and ceilings, if these are painted a suitable light colour,

cannot be over-emphasized.

The same aj)plies to routine cleaning of lamps and shades and
periodic tests for voltage drop on the lighting circuits. The possi-

bility of voltage drop due to the extra load which occurs when
lighting is switched on ma3^ considerably reduce the efficiency of a

lamp
;
voltage tests should therefore be made under full load.

The lumen is the light flux received on unit area on the surface

of a sphere of unit radius from a light source of 1 standard candle,

situated at the centre of the sphere, i.e. it is the flux emitted in

unit solid angle b^^ a point source of 1 candle, the standard candle

being the unit of light intensity.* The unit of illumination is the

foot-candle and is the value of the light produced on a surface one
foot away from a standard candle.

For measuring illumination of an installation, such instruments

as the “Benjamin Lightmeter,” model “B,"’ or the G.E.C. illumina-

tion meter, are suitable. They give direct readings in foot-candles

;

there are no batteries, the meter in both cases being operated by a

j)hotronic cell.

For more accurate readings, types such as the G.E. foot-candle

meter are very useful; in this case the number of foot-candles is

checked against a scale with a standard lamp. The author has used

one of this type over many years.

When la^diig out a lighting scheme, everything depends on the

type of building, class of work, etc. For machine shops, foundries,

and assembly shops, general lighting is recommended, but for very
tine work, such as winding of fine coils, switch-adjusting, or any such
work that is likelj^ to cause eye-strain, combined general and local

lighting is the ideal arrangement. Individual lighting alone is not
to be recommended except in very special cases.

Every care must be taken to eliminate glare, whether it is direct

from the lamp or reflected. For machine shop, foundry, or assembly
shops with high roofs, general lighting with fittings of the “R-L-M”

Thus the illumination on 1 ft.® of a sphere of 1 ft. radius from a point
light source of 1 candle at the centre of the sphere will be 1 lumen.
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type—a standard dispersive tyJM^ conforming to British Standard
Specification No. 232—should be used, the fitting being at a suitable
height from the workpeople’s e\'es in order that the skirt may cut
out the glare from the lamp filament. A semi-obseured gas-filled

lamp, the glass in the bottom half of which is frosted up to the
filament level, will give good results should it be found necessary
to carry the fitting higher. Or better still, a fitting such as the
“Benjamin Biflector” may be installed.

For general offices, fine assembly shops, and drawing offices,

wh(n-(‘ f)crfe(it diffusion h required, industrial diffusing fittings,

such as the (Jlasstt^d Fitting, may used with advantage. Tliis

comprises a vitreous enamel reflector with a bowl of special dif-

fusing glass, (haseous discluarge tubular lighting, as described in

the following pages, should also be considered, especially for vtuy
fine assembly work.

Spacing and Height of Fittings. This is decided by the type
used, and the following figures are those recommeiKled by the

manufacturers

—

R-L-M Fitting

j

Biflector Fitting Britalux

Height above working
plane (ft.) fi

8'
12 0 9 12 15

Maximum Hpacing uis-

tance (ft.). 9
1

12 18 10 15 20 25 Asa general rule,

height X li

The intensity or foot-candles at the working plane must next be

considered. The following intensities are suggested

—

Assembly shops, rough or medium work . . 8 to 10 foot-f^andles

Assembly shops, fine work, combined iinlividual

and general lighting . . . . 10 to 20 foot-candles

Tool rooms, fine work, combined individual and
general lighting . . . . . . 20 to 50 foot-candles

Machine shops, autos, capstans, etc. . . 8 to 10 foot-c^andles

Machine aliops, fine work, combined lighting . 1 0 to 20 foot-candles

Drawing offices, fine work, combined lighting . 20 to 25 foot-candles

(General offices . . . . . . 8 to 10 foot-c^andles

Sizes of Lamps. Having decided on the spacing and height, the

area to be covered by each lamp can be calculated; then, if the

required intensity is known, the size of lamp can be decided from
the chart shown in Fig. 118, which gives Benjamin’s figures for the

firm’s vitreous enamelled reflectors.

Individual and General Lighting. Wherq general lighting is

combined with individual lighting, the intensity of the former may
be in the region of 3 to 5 foot-candles, measured in the working
plane, whilst for individual lighting the author has found, through
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fine wire coils, etc., where ordintJ ry gas-filled lamps had been used,
trouble was experienced due to headaches and eye-strain, and
the operators had to resort to glasses, but even this would not
cure the trouble. Blue glass was tried, but due to the high light

absorption, lamps of higher candle-power were necessary and the
heat from this extra wattage was unc^omfortable to the operators.
Osram 60-watt “daylight” lamps were then tried. At first the
operators complairuHl that the light was too “dull,” but after getting
used to the blue light, some were able to dispense with glasses,

whilst complaints regarding headaches and eye-strain became
things of the past. Fig. 119 shows different types of reflectors to

suit various classes of work. At (a) is shown the shade used for

winding v^ery fine coils ; at (h) a type for work involving fine adjust-

ment ; at (c) another type for a similar class of work
;
and at (d)

a pattern suitable for drafting machines. Types (a), (b), and (c) are

home-made reflectors painted matt white inside, whilst in type (d)

an elliptical reflector is used. Figs. 120 and 121 show some of these

fittings in use. There is a complete absence of glare with the blue

lamp, and fine wires are clearly defined, there being no “fuzziness.”

The operator is healthier, and, of (course, more efficient. Wher(‘. lamp
fittings are within easy reacfli of operators, and there is a possibility

of lamps being taken out of the holders and exchanged or lost, a

good method is to fit locking rings so that the lamp cannot be taken
out of the fitting without a key. These rings are quite cheap and
more than repay their cost. A good type is the “Lamlok.” Another
good plan is to stamp all lamps of 100 watts or less with a rubber

stamp stating “This is the property of . . . Company.” For this

purpose a special rubber stamp, using a weak hydrofluoric solution,

is used. Stamps of this type may l>e obtained from I. Brook, D.Sc.,

of London.
Gaseous Discharge Lighting. Th<^ ga.seous flisehargc' lamf) was

Ixurig used extensively for efficient and economical strt'.et lighting

before the war: it was also becoming very popular for internal

lighting in industry.

The gaseous discharge lamp difTers fundamentally from all other

systems of light, for whereas all other sources have relkid on the

radiation from heated solids, in the gaseous discharge lamp th(*

light is produced, not because the vapour in the lamp is extremely

hot, but because it is electrically excited.

The standard lamp is composed of a tubular bulb with an electrode

at each end, and is filled with a mixture of gases which include

mercury vapour, the whole component being enclosed in a tubular

glass bulb which is exhaustenl to a high degree of vacuum. It is

thus possible to get a narrow strip or thin “cord” of light about

6 in. long and J in. diameter.

The lamp wattage is 400 and the initial light outpiit 16 000
lumens; this light output is 2^- times more than that of the gas-
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Fig. 120 . Ust5 of “Daylight” Lamp on Coil Wtnj>kii

{(LK.r.)

Fig. 121 . “Daylight” I.iAmps Adapted
TO Fine Switch Adjustment

iQ.E.C.)
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filled lamp consuming the same energy. The average life, of this

lamjj is 1 500 hr., comx)ared with 1 000 hr. for the^ gas-filled lamp.

A smaller lamp of 250 watts is now y)rocurable
;

it has a light

output of H 750 lumt'ns.

The lamp can he supplied for alternating voltages from 200 to

230. Only two connections are recpiired, but a choke is n(;(;essar\\

and a condens(U‘ is usually fitted. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 122.

The only drawback to the use ofstandard
gas(M)US discharge lamps for interior light-

ing is the colour, which is of a gnxuiish

hue, due to the absence of infra-red rays,

although a colour-corrected type is now
being plac(*d on tin*, mai-kot aftc'r extensive^

tests : but where there are high workshops,
such as covered ways usf*d for unloading,

foundries and heavy assembly shops, it

is id(‘al. JJghting l)y a combination of

gaseous discharge lamx3s and gas-filled

lamps gn^atly rediu^t^s the colour trouble.

It has also been tricnl in some inspection

shops with success, but (^are should be

taken where there is moving machinery,
as a stroboscopic effect is yaoduced, which
mak(‘s moving machinery appear to stand
still or to slow u]). This can bt^ greatly

naluced by spreading the lamps over two
or thre(‘ jihases.

A more recent dt^vt'lopment ofthis type of

lamy) is the Fluorescent Tube, a tubular

lamp about 5 ft. in length, which has been
found a real and valuable contribution to

inen^ased yn'oduction in thcvse days of partial or comy)let(; black-out

in our factories. Its special features are absence of glare and hard
shadow, natural white colour, and low yiower consumption. The
“Osram ” tube of this tyyK^ has a nominal wattage of SO at 200 -230

volts, with an initial light output of 2 800 lumens ; thirs it is nearly

(^qual to a 200-watt tungsten lamp. It is yiractically shadowless,

being a cord of light nearly 5 ft. long, ami is thus ideal for fine

assembly work. Figs. 123 and 124 show tyyiical applications.

ELECTRIC FURNACES AND THEIR MAINTENANCE
Heat treatment yilays such a vital part in modern production

that the general conditions and plant are now vastly different from
the old dirty environment and crude wasteful equipment which
some may still remember. Modern heat-treatment dej)artments

should be as clean as an assembly shop, and there should be an

Fui. 122. “Osjra”
Lichtino CimnuT

(C.E.C,)
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FJ(J. 123. iStIOWTNO “ OSJIAM ” FLI'OBKSCKNT
TnBEs IV Assembly Shop

[(:.EX\)

Fig. 124. “Osram” Fj.uokesgent Tubes
Installed in Drawing Office

{G.E.C,)
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entire absence of fumes and smoke, together with ample ventilation,

without draught.

It was the advent of the electric furnace which made the designers

of gas furnaces realize that great improvements were necessary if

they were to compete with electric furnaces, and there is now little

to choose between the two types, as far as efficiency is concerned.

The electric furnace is still in its infancy, and improvements are

continually in progress. The only materials available at the moment
for resistors in uncontrolled atmospheres are varieties of “nichrome
and silicon carbide. Automatic control is now an essential feature

in the electric furnace. In many cases, owing to the high thermal

efficiency of the furnace, provision must be made to control the rate

of cooling. It is essential, where heavy furnace loads are dealt with,

to provider licatiug elements on the sides, roof, boor, back, and door

in order to giv(\ as far as possible, a uniform distribution of straight-

line radiation, (bnvection plays an infinitesimal part in the uniform
luxating of an electric furnace. For many classes of tool work the

ehn^tric furna(!(} is unsuitable unless the atmosphere of the heating

chamber is under control, and even then there are exceptional classes

of work that an^ only entirely satisfactory when done in a gas furnace.

For hardening high-speed steel, the electric furnace is ideal, especially

when the work is packed in crucibles, as shown in Fig. 125.

It has b(M?n found by experience that the steelmakers’ usual

ligure of 1 320 ’
(./. is not necessary or desirable for first-grade high-

sjMM^d tools, and a temperature of J 220° (J. will meet all requirements,

licsistance regulators should be avoided where possible, and auto-

transformers used instead. A transformer is absolutely essential

where silicon (jarbide (dements are used, owing to the ageing of the

rods. Salt baths for tempering, etc., can be controlled to 1° C.,

by m(^ans of an efficient transformer. Bus-bar connections are

In^ttcr if they are silver-soldered, with the exception of the joints

to the element l(\ad-out. Dry joints give trouble sooner or later,

especially if th(\y are always in a warm place.

It is most essential that all contactor switches should be examined
at regular periods to avoid any chance of a “stick-up”; and this

defect occasionally occurs if the switches arc neglected; and as

the automatic^ control does not take care of this, the furnace wopld
heat up until the elements melted if such an occurrence was not
notic^ed.

If the supply is three-phase, every endeavour should be made to

balance the load
;
in fact, if the supply is from a public undertaking

it may only be made available on condition that good balance is

achieved.

It is a good plan to duplicate all pilot lights, grouping them at

a point in tin? shop where they can all be seen. Switchboard pilots

are usually situated where tlu^y can only be seen from the front of
the furnace, and if anything is wrong it will be noticed far sooner
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from a central panel. A cooling bvy into which hot work can
be run, right outside the furnace sht>p, adds both to comfort and
efficiency.

Should a fault occur with nichrorae elements, a new fuse should

not be inserted until the elements have been thoroughly examined,

Fig, 125 . Crucible; for Electric Furnace

as an arc can do far more damage than the short-circuit which caused

the trouble. If it is necessary to fit a new section to a heating ele-

ment, an oxy-acetylene torch, using a reducing flame, should be

employed. Where high-temperature salt and cyanide baths are

used, a light film of graphite on the surface of the bath will entirely

eliminate all fumes. A sheet-iron pijlar in the shape of a truncated

pyramid, loaded in the base with concrete, and put on a “Sorbo*'

rubber mat (somewhat similar to the pillar shown in Fig. 192 on

page 317), makes an ideal anti-vibration mounting for a multi-point

temperature indicator.
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Standard Furnaces. Thi^ standard typo of electric furnace is

suitable for annealing, normalizing, hardening, heat treatment,

carburizing, and ndieating, etc. A typical furnace, in this case used

for carburizing, is shown in Fig. 12b.

Cyanide Hardening Furnaces. The modern cyanide process now
supersedes the old method of carburizing with solid compounds, a

casing dej^th of 1 mm. being obtained in two hours. For tool and jig

work its advantages will bo readily ap])reciat(^d, not only because of

Fia. 126. Standahi) Tyck Eltsctrtc Fchnack
l\)rt.iiblo box tyT>c for ease liardoninK, reb('iitin«, and general heat treatment

(a.tJ.C.)

the much shorter time taken to obtain the case, but also because there

is no time wasted in waiting for the work to cool, as in the old process.

Nitriding Furnaces. In this j)rocess the case-hardening of special

steels is effected by exposing the pieces under treatment to the

action of ammonia gas at a temperatun^ of about 500'^ C. The
surface hardness is greater than that obtained by the ordinary

carburizing process, and subsequent rtdieating is dispensed with.

It must be understood that a great reduction of machining speeds

is essential with these steels, so that the process is only really eco-

nomical where better wearing qualities are more important than the

timii required for machining. The equipment necessary for nitriding

consists of an electric furnace with automatic control, and a special

gas-tight box made in heat-resisting alloy capable of withstanding

the action of the ammonia gas at nitriding temperature, fitted with

the necessary control valves, etc.
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Bright Annealing. KSpecial vorticai are new made to
replace the old method of packing in heavy annealing boxes. In
other cas(^s special gas-tight enclosun-s lilled with an inert gas are
used and electric furnaces are liow made to suit this j)rocess.

Electric furnaces are also made for the melting of non-ferrous
metals and alloys and for vitreous enamelling, etc. There are now
also ovens for stoving general eh'ctrical work whicih is impregnated
with various varnishes and synthetic rc^sins, as well as ovens for

core drying, (^tc.

Control. Th(^ ])otentiomcter type of control siu^h as that made
by the (Cambridge InstriuiKUit Co. and th(‘ Leculs and Nortlirup Co.

of America, are good examples of what can be done in the way of

automatic control. A temperature variation of less than C.

is easily j)ossible.

SAFETY
Owing to the danger of electric shock, it is essential that proper

precautions shall be taken when installing and operating electrical

plant. The Honic^ OllicH' issuers stringent legulations as to the types

of plant which may l)e used, also methods of installation, cabling,

earthing, etc.
;
and if trouble is to be avoidtjd, no plant should be

installed without consulting the regulations. Wluui buying appar-

atus it is essential to specify that it shall comply with Home Office

regulations, as there is unfortunatedy still a small number of firms

marketing such items as distribution boxers, motor starters, etc.,

which do not conform to the regulations.

All frames and covers must be (efficiently earthed. For this

purpose it is n(jcessar> to provide earth cabltns or strips, which should

be of ample cross-se(dion and should be connected to an efficient

earthing .system. It is not sufficient to rely on the stetd structure

of buildings, since the steelwork is usually bedded in concrete,

which is a partial insulator. The ty])e of earthing system which is

m^cessary depends on thc^ kind of soil, and in this connection recent

research shows that the usual type, using a large bent plate, is not

generally the best. The best t^rpe for most soils is a system of 2 in.

pipes, from 0 to 7 ft. long, driven in at least 6 ft. apart, the number
necessary depending on the size of the works. Connections should

be made above ground, so as to avoid corrosion of the contacts,

and the soil should be kejjt damp, preferably by placing the system

near a drain spout. In soils of high resistance the conductivity can

be improved by treating it with salt or washing soda. This need only

be done about every six months by digging holes above the earthing

system, and filling them with salt or soda, which should then be

covered with earth, to prevent rah: from washing it away too

quickly.

The earth wires and cables should be regularly tested for con-

ductivity, and the resistance should also be checked occasionally

in order to ensure that connections are tight and that corrosion has
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not detorioi'cated them. If this is not done there is no means of

knowing that tin; earthing system is sound.

Where a high -voltages supply is obtained from an outside source,

the high-voltage switchgear and transformers must be adequately

protected
;
and if a metal-clad system is not used it is essential that

all the doors of switch cubiebs, etc., should be locked and the keys

kept by a person in authority, who should only issue them to

competent authorized persons as required. Any work carried out

must be under this oliicial’s personal supervision.

A point which is often ovtTlooked is the earthing of lighting

systems. If one line of a lighting supply is earthed, the lighting

switches must be placed in th(^ earth line. If metal lamp-holders

and fittings are used, they must also be earthed. The number of

accidents which still occur due to non-observance of these two
simple regulations is surprising. All small lamp-holders, especially

if within reach of operators, should be of insulated construction.

In works having high-voltage lines, an assortment of useful

articles should be kept ready for use in emergency, as, for example,

when a person has accidentally come into contact with a live

conductor. (The difficulty, of course, is always for the rescuer to

avoid becoming a victim also.) Rubber mats which the rescuer can

use to stand on, and rubber gloves, together with hooked sticks

having handles of ebonite, are very valuable at such times
;
and if

they are kept handy, near exj)osed conductors ‘and similar danger

spots, they may help to savt^ a lift* at a time when every moment is

precious.

A combined outfit with rubber mat and gloves in a suitable con-

tainer is made by F. Woodhouse & Co., London. The gloves are

periodically tested free of charge.



CHAPTER V

MILLWRIGHTINQ AND IMCHINE TOOL REPAIRS

Millwrighting. Whilst this section is primarily concerned with the
installation or removal of plant, belting, lubrication ecpiipment,

shafting, etc., it is sometimes advisable to bring joiners under this

department, especially when removing work benching, bench
machines, tool and store racks, etc., as by so doing the responsibility

is put on to one foreman. The author has found this a very satis-

factory arrangement.

The necessary records of the installation of machines were dealt

with in Chapter I, and it should always be understood by the mill-

wrights that the brass plate, with the plant number stamped on,

should be fixed to the machine before leaving the job. In some
works it is the practice to paint the numbers on th(^ machines

;
but

not only is this more costly, but in time the number becomes illegible

due to oil stains, or to the paint being rubbed off. A good size of

brass blank to take numbers up to four figures is 2J in. x in.,

having two holes punched to take J:in. Whitworth snap-headed set

screws. A set of | in. figure stamps should be kept in the department.

Emergency Tool Hhest. Eor breakdowns or emergency use, a

breakdown locker or cihest should be kept, in which the usual tools

—hammers, wedges, saws, scrapers, and a range of files in new con-

dition—are kept, so that should a breakdown occur after normal

working hours, when the stores are closed, this locker can be taken

to the job and the re].)air started in minimum time. An inventory

of all tools should be pasted in the lid, and the contents of the

box checked after use by the chargehand, replacements being made
where neccjssary.

Lifting TacUe. All chains, slings, and lifting blocks should be

numbered and kept in special stores, to which they are returned

aft(T use. They should be inspected and oiled once a month by a

millwright detailed for the job and the work entered on a sheet, as

shown in Eig. 127, which is sent to the Plant Office for filing.

Periodic annealing of all chains should be carried out and recorded.

This is compulsory under the new Factories Act, 1938.

Useful MBllwrighting Equipment. Sketches of useful equipment
are given in Pig. 128 (on page 203). At (a) is shown a useful 2-ton

lifting truck, and at (6) a hand crane
;

(c) is perhaps one of the most
useful tools, a 12-ton Tangye hydraulic jack, which weighs 90 lb.,

is only 10 in. high, and is invaluable for lifting or pushing machines

into position. A handy shafting truck is shown at (d); this can

easily be made up from 4 in. x 2 in. channel, whilst (e) shows an
electric hammer for cutting out small foundation holes.

201
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POWER TRANSMISSION AND DRIVES

Belting. This is ono of the materials of which petty j)ilfering or

waste is most likely to takc^ place, and a systematic check is neces-

sary. A good sciierne is to liav(^ a belt record book. The belt man
keeps a small sto(;k of tlie smaller b(‘Iting, which he draws from the

stor(?s. When b(dts arc replaced, the foreman of the section con-

Monthly Report on Hoists.

Uft Vans, Liftimg, Tackle.. £Te..

Montkendinj^

wm De.scjnPTioH 3B85 Repairs [d^
/ 0f/e4 / mmm wm
2. EuSEQQHHI / 75/V. a/i. mmiia
3
4.

1

1

6

THa JoUcuiui^ eKciins

Fio. 127 . Inspection Sheet foe Lifting Tackle

cern6)d signs the belt book (in which is inserted the appropriate

machine number and the size and length of belt supplied), the cost

being charged to his section. In this way the belt man is able to

account for all belting drawn by him from the stores. Large belts

are drawn direct from the stores by the belt man and entered in the

same way. Both the belt man and the storekeeper haVe a stamp,
with which the}^ stamp the end of the roll of belting, so that they
can tell immediately if their stock has been tampered with. From
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the belt book it is also possible to check the life of different types

of belting.

Over a numbou* of yciars, the author has found that with flat belts

for general use, a good hide belting, such as “Columbia,’’ gives the

longest life. Laminated belting can be used on a clean drive and
where the pulleys are rimless.

On drilling machines where round belts have to pass over jockey

pulleys at high belt speeds, the Scandinavian belt is perhaps the

best. A life, test made by the author ov(ir 110 belts, with an
average speed of 1 590 ft. per min., showed 3S-04 monfjis of life

per b(ilt.

For round bolts on drilling machines, those supplied by Leland

Gifford give a fairly long life, the average on 82 spindles, taken over

several years, being 14*2 months j)er belt.

Where speeds above? 2 000 ft. per min. are necessary, longer life

and less belt slip will occur with a hide “V” belt. Tests made with

an 8 1 in. driver and 2 in. driveui “V” pulley, at a belt speed of

3 370 ft. per min., proved that there was a d(?finite slip with a | in.

round belt, but with |in. “V” Columbia hide belting the slip was
practically eliminated. This check was made a number of times

with the aid of a rotoscoj)e.

Balata belting is sometimes the most suitable type for use under
sjiecial conditions. It has a very low stretch, and is proof against

water, dampness, and steam, whilst it will withstand dry heat up
to about 110

' F. It has great strength, and will resist the action of

grit and dust well, but is adversely affected by mineral oil. Balata
belting is therefore suitable for use in a damp or steamy atmosphere,

or out of doors, and for grinding machinery or in dust-laden air.

It is not suitable if acid fumes are present.

Transmission Losses. The power lost in transmission may be due
to the belt being either too tight or too slack : in the former case

the loss is due to the extra friction on beariiigs, etc. ; whereas the

latter is due, of course, to belt slip. A belt should just be tight

enough to drive without slip, the slack side being on top. Belting

is impregnated with a tissue-lubricating medium during the curing,

which may become dried out if the belting is in stock for a long

time. In this case, some sort of dressing should then be applied

before putting the belting into use, castor oil being perhaps the

best. Dressing must always be applied evenly over, the surface of

the belt. When belts become saturated with oil on such machines
as automatics, a good method of cleaning is to use a trichlorethylene

degreasing plant, if one is available, applying the process as for

metal parts. Where this plant is not available, cleaning may be
carried out with a rag saturated in petrol or naphtha ;

french chalk,

rubbed in, is also a good method provided the belts are not too oily.

The french chalk should be scraped off when it has absorbed most
of the oil.
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Camber of Pulleys, A curve showing the recommended camber
for pulleys of various diameters has been prepared, and is repro-

duced here (Fig. 129) by permission of Messrs. John Tullis & Son,
Ltd., of Olasgow. The firm, as belting manufacturers; point put
that wrong pulley camber is one of the principal caus('s of belt

troubles. The camber should not exceed in. for large-width

pulleys, or in. for small-width pulleys. The ideal pulley should

Z ^6 S 10 12 H IB 18 20 22 24 26 2$ 30 32 24 36

Width of PuVey in Inches

Fig. 129. Kkoommi^ndki) Cambers kor Cast Iron Turned
PUEEKYS

{John TiJiJlis A Son, Ltd.)

be perfectly flat ; but, owing to slight irrc'gularities in alignment of
shafting and pulleys, it is found in practice that a slight camber
gives better results in keeping the belt in the centre. Excessive
convexity causes slipping by reason of potential differences in

velocity of periphery at the centre of the belt and at its edges;
but as there can be no actual difference in velocity, there must be
a difference in the strain between the centre of the belt and its

edges. The higher the crown, therefore, the more these differences

are accentuated.

H.P. Transmitted by Belting

Width of the belt ~ H.P. X 33 000

S X C

H.P. transmitted
S X W X C

33000
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where S --- Spo(jd in ft. per inin.

C -- a constant - 50 for singJcsply belts, and 80 for double-

ply bolts.

W = Width of bolt, in inches.

Method of Calculating Length of Belting Required

Let 1) and d }>o the pulley dianuders.

„ (' „ distances between j3ulley centres.

„ L „ h^ngth of belt required.

For Op(m BoU--
^SU(U~\d) (T)-r7)2

L .. --
-t- + X

For Grossed Belt—
,

3-14 (D + ri)
,

(D^-dY
,

^ d ^ h

Group and Individual Drive. This is a very controversial point,

and every casc^ must be consid(‘r(id on its merits
;
everything

dep(*nds on the class of machine.
For woodworking machinery, where high sj)eeds are necessary,

the motorized machirK^ is the ideal arrangement, even if frequency
changers an*, necessary to g(*t the required sy)eed ; but where there

are batteries of small machin(*.s, such as drills, small capstans, etc.,

the belt drive is advisabk*, as this enables provision to be made for

Makers’
Kecoin-

mendod B.P.
per Machine

A(‘tual No.
ol‘ Machines
on 2| in.

Liiieshaft

H.P. of
Motor
Driving
Lineshaft

No. 1 Warriej* & Swasoy (Capstan 1 50 25
No. 2 Warner & Swasey (Japstaii H 29 25
No. 4 Warrior & Swasoy Capstan 2 27 25
No. (> Warnor & 8wasey Capstan 2 18 25
No. 2 Horb(?rt (Capstan 2 27 25
No. 0 Brown Sliarjie Autos 2 20 25
No. 0(t Brown tSc; Sliarpo Autos . 3

!

14 25
No. 00 Brown & 8harpe Autos . 2 24 25
No. OOG Brown & Sharpe Autos 2 20 25
No. 2 Brown & Sharpe Autos 3 * 14 25
No. 20 BrowT:i & Sharpe Autos . 3

1

25
Index O Autos 2 ! 17 25
Index OD Autos 2 ! 17 25
Index 12 Autos . . 2 17 25
Index OK Auto.s , . 3 10 20
Index 18 Autos . . 2 12 20
Index 24 Autos . , 3 12 25
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a wide range of speeds, whilst on the f^iher hand the cost of installa-

tion and maintenance is less. There van, however, be no hard and
fast rule.

Where several machines are to be driven from one line-shaft, it is

difficult to estimate the horse-power of tlu^ motor reqihi'ed. Machine
tool mak(n‘s’ figures are always on the high side, as th(\y allow for

the peak on the individual machine yjlus a good margin of safety.

Th(^ actual load will depend on the class of work, but the figures

shown in the table on page 200 will serve as an indication allowing

for medium -class work on different classes of well-known machines.

From these figures it will be readily und(‘rstood that with

individual drive to these machines, the motors would be only

running at half-load for the greater part of th('- time, as obviously

the size of motor for individual driven would be d(‘termined either

by the starting load or peak load, whi(?hev(T were the greater. This

method of reckoning would result in a very low ('lectrical power
factor, which must be improvc'd either by tli(‘- use of' cond(a)ser8 or

by some other means of power factor correction.

With individual driv(\ the capital outlay for a number of small

individual motors, as against one large motor and sliafting, will also

b(^ considerably raoiH^. Against this, by n^ason of the abseuice of

shafting and belts, the macf)iues are generally safer foi* th(^ operators

;

also, unless very great care is taken in th(^ layout of machines,

shafting, and beltirif both daylight and artificial lighting will be

considerably rtKluced

.

It will, therefore, be understood that the method of driving any
particular battery of machines can only be decided by analysis of

the economic factors governing th(^ ])a.rtic*ular case. In most large

works to-day, both individual, small, and larg(? grou}) driv(‘S anj

simultaneously in use, proving that each case must b(^ dealt with

on its own merits.

Shafting. All shafting should run on bail Ix^arings. Plain bearings

should not be used. Apart from adjustments and the nec(?ssary

oiling, etc., the frictional losses due to plain b(jarings are alone

enough to condemn them. Tlu* deflection of power-transmitting

shafting should not exceed
j

in. jier ft. length, and the bearings

sliould be spaced to ensure that this condition is fulfilled, otherwise

endless trouble will occur with overheating or seizing of the bearings.

Driving pulleys, clutches, or couplings should never be plac(‘d mid-

way between bearings, where the maximum deflection occurs. The
tendency is towards iarger-diameter shafting, with ball bearings, l)ut

it will be found that the diameters recommended by manufacturers

can in some cases be slightly reduced. As an example, for 10 ft.

centres, the recommended size is 3 in. The author has in us(^ some
thousands of feet of 2f in. shafting, which has given no trouble

whatever over a number of years. Table XIII gives the diameteis

recommended by the Hoffmann Company, but these figures are
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conservative, and centre distances caii be increased from 1 ft. to
18 in. Ball-bearing shafting, if properly installed, needs very little

attention; in fact, overhead shafting under normal conditions
should only require greasing about once a year. The ball-bearing

manufacturers have placed some excellent hangers on the market,
but unless they exactly fit individual requirements, it is advisable

to have patterns made of a type of hanger which can be instantly

fixed with hook bolts to the overhead steelwork; this may mean
two or more types of fixing, but providing the method of attaching
the bearing housing is standard, it will more than repay the ex-

penditure. Roller bearings have been employed in cases of very
heavy loading.

Plummer Blocks. These should always be of the ball-bearing type
for light and medium loads, for the reasons already given. Ball-

bearing manufacturers make a variety of sizes and shapes to suit

every type of work.
Couplings. Shaft couplings of the flange type, with long sleeves,

are not always satisfactory, as, in the event of a slight variation in

the shaft diameters, the sleeve will have a t(>ndency to slip on the

smaller diameters. A type with a separate sleeve for each shaft

will be found to give the best results
;
when the flanges are tightened,

the compression is uniform on each shaft.

Other types of couplings which might be mentioned are

—

{a) The rubber buffer type^, in which rubber buffers on steel pins

transmit the power from oni^ flange to the other.

(6) The multijlex or Bibby type, consisting of two flanged discs,

one having inwardly flared grooves cut in the peripheries
;
the two

discs are connected together with steel connecting rings.

(c) The chain-coupled type, consisting of two chain sprockets

coupled together by a length of duplex chain.

Motor Drives. For years the inverted-tooth chain drives have
been used for driving shafting and, whilst they have given good
results, they are gradually being superseded with the “V” rope

drive. With the chain drive, oiltight chain casings were necessary

;

oil levels had to be maintained, and at the end of five years it was
necessary to have the chain re-pinned, after which it lasted two to

three years. With the “V” rope drive, such as the “Texrope,” the

ropes will outlast the chain and can be replaced in a very short time

;

no oiling or chain cases are necessary, and only a simple belt guard is

needed. A drive for a 20 h.p. motor is shown in Fig. 130. In this

particular example, the makers claim a 94 per cent effective pull,

at the same time decreasing the load on the bearings by 50 per cent.

These ropes are now often made of rubber, which provides several

advantages, such as shock-absorbing qualities with pulsating loads,

or with a damp or steamy atmosphere, or where silence is essential.

An obvious advantage is that if a single rope breaks, it is not im-

perative to shut down the machine or driven shafting instantly, as
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the remaining ropes would probably be able to continue for a while.

A drive transmitting 250 h.p. is showT’ in Fig. 131.

Painting of Overhead Gear. All hangers, coui)lings, motors, and
belt guards should be painted aluminium. The extra light gained in

the shop, especially if it is a north-light roof, has to be observed to

Fig. 131. 250 h.p. Trjxbope Dbive
Induction motor driving j)ulp boaters

(Frank Wigulesworth & Co., JM.)

be appreciated
;
moreover, the artificial lighting cost will be greatly

reduced.

Oiling and Greasing. Oil should be kept in proper cabinets and
labelled with the class of work for which it is intended

;
a cheap and

effective oil cabinet, such as that made by the “Wesco’’ Products

Company, Birmingham, is shown in Fig. 132. Wastage is reduced to

a minimum and there can be no mistake as to the class of oil. There

is a tendency to mix two classes of oil to suit a particular job, but this

is not advisable, as the two types of oil will in most cases separate

if not properly blended. The supplier will give advice on a suitable

class of oil for the particular case. Wherever possible, oil should be

reclaimed by heating and passing through a centrifugal separator.
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Oilmen's hours should be arranged so that they can carry out

the dangerous oiling whilst machinery is stopped, c.g. by arranging

for th(un to start an hour or two before normal hours and to finish

earlier. They should also work during the normal dinner hour,

taking their meal hour either before', or after.

Loose pulleys arc sometimes difficult to lubricate. Any device

Fig. 132. “Wesco” Oil Cabinet
(.4 . E. West'uvod^ Ltd.)

attached to th<'. hub will be liable to the action of centrifugal force

tending to fling the oil outwards from the surfaces to be lubricated.

A compression grease cup is a suitable remedy
; it is provided with

a spring which continually forces the grease into the bearing.

For lubricating ball bearings, spc'cial grease is generally preferable
to oil, since grease of the right consistency does not tend to find its

way out of the housing
;
hence it does not need such frequent re-

newals. The correct consistency should be a little stiffer than that
of vaseline. The grease should contain no abrasive, nor any graphite,
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and should have a mineral base, not animal or vegetable. For speeds
of 300-1 500 r.p.m., renewals sometimes Diay not be required oftener
than once a year, the frequency being n^ally dependent on the ten-

dency of the grease to dry out. New grease should be pumped in

with a “gun” until some of the old grease is displaced and forced

out of the bearing.

REPAIR STAFFS

Carpenters and Joiners. Where only a few men arc kept for main-
tenance work, there is a tendency t.) furnish them with only a few old

machine tools. A small number of well-chosen machines can, how-
ever, save hours of work which would otherwise have to be done by
hand. The following equipment is suggested

—

A saw bench having a table about 39 in. x IS in., arranged with
a chuck for taking drills.

A Wadkin universal saw, motor-driven.

A 6-in. hand-feed electric planer.

A larger planer (which may be purchased second-hand) and a

thicknessing machine are also useful.

A motor-driven mortising machine.
Wherever possible, benching, racks, etc., should b(^ standardized

;

bench legs should be of cast iron and should be made from a standard

pattern. By so doing, it is possible to make up lengths of benching
at short notice, bolts of ^ he sizes required and everything necessary

being kept in stock. If this is done, it is possible to estimate accu-

rately the cost of proposed work.

Patternmaker. Where the class of manufacture does not neces-

sitate the use of a foundry, the patternmaker should come directly

under the control of the Plant Office, so that he can work directly

with the draughtsmen on any particular job; this arrangement
saves much time and expense. He should work near the joiners’

shop, so that he can use their machines, and should have a wood-
turning lathe, marking-off table, etc., in his workshop.
He should be responsible for all patterns and their storage, the

patterns being numbered and stored on shelves, after being indexed
under a card-index system. The appropriate number is allocated in

the Plant Office from the Pattern Book, which should be cross-

referenced with the number of the drawing of the particular article.

(Pattern numbers should be marked on all drawings.)

It frequently happens that the pattern shop is a comparatively
small department of the works, and the men may spend a large pro-

portion of their time repairing patterns, so that operating expenses

are apt to be considerable. In such cases it is preferable to adopt a
different time-keeping system from the other departments, issuing

the men daily with special time-cards containing various headings
against which the hours spent in the differenif classes of work
are entered. A blank space is provided for entering any other
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non-productive work and the time spent thereon. The foreman
pattern-maker is responsible for the time allocations on the cards,

and has to see that the time is properly distributed.

The numbers sliould always be clearly marked on the pattern so

that they are easily distinguishable in the casting. If metal letters

and figures are us(;d, they should be firmly fixed to the pattcjrn. To
form a radius on a pattern, wax strips, such as those made by the

Kindt Collins Co., Cleveland, Ohio, U.8.A., may be firmly fixed by
the use of a heated metal former or ‘^iron.” Where patterns are

subjected to a great deal of use, it is advisable to cast a metal

])attcrn
;
this can be fettled up and will last for years.

Shiunkaoe or Patterns ter Foot Length

Cast iron (beams and gird(TH) in. "Jdiick brass

(lar^o (*yliiidpr.s)

(siiiall cyJiiidors)

, in.

. in.

Thin brass

Alumij)iuin

h ii'i-

in in.

h in.

Machine Tool Repairs. This section usually comes undiu' the

control of the Works Engineer, and its organization depemds largely

on the typo of plant in geiK^.ral use. The sanu^ applies to tlie class

of labour
;
high-speed machine tools, such as modern automatics,

(dc., demand a better grade of worker than the heavier type of

engineering.

The section should be as near as ])OHsible to th(j machine shops,

and should be equipped with modern macthines and tools, capable

of d(?aling with all repairs in a quick and efficient manner. As far

as practicahle, rt'placeable parts for repair work should be made in

the departrnemts. This provides work for slack periods (between
actual repairs), and more often than not such parts can be made
more cheaply than if purchased outside. Special-purpose machines
can also be economically built in this department if modern equip-

ment is provided.

Each machine section or department, where the number of

machines warrant it, should have one or more fitters, in proportion

to its size, to carry out adjustments and running repairs. If one of

these fitters is permanently attached to the machine department, it

will ensure that the machines are properly looked after. If he is not
satisfied with the tool-setters’ or operators’ treatment of any par-

ticular machine, he reports to his foreman, who in turn will confer

with the Machine Tool Inspector. It is a good idea to combine the

duties of Machine Tool Inspector with those of the Safety Officer, as

this ensures that both machine guards and machines are under
constant supervision as regards safety.

In the case of a breakdown, the fi.tter should report immediately
to his foreman, who will decide what is necessary to effect a satis-

factory repair with as little delay as possible. Complete overhauls
should be periodically carried out, especially on machines required
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for accurate work. Tlic nuichine should he c()iuj)l(‘t(dy (iismantliMl,

all parts washed and examined, and an estimate should then ho

submitted to the Works Engineer, wd)o will hav(^ full derails of the

history and pi’twious repairs to the machine in question on the Want
Card (Fig. 0, Chapter I). He will decide how much may be expended
on the repairs, or whether it would be morc^ economical to buy a

new machine. A comparison between the production times of the

old and the new machines will, of course, be taken into consideration.

The method of phwdng the Repairs Order, the booking of materials,

labour, etc., is the same for all departments (see Chapter I). It may
be mentioned that stock cards are kept for all spare ])arts for replace-

ments, each part being booked out to the appropriate machine.

When new machines are installed, the foreman satisfies himself

that they are j)roperly lubricated and generally inspected before

they are handed over to the machine shop section or to the tool-

setter. The lubrication of high-class machines is very important,

and it is essential to ensure that every moving part has been pro-

perly lubricated Ixdbre the machine is put into commission.

The foreman should suyqdied with all tlu^ necessary checking

instrunnuits, such as revolution counter, clocks, etc. A rotoscopc is

a most useful it(un of testing equipment, a very handy tvi)e being

the Ashdown.” It is i)ortable and requires no ek^-ctric leads, having

a clockwork movement. Not only can high spewed itself be measured

but it is j)ossiblc to see the job appearing to stand still, though it is

actually running at high speed. This device is especially useful in

testing new machines installed by the departirn^nt.



CHAPTER VI

FANS AND TH£m APPLICATION

Fans are used in industry to such an extent that it is impossible

to deal with every class of application. A brief explanation under
main headings may, however, provide a general survey.

AIR

Air is a mixture of various gases, chiefly oxygen and nitrogen

;

their proportionate volumes, in the case of dry air being about

21 per cent and 79 p(T cent respectively. The moisture content in

pure dry air may be anything up to 4 per cent. The weight of air

varies according to its temperature, moisture content, and baro-

metric pressure
;
and its weight may be calculated from the Willis

Carriers formula

—

Weight per Cubic Foot.

Moist Air, W —

Dry Air, W —

0 00288626 - 0 001088e"
1 + 0 2̂1758^

0-00288626

1 + 0'(XM'758^

For all practical purposes the following simplified formula can be

used.

W - 1-3256,/T

where W = weight in lb. per ft.®

t — temperature in ° F.

6 ~ barometric pressure corrected in respect to altitude.

61“ barometric pressure in inches of mercury,
e — pressure due to vapour in the air in inches of mercury.
T ~ absolute temperature in "" F., i.e. observed thermometer

reading + 459-2°.

Relative Humidity is the ratio of the weight of water vapour in

a given space to the weight which the same space is capable of
containing when fully saturated at a given temperature. Readings
of the relative humidity can be checked with a hygrometer, com-
prising a wet- and dry-bulb thermometer and a set of tables, as in

Table XIV.
The instrument comprises two thermometers attached to a stand

carrying the graduated scales. The bulb of one is exposed to the
air; whilst the other is kept wet by means of a cloth wrapped
round it and having its lower end immersed in a small vessel contain-

ing water. If the atmosphere is dry, there will be rapid evaporation

216
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from tJie w(‘t hu\h, and its tom|KTatur(^ will be (jomparatively

low. But if tlie atmosphere is moist, the temperatures given by
the two th(5rm()m(d;ers will be more nearly equal. The humidity, of

the air can thus bc^ nilated to the dift’erence in readings between the

wet- and dry-bulb thermometers, and is obtained from the table.

These hygrometers may be of the recording type, biit for more
accurate Headings the whirling hygrometer should be used. Messrs.

Negretti & Zambra make suitable hygrometers of both types.

Fro. 13.*}. Pitot Tube Suitable for Commeiuual Use

Volume. The volume of air which can be carried by a pipe of

given crosH-s<‘(;tion varies directly with the vrdocity of the air in tlie

pipt\ according to the general formula

Q, - AV^

where Q is the quantity of air dealt with, in (say) ft.** per sec.

A is th(^ cross-sectional area of the pipe, in ft.‘^
;
and

V is the velocity in ft. per sec.

The quantity V may be measured by a Pitot tube (as described

bt‘low). Great care must be taken to keep the units consistent

(i.e. to deal consistently in feet or inches, minutes or seconds, etc.).

The general formula for velocity is discussed on page 221.

Velocity. The velocity of air is usually measured in feet per

minute, and can be arrived at by the use of a Pitot tube
;
for veloci-

ties, say, up to 3 (X)0 ft. per min., the anemometer may be used.

The Pitot Tube. The Pitot tube is arranged so that the fluid

or gas whose velocity is to be measured enters the inner tube
directly. The small drilled holes in the outer portion are thus
normal to the flow. The inner and outer tubes are connected to the
two legs of a U-tube or comparable measuring device. The pressure

in the inner tube is the total pressure, whilst that in the outer tube
is the static pressure. The difference in level between the two legs

of the U-tube is a measure of the velocity pressure.

The Pitot tube is an accurate instrument, but its disadvantage
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is the trouble it entails in making the openings in the pipes and
ducts for its insertion. The average » elocity across a pipe is found
by taking a series of readings, movijig the centre line of the orifice

across the section of the pipe, from the ct^itre line to th(» outside,

and then dividing the sum of all the velocities measunHl by the
number of readings taken. Care should be taken to keep well

away from bends, elbows, etc., when drilling the hole for inserting

the instrument.

A drawing of a modification of the standard Pitot tube adopted
by the National Physical Laboratory is shown in Fig. 133, the

only difference being that the pipe is bent with a gradual bend,
whereas the National Physical Laboratory standarcl has a sharp
right-angled elbow. The sharp angle is difficult to manufacture and
for ordinary commercial work a radius will not affect the accuracy
to any great extent. The National Physical Laboratory will, if

necessary, check a Pitot tube for a small fee, giving a correction

factor for use with the instrument.

Water Gaucjes. The reading of all water gauges is obtained
from the difference in the level of the water in the two legs.

Against each leg of the U-*tube, a scale is fixed, graduated so that

zero reading is at the centre ; the divisions are numbered according

to their distance from this centre. The two zero marks are set in

line. A quantity of water is then introduc(.‘d into the U-tube such
that when no pressure is acting, the water is level at zero on each
scale. Great care mu^t be taken to see that no air bubbles remain
in the water. In some cases paraffin is used instead of water

;
this

obviates the possibility of bubbles. To allow for the difference in

specific gravity bc^tween paraffin and water, the readings should

be divided by 0-8, which is the specific gravity of paraffin.

For greater accuracy, an inclinable water gauge will givc^ more
exact readings. Fig. 134 shows one made by the author.

In order to allow direct readings to be taken—always provided

that the scales are set to read zero when the gauge is not connected

—

the scales on each leg of the tube are so divided that their gradua-
tions represent twice thpir real value

;
e.g. ^ in. on the scale corre-

sponds to I in. on the gauge.

By adjusting the slope of the gauge, the length on the scale

corresponding to any gauge reading can be increased to, say, 2, 4,

G, 8, or 10 times. Thus, in the last instance, I in. water gauge
would represent a distance of 5 in. along the scale.

For very high velocities, or for checking the static pressure, it

may be necessary to use meremy instead of water; in this case

correction will be necessary. It must be remembered that

1 in. of mercury = 13-6 in. water gauge.

(inches of mercury) X 13*6 ™ reading in inches water gauge.

When taking the velocity, a number of readings should be made,

8—(T.43)
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starting at the centre of the pipe or duct, and working to the side,

say inch by inch, ('are must be taken to see that the nozzle is

paralk‘1 with the stream, pointing towards the flow. TIk^ test hole

Pt«. 134. Pitot Tcbk and Inclinable Watek Gaccje
Hi.E.v.)

should always b(.‘ drilhul in a parallel pipe as hir from bends as *

possible ; and the holes in the Pitot tube should be kept clear.

If these simple pri’oautions are taken, the readings can be relied

A 3

Fig. 135. Method ^of Taking Air Measurements

on. In Fig. 135, A shows the method of taking the velocity pressure
or head of difference, and B the static pressure.

The loss in head of a fluid in a pipe due to friction against the
walls varies as the square of the velocity. Due allowance must
therefore be made for this loss. Charts have been prepared to
enable the loss to be read off for various pipe sizes, with various
velocities or rates of flow.
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Great waste results from using too iiigh a velocity. If the velocity

is doubled, the pressure and friction \)ss is quadrupled, whilst the
power required (which varies with the cube of the velocity) has to

be increased eight times. Thus, to deliver twice as much air, eight

times as much power is required by the blower, for a given size

of pipe.

The use of the Pitot tube (Fig. 134) for measuring velocities of

gases is based on the fundamental formula V — ‘\/(2gh), where V “
velocity of flow in feet per second

; g — the acceleration due to

gravity (32*2 ft. per sec. per sec.)
;
and h — the pressure head, or

diffenuice of pressure. Taking, for exam})le, a tank of water, and
piercing a hole 10 ft. below the surface level of the water, the velocity

of flow in feet per minute would be

—

V - == V(2 X 32-2 X 10) -= 25-37 ft. i)er sec.

Velocity in ft. per min. — 25-37 X 60 — 1 522-2

The head h is usually taken with a water gauge and is measured
in inches. We have, therefore, to divide the equation by 12;

allowance must also be made for the density of air, compared with

that of the water
;
taking the weight of water as 62-418 lb. per ft.-'*,

the formula, therefore, becomes

—

where

'V L 12

2gh 62-418
^ X

i
- X

k
euj

k weight per ft.^ of air
;
and

— velocity in ft. per min.

The value of k varies with the temperature of the air and can be

taken from Table XV, which also gives the volume of 1 lb. of

air in ft.^.

The constant k is included becaus(^ air at constant pressure

changtvs its volume in proportion to its temperattlre, the necessary

constant is derived from the formula at the top of Table XV,
p. 222, which gives the volume and weight of air at different

temperatures and atmospheric pressure.

By referring to the table, it will be noted that 1 lb. of air at 60° F.

has a volume of 13-1 ft.^, whereas the volume of 1 lb. of air at 140° F.

is 15-11 ft.^, an increase of 2-01 ft.^.

The static pressure in a pipe line may be measured by using the

connection to the side holes of the Pitot tube only, directly con-

necting to one leg of the U-tube water gauge, the end of the other

leg being open to atmosphere-
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Volume
TABLE XV

Volume and Wklciht of Aib at Different Temperatures
AT Atmospheric Phessi/ke (29-92 in. Mercury)

Formulae :

—

Weight in lb. per ft.*
1*325 X barometric pressure in inches

" Ab.solute timiperatnre, ^ observed timiperature,

‘’F. + 459-2)

Volume of I lb, air in ft.*—
t53-3 X absolute temperature, ^F. (= observed

temperature, ® P\ -f- 459*2)

Atmospheric pressure (14*7 ib./in.*) X 144

Temp. Vol. of

1 Ib. Air
Wt

, ]>{‘r

Ft.*
Temp. Vol. of

1 Ib. Air
Wt. por

Ft.* 1

Temp. Vol. of
1 Ib. Air

Wt. per
Ft.*

'' F. Ft..» Lb.
i

F. Lb. 1
“F. Ft.» Lb.

0 11 -.57 0-0ft«4 150 15 30 0-0051 350 20-41 0-0490

10 n-fti -0847
1

100 10-62 •0040 375 20-96 0477

20 12-00 *0827 170 15-87 •0030 400 21-69 0461

30 12-32 -0810 180 10 12 •0620 450 22-94 •0430

32 12*39 •0807 190 16-37 •0611 500 24-21 •0413

40 12*59 •0794 200 10 02 •0601 600 2000 •0376

50 12-84 •0778 210 10-88 •0592 700 29-59 •0338

00 13-10 •07(54 212 10-93 •0591 800 31-75 •0315

70 13*35 •0749 220 17-13 •0584 900 .34-25 •0292

SO 13-00 •0735 230 17-39 •0575 1 000 37-31 •0268

00 13-85 •0722 240 17-03 •0567 1 200 41-84 •0239

100 14-10 •0709 250 17-89 •0559 1 400 40-95 *0213

no 14-30 •0096 200 18-14
1

-0551 1 600 52-08 0192

120 14-01 •0684 275 18-,52 •0540 1 800 57-14 •0175

130 14-86 •0072 300 19-10 •0522 2 000 62-11 •Old
t.

140 15-11 •0001 325 19-70 •0506 3 000 87-72 •0114

FANS
When selecting the best type of fan for a particular purpose,

there are many points to be considered. Centrifugal fans can be
divided roughly into two types : those having runners with straight

radial blades, and runners with curved blades. The characteristics

of the latter vary greatly, dejiending on whether the blades are

curved backwards or forwards with respect to the rotation. In all

centrifugal fans there are two independent and separate sources of
pressure, the centrifugal force due to rotation of the column of air,

and the kinetic energy due to its velocity on leaving the periphery
of the fan runner. The gi’aphs in Fig. 1 36 show the characteristics

for throe types, 2)addle, multivane, and blowing fans
;
the figure also

shows the different types of runners.
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Paddle Type Fan. This is perhaps the earliest type of fan, and
whilst it is less efficient than the inultivane, it still commands a
.wide field of application, e.g. in connection with dust exhausting,
such as sawdust from woodworking macdiines, dust from buffing
machines, etc.

The runner is usually composed of six or eight radial blades, a
six-bladed type being illustratted in the upper part of Fig. IHli.

From this will be apparent the strong construction wdiich enables

it to withstand the shocks to which it may be subjc^cted when used
for a heavy class of work. The clearance between the blades ensures

that the fan will not become clogged with fluff or larger material

that may be carried through to it.

With the straight-bladed runner, the pressure drops off rapidly

under overload, but increases when the fan is run at less than its

rated capacity
;
therefore, when it is n^quircid to throttle the supply

from the fan without increasing the pressure, thus keeping a uniform
pressure with a varying resistance, the straight-bladed type is best.

Where noise must be reduced to a minimum, it is not advisable to

fit the straight-bladed fan for working against a high pressure, as

a high-frequency note is obtained, due to the change of direction of

the air on entering the fan inlet. A blowing fan should bo used in

such cases.

A paddle type fan having commendable filatures, and for which
high efficiencies are c^dmed, is the “Adra” fan, which has a special

intak(j distributor, the ends of which an? curvt?d for the purpose of

diverting the flow of gas(?s in order that tlie impac;t of dust particles

in the gas stream shall be sjmead over the whole ar(?a of the fan

blade, instead of the dust impinging on one ])ortion of the blade only.

The Multivano or Curved-bladed Fan. With this type of fan the

static pressure is greatest at normal load
;

it decreases at caj)acities

either above or below normal load
,
and for this reason it is possible

to decrease the load without an appreciabk? incr(?ase in tin? pressure

and without Reducing the speed of the fan. On this account, such

fans have a very wide field of usefulness over an unusually extended
pressure range, over which their high efficiency is well maintained.

They are used for general ventilation or for handling dust of a

light non-clogging type. Among its applications are plenum systems,

induced and forced draxight, mine and ship ventilation, etc. These
fans are known as a “clean air’' type and should not be used where
there is a tendency for the vanes to become clogged with fluff or

dust. The reason will be readily understood by referring to the

Keith & Blackman runner shown in Fig. 130.

Blowing and Exhausting Fans. For high water-gauge pressures,

or where adaptability of control to suit variations in pressures at

fixed speeds is required, fans of this type are best. There is a com-
plete absence of surging, and they are extremely quiet in operation.

Their efficiency is as high as 80 per cent.
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Propeller Fans. As, later in this chapter, reference is made to

ventilation, it would not be complete without mention of the

propeller fan. This may be of the box-blade or propeller-blade

type, the latter usually giving slightly greater efficiency. It is usual

for these fans to be direct-driven by motors, the blades being

Cu»ves ^Lprnc ittAow^M t/ucmm tvtrn ^aa/ s^cso eeM»r*wr

Fio. 136 . Djffekp:nt IVrES of Fans and Their Characteristics

mounted on the motor spindle. It is surprising that very little has

been done in the way of streamlining the motor. The author

knew of only one firm in this country which has put forward a
streamline fan, namely, the Aeroto Company,* which claims very high
efficiencies for this type. A characteristic difference between

Aei*oto fans are now manufactured by Messrs. Davidson & (.\)., Ltd.,

Sirocco Engineering Works, Belfast.
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propeller fans and centrifugal blowcis is that, for a pro}>ell(‘r fan,

increased resistanee to the movement of the air loads to a reduction
in the volume of air dealt with and an increase in power consump-
tion. For a centrifugal blower, however, increased air resistance

means a reduction in the volume dealt with, but a reduction alfio

in the power consumed.
The graphs in Fig. 1 3b and much of the information on fans ai'e

included by kind permission of Messrs. Keith & IMackman, Ltd.

Fan Characteristics. All fans are based on the fundamental con-

sideration that the fan efficiency remains constant
; therefore, when

one or more conditions are varied, the rest must vary accordingly.

The following are a few of the most useful fan laws.

For a given fan size.

When speed varies

—

(1) Capacity varies directly as the speed ratio.

(2) Pressure varies as the square of the spec^l ratio.

{3) Horse-power varies as the cube of the speed ratio.

When pressure varies

—

(4) Capacity and speeHl vary as the square root of the ])ressure.

(5) Horse-power varies as (pressure)®/*'^.

For a constant pressure and point of rating.

When fan size vari M—
(6) Capacity and horse-power vary as the square of the fan size.

(7) Speed varies inversely as the fan size.

The above may be combined for one convenient operation.

When fan size and speed both vary—

(8) Capacity varies as the ratio, (size)^ X (ratio of speed in r.p.m.).

(9) Pressure varies as the ratio, (size)^ x (ratio of sy)eed in r.p.m.)^

(10) Horse-power varies as the ratio, (size)'^ X (ratio of speed in

r.p.m. or horse-power varies as the ratio of (capa-

city X pressure).

For constant pressure.

When density varies

—

(11) Speed, capacity, and horse-power vary inversely as the

square root of the density, that is, inversely as the square

root of the barometric pressure and directly as the square

root of the absolute temperature.

For constant capacity and speed.

When density of air varies

—

(12) Horse-power and pressure vary directly as the air density,

that is, directly as the barometric pressure and inversely

as the absolute temperature.
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For constant amount by weight.

When density of air varies

—

(13) Capacity, speed, and pressure vary inversely as the density,

that is, inversely as the barometric pressure and directly

as the absolute temperature.

(14) Horse-power varies inversely as the square of the density,

that is, inversely as the square of the barometric pressure

and directly as the square of the absolute temperature.

When both temperature and pressure vary

—

(16) Capacity and speed vary as pressure X absolute tem-
perature. Horse-power varies as (pressure)^ X absolute

temperature.

The work done to keep a column of air 1 ft.^ in cross-section

moving at a rate of 1 ft. per min. against a pressure equivalent to

1 in. water gauge (= 5* 19 lb. per ft. 2) is, neglecting weight of air

and friction, 5-19 ft. -lb. per min. In terms of horse-power this is

equivalent to

5- 19/33 000 - 0 000157 h.p.

For a given capacity, pressure, and horse-power, a fan will operate

at a definite^ efficiency
; therefore we have

—

Total efficiency

=: 0000157 X C X total ])ressure in inches water gauge

;

Static efficiency

=^ 0 000157 X C X static pressure in inches water gauge,

and the horse-power required to drive the fan under given conditions

of volume of flow and pressure head to be overcome will be

C X_L X 519 X 100 _
33 000 X efficiency of fan

where C = volume of air or gas in ft.® per min.,
;
and

L — pressure head against which column of air is moved, in

inches water gauge.

The efficiency of fans varies from 69 per cent to 75 per cent.

Anemometers. For low velocities, such as that in the suction from
buffing spindle cowls, the checking of air velocities of plenum
heating systems, etc., the anemometer is a useful instrument. It

comprises a small fan delicately balanced and geared to a clock

dial counter which records the velocity in feet per minute. This is

de-clutched by a small lever, readings usually being taken over one
minute. Messrs, Short & Mason make a handy instrument of this

type. When the speed is required in miles per hour, the velocity in

feet per minute must be divided by 88.
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To find the pressure in pounds per square foot, the square of the
velocity in feet per second must be laultipliod by 0*0023,

AIR DUCTS AND TRUNKING
Air ducts or trunking vshould be of ample proportions throughout

their whole length. If the resistance is constant the following laws
must not be forgotten

—

(1) Pressure varies as the square of the speed; and
(2) Horse-power varies as the cube of the speed.

Fro. 137. Losses Due to Bends

It will be clear that the jrower absorbed by a pressure fan increases

very rapidly with increase of speed; slow-running fans and large

air ducts are, therefore, much more economical than fast-running

fans and small ducts. A pressure of 2 in. water gauge should prove

suitable on most ‘‘blowing” jobs, and to arrive at the minimum
diameter of trunking a good rule is to make the area of the main
trunking equal to the sum of the areas of the branch pipes ; thus

the duct will become larger at the fan end, and a fan should be

selected with an inlet equal to or larger than this area. In any
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trunking system, even when well designed, the losses due to eddies,

where the direction of flow is altered, are considerable ; all bends
should therefore be as gradual as possible, and in no case should they
be less than one and a half times the diameter of the pipe. Losses

due to bends are indicated in Fig. 137. Jt must be emphasized that,

at the entry to an air duct, not all tlu^ area of the entrance is effective,

owing to the formation of ('ddies and to conflicting currents of air at

that point. The amount of this loss varies with the shape and
roughness of the shec^ting forming the entrance. A tapering hood
should be ustnl where possible as an entry to a branch pipe, in which
case the averagti loss in static pressure may be about 5 per cent.

A taper of 1 in 5 for such hoods is recommended.
It is particularly bad jwactice to arrange two branches directly

opposite each other on a main suction pipe, especially if one branch
is large and the other small, as the movement of air from the larger

})ipe will tend to prevent the proper working of the smaller. In any
case, whatever the relative sizes, mutual interference will be caused.

Branches should not be made to (uitt'r the main pipe on the under-
side, owing to the possibility of small pieces of foreign matter,

which may be travelling along th(^ main, falling into them. The
angle to the general direction of flow at whi(;h branches enter the

main pipe is also very important. For example, a 45
' branch is

much better than one at right-angles, as it enables velocity pressure

as well as static pressure to be utilized, and has less tendency to

produce eddies with consequent loss.

APPLICATION OF PANS

Ventilation. The Factory and Workshops Act requires that in

(ivery workroom or workshop in a factory, sufficient means of
ventilation must b(^ provided and sufficient ventilation maintained

;

under the same Act a reasonable temperature must also be main-
tained. Apart from the Act, if working conditions are comfortable,
production will be greater. It is very difficult to achieve good
ventilation without draughts. If a man is exposed to a wind of
10 m.p.h. velocity, it will bring him more than 300 000 ft.^ of air in

one hour. Such ventilation could not, however, be tolerated in a
workshop, 3 000 ft.^ per hr. being a maximum. An average adult on
light work will breathe about 0*25 ft.® of air and exhale 0*01 ft.® of

COo per min. Moreover, about 5 per cent of the oxygen in a breath
of air is used in the body. Ordinary outside air usually contains
about four parts of COg in 10 000, and good ventilation in a workshop
should not yield more than 6 to 8 parts per 10 (XX). It is usual, for

workshops, to allow three air changes per hour, i.e. a 20-minute air

change.

Forced Ventilation may be one of three main types

—

(1) Plenum

y

in which air is forced into a building by a fan
which distributes it through a system of trunking, with openings at
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suitable points ; the air finding its way out by existing outlets, e.g.

doors, opening lights, windows, etc.

(2) Exhaust, (lepending on the extraction of air by propeller

type fans, the air being drawn in through suitable inlets.

(3) Combined Plenum and, Exhaust Systems, such as might be

used for Rhoj)s wliere buffing or paint spraying is carried out, in

conjunction with a plenum heating system.

Plenum System* Whilst the best form of ventilation is by natural

ventilation, i.e. by windows and suitable outlets in the roof, this is

N s

FROM (.V)OL Side of Building via Cellar, which may be Used
FOR (Vole Storage

not always possible, owing to the size of present-day buildings.

For a large factory with a north-light roof the plenum system is

the best. Apparatus for heating and washing the air can be com-
bined with the fan, so that the syvstem can be used for clean, dry,

cool, or hot air according to requirements. Fig. 138, which is self-

explanatory, shows a fan, heater, and wasliing unit complete. The
air velocity in this system should be reduced when the air is passing

the heating elements, and raised again when it has completed its

journey past th(un. This allows time for the air to absorb the
necessary quantity of heat from the elements. A bypass can be
arranged in order that cold and heated air may be mixed in any
desired proportions. In place of the air washer, a “Ventex’" or
“Visco” filter can be used ; this contains a series of baffles, coated
with a suitable liquid to which dust will adhere. The baffles can
be dropped out in small sections and cleaned; or they may be of
the fixed type, in which the liquid is pumped to the top, from whence
it flows down the baffles, the dust being washed into a sump

; or
a rotary type, in which the filter baskets are dropped, one by one,
into the cleaning liquid.

When, a plenum system is being laid out, provided the air is

fairly clean, the intake should be placed on the north side, as this
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makes a few degrees difference to »ke temperature in hot weatlier.
If there are cellars, advantage should . if possible, be taken of them,
in ord(*r to arrange the fan and In^ater mt)re centrally. Fans of the
multivane tvpt‘ should be used, as it is then possi*bl(‘ to shut off

one ])art without considerably increasing tlu^ output from the rest

of the system. The outlet (^u(^ts should be arrang(Hl so that the
workpeopk^ an^ not in a draught; the velooity at outlet should not
be greater than 250 ft. per min., otherwise it will be uncomfortable.

Fig. 140 . Exhausting Fan anu Outlet kuh Fig. 14 J. Suction
North-light Type Roop Type Ventila'COR

A well laid out scheme is shown in Fig. 139, in which advantage is

taken of the geographical position of the factory.

Exhaust Systems. Where buildings are smaller, suitable exhaust-

ing propeller fans can be arranged in the roof, in conjunction with

windows or suitable inlets near to floor level. If these inlets are

made like a Tobin tube, heaters can be arranged in them to heat

the room concerned. Where there are several windows this is not

practicable, and some other means of heating are necessary. Fig. 140

shows an exhaust fan and outlet built by the author for a north-

light roof
;
the fan exhausts 15 000 ft.® of air per min.

;
Fig. 141

illustrates a successful air inlet used in a room situated in the ct^ntre

of a works where air is being exhausted from spraying booths and
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extra ventilation is necessary, owing to the nature of other work in

the department. The air heater will be noted. As in the plenum
system, care should be taken to reduce draught to a minimum.

Aktifk’ial Dkaikjht for Boilers

Fans can be iis(‘d for artificial draught for coal-fired boilers in

three ways

—

(1) Forcf d draiiglit, in which air is supplied to the furnace via

the ash pit

;

(2) Induced draught, which draws off the hot gases after

combustion; and

(3) CombiiK^fl induccnl and forced draught.

Forced Draught. On small plants, this is usually effected by
steam jets and injecttors arranged in the furnace bars; but larger

])Iants usually hav(^ a fan dc^livering air to the underside of the grate,

care being taken to see that the stack is large enough to (U‘(?ate a
suction ovei* tlui wliole of th<^ boilcT setting. If this suction is not

maintained, trouble will Ix^ cxperienccid due to overheating of the

brickwork as a result of the hot gas(\s not being removed sufficiently

quickly. The suction over the fire should never be less than 0*03 in.

water gauge. The installation of a forced draught system will often

enable the rating of a boiler to be (jonsiderably increased above
that for the ordinary type', without forced draught. It will also

enable lower and cheaper grades of fuel to be efficiently burned.

Forced draught fans should show a good efficiency over a wide
spjed rangti. The delivery pressure curve should rise steadily from
fre(^ delivery to zero delivery. Bearings must be of ample area and
robust construction, and preferably water-cooled.

A forced draught fan can be mad(^ much smaller than an induced
draught fan to lie used under comparable conditions, as, owing to

the expansion of the burnt gases under heat, the volume to be
dealt with by the induced draught fan is greatly increased. Both
the forward-bladed and paddle type fans arc low in efficiency and
speed for forced draught

; and, as they have no reserve pressure,

fans of the back-curved type; are generally used in their place.

Induced Draught. The fans are usually arranged at the base of

the stack. They should not be so powerful as to create an excessive

suction through the fuel bed, as this only tends to cause leaks

through the brickwork and inspection doors, which allows excess

cold air to filter in and so reduce the efficiency of combustion. The
amount of air required will depend on the type of coal. It is usual
in theory to aUow 12 lb. of air per pound of fuel for an average
grade of bituminous coal; but this figure is rather high, as only
7-11 lb. of air are required for the complete combustion of 1 lb.

of coal; most fan makers advise an allowance to be made for

100 per cent excess air with hand-fired boilers and about 60 per
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cent with boilers fired by mechanveal stokers. Like forced draught
fans, a steady rise in the pressure Jelivery curve to zero delivery
should be obtainable. Tfie advanl :'..ge of this is felt when several
installations deliver into a common uy)take; one fan will not

Fan Discharge

Fig. 142 . Diagrammatic View showing Principle of Opehatton
OF Keith Blackman Brit Arrester

adversely influence another if the diilivery pressun? characteristics

of all fans are suitable, as the fans will then share the load between
themselves.

Special care is necessary in the selection of the material for the

vanes of induced draught fans. The tempi'vature of the gases will

be between 300° and 600° F. and the vanes must withstand this

heat without deterioration. Wattu’-cooled bearings of generous

dimensions should be provided.
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The fans are sometimes arranged to serve a double purpose,

namely, induced draught and grit arresting, an arrangement which
the author has used wdth success for some years. The fan employed
is the Keith Blackman grit arrester fan shown in Fig. 142. A s])ecial

two-stage housing is adopted, the first having a conical vortex

chamber in which the dust is thrown out centrifugally and diverted

into the dust collector. The cleaned gases pass on to the second

stage of the housing, which has a spiral diffuser converting the

velocity (uiergy of tht' rotating gas stream into us€^ful pressure
;
the

diagram is self-explanatory.

The Sturtcvant “Cindervane” fan

works on a somewhat similar

principle
;
the dust in its passage

along th(' surface of the blade

is trapped in V-shaped channels

arranged on the periplu^ry of the

wheel. These channels j)roject into

dust chambers formed within the

fan casing and the dust is carried by
the channels into the dust chamber,
which forms a dead air space. The
dust tluirefore drops into a hop])er

at the base of the fan.

Venturi Chimneys. In some cases,

instead of building high chimnt^ys, a
“Venturi” chimney is used with a
fan connected to a nozzle in the neck

of the diffuser. This, of course, is a cheaper method, inasmuch
as the fan or blower only has to deal with part of the gases. In
some cases cool air is drawn from outside. The two schemes are
shown in Fig. 143. View (a) shows the inner circuit type in which
some of the gases an^ bypass(^d through the fan, and (6) the outer

circuit type where' air is drawn from outside.

It has been found cheaper in many cases to build several fairly

small chimneys of this type rather than to discharge flues from each
of several boilers into one large chimney. The frictional drag on
the gases is much less, and the power absorbed in sending the gases
through at a given velocity is consequently reduced.

Dust Exhaust Systems
The general use of fans and trunking for removal of sawdust,

wood chips, sand, shotblast, etc., is so well knowm that it needs
little explanation. It is essential, however, that ducts should
be properly proportioned so that the required velocity can be
maintained.
For woodworking machinery it is usual to allow a velocity of

2 500 ft. per min, for light shavings, 3 000 ft, per min. for sawdust.

(of (b)

Fig, 143 . Vkntuki Stack
(a) Inner circuit, (h) Outer circuit
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and up to 4 000 ft. per min. for small pieces of wood, knots, et(*.

A typical layout was shown in Fig. 8::, Chapter II (page 48).

For dust exhaust from huffing machines, sandblast, etc., velocities

of from 250 to I 000 ft. per min. are pei*missible, depending on the
class of work. The are as of the fan inlet and main duct should be at
least 20 per cent greater than the combined areas of the branch pipes.

All hoods should be as close to the wheel or mop as possible, with
dampers for shutting off any machines which are not in use

;
bends

should be as gradual as possible, and reductions in sizes of trunking
made by taper pieces. The fan should be of the straight-bladed

typo so that the velocity in the main trunking can be kept constant
in order to carry the dust when some of the branches are shut off.

The clearance between blades and casing should not be so small

that chips of wood, etc., can become weclged and so damage the

r(jtor, nor should it be so large as to exert a retarding effect on
the air leaving the delivery outlet. Pressures up to 20 in. water
gauge are encountered in this class of work.

Grinders and buffing machines should not be connected to the

same system, as there is a possibility of fire, due to the emery wheel
grits igniting the fluff from the mops. It must always be remem-
bered that a good suction is not everything

;
there must be sufficient

openings at the end of a system to admit enough air to carry the

dust away in the main trunking.

Dust Separators. The separation of dust, in some form or other,

from air is required almost every industry. The dust may arrive

at the separator either from exhaust systems, such as those for

buffing, grinding, sandblasting, or woodworking shops, etc., or from
pneumatic conveying systems for coal or other dusts. It may be

collected by means of cyclones and similar devices, bag filters, or

by electrolytic precipitation.

Cyclones. The air, laden with dust, is dehvered by a fan to the

cyclone separator, the inlet bcin^ arranged to give a centrifugal

action. This causes the dust to he deposited in a box at the bottom,

the air escaping through the outlet at the top. The conical shape

of the separator gradually reduces the radius of rotation of the

dust particles in their journey downwards, and thus reduces the

centrifugal force. Where sandblast and grinding dust need separa-

tion, excessive wear takes place; on a plant of this description,

the author found it necessary to fit new liners every year. A
complete lining of soft rubber was then tried ; and has been in

use for over four years without any appreciable wear taking place.

It is difficult to give sizes for cyclones, as a light dust will require

a much larger plant than would be needed to deal with heavier

dust
;

it is best, therefore, to inform the cyclone manufacturer of

the requirements. For light buffing dust, “linf (fluff), etc,, the

Buffalo Forge Company recommend that the velocity of discharge

would not exceed 300-480 ft. per min.
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Cyclone Sizes and Volumes. Fig. 144 and Table XVI, based on
information kindly supplied by Messrs. Keith & BJackman, give
typical figures for sizes and approximate volumes.

It is of fundamental importance that the pipe leading to the
cyclone should be tangential to the body, otherwise serious dis-

turbance will be sot up in the dust already within the apparatus.
There is considerable advantage in feeding the dust in at the outside
of the rotating mass in the body of the cyclone, as in this way
deposition of the dust particles is facilitated. A second point of
importance is that if the inlet to the cyclone body is of a tall,
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rectangular shape, tliese effects will be secured much better than

with a circular inlet, as the incoming stieain can be thereby

narrowed and kept well to the outside of the casing. The change

Fig. 145. Waring Patent Dust Collector

in pipe section from the circular shape to the rectangular inlet

should be gradual. The connecting piece should be horizontal on
the top, with a bottom pitch of 30‘^-45'^.

Cyclones which have to deal with dust from textile materials are

often fitted with a spiral from the top of the cone to the bottom
(on the principle of an internal screw thread) to guide the dust to

the outlet. The dust in such cases is too light for separation to be
otherwise effective, since it would continue to revolve in the conical

portion for too long a period.
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A new type of cyclone separator which gives remarkably high

efficiencies is the Fraser & Chalmers “Micron *’ i)rccipitator built to

the Cheltnam patents. This type of machine (Fig. 146) owes its

high efficiency to a very careful study of the behaviour of air or

gases when propelled or induced into a cylindrical casing. In all

such cases the centrifugal force, set up as a result of constraining

the air or gases to follow the cylindrical contour, produces a pressure

flifTerence which causes the gases to split up into two eddies or

vortex rings. These conditions are clearly illustrated in Fig. 146

(view (a) ), in which the eddies in air or gas rotating in a cylindrical

annulus are shown.
When the Hat bottom of the annulus is nmioved and replaced by

a conical boundary, the lower eddy or vortex extends to the bottom
of the m^w boundary, as in Fig. 146 (view (h) ). The vortex actually

reach(‘s the dust outk^t ladbre it ndurns upwards, after which part

recirculates in th(' (^ddy, whilst part passes to the outlet via the

central evacuative column.

The fact that this lowtn* eddy (ixtiuids to tlui dust outlet is the

cause of the relative inefficiency of all cyclones hitherto designed.

By designing the (\yclone so as to avoid the withdrawal of dust
from the outlet by the lower (^ddy ,

the nunarkable performance Of the
“Micron” ])recipitator type has be(‘n made possible.

Fig. 147 illustrates a similar machiiuj ])rovided with the patent
vortex control and sliunting cone. This device provides an internal

boundary to the lowcu* of the two top eddies or vortex rings so that
this ring brings the dust—thrown out by centrifugal force—down
the inner boundary of the machine. The dust is then precipitated

through the annulus bt‘tw(*en the inner boundary and shunting
cone. With it is carried a small proportion of the air or gases, which
is, of course, in a state of high rot«ation, and therefore splits up into
two more vortex rings for njasons already stated. Since, however,
the quantity of air in the two lower vortices is only a proportion of
that entering tlu^ machiius only a small quantity of air or gases
actually comes into contact with the dust passing to the dust
outlet

;
entraining of dust is thus very largely overcome.

The machine illustrated is of the “dual” type
; but for still higher

efficiencies the principle of division into compartments by the patent
internal cones is extended to comprise triple or even quadruple
types. In dealing with silica dust, these machines pass to atmo-
sphere practically no particles above 5 microns,* and on all dusts
an efficiency of about 93-97 per cent can be obtained.

All these machines are fitted with patent outlet diffusers to reduce
the total internal pressures loss, so that for a given efficiency they
can be designed to operate with a lower power consumption than
any other type of machine for the same purpose.
Automatic Dampers. When two or more pipes discharge into one

' * 1 micron ~ O’OOl mm.
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collecting electrodf^K. Space will not permit of a full description of

this type.

Filiation Plants. The filtration of dust-laden gases is usually

achieved by passing them through fabric screens or bags, the dust

being retained on the side by which the gases enter. Bags are

generally used, as they lend themselves to compact design. The
materials from which the bags are made is dependent on the class

of dust to be dealt with. Usually they are made from woven cotton,

wool, or linen. The texture of woven cloth is not usually as fine as

that of wool, so the latter may be taken as the more efficient filter,

but the back pressurci set uj) is consequently much greater. Cotton

is the cheaper of the two but will not withstand a much higher

temperature than 90° C., whereas wool may be used up to 120° G.

Special fabrics are obtainable which will withstand temperatures

up to 200° C.

Bag Filters may be (Uther of pressure or suction type. In the

pressure typt^ the dust-laden air is blown into the bags, and the

cleaning of the bags is accomplished cither by means of a shaking

device or by attaciiments which pass over the bags, slightly com-
pressing them and thus releasing the adhering dust.

Suction tv[)c filter’s difhu* from tlu‘ pn^ssuit^ type, in that the

dust-laden air is sucked through, leaving the dust adhering to the

inside of the bags. Th(\s(^ arc usually cl(*aned by reversal of the

air flow, ck^an air Ixung blown through from a scavenging fan.

A bag-shaking devicxi is usually in(5or])orat(H], and comes into

operation with tlu^ fan at a predeti*rmined bag resistance.

The disadvantage of bag filters is that as the bags become coated
with dust, th(i pressure increases. Consequently, increased power
is needed to operate the fans

;
but where a high recovery of dust is

required, bag filters are an economical solution, and collection

efficiencies in the region of 99 per cent can be maintained.
Two points to be remembered in connection with dust exhausters

are: first, that air must be allowed to come into the building to

replace what is used in the separators (this is especially important
in an air-conditioned building)

;
second, that the air finally leaving

a cyclone or bag filter should be located so far from windows or
other air inlets to factories that there is no chance of any dust it

may still hold entering the building. Preferably such outlets should
be above the main roof, so that the wind will carry off any dust
that the outgoing air may still contain.

Small Filtration Unit. The Visco filter unit is another type of
dust filter which is very effective for dealing with the exhaust from
small grinding machines, in cases where it is not possible to connect
to a large system. The unit is composed of a cyclonic collector, a
collector box, and a dust filter cell.

The filter cell has expanded metal faces, the space between being
filled with innumerable short ferrules of thin copper or rustless steel,
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which lie quite irregularly in the cell ;;pace. They are covered with a

thin film of special colourless oil. the dust-laden air passes over

the ferrules, the dust is retained on th(‘ oil film. The cells

cleaned by immersing the whole unit in hot soda, water, drying,

and then immersing in a bath of the special oil. An efficiency of

98 per cent is claimed, and the author has used these units on a

number of jobs, with very satisfactory results.



CHAPTER VII

SAFETY

Whilst ii chapt(‘r on '‘Safety*’ may ap})ear to be rather outside

th(' s(;f>pe of a treatise on maiutenanee, it will be readily understood

that in most factories the maintenance department includes among
its duties the manufacture, installation, and upkeep of guards and
safety devices : tlu' care*, of cranes, hoists, and other lifting tackle

;

the installation and maintenance of exhausting systems for dealing

with dust and fumes in special processes
;
and a host of other things

coruK'cted with safety. This chapter is, therefore, included in the

hope that it will be of some little help to Works Engineers and others.

Just over a. ccaitury ago the first Government inspectors of fac-

tories were ay)j)oint(^d under the Factory Act of 1833. These early

})ione(^rs in the safety moveunent had undoubtedly a most thankless

task to yx^form, when the ignorance and prejudices of that period

are considered. They had to make their own rules and regulations

for the proper administration of the Act, and each insyiector made
orders for his own distri(^t, dealing wii h the keeynng of registers and
time l)ooks, tlie granting of certificates of age for young persons and
children by th(i surg(}ons, and the granting of certificates for school

jittemdaiuxL (Jomy)u]sory (xliujation and registration of births were,

of course, unknown befon^ the A(^t of 1833
;
in fact, it may be men-

tioru'd here that comijulsory education was not brought into force

until 1870, when elementary schools were established.

The Factory Act of 1844 was the first big step towards dealing

with the question of sah^ty in factories. It applied to most of the

textile factories, with the exception of those making lace. Under
this Act, certifying surgeons were appointed by factory inspectors;

notification of accidents became comymlsory ; women, children, and
young persons were prohibited from cleaning shafting and trans-

mission machinery while this was “in motion for the purpose of

y)ropelling the manufacturing machinery ”
;
the fencing of flywheels,

hoists, transmission machinery, etc., became compulsory; and
yiower was given to the factory inspector to notify the occupier of

a factory concerning the fencing of dangerous machinery. More-
over, the Secretary of State had yiower to institute proceedings
against the occujner, should any person receive bodily injury as a
result of machinery being unfenced.

There was a considerable amount of opposition to these measures
by the occupiers of factories, but after the passing of the Act of
1856 a penalty could be imposed if fencing was not carried out,

whethe'r an injury occurred or not.

244
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Further Acts were passed in the voars 1861, 1864, 1867, 1870,
and 1871, the effects of which were ;o include practically all fac-

tories employing fifty or more peoph' : and the duty of enforcing the
Workshop Acts was transferred from local authorities to inspectors

of factories.

A Royal Commission sat in 1875-6 and a Consolidation Act was
passed in 1878. This controlled nearly all the manufacturing indus-

tries, and divided them into textile factories, non-textile factories,

and workshops. The extended use of the steam engine, and the
increasing use of machinery grneraily, made it necessary to widen
the scope of the factory inspectors’ duties, and the occupiers seemed
to be more ready to carry out their obligations than formerly. This
was more noticeable on the passing of the Employers’ Liability Act
of 1880.

From that tinu^ until the present day the idea of safety in industry

has been- growing steadily, partly owing to the growing enlighten-

ment of the people connected with industry, and partly owing to

the greatly increased necessity for safety measures on account of

the modern developments both in machinery and processes, and
the amount of unskilled and semi-skilled labour engaged therein.

Safety Organization. The first essential to safety in any industrial

concern is that the raanagemtmt should take a k(;en and intelligent

interest in it. Encouragement from those in charge penetrates

through all de])artm^ nts, and ultimately the idea is implanted in

the minds of the workj)eoy)le. where it is most effective.

The second (\ssential is the appointment of a safety engineer, who
will employ all or part of his time on saft^ty work, according to the

size and nature of the establishment. He should be in close touch,

on the one hand, with the ambulance superintendent, from whom
he will get information concerning the nature of the accidents

;
and,

on the other, with the maintemance department, which wall carry

out most of his recommendations.

Safety Engineer's Duties. The safety engineer should make a

regular inspection of the factory or workshop, including all plant,

machinery or gear, with a view to guarding any danger spots, and
ensuring that all safety appliances are in an efficient state and are

properly used.

He should have prompt notification from the Plant Office of the

installation, of transfer or removal of such plant, machinery, or

gear, and any alteration or extension to buildings, so that he may
give special attention to these changes.

He should be responsible for fostering among the staff and workers

a due appreciation of the necessity for avoiding dangerous

practices, and of making use of guards and safety appliances
;
and

employing machine-stopping devices in case of emergency. He
should see that the regulations under the Factory Acts are observed,

and keep himself posted in all the changes and new regulations that
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may apply to his particular industry. He should have appropriate

notices posted, warning workers against dangers and dangerous

practices, and encouraging them to have all injuries attendecl to at

once, however slight they may be. He should investigate every

accident of any consequence, and certainly every accident which is

notifiable to the factory inspector, as soon as possible after the

occurrence?, and should take all proper steps to prevent the repeti-

tion of avoidable accidents.

He should keep records of the work done on these lines, and also

any records required under the Factory Acts.

Where the size of the firm does not warrant the whole of a man’s
time being devoted to safety activities, it is a good plan to combine
his safety work with that of machine tool inspection. Both these

spheres have much in common.
Reporting Accidents and Keeping Records. The safety engineer

works in close co-operation with the ambulance attendant
;
in fact,

it is advisable that the latter should come under his control if a

doctor is not in attendance. In large works it is usual to have a

surgery and nurse, or even a doctor, whilst in the smaller factories

it is usual to provide a dressing station ; this is generally near the

time lodge, so that the timekeeper can call the ambulance man,
who is usually a St. John Ambulance or Red Cross man. The in-

discriminate use of first-aid boxes in and around the different

departments in a factory is not advisable?, as proper care and atten-

tion may not be given to an injury which at first may be a minor
cut, ])ut which may develop into something serious, due to inefficient

cleansing.

Every accident which involves loss of time through a worker
being sent out, should be reported to the safety engineer without
delay, in order that he can make immediate investigation on the

spot, question anyone who may have witnessed the accident, and,

in cases of doubt, endeavour to reconstruct what has occurred by
the aid of whatever evidence may be available. This investigation

should be made in company with the foreman of the department
in which the accident has taken place. In the case of a really serious

accident, the safety engineer should be able to call on the super-

intendent of the department, the Works Engineer, and even the

Works Manager, to assist in this investigation and make recom-
mendations to prevent a recurrence.

A good method in the case of minor accidents is to keep a duplicate

book in the surgery, for recording information, as shown in Fig. 148.

A more complete form of record card has spaces in which are in-

serted (a) how long the injured person had been familiar with the

work he was doing, and (h) how much time was lost as a result of

the injury.

The procedure should be as follows. The ambulance attendant
enters details in the first part of the accident record and hands the
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duplicate to the work(M' before he or .^ he leaves the surgery to return
to work. On returning to the department, the* worker hands this

dupliea.t(' to the for(^Tuan, who enters briehy the cause of the iivoi-

d(uit, and then scuids tlu' duplicat(‘ to the safety t‘ngine('r to r(H*,ord

ins recoininendations, if any. The nH^ord is tluui til(‘d by the safedy

engin<M*r.

It will b(‘ n'alized that in quite a number of eas(\s it- is pimply a

matUu- of chance that minor accidents arc^ not serious and even
fatal. To illustrates this point : a worker has the point; of a finger

slightly hurt as the re^sult of a power press guard liaving Ixhui left

off or badly set. ft may be just a lucky chance* that twe> or threat

fingers were not leist. Again, a loael of timber has not lieen care*fully

Accident Record.
Chtek NS

SurnojnM Chj'utukA.

Nature Aacidtnt _o^
1

1

CoMje ^ Aentijdtnt.

Rttu^n\.N>ju\joULtions

148 . Typical Page of Accident Record
Duplicate Book

sta.e;ked, and a worke*!* obtains some slight injury through the*

collapse of the^ })ile. This might have resulted in a most s(‘rious

accidemt but for sejmev e!hane;e eurcumstance.

S])eeaal precautions are*< necessary to })roteHd men working in

tanks or boilers. The safest plan is to elisconnect and fit blank

flanges to all pipes through which elang(‘rous gases eir liquiels might
enter. As an altf*rnative, a bypass may be arrange‘el anel two stop

valves flxe‘d (and Icxikeel shut) in the tank or beiiler line. Evt*n se),

it is important to make sure that the bypass is clear before using

it, and it should be blown through, as an additional test.

An important point in the foregoing method of report ing accidents

is that it ensures that the foreman is fully cognizant of the nature
and cause of all accidents in his department. This goes far towai-ds

checking carelessness and unsafe methods of working, and some-
times causes the suitability or otherwise of certain workers for the

work they are engaged in to be reviewed. The fact that the workers
have to report to their foreman inculcates a sensi? of responsibility

in safety matters which is somewhat difficult to achieve in any
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other way. Moreover, the safety engineer receives an early report

which enables him to decide what investigation is necessary, and
he has a personal record of each worker which will be of value to

him as a nutans of identifying workpeople who are prone to acci-

dents, and of finding out weak spots in working methods which lead

to them. The ambulance superintendent has also a personal record of

the nature ofthe accidents treated in the surgery. The accident record

form shown in Fig. 148 is, of course, shown in quite a simple form
and could be modified to suit the requirements of particular firms.

A record of the “frequency rate’’ and “severity rate” of acci-

dents should be kept by the safety engineer. The frequency rate is

represented by the number of accidents (of all kinds) per 100 000
man-hours worked, and the severity rate by the number of hours

lost ]M>r 100 000 man-hours worked, during any period. Every three

months seems a fairly convenient time to tabulate these figures,

and in doing so it is advisable to divider the workpeople into groups
according to the nature of the work performed. The nature of the

groups would vary somewhat according to th(^ work carried on by
(lifTerent firms.

A further record should be kept by the safety engineer, namely,
a brief report of his regular insj)ection of the factory or works, and
his recommendations with reference to safety of ]:)lant, buildings,

processes, etc., and indeed everything that comes under his juris-

diction. A convenient method of keeping this “safety log” is in

loose-leaf book form. Each department can then be kept separate

and new leaves added as required. An example of a page from
a safety log is shown in Fig. 149. A column is provided for the

signature of the safety engineer on completion of the work carried

out in accordance with his recommendations.
Points to be aimed at for safety in factories are

—

(a) Machines should be so arranged that transport between them
is a minimum, and work flows steadily from one stage to the next.

(h) Gangways should be wide and direct, and the rule should be
strictly enforced that they must always be kept free from obstruc-

tions. White lines, to denote gangways through the shops, are an
advantage.

(c) Machines should be provided with ample space all round.
Overcrowding is dangerous.

(d) Arrangements should be made for the quick cutting off of

the power supply in emergency, whether steam, electric, hydraulic,

or compressed air.

(e) The lighting (both natural and artificial) should be the best

possible. This also applies to stairs, passages, store rooms, etc.,

which are often overlooked in this respect.

(/) Adequate ventilation should be provided, also proper heating
and air conditioning.

(g) Care should be taken to provide non-skid flooring.
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Guarding of Plant and Machinery. While the accidents caused by
moving machinery form only about one-third of the total number
of accidents in industry, the necessity for efficiently guarding the
moving parts Ix^comes more and more important, owing to the
increasing use of machinery, the speeding up of the machines, and
the introduction of unskilled and semi-skillcxl operators.

It may be mentioned her(^ that the machine speeds recommended
by the makers should always be used wlu're possible, and for

machines such as power presses it is advisable to affix a brass plate

clearly marked with the nuinber of strokes ])er minute and the

tonnages of the press. S])eeds should not be increased on any

machine without rc^hnemee to the Plant Offices where all informa-

tion as to safe speeds, (‘tc., is recordejd on the f)Iant (^ards.

Machine tool makers and manufacturers of plant are realizing the

need for guards to a much greater extent than formerly, but there

is still much to be done by the designer in connection with the

guarding of plant. Too often the customer who buys a new machine
has to make guards for belt pulleys, shafts, and even gearing before

he can start producing. This means delay, which in some instances

may completely upset production plans and, in any event, is very

irksome. The result is usually “a thing of parts,’ ^ whereas, if })roper

provision had been made in the original design, the problem could

have been solved much more efficiently and cheaply.

In a modern machine shop, power presses call for considerabk*

attention from the safety standpoint, and for second-operation work
the type of guard designed by the late Mr. J. P. Udal, M.T.Mech.E.,
of Birmingham (Pig. 150), is very efficient.

As an additional safety measure on small and medium-size presses,

9—(T.43)
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it is usually comparatively simple to disconnect the foot lever for

operating the clutch mechanism, and to fit hand levers constructed
in such a manner that the operator has to use both liands to operate
the clutch (Fig. 151). If this cannot be done, it is a good plan to

fit a cover over the pedal, after the style of a hood, to prevent the
pedal being accidentally depressed. The clearance betwe'en the

Fig. 152 . Guard for Small Blanking Strip Press

cover and the pedal itself should be sufficient to accommodate the
operator’s foot easily. Messrs. Adams Pressure Tool Co., Ltd.,
make a safety drop pedal, the hinged portion of which drops auto-
matically into a safe position when the operator’s foot is removed,
and acts as a prop, preventing the lever from being depressed.
For dealing with blanking strip on small presses, a very efficient

guard can be made from sheet metal (Fig. 152). This should be
made of ample height to prevent any tendency on the part of the
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operator to put his or her hands ii ^ide. A sliding piece is fitted on
each side of the guard, about 2-3 m. adjustment being allowed to

suit varying heights of tools. This guard has a slot large enough to

admit the widest strij) used. The sliding piece is shaped so that the
operator can work close up to the tool in perfect safety.

On larger presses a similar type of guard of more substantial

Fig. 153. Built-up Press Guard made from Rouni>
Steel Bars

{(i.E.r.)

make can be readily made of a mild steel frame and | in. or in.

round mild steel bars, riveted or spot-welded to the frame (Fig. 158).

If the fitting is made in three pieces (two sides and a front), the

sides make excellent guards for use with the “UdaF’ type of guard

already referred to
;
provision, of course, must be made for fixing

to the frame of the press.

Where blanking is done on a short-stroke press, it is usually bes.t

to have the guard incorporated with the tool.
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Wherever possi})le, fet'ding devices should be adopted in conjunc-

tion with suitable guai'fls. Various methods may be used for sheet

metal y)resses, sueli as dial or turn-table fcM'd, chute feed, slide feed,

or roll feed. In th(‘se tla^ baud is not ])ut under the tool. Auto-

matic fe(H.ling devie(\s arc', hovvc'ver, much to b(' ])referred

;

thescj irujlude automatic rolls ibr feeding nu'tal strips, automatic

Fio. 154. OcAun for Milunc Machink Cuttioks

slides, ‘dingers” and “feeding arms,” and magnetic or pneumatic
attachments.

Milling machine's an' aTiothc'r source of danger if the cutter is not
sufficiently pi'otcHd;ed. The large variety of work dont',, and the wide
difference in the nature of the fixtures used, makes it impossible
to design a general -jairpose cutter guard to satisfy all conditions.

Thc're are, howc'vcn*, a few cutter guards now on the market, which
suit a fairly wide range of work on horizontal milling machines.
They are usually desigiu'd so that adjustment can be made to the
length of the guard and to its position wath respect to the cutter.

Fig. 154 shows a sim])le form t>f general-purpose guard.

A point of dangc'r which is frequciiitly overlooked is that arising

from the revolving end of the arbor. This can be guarded against
by fitting a stationary tube over it, so that the end of the arbor
revolves within the tube.
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In a great many eases the natuj <' of tin* work is siicli that a special

guard is required. Too often, wijtuo tht' quantity of pieces to be
milled is small, it is hdt to the s(‘tter to '‘rig up sonu^thing.” That
“sonudhing” usually consists of a piece of ])ent tin ti<'d up in a
hurry, and it is lost by the time the next batch of pieces comes
round, ])erhaps a f(‘w months later. Miuih can be {vehieveil if the
tool designer giv(‘s some considtuation to the (piestion of guards
when designing the fixtures, hurthermoiv, when a s])(‘cial guard is

made, it should be lo(;ated in the tool ston' with the tools, and
should be issiKnl with the tools for the job. This I'nsurcs that it will

not be lost or alten^d to suit sonu' otii(3r s[)ecia<l job, as is liable to

happen if it is kept in the depart ment.

When extensions are required to the spindles of drilling machines,
they an^ usually kt'ye^d togetlnu*, and also k(‘y(*d to tlu* nuujhinc

spindle. If the key or j)in projects from th(‘ s[)indle at all it can be

(exceedingly dangerous. If ])o.ssil)le, the whol(‘ spindle should be

fenc(^d in; if this is iHjt fmwd-icable, tluMi at k^ast tlu^ k(‘ys or pins

sh(.)ifld be titt(‘d so that they can Ix^ driv(‘n honu^ flush with tlu^

outer surfaces of the s})indle and its (‘xttuisions.

Figs. 155 and loti show a type of guard which is us('ful in con-

nection with a ser(‘W-slotting iixtur('. As the illusti'ations show, the

guard is mad(‘ in two piec(^s, one fix(‘d and tlu* ofJan* hinged. The
hinged })ortion is held in the cIoscmI position by a proj(‘c,ting piece of

fiat spring stexd, t».d th(‘reby prot(‘cts th<‘ operator wdiile screw is

being insertcxl in, or ( xtracted from, the eolkd. On bringing tlui

collet containing the sen'w to be slottcxl down towards th(^ slitting

saw, the hing(xl portion of the guard drops and (exposes tht*. saw.

On returning th(^ (xdlet to the initial position, in onhu- to extract

the S(u-(;w' after slotting, the flat stcx'l ])r()j(.*ction laises the hinged

portioii of the guaid and totally enclosc^s t he saw'^ again.

A similar principle is adopted on a vertical milling machines (b"igs.

157 and 158), in which the hiiig(*d j)ort'i<m of th(‘ guard is ndahn'd

in th(* closed position by nutans of a fiat spring (att ached behind tlie

hinge, out of siglit in the photographs), and is pushed opcui wlnui

work is brought towards the cutter.

An interesting (jase of uiisuspoct(xl danger and tlie nudhod of

dealing with it is shown in Fig. 159. Vhnv (a) shows a horizontal

milling machine immediately after an accidemt in which the operator

lost two fingers. Th<' ma-chiiK'! is sch up foi- caitting pieces acjcuratejy

to length from bar stock. An apparently satisfactory cutter guard

is mounted on the overhanging arm. The operator, in wiping swarf

from the machine with a large ])i('cc* of rag, got th(^ rag entangled

on the cutt(T, wdth the rc'sidt staUxl. In {b) the? nuKdiine is shown
with the guard removed from cutter.

The method adoptcxl to obviate tliis danger is shown in (c) and (d).

The guard consists of a shoc^t-motal box entirely (uiclosiag the

cutter and the work in the machine. It is fixe^d to the milling table



Fio. 156. (tuard for ScBKW-siiOTTiiTG Machtke
Thi^ hiiiKi'd ix>rt ion is droppod, exix^siiig tho saw whilst in operation.

iG.E.C.)



Fio. 157. GifARD FOR Vertical Milling Machine
W ork cloar of <Mitior; giianl in riosod position.

(a.KC.)

m
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Fig. 159 . Mkthoij of Imphoving the Guard
TTsod on cnttinp-
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OF A Horizontal Mixlino Machine
off oi)eration. (G.E.C.)
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and has slots in each side, to allow for travel to and fro pavst the

cutter arbor. These slots are covered by means of sliding curtains

hinged to light rods fixed to the sides of the guards. A door on the

end of the guard can easily be removed for clearing away swarf.

The sliding curtains are, of course, made of sufficient length to

ensure that the slots in the sides of the guards are fully enclosed

during the whole length of traverse.

Woodworking machinery is responsible for many serious accidents.

Owing to the dangerous nature of the work and the difficulty in

providing really effective safety appliances, it is incumbent on
everyone engaged on this class of work to exercise every care, and
to use all the safety devices at their disposal. Where a large variety

of work is carried on, the dangers on machines such as the saw
bench and moulding spindle (to mention only two of the worst)

are ever present.

It is very important to provide satisfactory heating arrangements
in the wood mill, where the continual handling of different pieces

of timber very soon causes numbness of the fingers in cold weather.

A good floor is also highly desirable, in order that woodworking
machinists may have a firm foothold.

There is no general consensus of opinion on the most suitable type
of flooring for industrial workshops. The Home Office Industrial

Museum, Westminster, contains specimens of three chief types

—

(a) Wooden blocks covered with woven coarse cotton fabric.

(h) Glue-covered floor, on which either carborundum dust

or sharp sand is sprinkled.

(c) Artificial carborundum tiles bonded by a clay mixture,

kilnhardened.

Another specimen shows a floor of cast iron slabs having a specially

roughened surface.

Magnesite flooring with a top dressing of carborundum has been
found very satisfactory. “Stelcon” slabs are sometimes chosen,

especially for heat-treatment shops, where heavy pots are being
unloaded. This floor must, however, be kept dry to prevent splinter-

ing due to heat.

The foundry is another department where the nature of the work
makes serious accidents possible. Here, as in the woodworking
shop, attention should be paid to keeping the floor in good condi-

tion and free from obstruction as far as possible. Good lighting

is another factor making for safety. Suitable protective clothing,

including “Blucher” boots and asbestos spats, should be provided,

and, where possible, goggles made of unsplinterable glass should

be worn.
Cranes, hoists, and all lifting tackle are responsible for many

serious mishaps, and a regular periodic inspection of these appli-

ances should .be made by some responsible person, who should also
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see that all chain slings are regularly liunealed. A small brass disc,

on which is stamped the maximum load, should Im' attached to all

chain slings.

It is often most difficult when giving orders to the crane driver

in a noisy, badly lighted shop, to make sure that these instructions

are properly understood. It is a good plan to have an experienced
slinger to carry out all attachments of the crane hook, and to give

all commands to the driver
; where this can be arranged, it is safer

than expecting the latter to be at the call of all and sundry in the
shop. A standard signal chart

should be fixed in the shop in a

prominent position.

A regular inspection should be
made of all exhausting systems,

such as are used on dry-grinding

machines, sandblasting or wood-
working machinery, cellulose

-

spraying plant, etc. A simple test

of the efficiency of the system can
be made by the use of the water
gauge described in Chapter VI.

Ladders, if not properly main-
tained, are a source of danger;
and employees should be encour-

aged to report any loose rungs,

warping, or other defects. Ladders
should be fitted with some form of non-slip fi^et. Swivelling rubber

shoes can be obtained for ladders used indoors, and spiked shoes

are suitable for outside work.
The fencing of transmission machinery can be carricni out accord-

ing to the needs of the various w'orks, but as a general j)rinci])le all

overhead repairs, wiring, oiling, etc., which necessitate working
near lineshafts and pulleys, should be carried out while the machinery
is stopped . At least one useful belt-mounting pole is on the market
fitted with spring-controlled swivelling end

;
and in cases where belt s

are too heavy to be mounted by means of a pole, the shafting should

be slowed down to not more than 6 r.p.m.

Grinding machines are occasionally responsible for serious

accidents owing to lack of care in examining the wheels for faults

before mounting, or, alternatively, to bad mounting of the wheels

themselves. Fig. 160 shows a specimen of the information which
should be engraved or stamped on a brass disc and fixed to the

machine.
Abrasive wheels should be frequently dressed so that the surfaces

are kept true. This will do much to reduce accidents resulting from
the operators’ fingers becoming trapped between the wheel and the

rest. Protective flanges are often fitted. The wheel section tapers
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towards the periphery, and the closely -fitting flanges prevent any
portions of a broken wheel from flying out. The taper is | in. to
the foot. Newly-mounted whcnds should be given a five-minutes’
run with no person in dangerous proximity.

In connection with the design of guards, anifile strength should
be aimed at. Too often one sees guards much too flimsy for the
requircmimts. Even sheet metal shields are often made of material

about 181.W.G. in thickness, when in. or even ^ in. would be
more suitable. Loose' pieces should b(^ avoidc'd, as they are usually

lost. As far as possible, the guard should b(^ made so that it will

not be necessary to nunove it, or any part of it, during normal
working. Many accidtuits have bei'n caused through the removal
of some part of a guard or saf(*ty dcviite for one jiurpose or another
and forgetting to rej)la(;e it.

Where it is firacticahh', the “interloihing” tyj)e of guard is

very eft’ective. The exam])ie givc'u in F’ig. 162 is designed to

protect the worker from dangcu- from the feeding mechanism on
Brown & Sharpe automatic scix^w nuKtliines. V^iew (a) shows the

hinged metal cover over the feeding mechanism. In (6) the cover

is seen partially opim. At this point the cover has come in contact

with the starting l(*ver. B(‘fore tlu^ cover has fully opened to expose
the feeding mechanism, tlui starting leviT has been pushed over to

the Off position, and tlu' spindle has beei» stopped. This position is

shown in (c). As will sei'U from th(^ last view, th(^ starting lever

cannot be moved again until tin* cover has ])e('n put back in the

Safe position.

Water-level Indicators. The inqiortance of fitting l)oiler gauge
cocks with automatic ball valves cannot Ix^ ovor-emphasize(l. In

the event of the gauge glass bursting, th(‘se valves come instantly

into action, automatically shutting off both steam and water.

Electrical Plant. The Home Office Electricity Regtdations shouhl

be every firm’s guide to safety in electrical matttu’s. In the case of

firms which do not employ their own electricians, care should be

taken to see that these regulations are complied with by outside

contractors.

Industrial Diseases. Many treatises have been published on this

aspect of industrial safety, but it is only possible here to mention
a very few of the dangers met with in the engineering and allied

trades.

With the introduction of so many new industrial processes in

recent years, a careful watch should be kept at all times so that any
harmful effects on the workpeople may be observed and means
devised to overcome or at least to minimize such effects.

One of the difficulties in dealing with industrial diseases is the

length of time which often elapses before the cause of the trouble

is definitely traced to the process in which the worker is engaged.

In most cases of accident it is a comparatively simple matter to
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arrive at the cause immediately after the occurrence, but a worker
may be engaged for years on some process before any ill-effect is

apparent, and even then the trouble may not be attributed to an
industrial process at all.

Silicosis is one of the industrial maladies which must have been
all too prevalent in certain trades for years, but its full significance

is not generally rc^alized except by the medical profession and Home
Office officials. So far as the engineering trades are concerned, this

disease appears mostly among employees engaged in the grinding

of metals and sandblasting, more particularly the latter trade.

Some idea of the importance of taking every precaution may be

obtained from a study of particulars contained in the Annual
Report of H.M. Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops for

the Year 1932 (page 105). It will l)e seen from these figures that

the average life of those who died of silicosis is 10*3 years at sand-

blasting; and of those who have died of silicosis with tuberculosis,

8*3 years. This simply means that if a young man of 20 starts work
on sandblasting, the chances are that it will kill him by the time
he is 30.

The remedy is to eliminate sandblasting altogether. It has been
proved that most jobs that are sandblasted can be just as cheaply
and effectively shotblasted, by which process the danger of the

worker contracting silicosis is greatly reduced.

Whore shotblasting is impracticable, the following precautions

should be taken to minimize the danger of contracting silicosis

—

(1) The cabinet should be periodically ins})ectetl and kept in a
good state of re})air.

(2) The exhaust should be capable of changing the air inside

the c;abinet fivt? to ten times per minute.

(3) The exhaust should be kept continuously running whether
sandblasting is* actually taking place or not.

(4) Where the operator is working outside the cabinet, the

blasting pressure should not be higher than that necessary for the

work in hand, and should be turned off altogether for at least half

a minute before opening any door in cabinet.

(5) Helmets should be of a good pattern and supplied by a reliable

maker, and should be periodically inspected.

(6) The air supply in helmets should be pure and under constant
pressure.

(7) No operator should be allowed to enter a sandblast chamber
without a helmet, nor to remove the helmet until well clear of the
chamber.

(8) Helmets should bo thoroughly cleaned every day.

(9) A separate helmet should be provided for each operator.

Ashestosis is a disease similar to silicosis except that the latter is

caused by breathing fine silica dust into the lungs and the former
by breathing fine asbestos fibre. The results are much alike. The
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remedy is the complete covering the machines, efficient dust
exhaust systems, and liberal exhausl ventilation in the workshop.

Dermatitis afh^cts some workt^rs in engineering and other trades.
This is a skin trouble which usually appears among workers using
cutting lubricant on automatic machines, and those engaged in any
process where naphtha, turpentine, paraffin, or some similar sub-
stance is used. These substances have an irritant effect on some
skins and allow bacteria to enter the skin, and boils or sores then
appear.

Personal cleanliness among the workpeople is probably the most
effective safeguard, but workers who are prone to dermatitis should
be given other work where they will be free from the irritant.

The use of a centrifugal oil purifier for cutting lubricant will help
to minimize the danger of dermatitis among machinists. In the
purifying ])roce8s the oil is heated to 180° F., and all the very fine

swarf, which is liable to start irritation, is removed.
There are various preparations on the market for treating the

hands and arms before starting work. These help to protect the

skin during work, and are easily washed off. The following lotions

are recommended by the Home Office for use after work

—

(1) Chlorinated lime (powdered) 175 grains.

Bicarbonate of soda . . 350 ,,

Boric acid . . . 35 ,,

Water . , . .30 ounces.

(2) Dakin’s Solution, which consists of “Liquor Sodae Chlorinatae

cum acido borico (B.P.C.),” obtainable from any chemist.

Whichever of these lotions is used, it should be mixed with ten

times the quantity of water, and the hands and arms washed with

it
;
this should be followed by thorough rinsing with soap and water.

The risk of the occurrence of dermatitis can be much reduced by
providing workers with armlets extending from wrist to elbow, and
strong rubber gloves.

While the advice of a doctor is desirable when dermatitis is pre-

sent, treatment with calamine lotion is recommended in suspected

cases.

Chrome rash, which is contracted by workers employed on
chromium plating, is really a form of dermatitis, and information

for guarding against this is contained in the Chromium PUitiug

Regulations (dated 1st June, 1931).

The skin ulceration caused by the fumes and spray arising from
chromium-plating tanks can be largely reduced by efficient exhaust

ventilation around the tank, which should be provided with a hood
at one end

; by providing workers with rubber gloves, armlets, etc.

;

by installing adequate washing accommodation ;
and by the periodic

.inspection of the workers’ hands and forearms, as well as their gloves

and armlets.
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Cellulose spraying is so much in evidence to-day that it is well

to give a word of warning concerning these solutions containing

more than 15 per cent by weight of benzol. As there are a number
of less harmful solvents in general use, benzol should be rejected on

principle on account of the danger of benzol poisoning. Strict

regulations are issued by the Honui Office regarding cellulose spray-

ing, especially in connection with the design and position of the

spraying shed, the ecpiipment of the operator, and the continual

changing of the air in the shed itself.

Trichlorethylene is in fairly general use now as a degreasing agent

and, where this solvent is used, care should be taken to see that the

makers’ instnictions on the use of the plant are carried out, in order

that workers may not suffer from the narcotic effect of the vapour.

The latest type of plant, with the cooling coil housed in the de-

greasing chamber and a “cold liiu^” or water-jacketed strip running

round the chamber itself, is an improvenuuit on the older type with

the cooling coil in the lid of the plant.

Danger of explosions in various procc^sses, such as oxy-acetylene

welding, should be guarded against as far as possible by ensuring

that those concerned are fully conversant with the proper use of

the material and plant with which they work.

In conclusion, anyone responsible for safety in workshops or

ffictories cannot do better than to make full use of the wealth of

information contained in the various Home Office publications, a

full list of which is available in Foryn 101. List of Official Forms,

etc,, obtainable from H.M. Stationery Office.

It is advisable, when in any doubt on matters which may affect

the safety, health, or welfare of employees, to get into touch with

H.M. Inspector of Factories for the district in which the works are

situated
;
any available information on the matter is freely given.

Industry in Britain pays for what is undoubtedly the finest civil

service in the world. Industry will be well repaid by making full

use of this service. In this connection it would be an advantage if

the administrative staffs of all workshops and factories could pay a

visit to the Home Office Industrial Museum and Exhibits, 97 Horse-

ferry Road, Westminster, London, S.W.l, where they would see

what can be done, and indeed what progressive firms are doing, in

the direction of industrial safety and welfare. For those who can-

not visit this really practical institution, much useful information

is contained in a descriptive account and catalogue, which can be

obtained for 3s. fid. from H.M. Stationery Office.



CHAPTER Vlir

FIRE BRIGADE AND FIRE EQUIPMENT

Fire Brigade. In a large works a works fire })riga(le is essential,

since it is the first few minutes that count in an outbreak of fire.

If some of the employees have had training in fire-fighting, thousands
of pounds may be saved by dealing promptly with the outbreak.

Added to this is the saving eftected by the reduced insurance pre-

miums payable when there is a works fire brigade. Moreover, the

dislocation of business caused by a fire, with resultant unemploy-
ment, can be avoided.

When a works brigade is being formcid, the chief officer of the

local city or town brigade will always give his advice and help.

In most districts to-day there is an Association of Works Brigades,

and the author has always found that every assistance is given to a

new brigade. When the brigade has been formed, affiliation to the

National Fire Brigade Association (N.F.B.A.) is rec^ommended (the

annual subscription being £1 IDs.), as apart from the benefits that

accrue, it puts the brigade on a propen* footing.

The brigade should consist of a first and second officer and fire-

men, the total strength depending on the size of the works. There
should be one drill night j)er wc(^k, for whicjh tlu^ officers and men
should be paid (say, half-yearly). Uniforms should be supplied.

The station duty book, supplied by the N.F.B.A., makes an ideal

drill attendance book, and should be initialled by the commanding
officer each drill night. The brigade should be encouraged to com-
pete in the local fire brigade tournaments, as this makes the men
keen. After a time the various brigades become just as keen as the

works cricket or football team, and the extra hours which they will

devote to training will more than recompense any time or expendi-

ture that may accrue. With a new brigade it is a good plan to offer

an Efficiency Cup to be competed for annually, by teams of, say,

two or three men in the brigade. First aid should also be made part

of their training.

In a large works it is usual to keep at least one full-time fireman,

who patrols the.premises during working hours, keej)s the appliances

clean, and sees that clear access is kept to all hydrants and emer-

gency doors.

Suitable instruction sheets (Fire Notices) should be posted in the

works, a representative sample of which is shown in Fig. 162.

Fire Alarms. The best method, of course, is to install a proper

fire alarm system using ordinary “dolly’' switches or ‘‘])nir’ type

switches; standard “break glass” “spring” switches should not be

used in war-time, as due to blast the glass may break and give

false alarm. The system should light an indicator lamp showing

267
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To Aix Forkmen
FIRE NOTICE

Fire alarm pushes on a signal red background are siiuaietl at the following

points

—

Time Lodge
Main (Corridor

Main Shop Corridor
Gate House

Timber Works
Varnish Room
Main Assembly
Heat Treatment
Central Stores

Rubber Factory
No. 3 Factory
No. 3 Factory Yard
Imj)rognating Works

There are (.s/a<e No.) outside alarms .... [give locations here)

In the Event of an OriTimBAK of Fire during normal working hours-

1. Break glass of nearest fire alarm box and stand by until brigade arrive

to give actual position.
^

2. Shop foremeji should at onoo see that their workpeople are clear of

the affected area. Do not lot them wait to collect tools or clothing

if there is the slightest danger.
3. Switch olf all electricity and gas under your charge.

4. Foremen in tlie alfecte<l area should act as })olice and keep all

gangways clear.

5. Do not use water unless necessary : try the chemical extinguishers and
sand. Water causes a lot of damage.

6. Only use “ Pyrene ’* extinguishers or sand on ehN^trical fires. See that
these extinguishers are refilled after lists.

ALL MAIN CORRIDORS, GANGWAYS, FIRE ALARMS, AND
HYDRANTS MUST BE KEPT CLEAR

To Watchmen

In the Event of an Outbreak of Fire, Watchmen must

—

1 . Break glass of nearest alarm to the outbreak.
2. See that all gates and doors in the affected area are unlocked

immediately.
3. Give the alarm by push button on No. 2 VV^orks Steam “Bull.”
4. Ring up Works Engineer and Chief Officer.

6. Open Works Road Oates,

Emergency Keys for these doors are hung in Time Lodge.

Boilerman to blow three blasts on No. 1 Works “ Bull ” after work-
ing hours (two short blasts and one long).

WORKS FIRE BRIGADE

Rank Name Section

Chief Officer

2nd Officer

Fireman

Fireman

Foremen are at All Times Welcome to Attend Fire Drills

Fig. 162 . Fire Notice
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the actual shop where the outbreak has occurred, at the same time
switching on the fire “Klaxons.” 'Ine indicator board is located at
or near the fire station, which should be as central as possible. A
typical system is shown in Figs. 163a and 163b.

Automatic Fire Alarms. These are arranged to give notice
whenever a fire occurs, or where the temperature rises to a dangerous
height. There are two principal types

:
(a) thermostMs, which can

be adjusted to work at any predetermined temperature; and (b)

aensitive tube systems, containing air or fluid, which expands on
being heated, and so operates the alarm.

The indicators must be robustly constructed, so that exposure to

dust or to the atmosphere does not render them inactive. Where
the expense of installing such systems is not permissible, foremen
and shop clerks should be instructed to ring the branch exchange,
stating “Fire Department”; the operator would then ring a code
signal (say, two short rings at periods of half a minute) on a push
button connected to the works time bells, and inform the fire station

of the position of the fire by means of the telephone.

Insurance Rebates. The fire insurance companies allow substantial

rebates if first-aid tire appliances are installed to their requirements
as follows

—

Five per cent Rebate, Portable chemical extinguishers, having
an aggregate wate’’ capacity of 2 imperial gallons for each 250
superficial yards or part thereof, but not less than 4 imperial

gallons on each floor, the water capacity of an extinguisher being

not less than 1 imperial gallon or more than 3 imperial gallons.

Special liquid hand-pump extinguishers of not less than 1 quart

capacity (such as “Pyrene,” “C.T.PL,” etc.) allowed when used in

conjunction with the soda-acid type, and forming up to 50 per

cent of an installation. One special-liquid extinguisher is con-

sidered equivalent to a 2-gallon “soda-acid” extinguisher; or

Two or more fire plugs and hydrants, as above, but without a

hydrant on each landing or each floor ;* or

Fire buckets of not less than 2 imperial gallons capacity each,

always filled with water, and numbering three buckets to each

250 square yards of floor or part thereof; but not less than 6

buckets on each floor.

Seven and a Half per cent Rebate, Two or more fire plugs or

hydrants in the yard and at least one hydrant (minimum diameter

2 in.) on each landing of the staircase, as well as one on each

floor, with adequate constant water supply.

No greater discount than 15 per cent is made for any combination

of the above appliances.

The rebates mentioned in this section are only allow^ed provided

that the insurance company's surveyors carry out periodical tests

There must be a sufficient quantity of hose and water a\'ailable at such
a minimum pressure as to command the premises.
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to ensure that the fire-figliting plant in the works is efficiently

maintaiiK'd.

The insuranct^ c()nij)anies-’ naturally are pleased to reruhn* any
assistance in tludr power in conne(;tion with the proposed installa-

tion of hre-fightijig equi])ment. Although it is not the (;hief function

of insuraiKje to aim at the ])rciV(‘ntion of firc^s, tlui companies are

obviously intt‘r(‘sted in the jwoblom of sto])ping outlm^aks of fire or,

if oncc^ started, in limiting their sco])(‘. The Fire Offices (brnmittee

is an organization fornunl by insurance companies and maintained
by thtun for th(^ protection of tlic'ir interests, and also for th(^ framing
of rules and regulations for the conduct of the business.-

One of the most useful departments of this Committee is the

Teclnu(;al Institute at Manchester, which was erected and is main-
tained solely by the tarilT fire insurance com]:)anies. The result of

this exp(uiditur(^ has been the rcidiuition of fin^ risk, which ultimately

nu^a-ns lower ])remiunis and also less(uis th(^ danger to lif(^ and limb.

Th<^ Institute is largely conc(‘rned with the (‘xamination of fire-

])roof materials, and the strict inv(*stigation and feasting of all a])pli-

anoes designed for firc‘ ])r('vention or limitation. It is at tfiis Institute

that t(\sts luive bt‘en made on all fireproof dooj s, fire extinguishers,

sprinkhu* lu‘ads, and sj)rinkler systems made by various firms, before

they ar(‘- passed for the different ilis(H)unts allowed. Any new
af)plianee must also be submitttHl for th(*se tests, which are very
s(‘arching and exhaustive. As th(u*(^ an* over sixty different makes
of lin^ extinguish(u\s alone, it will be clear that the work carried out
by this Institute is very ext(*nsive. Sprinkler heads are tested

for s(ms itweness to temperature and for the time taken to open
und(u- Varying wat(*r pressures. Th(*re is also apparatus for t(^sting

the sensitiv(*ness and effichmey of four different types of automatic
th{*rmostats. In one building, fireproof doors ai*e subjc^cted to

intt*nse h(*{it, the flame b(*ing provided by means of gas under pres-

sures In anotlu'r building, fire-resisting floors are t(‘sted at various

tem])eratures, rising, if required, up to 2 300'’ F.

EQXnPMENT
Suitable (*xtinguishers and sand buckets, of the types best suited

for individual reepurements, should be fitted in every department.
The? following is a list of extinguishers suitable for dealing with
differ(‘nt classes of outbreak

—

Petrol, Varnish, and Celluloid. Sand and foam extinguishers (say,

2-gal. type) should be used, or carbon tetrachloride extinguishers

for small outbn'aks. The “foam’' forms a blanket which spreads

over the fin*, (uitting off the air necessary for combustion. The
“C.T.E.” or “ J^yrene ” tyf)e forms a heavy vapour, having the same
effect as the foam.

Electrical Fires. Carbon tetrachloride extinguishers, which have
a blanketing effect, should be used, as the liquid is a non-conductor.
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Freely-buming Materials. The soda-acid type (2 gal.) should be

used, preferably the plunger type. The fluid discharged acts like

water, effecting extinction of the fire by what is known as the cooling

down method.
A new type of extinguisher which should become very popular is

the Randwell water gun and tower bucket. It comprises a special

tower bucket to hold 2J gal. of water and a water gun, which is very

easily operated. The gun can be instantly filled and can throw a

jet of water about 25 ft.
; a spare bucket is provided, so that one

bucket can be refilled whilst the other is being used. The advantages
over the soda-acid extinguishers are, first, that only enough water
necessary to put out the fire need be used ; whereas with the

soda-acid extinguisher, once it is started the complete charge

must be used up. Second, it can also be used continuously,

provided that buckets of water are available
;
and third, more

important still, it can be tested periodically without any tfost for

refills.

Hydrants. The usual and oldest method of extinguishing fire by
water is known, as mentioned above, as the ‘‘ cooling down ” method,
owing to the fire temperature being reduced below ignition point.

For a large outbreak it is always necessary to use water, but small

outbreaks should be put out if possible with small extinguishers, as

very often the water damage may be much greater than the actual

damage caused by a small fire. This fact emphasizes the necessity

of having trained firemen when using water.

Hydrants inside a works should have hose cradles, carrying at

least two lengths of hose and branch pipe. Outside hydrants should

have a glass-fronted hose box, containing hose, standpipe, key and
branch pipes, and, if at a position adjoining a housing estate, one
or two first-aid extinguishers may be included. An inventory of

the contents should be fixed in each box.

Water pressures below 100 lb. per in.^ are not very effective,

and, if there is a possibility of the supply pressure occasionally

dropping below 60 lb. per in.^, fire pumps are necessary to give an
adequate supply. In a works where hydrant mains are laid through-

out the shops a pump, which may be either steam- or electric

-

driven, should be installed in the mains either as a booster or, better

still, to draw water from a reservoir put in for that purpose, thus

ensuring an extra supply apart from the capacity of the supply
authority. Where a well and water tower are provided for storage,

they can be used either in conjunction with the reservoir from the

supply authority or as a separate supply. The pumps start auto-

matically if the pressure drops in the fire main, due to a hydrant
being opened or a sprinkler head going off. Fig. 164 shows a system
for a large works, which includes two supplies—^well water and
corporation water—^together with a supply for a sprinkler system.

The electric pump, which is driven by a 75 h.p. motor, has a capacity
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of 625 g.p.m., and the steam pump cafjacity is 500 g.p.m. at 100 lb.

per in.
2 gauge pressure.

The electric pump is automatically operated; the steam pump
is op(Tatod by hand, as it is near the boiler house. Immediately
the fire alarm sounds, the steam pump is started. Should the power
be oh, causing a prevssure droj), say in the sprinkler system which is

a quarter of a mile away, an alarm is given by the spring-loaded

diaphragm shown in Fig. 165, which then comes into operation.

A typical electric pump installation is shown in Fig. 166.

Sprinklers. For warehouses or workshops where woodworking,
cellulose spraying, or other highly inflammable work is carried out

or inflammable material stored, the sprinkler system is, of course,

the most efficient method of fire extinction, a sprinkler head being

almost instantaneous in action.^ As soon as the temperature reaches

the melting point of the fuse, the sprinkler comes into operation at

the seat of the conflagration only, the blanketing effect of the spray

helping to confine the fire to a small area
;
the water damage, there-

fore, is much less than would be the case if hose and nozzles were
used. Again, the sprinkler heads are on guard day and night, ready

to give the alarm when one or more comes into operation.

In lapng out a sprinkler system, it is essential that an adequate

water supply should always be available. Insurance companies
accept as adequate sources of supply : town's main, elevanted tank,

pressure tank, pump, injector apparatus in connection with public
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or otlier approved hydraulic mains, or a private elevated reservoir.

The two latter are billowed only after specific sanction has been

(>bt;iin(‘d from tht^ fin^ insurance company. The privates elevated

res(‘rvoir should have a capacity of 200 000 gal. if it is proposc^l

to substitute it for the town’s inabi.

A m(‘thod freqiumtly adopted is to install an edevatcMl sprinkler

K>(). Ki.k(jtktc Fiuk Pump with Aitto-ei^kctrtc Starter
(Muih^r rf* l*Uiti)

tank in conjunction with the to\^ni’s supply; two supplies are thir;

available.

SniiNKLEK Heads. At least one sprinkler head must be allowed

for each 100 ft,^ of floor area, the heads being normally fixed in the

roof or ceiling. Here again it is essential to arrange for the fire

engineers responsible for the sclnune to confer with the fire insur-

ance company. The same procedure should be observed with regard

to the sizes of mains. Sprinkler heads usually operate at 155" F.

for ordinary buildings, higher temperatures being allowed for kilns,

etc. There are various fusible alloys for use in sprinkler heads, of

which the following is a typical analysis: bismuth, 50 per cent;

lead, 25 per cent; oadmium, 13 per cent; tin, 12 per cent. This
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alloy is claimed to ensure good and e' en results. It is also obvi-

ously desirable that sprinklers should be able to distribute water
evcnlf/ over t}i(‘ a.rea wliicb they nm installtMl to protect.

J)iiY PiiMO System. In buildings whicli kiiv. not heat(‘d, and where
there is a ])ossibility of tluj pipe freezing, the syniukhT system may
be installed on an approved “dry” system, in which tlu‘ pij)es,

inst('ad of being charg(‘d with water, contain air, whieli is forced

into them under ])r(\ssure, and which thiis holds back the water
pressing on the valve in the supply j>ipe. Tt is iK'cessary to fit a

testing tap on the, “installation*’ side of the air valve so that the

alarm bell can be t(^sted ; it should come into operation upon a ]•(»-

duction being made in the dry-pipe })ressure by means of the tc^sting

tap. The ti\sting tap sliould be examined once a week.
IhiMPs. Whei*(j pumps are instaljed in a sprinkler syst(mi, they

must be automatic^ coming into operation wlum the ])ressure in the

main drops. Wluue the pumj) is above the level of the watcT sup-

ply, a. foot valve and priming arrangement must be fitted, a-nd a

metal pip(‘ of not l(‘ss tliaii 4 in. internal diameter for turbine-driven

and 2 irn diamet(*r for otht'r pum])s, must be permanently connected

b(*tw(^en the suedion y)i]K^ a.nd th(^ priming tank. The yaiming tank
should b(‘ at h^ast three tim(‘s the capacity of the suction piy)e from

[)um]) to foot valv(^ A stoy) valve must b(' fitted on the priming

])iy)e and should b(‘ of the. same size as the piy)e. Th(‘ priming arrange-

nurnt is shown in Fig. jfi4. For less than 100 syninkler heads, the

pump cayiacity should In* 5(^0 g.y).m.
;
above this number, tlu^

capacity should be 625 g.y).m.

Pkessures. Th(‘se depend on the class of installation. For a

town’s main a y)ressure of 25 lb. y)er in.^ at the higlu'st sprinkler

head should b(^ maintained for a- first-class installation, although

lower pressun's are accepted by insurance comy)anu's at a modified

discount. The el(‘vat(‘(l tank must have its base not k'ss tha,u 15 ft.

above the highest sprinkler head and a capacity of not less than

7 500 gal.
;
or a base »>f 20 ft . above the highest sprinkler h(»ad for a

tank cayiacity of 5 000 gal. The insurance comy)any or the fire

enginec'rs who y)iit forward the scheme'- should, howt^ver, be con-

sulted on this yioint. A syn'ijikler system supyfiied from a yuimy)-

driven hydrant system, with an elevated tank as secondary supyfiy,

is shown in Fig. 164.

COo Equipment. For large })ulverized fuel bins, etc., the “Lux”
COg system is very cfi’ective. In this system, carbon dioxide is used

to extinguish the fire. Unlike water, it will cover the whole surfiice

of the fire, and is, tliereforc‘, thoroughly effective.

A diagram of a Walter Kidde “Lux” installation on a 25-ton

pulverized fuel bin is showm in Fig. 167. This installation has come
into operation several times over a numlKu* of years without causing

damage and without entailing the sliutting down of the boilers.

Coal was still being fed from the bottom of the bin during the whole
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time the sprinkler was in action. portable hand-operated
types are made by the Pyrene ('o. and the Walter Kidde Co. On
test, these extinguishers have proved very eileetive.

^ Foam Generators. Where large quantities of oil and sj)irits are
kept, or where large oil-cooling tanks, oil-heated furnaees, etc., are
installed, the fire hazard is somewhat diffenmt from that of the
ordinary fire

;
and whilst special jets (such as the “ Mulsifyre ” branch

pipe) are very effective, foam is the most satisfactory extinguishing
medium. Portable foam generators for use in conjunction witli

FuBimix UHK.

existing hydrant installations can be taken to the seat of the out-

break and coupled up with the hose. The “Phomc'iie " is one of tliis

type and is made in various sizes to deal with from 300 gal. up to

12 000 gal. with one charge.

Foam-making Branch Pipe. A branch pipe of this type has
recently been put on the market by the Pyrene Co. It is larger and
slightly heavier than the ordinary type, but is well balanced. The
mixer and valve control is neatly arranged, the pipe taking the form
of a Venturi tube. The “snow powder ” container is strapped to the

fireman’s bat5k. It can be coupled to a standard hose coupling in

the usual way, and can be put straight into use. Thonj are three

sizes, producing from 250 to 1 250 gal. of foam per min. Tests show
the mixing to be good, the analysis being : air, aj)proximately 90
per cent; water, 10 per cent; foam compound, to f per cent.

It is possible, of course, to couple a number of these branch pipes

on to any fire pump, converting it into a foam-producing unit.
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Armoured Fire Doors. The use of fireproof doors for isolating one
building from another brings these doors into the category of fire

equipment. The ty})e ma-de by Messrs. Mather & Platt is of tongued
and grooved piiu^ l)oards treated under heat with a special preserva-

tive, ('usuring them against rot. This wooden core is covered with
tiTined steel of iro?i sh(u*.ts, so fast(uu^d together that th(\v exclude all

air from the (jore, but an^ frev- to (?x])and without bcnjoniing de-

tacdu'd. The special feature of these doors, compared with a steel

door, is that they do not (conduct the heat. Whilst a steel door will

Via. U)0. Stokk Foil Hujiily Inflammahle Cellulose
Varnishes, etc.

soon attain an equal heat on both sides, a t(^st on an armoured door

showed that, in a particular instance, while the temperature oti the

“fire” side rose to 1 960'^ F., the maximum temperature attained

on th(^ other side was only 90" F. Tlie author had one building (a

lacqiK'r shop) com})l{'t(dy gutttKl, yet the armoured doors kept the

fire from s])n‘ading to the main building, and were themsclv(^s only

slightly damaged on the “fin* ” side.

If possible, sliding doors should be used, as it is easier to make this

type s(^lf-closing, the balance weight being held by a fusible link. A
door of this type is shown in Fig. 108.

USEFUL FIRE PRECAUTIONS

Of the various ways in which fire may be caused, the chief are

:

direct ignition from a flame or glow, electrical sparks from short

circuits, focused sun’s rays, friction, explosion, or spontaneous com-
bustion. It is necessary to cover all these eventualities. Perhaps the

risk that needs most watching in a large works is spontaneous com-
bustion, which is generally due to oxidization or oxygen absorption

of cellulose, impregnating varnishes, linseed oil, rags, etc.—^in fact,

all scrap which has the tendency to set up oxidization at normal
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temperatures. Carbon in finely powdereii. form, such as pulverized
coal, also demands adequate precautions. In many works to-day,
cellulose or other highly inflamniable materials are fn^quently used
for various processes, and adequate storage arrangements must be
made. Fig. 169 shows a store for cellulose varnishes. The walls are

glazed to facilitate cleaning
;
a fin^sproof ceiling aiid sprinklers are

provided. Moreover, adequate vents to the outside from top and
bottom are included to ensure that heavy fumes an^ mnitted from
the ground level as well as lighter fumes from the ceiling, in the

event of spontaneous combustion.
The varnishes are stored in pump containers, such as those made

by the “Wesco” Products Co. The author had a fiat paddle
fitted at the bottom of th(^ pump lever, in order to ke(‘]) th(^ varnish

thoroughly mixed. These containers an^ v(u*v (fiieap and can now
be bought with the paddle attached.

Cellulose Spraying Booths. Wherever possible, the fans should
exhaust to the atmosphere, a fan btdng fitted to each booth.

Sprinklers should be fitted in the top and also in the trunking, when
the latter is of any considerable length. Booths should be kej)t clean

;

it is a good plan to cover the inshle with a thick grease, spread with
brown paper which will adhere to the grease. This eliminat(\s the

necessity of scraping the inside, and the paper can be replaced once

a week in a very short time. Fan blades—which should not be of

steel—and outlets should bo thoroughly scraped and cleaned each
week, a brass scraper being used, as steel may causes a spark. All

varnish rags should b(i collected in a metal container on wheels and
taken out and burned each evening. The flash point of inflammable
liquids should be checked when received, as there is the possibility

of a supplier sending in a liquid of a lower flash point, which may,
therefore, be dangerous in the process for which it is bought. If

floors are kept clean and these precautions are takcui, fire risk is

reduced to a minimum. The fan of a cellulose spraying booth should

be left running for some minutes after spraying has ceased, in order

to clear the atmosphere in the booth thoroughly.

Lightning Conductors. The zone of protection afforded by an
individual lightning rod may be considered to lie below the surface

of a cone having a base of radius equal to its height (i.e. a base

angle of 45°, the vertical height of the cone being, of course, equal

to the height of the rod). Lightning rods shoukl be as straight as

possible
;
there should be no loops or sharp angles. The bottom of

the rod should be sunk so deep that it will always be in moist earth

;

or, if this is impracticable, the bottom should be connected to a large

mass of metal sunk well below ground. Care should be taken to

keep the earthing point well away from gas mains. If several rods

are required, they should be interconnected.

Static Electricity. This may be generated by a belt passing over a
pulley, oil or petrol passing through a rubber hose, or steel shot
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from a sandblast. Good ventilation should be provided to carry

away dangerous fumes
;
and in the case of rubber hose, the nozzle

should be effectively earthed.

The effect of static electricity varies enormously, according to the

humidity of the air. Dry air is an effective insulator, and is there-

fore to be a\'oided where there is possible danger due to accumula-
tion of static electricity. If the air is humidified, nine-tenths of the

danger disappears, whilst the remainder can be minimized by good
earthing.

Pulverized Coal Storage. Bins should be protected by a CO2

installation (page 275).

Multi-Story Buildings. Where such buildings are of fireproof

construction, care must still be taken to see that wood shelving and
racks, in fact, wood in any form, is reduced to a minimum, especially

if the building is used as a warehouse or stores. A fire from one
floor will spread uj)wards via the windows, which become broken
owing to the heat, thus permitting the flames to “lick^* into the

next floor, and nullifying the effect of the fireproof construction.

A water “ screen ” in front of all windows and doors is a good scheme
if coupled with a sprinkler system installation

;
the combined instal-

lation is known as the drenchtr system. Wired glass or electro-

copper glazing are also suitable for the prevention of fire.

Drenchers should be of the open type (unsealed) to give the best

results. If the eaves are of a combustible material, they should also

be protected by drenchers. A line of drenchers along the ridge of

a roof is an efficient protection for the roof itself, the horizontal

distance between the drenchers being not more than 8 ft. A con-

trol valve should be fitted at the base of the supply pipe to the

highest drencher in any section. The supply pipes should be not
less than 1 in. internal diameter, and wide-radius bends should be
used instead of right-angled elbows wherever possible. The pipes

for the drenchers themselves should preferably be galvanized, to

reduce friction losses due to corrosion on the internal surface.

Drainage of the system after use is effected by discharge pipes

fitted at suitable points. To prevent the blocking of holes in

drencher pipes during the external painting of the building, it is a

good plan to put an ordinary tack in each hole
;
these are easily

removed when the painting is completed.

Fume and Smoke Masks. Whilst there are suitable masks made
with canisters to suit different types of fumes, a fireman is not always
aware of the exact nature of the fume-laden atmosphere he has to

enter; therefore the only type of equipment which will give him
complete protection is a self-contained oxygen-breathing appar-
atus, containing sufficient oxygen either for half an hour or for one
hour, such as the “Salvus” or “Proto” sets made by Siebe, Gorman
& Co., Ltd. It is essential that every large works should have two
sets, preferably of the half-hour type, for the safety of their firemen.
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It m necessary to have two sets .-o that, should a fireman be

injured whilst working in a funu^-laaen atmosphere, another man
also equipped with a set will Ik^ able to go to his aid.

It should be rc'inembered that General Service gas masks are of

no use for other than war gases.

Resuscitators. A first-aid set complete with sj)lints should form

part of the mobile^ equipment of a brigade. Very often firemen have

to deal with persons, sometinwis amongst their colleagues, who have

become gassed through enterirg a fume- or gas-laclen atmosphere

containing such dangerous gases as carbon monoxide, and it is

advisable to hav('< a resuscitator as part of the fire brigade equip-

ment. This may be a “Novox” set which administers “Ilicarbox’’

gas comj)oscd of 95 per cent oxygen and 5 per cent or a

“Sparklet” resuscitator which uses CO2 only. (The latter is a very

compact set and only costs £3 15s.) The author knows of one case

where a man stopped breathing four times on his way to hospital

and was resusc.itated in the ambulance en route by means of a

“Sparklet” set. Both sets are also invaluable in cases of electric

shock. A first-aid cn^w, trained in artificial respiration together with

the use of the r(\suscitation set, should always be available.

General. All gangways, emergency doors, hydrants, etc., should

always be kept clear. Where it is necessary to lock outside doors,

emergency keys may be kept in a glass box, painted red and fixed

on the door, or if |;)amc bolts are fitted, a glass-fronted box can be

arranged over the handle. All sprinkler installations should be

tested each wt^ek to ascertain the standing and running pressures,

also the time taken by the alarm bell to operate. The results should

be recorded on the t(\st card supplied by the fire insurance company.

All fire pumps should also be tested once a week.



CHAPTER IX

FACTORY HEATING

There are nurnorous methods of factory luxating, and it is therefore

only possible to mention some of the types usually met with in

large factories.

Plenum System. Where; a plenum system is already installed for

ventilation, a heating battery can b(‘ installed in front of the fan

Fig. 170. Hot Water Calorifier Heating
IlciitljiK system eoinrri.sos 120 with a total iK'atlnjj surface of

4 674 ft.*. Cubic capacity of liroutal ami first floors heated by
radiafors .‘145 400 ft.*.

Qjr, i()()

7lft.*to 1 ft,* of nidiat or boating surface; or, for every 1 000ft.*

liierc i.s lil-.'lft.® of heatiiiR surface

as shown in Fig. 138, Chapter VI. With this system it is usual to

allow for a 20-minute air change in the building
;

1 ft.^ of heating

surface to each 20 ft.^ of air per minute at normal temjxu'ature
;
and

1 000 B.Th.U. per lb, of steam at CO lb. per in.^ pressure. Using these

figures as a basis, the; average running costs for four plenum heaters

dealing with a total of 150 000 ft.® of air per min. is 7s. 4d. per hour,

with steam at Is. 9d. per 1 000 lb., and power at 0-672d. per unit.

282
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Care? must be taken to see that the velocity of the air issuing from
the ducts is not unduly high, otherwise draughts will be caused. An
average figure is 1 100 ft. per min. through the Heater Unit. If there
is a tendency for the ducts most remote from the heater to discharge
air at a much lower temperature than the ducts near the heater,

the cross-sectional area of the more distant outlet ducts should be
increased to equalize the general temperature. Tf the conditioned
air seems to be “dead” and the factory stuffy, it may be a sign

that the humidity is insufficient.

A certain economy in heating costs can be obtained by recircula-

tion of a portion of the conditioned air, but this should be done
with caution. It is impossible to eliminate entirely the stale smell

of recirculated air, and the humidity is likely to become excessive

if an air-washing plant is incorporated.

Hot-water Heating. In this system the heating is effected by
hot-water pipes and radiators, the water being heated in coke- or

oil-fired boilers, or in calorifiers heated by low-pressure steam or by
electrical heaters. For small factories the coke- or oil-fired boiler

may be the best arrangement, but for large works the calorifier is

the most economical, especially if low-pressure process steam is

available, either as exhaust from process work or from a turbine.

Pig. 170 shows a calorifier scheme heated by steam from a back-

pressure turbine. It will be noted that 13-5 ft.^ of radiating surface

are allowed for every 1 000 ft.^ of space ;
this represents a good

average figure for light assembly work, etc., and office buildings,

and allows for 30° F., difference between the inside and outside

temperatures. Table XVII shows the heating surface required for

TABLE XVII
Radiating Su^tFACES Required to Heat Various Types

OF Buildings

Class of Building

Outside
Tempera-

ture
o Y

Inside
Tempera-

ture
°F.

Heating Surfac;e

Ft.* per 1 000 Ft.»

Hot
Water

Low-
l^ressure

Steam

Factory Woikshops 30 50 9 5~6

Warehouses and Stores . 30 55 11 6-7

Offices, Light Assembly
Shops, and Canteens 30 1 60 15 8-9

Halls and Waiting Rooms 30 CO 15 8-9

The above assessments are approximate only. It must be understood
that allowances should be made for location, glass surfaces, and for

outside walls, etc.

lO—(T.43)
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different buildings heated by hot-water and low-pressure steam
systems res2)eetiv^ely.

It is oonvenient to arrange for a system of stop valves in the

piping, to divide the system into groui)s of radiators, each group
having its own calorifier. This will greatly facilitatci repairs, as i\ny

individual group can then be isolated. Fig. 171 shows a calorifier

house for an office building of 536 000 ft.^

Ficj. 171, CAT.oiUFiEri HonsR von Latige Office Ben,ding

A new system that has been tried mth good results on the
continent, and is now in us(^ in this country, is the high-pressure
hot-water system. It is a sealed system, and since the water-heating
unit (in some (;asc5s a water-tube or Lancashire boiler) is workc^d at
a high pressure, a greater temperature can be maintairuKl in the
system without actually generating an appreciable amount of steam,
although a small percentage of steam can be drawn from thc^ boiler

if required. Once the system is filled up with softemed water, no
trouble is experienced due to scale formation, and, as the leakage
is very small, little make-up water is required

;
distilled water could

be used for this purpose if possible.

ElectricaUy Heated Hot-water Systems and Thermal Storage. The
heating unit can be either an electrode boiler or an immersion
heater unit. Only alternating current can be used for the electrode
boiler system of thermal storage ; whereas, with the system using
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immersion lieaters, low-tension dirtjct or alternating current can be
employed. As it is not conveiiietit to store electricity in the same
way as coal, oil, or gas, tlui capacity of the electrical supply must
be equal to the maximum load, and it is therefore usual to install

thermal storage in conjunction with eh^ctrical heating. By so doing,
the electrical load can be taken off the supply mains during the
“off-peak” period, such as early morning, and the heat vstored.

This arrangement helps to improve the load factor of the supply

Fig. 172. Thekmal 8tokagk Heating OineiiiT with Boiler
BELOW Level of Stokagk Tank

authority, who will usually quote a low rate of chargers for this

arrangement. If the flat rate is below Jd. per unit, this scheme is

worth consideration; esjiecially for large office buildings.

Fig. 172 shows a typical thermal storage system using an electrode

boiler. Another typical installation (at the headquarters of the

London Passenger Transport Board) has insulation consisting of

G in. cork “lags” filled round with crushed slag.

The boiler, operating automatically by time-switches during the

“off-peak” period, heats the water in the storage tank, which is

efficiently lagged; and the heat is “stored” there. Under atmo-
spheric pressure, water cannot be kept above 212"^ F., but if the

pressure in the system is increased, the temperature at boiling point

is, of course, also increased. If, for example, tlie pressure is raised

to 60 lb. per in.^, the maximum storage temperature would be, say,

275° F. Therefore, if the flow temperature through the heating

pipes is taken as 120° F., the heat storage per lb. of water would be

equivalent to 275 — 120 — 155 B.Th.U. per lb. With radiators it

is usual to allow a flow temperature of 140° F. ;
and for panel pipe

heating in the walls, 120° F. If oil is used instead of water as a
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storage medium for immersion heaters it can be heated to 550° F.,

whilst glycerine can be heated to 500° F.

Immersion Heater Boilers. In this type of boiler, heating is

effected by immersion
heater units, the elements

of which are of nickel-

chromium steel, arranged
in suitable steel tubes and
immersed in a lagged

boiler
;

a battery of
these heaters is usually

arranged within one boiler

so thfit it is possible to

rciduco the total number
of heaters in service, thus

making it easier to regu-

late the temperature to

requireunents.

Electrode Boilers. Fig.

173 shows a section of

an electrode boiler. It is

composed of three cast

electrode plates, suitably

mounted on insulated

supports and arranged
mutually at angles of 120°

F., the phase voltage
beingmaintained between

Fjg. 173 . Low-tension Electkode
Bon.ER

each set of plates. These
boilers are designed for

water of a specific resist-

ance of 200-1 000 ohms
per cm.®

;
it is, therefore,

necessary to reduce the

resistance of ordinary

softened water by adding
a soda solution. Effici-

encies of 95 to 98 per cent

are claimed for this t3rpe

of boiler.

Heating by Condensate.

(a.E.c.) Where the condensate
from steam used for in-

dustrial purposes is received back into the condensate tank at
or near the boiling point, or where steam has to be exhausted at
periods after doing useful work, it is worth considering the circula-

tion of this hot water or steam for factory heating. Fig. 174 shows
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a system installed by the author, which is giving very good
results. Originally, the condensate was practically boiling at those

periods when boilers were on full load (occasioned by additional

steam requiremtuits for heating), and trouble was experienced with

the feed pumps from time to time. However, by circulating this

wat(^r through a building of 1 122 000 ft.^ capaciity the temperature

was lowered from 200'^ F. to 185^ F., and the cause of the pump
trouble was eliminated

;
the emission of steam from the condensate

tank was reduced to a minimum and, in addition, the factory was

heated at little more than the cost of running the circulating pump.

Low-pressure Sveam Heating. Low-pressure steam heating is

perhaps the cheapest to install, as the amount of radiation surface

for low-pressure steam is much less than that required for hot water

;

this fact is illustrated in Table XVTI on page 283. This is because

the average surface} temperature* of the pipes in low-pressure steam

installations is about 215^ F., or 155'' F. above room temperature.

At this temperature the heat transmission coefficient is increased

by 73 per cent, and the total h(}at transmission by 1B8 per cent.

(The foregoing figures are based on Rietschel-Brabbee, Heating and

Ventilation, London, 1927.) Again, if the steam is first passed

through a back-pressure turbine, the running costs are reduced to

a minimum.
Low-pressure steam heating systems usually work on the gravity

return system, or by the vapour system.

The Gravity Return System returns the condensed water to

the boiler by gravity. It can be arranged as a single-pipe or two-

pipe system
;
the latter is the better, as in the former, water meets

the steam in the risers, causing noise. With the two-pipe system

the flow to the radiator consists, naturally, of steam
;

the return

from the radiators consists of condensed water. A water seal is

arranged at the radiator outlet. Steam pressures up to 5 lb. per in.^

are usual in this system.

The Vapour Systek. This system is generally similar to the

gravity two-pipe system except that the pressures are very low
;
a
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pump is installed in the return to assist in excluding all air from the

return main, suitable traps being arranged on the radiator outlets.

The pump may be aTi’angcui to maintain a constant y)ressure differ-

ence between the “How” and “return” sides.

When laying out steam luxating systems of the above types, the

pressure allowed should not exceed 5 lb. per in.- gauge, the pressure

drop being equal to 1 oz. per 100 ft. of pipe. All pipe diameters

Nominal bore of tube, (inches)

Fig. 175 . Ouapii showing the Inoiieased Heating SuitFACi
Obtained by Gitxing

(T iilx’s.-iiul gills us tabiihitcd on facing page)

(f/. A. Harreif cib ('o.. Ltd.)

should be proportioned to give a uniform flow through the flow

and return systems
;
in other words, a uniform drop in pressure

throughout the system should be aimed at. A gradual fall of about

J in. in 10 ft. should be allowed. Where the steam supply is taken
from a high-pressure main some distance from the boilers, the

return can be pumped back by a condensate pump, similar to the

type shown in Fig. 49, Chapter II, page 77.

Medium-pressure Heating. For factory buildings, where steam
at a pressure of from 15-25 lb. per in.^ is used for process work, it

may be advisable to tap the process steam main in order to supply
the heating system, the condensate being returned through steam
traps to a common condensed return main, thus eliminating

separate supply mains. At one works, some acres of north-light

shops are using this system, which is giving very satisfactory

results. Piping of a standard diameter of 3 in. is used, gilled pipes
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being added to make up the reqrJred heating surbiee. Fig. 175
shows the inci’oased radiation surface for different diarmdA'rs of
gilled ])ip(^s, as compared with ])lain pipes of thti same diamcder.

TAJiLE XViU
Hka'I’Inc; Seitviee ok (nj.ijoD Tejnos

The old design of “ Harco” crinkled gill piping has recently been
superseded by a type, made by the same company, in which the

gills are tapered and shrunk on when hot. Not only does this avoid

the tendency to rust at the root of the gill, but the efficiency is

between 20 and 25 per cent greater than that obtained with the
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old type. The heat emission is approximately 1-25 to 1*3 B.Th.U.

per ft.^ per degree F. temperature difTerence per hour.

The quantity of heating surface can be found from Table

XVIII. When such pipes are used as he?ater batteries, reasonably

accurate results will be achieved by taking as a basis of calculation

a figure of 4J B.Th.U. per ft.^ per degree F. temperature difference

per hour, for an air velocity of 350 ft. per min. For an air velocity

of 2 000 ft. per min. the corresponding figure is 9 B.Th.U.
Painting of Pipes. Heating pipes should not be covered with

aluminium paint. Whilst a little advantage may be gained in

reflected light, the efficiency of the pipes as radiators is greatly

reduced. A report* of the experiments carried out by Ezer Griffiths,

D.Sc., and A. H. Davis, M.Sc., gives the following heat emission

from radiators painted different colours

—

Colour Ratio to Dead
Black

Dead black 1-0

Black paint 10
Black enamel 10
Dark gi*een paint. DO
White paint 10
Aluminium paint— I coat 0-7

Aluminium paint—2 coats . 0-5-0-7

Where different colours are required to distinguish between hot-

water and low-pressure steam systems, only the pipe flanges or

sockets need be painted in thevse colours, e.g. aluminium sockets

and flanges for low-pressure, and green for hot-water systems.

Steam Unit Heaters. In this system, heaters arranged at suitable

distances and heights blow the heated air wherever it is required.

The unit is composed of a motor-driven fan, which blows the air

through a heating battery fitted with deflectors to force the heated
air down. A typical unit, with the method of connection, is shown
in Fig. 176. Both steam and condensate connections can be made to

common mains for a battery of heaters. Installation costs are low, as

no heating pipes and radiators are necessary. The heat is driven

down from above to the breathing level and the units can be arranged
to give a good circulation of the air which might otherwise contain

cold pockets. Units may bo suspended from the roofs at. heights

varying from 8 to 14 ft. from floor level, depending on the size of

the heater. Pressures from 2 to 100 lb. per in.^ gauge pressure may
be used, and the capacity of the units may vary from 16 500 to

* Special Report No. 9 of the Food Investigation Board to the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research, published in 1922 by H.M. Stationery
Office. The tests were carried out on two 26 in., lO-section, 4-tube cast-iron
radiators.
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600 000 B.Th.U. per hour output. l%e “Trane"’ unit is one of the
best-known heaters of this tyi>e.

Useful Heating Information

To find the amount of radiation required for a building, the
temperature likely to occur under the worst outside conditions
must first be decided, the outside temperature b(ung taken as the
average minimum temperature over a number of years — 10"^ F. In

Stmam Supply.

Fig. 17(5. Unit Hbateb and Connections

this country the resulting figure usually amounts to about 30° F.

Harding and Willard give the following formula

H:==(l-2P + iW + G)(^-y
where H == Heat loss in B.Th.U.

G = Glass surface in ft.^

W == Wall surface in ft.^

P = Perimeter of windows in ft.

t = Desired temperature in ° F,

= Outside temperature in ° F.

For an approximation, the figures given on page 283 in Table XVII
will be found fairly accurate.

Shop Temperature Records. The maximum and minimum tem-

peratures in each shop should be recorded twice daily, using a
special thermometer, such as that manufactured by Messrs. Negretti

& Zambra. Readings should be recorded on a sheet provided for

the purpose and sent to the Works Engineer’s office each day.
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Heat Units. The British Thermal Unit (B.Th.U.) is the standard

unit of heat in English speaking countries and is the quantity of

heat required to raise 1 lb. of water U F. at 60 F. The heat

needed to raise 1 lb. of air through any desired number of de-

grees F. is equal to 0*2379 times the heat required to raise 1 lb,

of water through the same number of degrees. The (major) calorie

is the unit in France and Oermany an(l is the quantity of heat

required to raise 1 kg. (2*20 lbs.) of water V (). To convert B.Th.U.

to calories, multiply by 0*252, and to convert calories to B.Th.U.,

multiply by 3*968. At atmospheric pressure 1 lb. of steam will

raise 1 700 ft.^ of air from 30^ F. to 60^ F. 1 kW - 3 415 B.Th.U.

per hr.

The heating power of a boiler is sometimes given as the heating

power in square feet radiation surface X 144. For hot water it is

usual to allow 180 B.Th.U. for 1 ft.^ of radiation surface. In the

case of steam, the heating power depends on pressure and tem-

perature, but for low-pressure systems it may be taken as 240 B.Th.U.

for 1 ft.^ of radiation surface.



CHAPTER X
FACTORY BUILDINGS

Of late years, it is satisfying to note, more thought has been given
to the appearance of factory buildings, and nowadays, in the
case of n(iw factories on the outskirts of large towns or cities,

care is taken to provide a good facade. Any firm contemplating a
new factory should bear this point in mind. Whilst the works may
be in a field to-day, there is every possibility of the surrounding
area becoming residential to-morrow. Apart from this, theref is the

psychological effect on the worker or the potential customer who
may come to the works.

Site. When choosing a site, a number of things relevant to the

requirements of the specific manufacture have to be taken into

consideration; but railway, and, if possible, canal facilities for

transporting heavy materials, fuel, etc., must be considered. Water,
gas, and other services will also have their bearing on the choosing

of a site, likewise the cost of land, drainage, and the possibility of

extension. It is therefore not possible to lay down any hard and
fast rules.

Types of Buildings. Factory buildings can be classified under
three main headings : single-story, multi-story, and combined single-

and multi-story. Whilst the determining factors will be the class

of manufacture, the size of the factory, and the ground available

for extensions, besides the many points pe^culiar to a particular

factory, the following paragraphs will give some idea of the merits

and demerits of each particular type.

Single-story

In this country—in fact, in the whole of Europe—the north -light

factory has been looked ui)on as the standard type of a single-story

construction. In America, buildings of the “Monitor” or similar

type of construction, with east and west lighting, are considered

far ahead of the north-light type, on account of better ventilation

and lighting. In such buildings the sun’s rays are deflected by the

use of ribbed glass. A section of this type is shown in Pig. 177.

Compared with the north -light type, however, the cost is con-

siderably higher.

The “saw-tooth” or north-light factory is usually arranged in

bays 20 ft. or 30 ft. wide ; for machine shops the latter width will

allow better spacing of the machines when they are of medium or

small sizes. Where it is essential to eliminate stanchions as far as

possible, two or more baj^s may be carried between stanchions;

293
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Fig. 178 shows three methods of doing this. The clear height is

usually between 12 ft. and 14 ft.

When plenty of ground is available for expansion, the singltv

story north-light construction is the cheapest. The points in favour

are briefly as follows

—

Good and even distribution of lighting without glare through the

north lights.

Better layout of lines of production.

Easier transport, as electric or other trucks can be used to trans-

port materials from one department to another, thus avoiding

Fio. 177. Monitor Hoof, showing Direction of Ventilation
AND Light

unloading at lifts or the installation of lifts large enough to carry
transport trucks.

Facilities for unloading raw materials at any required position

(this also applies to the dispatch of finished articles).

Lessened fire risks, as a fire in a single-story factory can be more
easily isolated from the rest of the building. With the multi-story
building there is always the possibility of the fire spreading to the
floors above

;
conversely, if the fire is on the top floors, the water

damage is always greater, as the water finds its way to the floors

below.

The single-story building with a gallery all round is frequently
favoured in cases where a number of small components, which can
be manufactured in the gallery, are assembled in the central space
at ground floor level. Where none of the components manufactured
in the gallery is particularly heavy, the difficulties of arranging
for the galleries to be of sufficiently robust construction are much
simplified.

An incidental advantage in single-story construction is tnat it is

easier to arrange for an office, glazed on all four sides, and raised

slightly above floor level, to give supervision of the entire building.

Whilst there are a number of advantages, there are also a number
of disadvantages in the single-story building. The roof maintenance,
slates, glass, cleaning, and repair of gutters, etc., will be four times
greater than a four-story building of equal capacity; and drains
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must be correspondingly large to cof^e with the rainwater at storm
periods. Ventilation, too, must not be overlooked ; it is very difficult

to ventilate a large single-story factory efficiently, espeeially during
hot weather, owing to the proportionately large area of roof, which

l/eHT Form of Roof Construction for ButLO/NG 100 ft. by wo ft.

All SuffortS being arranged' adjacent to outside walls

Fio. 178. Typbs of Roof Construction fob Larqb Spans
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holds the heat, and owing to the distance from outside windows of

the interior parts of the building.

Services are another drawback, as all steam or other service pipes

and mains, also electric cables, have to be considerably longer

;

this increases the pressure drop, voltage drop, etc., unless, of course,

the boiler plant and power supply can be situated in the centre of

the works, which is often impracticable.

Construction. All manufacturing shops should be of one standard
construction throughout to facilitate change-overs of overhead
shafting brackets, motors, etc. All steelwork should be free from
the brickwork, to allow of expansion and contraction diui to the

variation in summer and winter temperatures
;
otherwise trouble

will always be experienced at ])iers, due to cracked brickwork.

Foundations for stanchion bases will depend, of course, on the

nature of the ground, but the floor concrete should be of an average
thickness of 6 in., reinforccid with No. 9 British Reinforced Concrete
or similar material, the surface being ke])t clean to allow of a^screed-

ing to suit the ty])e. of floor (kxiidcxi upon.
Roofing. 81ated roofs, when slated on single match boarding,

should have a la^^cr of felt between the match boarding and the

slating slats; this servcss both as heat insulation and, what is more
important, it prevents dust from percolating through tlu^ joints of

the match boarding, which shrinks as it becomes thoroughly dried

out. One of the lightest forms of roof construction is asbestos

slates, laid in this way.
Whilst slates were at one time recognized as the usual covering

for factory roofs, to-day protected steel sheets are becoming more
popular, due to the very small amount of maintenance they need,

whereas slates require j)eriodical repairs and attention. “Robertson
Protected Metal” (“ R.P.M.”) is one of the best-known types of

steel sheet covering.

The “R.P.M.” roof consists of steel sheets with a coating of
asphalt, followed by an asbestos felt coating, the whole being
sealed in an envelope of hard asbestos. It is made in corrugated
or “mansard” shape in suitable lengths and the net covering width
is usually 21 in. to 24 in., depending on the length of sheet. Know-
ledge of the weight of these sheets is useful in designing an “ R.P.M.”
roof; the following tables give the weighty per 100 linear feet,

allowing for standard widths to suit the different gauges. “Linear
feet” is taken to mean sheets placed end on end.

Gauge
Net Weight

(lb. per 100 linear feet

when painted black or aluminium)

No. 26 333
No. 24 386
No. 22 454
No. 20 538
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Add 25 lb. per 100 linear feet when painted maroon colour.

The corrugations can be arranged as 10| corrugations of 2| in.

pitch, or as 8 corrugations of 3 in. pitch, or “mansard.” The weights
are the same for each shape of the same gauge.

“ K.P.M.” Purlin Spacings. Where the rise is 4 in. or more in

12 in. the following purlin spacing may be used

—

Spacing
Gauge

lOi of 28 in. pitch 1 8 of 3 in,
.
pitch, or “mansard**

ft.
.

m. ft. in.

No. 26 up to . 3 9 4 3
No. 24 up to 4 9 6 6
No. 22 up to 5 9 6 6
No. 20 up to 6 6 7 3

At one factory with about 97 000 ft.^ of this roofing—some of it

over ten years old—the maintenance has been practically nil, the

only repairs being made where men had been working on the roof

—

say, fitting cowls or vents—and then it was only necessary to

coat plactis where the surface had been damaged, with a special

bituminous compound.
In the case of a chemical works, where there is a continual menace

to steelwork from corrosive fumes, it is wise to avoid steel as a
material for purlins, timber being preferable in many cases.

Corrugated Asbestos Sheeting is another form of roof covering,

but unless adequate precautions are taken it is very dangerous for

men working on the roofs, as the sheets have a tendency to become
brittle with age. The author has known one serious accident due
to a man falling through a roof of this type whilst cleaning gutters.

A standard form of north-light factory is shown in Fig. 179.

“R.P.M.” roofing is used, clipped straight on to the purlins, the

underside being covered with “Paramount” boarding | in. thick,

nailed to rough wooden struts clamped to stetdwork, which forms a
good air seal, tht^reby greatly increasing the insulation of the roof

and helping to keep the factory tomi)erature normal whatever the

outside condition. “ R.P.M,” has one disadvantage : in the event of

a bad fire the* asphalt coating tends to melt and catch alight, tlius

feeding tlie fin^

Glazing. Rough-cast roofing glass \ in. thick should be used,

and where there are continuous opening lights or a number of

smaller opening lights, the glass should be wired. Patent glazing

bars should be used. There is a number of very good makes on the

market, such as the Mellowes “Eclipse” glazing bar, an advantage
of which is the absence of asbestos string packing, which has a
tendency to deteriorate with age. A section of one of these bars

is shown in Fig. 180.
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In heat-treatment shops the glass is usually painted green. This
painting can be dispensed with by using, for example, Pilkington’s

green non-actinic roofing glass
;
better Jight is given in the shop, and

from actual experience the author can vouch for the fact that it is

then easier to judge heat colours than with the old semi-darkened
shop. This glass can be obtained either wired or unwired, and the

light absorption is only 20 per cent.

Much time and expense can b6 saved by endeavouring to reduce
the panes in the factory to a few standard sizes, the larger preferably

being multiples of the smaller unit. A stock of glass sheeting should

be kept at the works, and panes cut to the standard sizes should

be stored so that replacements of broken panes (jan be made without
delay.

Proportions of Windows and Width of Rooms. These proportions

depend on the arrangement of the windows. If the room is lighted

along one side only, the width may bo made one and three-quarter

times the distance from the floor to the top of the window, assuming
that one-half of the external wall sui’faco is window spac^e, and that

all windows extend upwards so that their tops are close to the

ceiling, the lower edge being about 3 ft. from floor level. If the

room is lighted by such windows along two opposite sides, the width
can be made four times the distance betweiui the floor and the top
of the windows. For these proportions the v^ idth of the sashes

should be at least seven times the width of the piers between the

windows. Ceiling and walls are assumed to be painted in light

shades, and in clean condition. It will be realized that a good
deal of light can be blocked out if another building is adjoining,

and allowance should be made for this factor. Here, again, it must
be remembered that much depends on the nature of the work

;
the

“dark” side of a shop may be used as a store.

Opening Lights. Ventilation in a large single-story factory is

very difficult. Whatever mechanical measures are taken to ensure

good ventilation, continuous opening lights and windows—which
are usually steel casement, centre-pivoted—in all walls will give

much better results than any mechanical means, providing, of course,
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it is not necessarj’ to control the humidity of the air inside the

factory.

Thes(^ continuous opening lights can be of any length up to

100 ft. or ('ven 200 ft. Hand o})eration is suitable for lengths up to

80 ft., but for groat(‘r l(?Tigths a motor-driven unit should be used.

Fig. 181 shows the construction and operation. Wired glass should

always b(i Uvsed.

Continuous opening lights are, of course, the ideal method,
but as the cost is practically double that of ordinary glazing,

Fig. 181 . Continuous Opening Lights with Hand Ophhation

some type of fixed ventilator near the apex of the roof is a
cheaper method. The author has found the “R.P.M.’’ ventilator

one of the most efficient. It does not look pretty, but it is effective,

and the v(uitiJator is made of a covered steel similar to “R.P.M,”
sheeting, so the maintenance is practically nil.

Gutters are usually of cast iron, steel, or asphalt. The use of

oast iron is not recommended for valley gutters, as the expansion

duo to change of temperature causes movement and leakages at the

joints. If they arc too tightly bolted together, cast iron gutters

are also inclined to crack.

The steel gutter is a very good type, but if the air in the shop is

inclined to be humid, trouble will be experienced due to condensation,
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the condensed water dripping into the sliop. (A heating pipe below
the gutter will usually cure this.)

Asphalt gutters, provided the timber foundation is rigid, give

very little trouble, and are perhaps the safest in cases where con-

densation will cause trouble with components under manufacture.
Details of steel and asphalt gutters arc given in Fig. 182.

Downpipes. For a construction such as that shown in Fig, 179,

downpipes of 4 in. diameter should be spaced at 60 ft. centres, with
emergency overflows at outside walls (as shown in the gutter

details). All outlets from gutters into downpipes should have
balloon” wire cages to prevent leaves aiid dirt collected in the

gutters from getting into the downpipes.

Drains. In almost every district in the country the local authori-

ties require that drains for sewage shall be quite separate from
those for rain-water. No emj)irical formula can be taken as to

storm water drain sizes; everything depends on the number of

outlets, their distance away from the building, and the speed with
which the water can get away. Each job must, therefore, be con-

sidered on its merits. Rainfall statistics will usually only give the

amount of rainfall per day, wher(‘as the duration and heaviness of

a storm, i.e, amount of water falling over a given period, and its

intensity must be known to allow of emergency measures being

taken to deal with extra heavy downpours. The ‘‘Hyetograph
”

with daily recording chart is worth installing if trouble has been
experienced

;
the size of emergency or overflow drains can then be

decided on from the readings taken over a period. These drains

should be connected to ins})ection manholes—which should be
spaced at about 12(J ft. intervals to allow of rodding and keeping

the drains clear—end arranged at such a height that they only

come into operation when the water flows back up the manhole.
These drains should have an oj)en outlet to a brook or ditch. Inspec-

tion covers should be fitted at all connections to down-spouts ; these

covers can be screw(»d down. The fall allowed on storm water drains

is usually 1 in 70 for 6 in. diameter pipes and 1 in 100 for 9 in.

diameter pipes, but this again depends on conditions.

The position of the pipe will help to decide whether it should be

of iron or salt-glazed earthenware. The former should be used

where the drains pass under buildings. Iron drains are more expen-

sive than earthenware, but the extra expense is offset by the

advantage of greater strength. The internal surfaces of iron pipes

should be treated with some anti-corrosion solution before the pipes

are laid. Spun cast iron pipes are much stronger and more reliable

than those cast vertically.

Cast iron inspection covers should be provided wherever a junc-

tion or bend occurs, and expansion joints fitted at any point where a

hot liquid discharges into the drain. Manholes should be placed at

each point where the direction changes.
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The triple intercepting chamber for oils shown in Fig. 183 is

insisted upon by tht'- London County ( V>uncil as a fitting where a
garages is part of thc^ factory i)rcmis(\s. Similar chambers should be
installed in all drains from buildings from which oils and waste oily

products may be discharged.

Details of gullies, inspection chambers, and drain connections are
given in Fig. 183.

Floors. Whilst there arc many types of flooring to suit various
cjonditions, everything depei^ds on the class of work and the usage
the floor will get.

For machine shops, or medium and heavy assembly work, the
composite magnesite floor, such as “Jaconello,” will give good
service, providing the concrete sub-floor is perfectly clean. It can
be laid on a cement screeding of, say, f in. to 1 in. thickness, or

laid direct on the concrete in two coats, i.e. a screed and a finishing

coat. Cleanliness of the concrete is essential if this floor is to give

good service and not crack or “pick up.’* A good scheme is to fit

hardwood lining division strips, say J in. wide, in 10 ft. squares
;
then

if part of the floor should crack, it can be chipped up without dis-

turbing the next section. This arrangement has been found very
satisfactory. The magnesite floor is perhaps the cheapest form of

good flooring when properly laid.

“Magnesite” ficvrs have as a basis magnesium oxychloride,

formcnl by a chemical combination of magnesia and magnesium
chloride, which together form a cement-like compound. Such floors

are sensitive to dampness, but tliis can be overcome by using oil-

bound magnesite in the com])osition.

The gr(‘at objection to all floors of this type in machine and
fitting shops, namely, that they are cold to the feet, can be over-

come to some extent by providing a standing or “duck” board at

each machine or vice. In view of the danger of tripping over such

boards, however, it is necessary to see that the machinery is

adequately guarded.

Wood Block Floors. For light assembly shop or office floors the

wood block is the ideal floor, providing it is kept dry. This floor is

laid on a good cement screeding, which is coated with a bituminous
compound, the blocks being interlocking, usually tongued and
grooved. A good size of block is 8f in. x 2| in. X 1 in. The choice

of the class of wood is very important. Though a soft wood may
appear to be cheaper, it is well worth while spending a little extra

and getting a good hardwood. A good grade of pitch pine would
seem to be adequate for office floors, but unless the furniture is

rearranged occasionally the floor will wear badly through the

scraping of feet at the places where people sit or where a chair is

constantly being moved slightly. Various types of oak—Tasmanian,

Japanese, Austrian, or Jarrah—will also give good service, Jarrah

perhaps having the closest grain; but even with these floors an
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occasional block will roughen up. The most satisfactory type of

block is the maple, especially if used for assembly shops where
there is comparativ^ely heavy wear. To ensure a good maple floor,

the following conditions must be fulfilled : the foundation must be

good, dampness must be excluded, the maple must be uniformly

and continuously supported, and provision must be made for

expansion.

Even with wood block flooring it is advisable to lay the floor in

sections ;
e.g. down each bay, with a double row of blocks placed

end to end between each section. Thus if one section should lift,

due to expansion, which ma,y be caused by water leakage over the

floor, the damage will be sectionalized. The joints between the wood
blocks themselves should be sufificiently large to allow for expansion.

For this purpose it is often a good plan to fit a cork fillet around the

outside edges.

For heavy duty, as in large press shops, heat-treatment shops,

etc., where hot articles may be placed on the floor, steel-clad flags

are recommended. *‘Stelcon” flags make a good floor. These are

composed of concrete with a top w^earing surface, of about | in.

thickness, of steel chippings, the whole flag being manufactured
under a pressure of 250 tons per ft.^

;
flags are made 12 in. square X

in. or 2 in. thick. Whilst they will withstand a considerable

amount of heat, it is advisable, in a heat-treatment shop, to have
cast iron grids or plates let in at different points where red-hot

pots can be left to cool. The ‘‘Stelcon’’ flags should be laid on
concrete of not less than 4 in. thickness, the maximum thickness

depending on the ground ; they are grouted in with a thin cement
grout, composed of 5 lb. T^ortlaiid cement to 2 gal. of water. The
bedding is composed of 1 part cement to 3 parts of clean sharp
sand. These flags are impervious to water.

Several types offlooring have been tried in fettling shops, following

the Government requirements that it must be possible to sweep
the floors of such shops clean, in order to prevent silicosis. It seems
probable that the best floor is simply earth mixed with clay, since

iron oxide gets into the surface and forms a firm floor which can be
brushed without difficulty. Floors for battery rooms are mentioned
on page 321.

Maintenance of Wood Block Floors. Where polished wood
block floors are laid, such as in office buildings, they should be
polished at least twice a week during the first six weeks. When a
new floor is dressed, the pores of the blocks are open and the wood
therefore absorbs the polish which must b(i fed into the blocks until

a saturation point is reached.

A thin polish must be used, made up from a good proprietary

brand of polish or pure beeswax polish, thinned down with turpen-

tine to the consistency of cream. After the six-week period, floors

may be polished in the normal way, say once a week.
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Where a polished floor becomes dirty, it should be scrubbed with
•turpentine with a flat scrubbing brush. As the dirt/ comes up, it

should be wiped off with clean newspaper, which should bo burnt

after use. Polishing should be carried out as before. If the floor is

very bad it may be necessary to scour it with steel wool and
turpentine.

Acid-resisting Floors. For acid-dipping or similar shops an acid-

resisting floor is necessary, as concrete will gradually disintegrate
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and crumble away. Asphalt is sometimes used, but its life is not
very long as, due to the formation of small cracks, the acid finds its

way to the concrete below. Blue paviors set in sulphur or paraffin

wax are also used, but the acid eventually finds its way through. A
good construction is a concrete foundation, say 0 in. thick, coated
with “Prodorite,” with chequered face

; or blue brick paviors set in

the same material
;
or Duckett’s acid-resisting bricks. A typical

construction with '‘Prodorite” is shown in Fig. 184. This section

also shows the method of ventilation.

“Prodorite” is similar to ordinary cement concrete in that it is

composed of a graded stone aggregate held togc^tlu^r by a bonding
material of acid-resisting properties. The aggregate’s is a highly
siliceous quartzite selected for its inertness to hot hydrochloric acid,

the bind(T being a specially distilled coal-tar pitch. It is Jion-

plastic up to 7()'"-8()‘^ 0., and for some purposes it can be specially

Mi/14 4/X//^

rowaoo on
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Fig. 185 . Useful Form of Timber Batten in Case of Floods

made to withstand 100° C. It is very strong when set and will

withstand a crushing strength of 6 000 lb. per in.^ Its mean thermal
coefficient of linear expansion, determined between the temperatures
of 0° C. and 37° C., is 0*0000181 per degree C. Its weight is approxi-

mately 146 lb. per ft.®. It may also be bought pre-cast in various

shajies. Acid-resisting floors should always be laid with a fall to

gullies in order that they may then be washed down frequently.

With all single-story factory floors, due to their large areas, it is

advisable to arrange channels covered with chequered plates or

cast iron grids, in order to sectionalize water drainage from fire or

flood, and these should have a gradual fall to the storm water
manhole. It is also advisable to have an ample supply of sawdust
available. Battens, as shown in Fig. 185, are very useful, and a
truck full should always be kept ready for rushing to an affected

area to confine the water to a minimum area
;
they are easily nailed

to the floor (magnesite or wood) without damage, and then with the
aid of rubber squeegees, the water can easily be got away.

If a single-story factory with a gallery is decided upon, it is a
good plan to fix a “filled all round the edge at the ‘‘nose” of the

gallery floor if an open balustrade is adopted. This will prevent
objects from rolHng over the edge of the gallery and falling on men
working down- below.
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For loading and unloading docks and covered ways, where the
wear is very heavy, a good concrete road with British Reinforced
(Concrete reinforcement will give satisfactory scM-vice^ providing it is

kept in a good state of repair./ A watch must be ke])t for cracks or

wear which will occur in places a here there is continuous unloading
at one position. Those worn places can be n^f)aired with “Fermi-
nard,” which can be laid on the worn part and stamped in after

painting the worn part with a fixing or priming dressing. The
floor can be used immediately after laying, and will last for some
considerable time.

For plating sho])s or similar floors where water is present, a well-

laid granolithic floor will give good results, providing it does not
get extra heavy wear.

Brick Party Walls between departments, especially where highly

inflammable work, such as cellulose spraying, is carried out, should

Fio. 186. Metal-FRA.MI5D Lavatory Partitions

be carried through the roof, thus isolating the one part of the roof

from the other in the event of fire. Fireproof doors should be fixed

on the side that has the least fire risk.

In the interests of fire prevention, windows in brick party walls

should be stationary. Wired glass should be used for the panes.

Some brick partitions are strengthened by metal reinforcement such

as “Expanmet”
;
or a special form of reinforcing surface wire may

be used in conjunction with special indented bricks. About every
fourth course is so reinforced.

Lavatories. With a single-story factory it is difficult to arrange

for central lavatory accommodation, and the most satisfactory

method is to build the lavatories o^ erhead . Only a light construction

is necessary, and providing the stanchions and the steelwork are

made strong enough in the first place to carry extensions, the cost

in this case should not be high. Cast iron soil pipes should be used
inside the factory, with earthenware outside. The trouble usually

experienced in lavatories due to the defacing and marking of paint-

work with drawings and writing can be practically eliminated if

the lavatories are white-tiled, the w.c. partitions being of opaque
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glass in cast iron framing. Details of this construction are given
in Fig. 186. The Factories Act stipulates that the following sanitary

conveniences shall be provided

—

Females 1 convetiieiice for every 25.

Up to 100 1 convenience for every 25.

f 1 convenience for every 25 for first 100.

100 to 500 “S 1 convenience for every 40 tlu^reafter, provided
^ sufficient urinal actiomiiiodation is made available.

<
1 oonvenion(;o for every 60, provided sufficient

urinal accommodation is available and a check
Over 500 \ or some other method is instituted to regulate

their use, and a certificate is obtained from the
Factory Inspector.

Multi-story Factories

Where the cost of land is high, or where the amount of ground
available for possible future extensions is limited, the multi-story

building is, of course, the only type of factory to bo considered.

Even when extra ground is available, this construction may prove
the best type of building for some classes of manufacture, particu-

larly when the raw materials can be conveyed to the top floor and
eventually gravitate to the ground floor as a finished product.

With a large works of this type, duo to the smaller ground area

covered, it is easier to get from one part of the factory to another

—

by modern high-speed lifts—thus facilitating good supervision.

Service pipes and cables are usually reduced in length, the size of

storm water drains is considerably reduced, due to the smaller

roof area, and roofing, gutter cleaning, and maintenance are also

reduced to a minimum. Good ventilation is much more easily

arranged. Lavatory blocks can also be suitably arranged, one over
the other in a more or less central position with reduced lengths of

soil pipes, etc.
;
and if an extra floor is added, say, for canteen or

office use, it is easy to extend the lavatory accommodation.
Where heavy machinery is manufactured, the cost of conveying

from one floor to another is considerable. The lighting is not so

good as the single-story type with north light, and unless the

central part of each floor can be used for necessary storage, it is not
advisable to have a greater width than 60 ft. Large spans cannot
be built without great cost, due to the stronger floor construction

necessary
;
also the fire risk is greater.

The clear height between floors is usually similar to that for the

single-story type, i.e. 12 ft. to 14 ft., the percentage of glass as

compared with the floor area varying between 30 and 35 per cent.

The usual methods of construction in use at the present time are

the steel’frame and the reinforced-concrete systems, each having its

respective advantages.

The Steel-frame System, for instance, can be fabricated away
from the site, being delivered and erected as needed, thus leaving
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the site clear for carrying out any other operations that may be
required. x\lso, in the event of future extensions being necessary
it is a very sim])lt) matter to drill the existing members for the
purpose of forming connections.

It may be mentioned here that welding is becoming popular in

constructional steelwork to-day. Stanchion bases, pillar brackets,

angle stiffeners, etc., which formerly would have been riveted, are

now welded to the main steelwork before dispatching to site.

The principal disadvantage vith steel-frame work, however, is

the cost of maintenance. Also, in regard to design, most bearing

members, especially those in the form of rolled steel joists, neces-

sitate the provision of steel where it is not architecturally essential,

as explained in the next i)aragraph.

The Reinforced Concrete System, on the other hand, is economical.

Most of the materials can be found near the site, and when properly

designed the structure can be made to carry heavy loads on rela-

tively small members
;
this is especially the case with filling walls.

For example, a brick filling wall 9 in. thick—which is usually used

as a means of protection against rain—weighs about 86 lb. per ft.^

of surface area, whereas a reinforced concrete panel, say, 3 in. thick

and weighing about 38 lb. pc^r ft.^ surfact^ area, would be sufficient.

In this case, the panel will not be perforated and will be cast in situ,

being homogeneous with a top and bottom beam. The whole may
be designed as a girder, thus further reducing the sizes of the beam
members and bringing about, in consequence, a saving in materials

and a corresponding reduction of weight on the foundations. Where
reinforced concrete is used, and it is anticipated that extensions or

alterations to the building will ultimately be necessary, provision

should be made by ins<>rting sleeves or by forming pockets, etc., to

provide for necessary connections.

Floor Construction. The type of floor to bo adopted depends
largely on the ]U’ocesses to be carried out in th(^ particular depart-

ment, and may range from a reinforced-concrete floor cast in situ

with the beams, to one of the various patented systems of floor

construction now on the market, such as the Seigwart, Truscon,

Homan & Rogers, J. A. Edrig, or Kleine. These patent floors

generally take the form of hollow beams, some built up in sections,

others cast to length. They have the advantage .of lightness com-
bined with strength, and at the same time they can furnish ducts

through which the necessary services can be passed. The Kleine

type (Fig. 187) is sometimes reinforced in two directions, when
there is a heavy load to be carried.

Whichever type of floor is decided upon, cast iron or built-up

steel pads should be provided on the underside of the floor for

bolting up shafting hangers, countershafts, motors, etc., a definite

standard of fixing being decided on before the building design is

completed. Fig. 187 also shows different types of floor construction.
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In some cases Seigwart beams are manufactured by extruding

on a special macliine having two wires set to cut along the top.

The top remains on the “trough” during drying and burning, but

is afterwards tapped with a hammer, when it readily separates from

Fig. 187. Types of Floor Construction

the trough and so forms a convenient conduit and lid in which

electric mains can be laid.

Whilst the author has no leaning towards any particular type,

as so much depends on the class of manufacture, he has found that

the Kleine system does give good service and is fairly adaptable

to most circumstances. Floor surfaces similar to those which have
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been dealt with earlier in this chapter under single-story buildings,

may be used.

A typical Klc'ine floor might have blocks 10 iu. by 6| in. by
8 in. deep. The thickness of the walls of the blocks is | in. and of

the central web 1 in. In some types each block has a groove | in.

deep in the sid(is, at about f in. above the base. The floor is made
up of blocks laid I in. apart, with a I in. steel bar between each
one. A mortar composed of 3 parts of sand to 1 part of cement is

used as a filling, and is sj)rcad as a covering over the floor to a
depth of J to 2 in. When the hollow bricks have side grooves, a
stronger floor can be made by running the steel bars along the

grooves. A definite camber is often given to such floor blocks, in

order to provide maximum thickness of covering at the joins.

Roofing. The roofing almost universally adopted is the north

liglit type, which has been dealt with on page 296 et seq.

CoMBiNKi) Single- and Multi-stoky Factotuks

This type of factory is perhaps the ideal for most chi.sses of

manufacture, as it combines the advantages of both type, whilst i"

reduces some of the disadvantages. For instance, in the manu-
facture of ek'ctrical (^quipriunit, th(^ coil winding and the j)roduction

of small j)ressings and other small parts can be carried on in the multi-

story building, th(‘. fin lied components eventually finding their way
down to the ground floor, while the erection and the heavy work,
such as that of the foundry, heat-treatment shops, etc., can be
carried out with a minimum of handling in the single-story buildings.

As another (example, in the manufacture of artificial silk, the raw
material can bt? pumped to the churn room on the top floor, winuice

it ])asses through the \arious stages, eventually reaching the ground
floor as the manufactured material. It can then be finished and
packed in the singlcsstoi’y part of the factory.

Provided the building layout is properly arranged, it is easier

to build extensions with the combined type without interfering

with production than is tlu^ case with the multi -story type. The
extensions can oftim be of the cheap single-story pattern, although,

if very much more space is required, the main multi-story building

can be extended. In laying out the combined type of factory, care

must be takiui to ensure that provision is made for adding extra

wings. Fig. 188 shows a plan of typical factory buildings of the

combined pattern, with provision for extensions of both types.

Whilst this may not suit every type of manufacture, it will serve

as a guide to the sort of provision that should be made for extension.

The dcjsign illustrated can often be arranged to give an impressive

fayade facing the main road.

Light WeUs. The walls of the light wells should always be of a

light colour. Glazed bricks or tiles for the first and second story

may well repay the extra expenditure, by reducing the lighting bill.
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NOISE AND VIBRATION IN BUILDINGS

The elimination of vibration and noise is a very important factor

in a great many factories to-day, and the Works Engineer usually

has two types of problems to deal with: (1) the isolation of the

vibration and noise from moving machinery such as Diesel engines,

turbo-alternators, pulverizers, etc.
;
and (2) the elimination of noise

from special silence rooms or cabinets—such as those used for

wireless tests, etc.—which are situated in manufacturing depart-

ments, or the protecting of sensitive instruments from the sur-

rounding vibration. Sounds are vibrations, which may be sub-

divided here into (a) ground or mechanical vibrations caused by

Fig. 188. Layout of Single- and
Multi-stoky Building

the machines and transmitted through the foundations to the walls

or steelwork
;
and (6) air vibrations, transmitted through the air.

In the first type of problem, ground vibration is the main cause,

and allowance must be made for this when the foundations are

designed for the particular machine. When large machines are to

be installed in, say, the basement of a multi-story building (where
vibration can cause a great deal of damage to floors and walls), it is

advisable to consult a firm of experts, such as Messrs. Absorbit,
Ltd., or Messrs. Christie & Grey. For steel-framed buildings,

obviously, no holding-down bolts for machinery should be fastened

down in direct contact with the steelwork.

The machine foundations are usually in the form of a large raft

of concrete, supported by means of specially prepared cork, such
as ‘‘Korfund’^ or “Coresil,” or a combination of springs, cork, and
felt with an air space of about 1 in. around the sides. The springs

may be in the form of semi-elliptic leaf springs, or coil springs

housed in a vibro-damper (Fig. 189). Vibro-dampers are of special

value in eliminating the transmission of vibration from reciprocating

machinery, whether prime movers, compressors, or pumps.
In the case of ventilating plant mounted upon the roof of a
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building, vibration which would otherwises be transmitted by holding-

down bolts throughout the roof can be avoided by mounting the
fan on a lusavy concrete block, between which and the roof itself a
3 in. cork slab is inserted. No bolts pass through the slab to the

building, and consequently the concrete block must be sufficiently

heavy to withstand tendencies to ovt'rturn,due to high wind pressure ;

moreover, the roof must be strong enough to bear the total weight.
Air vibration rarely gets beyond the room in which it occurs

but when it is essential

to reduce all noise to a
minimum, this can be
accomplished by laggin ^

the machine which
causes the trouble with
a suitable air-dense

material. Fig. 1 90
shows a coal pulverizer

foundation, the absorb-
ing medium being ‘'Kor-

fund.’' With this class

ofmachine the vibration

is considerable, but prac-

tically none of it is

transmitted to the next
room. For some types
of plant, such as motors,
etc., direct mounting on
vibro-dampers may be
sufficient.

Fia. 190. Pulverizer Fou^cdation with
“Korfutstd” as a vShock-absorbing Medium

Excessive vibration and noise from machines may be due to

imperfect balancing. In such cases the only remedy is to balance

the machines again as nearly as possible; if out-of-balance forces

still remain, a dynamic absorber should be tuned to neutralize the

vibrations arising. At the same time, all loose and worn parts should

be replaced, and the bearings examined to ensure that efficient

lubrication is taking place.

u—{T.43)
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In the second type of problem, the building of sound-proof
cabinets or silence chambers, needs special care, especially as more
often than not these cabinets have to be of a portable nature,

Smaets houka
m FLOOR OPeMiHQ3 TO BE
COyEREO WITH CLOSE MESH WIRE
am CXFAHOEO metal.

Fig. 191 . Silence Cabinet fob Commercial Use

inasmuch as the line of production may have to be altered from
time to time. Not only must the elimination of sound of both air-

and ground-vibrations from outside sources be considered, but also

the reverberation or reflection of sounds from the walls and ceiling
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of the room itself. These sounds may continue long enough to be
detected by the ear after the actual note or sound has been stopped
or changed ; and where such work as, say, the testing of loud-speakers
is involved, it is not possible to get a true impression of the clarity

of the instrument.

Dealing with the floor first, ground vibrations from outside sources
have to be eliminated. The use of an elastic material is necessary,
such as “Antiphon” or “Volafelt,” thus creating a “floating” floor.

When possible, it is a help to have the whole cabinet “floating.”

The outer walls, if of brick, should have a timber lining to which is

attached the selected interlining insulator, which may be rock wool,
“Absorbit,” class A, or in some cases

seaweed quilting. If the cabinet is built

up of wood framing the outer covering

may be of “Insulite,” “Cell Board,” or

even match boarding, the framing being
filled on the insidt^ in a similar manner to

the brick-built type. In either case this

filling can be kept in position by fintJ-

mesh wire netting or fly netting ; where a

cabinet is used a great deal, “Insulite,”

“Cell Board,” or “Absorbit,” class C, may
be good enough for commercial purposes.

The soundproof room (jonstructed by the

Metropohtan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.,

for the testing of machinery with a view
to noise reduction, has the walls, floor,

and ceiling covenKl with an interior lining of cotton waste 8 in.

thick. This lining is held in position by wire netting. Slag wool has
an advantage over cotton waste in that it does not harbour vermin.

Fig. 191 shows a type of cabinet which is quite suitable for

commercial use.

Isolation of Instruments. Where instruments such as mirror

galvanometers have to be housed, it is essential to keep them free

from vibration, otherwise the light beam will not give a steady

reading on the scale. The usual method is to cast a concrete pillar

or stand and to carry the foundations through the floor, with an
air gap between the floor and the sides of the stand. This arrange-

ment can be dispensed with if the concrete stand is fitted to a
wooden base and mounted on “Sorbo” rubber 2 in. thick, as shown
in Fig. 192.

Fig. 192 . Anti-vibration
Mounting for Mirror

Galvanombter

FACTORY PAINTING

The Factories Act stipulates that factory interiors shall be lime-

washed every fourteen months. Exemption from this requirement

can be claimed in certain trades and circumstances. Where a
washable water paint of a given specification is used, and providing
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the interior is painted with two coats, repainting with at least one
coat is only required once in every three years, as long as paint

surfaces are washed at least once in every fourteen months. Where
oil paint is used, repainting must be done every seven years pro-

viding the surface is washed down every fourteen months.
Apart from the instructions issued under the Factories Act, it is

to a firm’s own advantage to keep the inside of its factories clean.

Not only is there a saving in electric lighting, and an increased

cleanliness in the finished products, but also there is the psycho-

logical effect on the employees, who will work much better and more
accurately. These considerations mak(5 the painting of factories a

very important item. The same applies to the cleaning of windows
and roof glazing. As pointed out in Chapter TV, the author

carried out a test on a piece of roof glass in a clean suburb
;
one

sheet was left uncleaned for twelve months, and then taken out and
tested for light absorption with a foot-candle meter and an electric

lamp. The average readings over the whole sheet of glass gave
58*4 per cent light absorption. A good cleaner for outside glass,

providing care is taken in its uso, is '‘Morlite.”

With glass partitions and windows the ordinary method of

“leathering” a window takes considerable time and costs money.
The author has used a Carter “window washer” with great success.

It comprises a small water container with a felt pad for washing,

and a rubber squeegee for polishing. One man working with the

washer is equivalent to three men using the old method. Tlu^

washer is made by the Carter Products Corporation, Cleveland,

Ohio.

For paintwork in coastal districts, special types of paint are

advisable on account of the difference in the atmospheric conditions.

Experiments made in the U.S.A. indicate that the best results in

such cases are secured by mixing the pigments, e.g. the United
States Lighthouse Department uses white paint made from pigment
consisting of 25 per cent white lead and 75 per cent zinc oxide.

Internal Painting. The standard colour for steelwork roof trusses,

etc., is usually light green
;
where the work carried on in the shop

is clean, cream is sometimes used. Successful experiments have
been tried with aluminium paint, which greatly increases the

reflected light. The covering and lasting properties of a first-class

aluminium paint are very good. As mentioned in an earlier chapter,

it is a good plan to paint all hangers, overhead motors, guards, and
even large pulleys aluminum

;
they can easily be touched up and

there is no difficulty in matching the colour, as there is with other

paints. For ceilings, a light cream is preferable to white, as the

latter is inclined to look dingy after a few months.
A good colour for the walls is a light biscuit, with a chocolate or

dark brown dado up to 4 ft. from the floor. A good water paint or

distemper should be used for both ceilings and walls. There are
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now 80 many good water paints or distempers on the market that

it is haxd to discriminate bc^tween them. In many cases the slight

extra expenditure entailed in the use of a good oil-bound distemper
is well justified, as most of the first-class brands will really with-

stand washing. For water paints the author has a preference for

types such as “ Walpamur'’
;
and for oil-bound distempers, products

similar to those marketed uiide^r the name “Keystone.” Both the

brands mentioned have good covering power and are easy to apply.

Exterior Painting. Under normal conditions, outside painting

should be done every fourth year. Where acid or other injurious

fumes are present it will be necessary to repaint more often. As
regards finish, th(irc appears to be a preference in recent years

to provide a hard gloss paint for the finishing coat. It is important,

however, that both under-coats and finishing coats for external use

should be obtained from a reliable firm of manufacturers.

Cheap j)aints never prove economical in the long run.

Acid-resisting Paints. Where acid fumes have to be contended
with, a good acid-resisting paint finished witli a coat of acid-resisting

varnish, such as that supjdied by Messrs. Griffiths Bros., of Ber-

mondsey, should be used.

Where the paintwork is in direct contact with sulphur fumes or

sulphuretted hydrogen, a lead-free paint must be used, as the

sulphur attacks the lead, forming lead sulphide, which turns the

paintwork black. In one case where a room subjected to these

fumes had been ])aint(ul white with a lead-free paint, discoloration

took place at the point where the painting had been commenced,
and its cause was eventually tnmed to the use of a paint brush
which had not been properly cleaned and had previously been used
for a lead paint.

For cast iron or steel gutt/crs, etc., in the vicinity of fumes, the

author has tried several types of bituminous paints and red-oxide

paint, and in his experience th(‘ latter has lasted much better. A
paint having a zinc base has proved satisfactory where light colours

are required.

Bituminous i)aints are liable to deterioration in sunlight, as the

sun's actinic rays cause decomposition to take place. By mixing
the bitumen with finely divided carbon, this can be largely avoided,

as the carbon prevents the absorption of most of the actinic rays.

Other pigments may lx? mixed with the bitumen to give varying
degrees of preservation, in proportion to the amount of pigments
used.

MISCELLANEOUS
Overcrowding of Workshops. The Factories Act states that the

proportion of cubic feet of space in a factory or workshop to the
persons working therein should not be less than 250 per person
during normal working hours and 400 during overtime. It is
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essential, of course, that a notice shall be affixed in every factory

or workshop specifying the number of persons who may be employed
in each room of the factory or workshop. Emergency doors must be

put in suitable positions to suit the local authorities* requirements,

and made to open outwards.

Works Offices should be made u]) of sectional partitions either of

steel or wood. It is then easy to change the size of an office or to

remove it to a new position without waste of materials or the

necessity of redecoration.

Small Erections and Sheds. The liiif‘, of extension should be
carefully planned. Sheds or shops of a temj)orary nature should

not be built in such positions that they may have to be taken down
in a few years* time when extensions are made.

Acid-dipping Shops. In such shops th(i walls should be coated

to a height of 4 to 6 ft. with “ Prodorit(' ’* or some similar bituminous
rendering. All framing and window sashes should be of wood, and
windows should always be arranged on an outside wall to allow of

the exhausting of the acid fumes to the atmosphere. Fans are

necessary to withdraw these fumes, and whilst the standard form
of fume exhaust fan, with extended shaft and outside motor,
operates very well, the constant renewal of fan runners or blades is

costly. Fig. 184, on page 307, shows a method that has been used

satisfactorily. Air is drawn in through the side walls, causing a
slight pressure in the shop; thus the air to be exhausted passes

through the vent over the acid baths, thereby keeping the fumes
away from the operators’ faces. The air is drawn from the plating

shop and thus helps to ventilate this department also. Doors must,
of course, be self-closing.

Where the washing or cleaning waters enter the soil drain, the

local authorities’ chemists may e^orce the neutralizing of the acid

entering the public soil drains. The acid can be neutralized by the

use of hydrated lime or soda ash, the latter being the better agent,

since, for satisfactory neutralizing with the former, excess lime

would have to be used. It is essential, when lime is used, that the
neutralizing agent shall be kept in a good state of suspension by
continuous agitation. If this is not done, there is a possibility of the

pipes becoming stopped up; thus, although lime is cheaper, the

maintenance is much greater than when using soda ash. The pro-

portion of neutralizing agent to waste acid will depend on the

strength of the latter. Taking this strength as 100 per cent, the
amount required would be

—

Soda ash : approximately equal parts of soda ash and acid.

Lime : approximately three parts of lime to four parts of acid.

The solubility of soda ash in water is 7 per cent. From this the

capacity of the required tank can be estimated.

Battery Booms. Whilst it is not so essential to have battery or
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accumulator rooms on an outside wall, it is preferable, if it can be
arranged, so that natural—instead of forced—ventilation can be
used. Good ventilation is essential to exhaust the oxygen and
hydrogen given ofF from the batteries, thus preventing the formation
of an explosive mixture. It is also necessary for reducing the tem-
perature of the batteries during heavy charge or discharge periods,

and to carry off the spray, thus preventing the rotting of wooden
battery stands. It is advisable to use a somewhat similar floor

construction to the dipping shop, except that pre-cast bituminous
paviors may be used in place of blue bricks. A good acid-resisting

asphalt floor, such as those laid by Limmer Asphalt Co., or Messrs.

Val De Travers, will also give satisfactory results. This type of

floor should be washed down, say, once a week, to get rid of the

accumulated acid and dirt.

Steelwork in battery rooms may be protected by painting with
acid-resisting paint. Lighting switches should be as far from the

spray or gases as possible
;
actually they are better fixed outside

the entrance. When forced ventilation is necessary, the air inlets

should be arranged as near the floor as possible aiid the outlet at

the highest point in the roof or ceiling, so as to ensure that there

are no stagnant pockets. Tlnj fan should be; arranged in the outlet,

otherwise there will be a slight pressure in the room which may
help to cause an explosion.

Elimination of Obnoxious Gases. Where obnoxious fumes are given

off in rubber or ebonite manufacture, such as sulphuretted hydrogen,
etc., complaints may be received from the local authorities. The best

method of reducing the nuisance is by passing the fumes through a
coke fire or under a boiler grate. This is not always practicable,

however, and the only means then of getting rid of the greater part

of the fumes is by building a very high chimney and dispersing the

fumes over a very large area, or by scrubbing the fumes. Whilst
it is impossible to remove the smell completely, a scrubbing tower
such as that shown in Fig. 193 will greatly reduce the nuisance. A
1 per cent solution of caustic soda should be Used.

Floor Wear. The wear on floors can be considerably reduced if

rubber-tyred transport trucks are used ; either solid rubber cushions

may be fitted, or the new small Dunlop pneumatic tjTes. The use of

these tyres will also considerably decrease the amount of noise.

Machine Foundations are usually required in a hurry and if a

rapid-hardening cement, such as ‘‘Ciment Fondu” is used, the

machine can start working within twenty-four hours. A concrete

mix using ballast, sand, and “Ciment Fondu” in the ratio 4:2: 1

will attain a strength from 7 000 to 8 000 lb. per in.^ within twenty-
four hours. Another point in favour of “Ciment Fondu’’ is that a

normal mix is not affected by frost; owing to the quick chemical

action, it becomes quite warm, and is therefore immune from
freezing. Concrete made with this cement should be kept damp.
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either with wet sacks or by sprinkling with water from a watering

can, during the setting process.

Paving Slabs. Where boilers are fired with pulverized coal, the

fine ash, which is composed of about 80 per cent silica, makes an

ideal binder for paving slabs, in conjunction with broken bricks,

and the author has had some 2 000 ft. run of footpaths paved by
this method. The mixings are as follows

—

1 part broken brick.

2 parts flue dust.

1 part cement.
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The slabs are faced to about f in thickness with a mixture of
parts of dust to 1 1 parts of granit/f - chippings and cement

; the total

thickness of the slabs should be at least 2 in. and they should be
set in mortar, tons being sufficient to form a path 170 ft. long
and C) ft. 3 in. wide. The overall cost, including removal of the
former ash path and laying with slabs, is about Is. 5d. per yd.®

Mixers. A sma.ll brick crusher and portable petrol-driven mixer
is very useful, not only for this work but for putting in machine

TABLE XIX

Load in Tons fok Diffjskent Spans
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foundations. Apart from the assurance of proper mixing, the time
saved by running the mixer right on the site means that the work
is done better, quicker, and more economically. The author has
used a “Ransome Featherweight” mixer with a batch capacity of

4^3|ft.^ driven by a Lister 4h.p. petrol engine; the mixer is

capable of a daily output of 30 yd.^

Services. In quite a number of factories, the lack of adequate
facilities for service pipes and cables is notic(iable. When laying

out new buildings, this point must be remembered, and cable and
pipe ducts or subways provided. For single-stor}^ buildings an
outside gantry is perhaps advisable, as with this scheme valuable

floor space is released, and a clear way is left for overhead conveyers,

etc., since it is then only necessary to have relatively small cables

and pipes inside the factory.

Travelling Cranes. Where cranes are used in shops or loading

bays, one standard track should always be employed. Due to a

change in the line of production or layout it may be necessary to

exchange a hand crane for an electric one
;

or, if a heavier crane

is necessary, the crane to be replaced can be used instead of one of

the hand cranes.

Steelwork. Space will not permit of a detailed treatment of steel

construction owing to the number of tables required for the numerous
different sizes of steel sections, also to the length of the L.C.C.

Regulations, etc. 1 his subject is well covered in the books published

by the different steel manufacturers; these are usually supplied

free of charge to Works Engineers. Perhaps the most-thumbed
page in such a book is the table giving the safe load in tons for

different spans with a uniformly distributed load. A copy of Messrs.

Dorman Long’s tables is reproduced in Table XIX, by their kind

permission.

Cycle Accommodation. With the building of factories on the

outskirts of cities and towns, the cycle has become popular with

workpeople to-day, and adequate cycle accommodation has become
a big problem. It is now possible to buy suitable compact steel

cycle racks, ready for erection, which take up a minimum of floor

space. Fig. 194 shows a typical example. Cycle racks of the old

type usually require a lot of maintenance, but the new steel

type can be installed and forgotten, except for the usual periodic

painting.



CHAPTER XI

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

CONVEYERS AND TRANSPORT
Conveyers to-clay are—or should be—an integral part of the plant

of almost every factory. Although they are used primarily to

convey goods or partly finished articles from one process or opt^ration

to another, it is not always fully realized that they are extremely

useful as a means of storage. Whilst any of several methods may
be adopted to convey goods mechanically, there may be only one
ideal method combining economy wdth low initial costs.

Gravity Roller Conveyer. This is, of course, the most (economical

device when it is possible to arrange a slight fall to enable the

articles to move along by gravity, or when oijerators can perform
one operation, say to a motor car engine, and push it along to the

next operation.

With the roller conveyor, goods can be passed from one shop to

another with no other costs than the initial outlay. These con-

veyers can be erected anywhere, with suitable switches and curves

to suit any particular job, and can be moved round to suit any
re-arrangement of plant. Other types of conveyers or elevators can
be used in conjunction with them. Sometimes, instead of rollers,

small ball-bearing wheels are used and fitted on the outside of the

angle iron frame, so forming a light portable type.

When goods have to be transported from upper to lower floors,

friction spiral chutes or roller spirals can be used. For elevating

goods, ‘‘subveyers,’’ vertical elevators, slat-, chain-, or belt-inclined

elevators may be used, depending on the class of work.

Belt Conveyers. These are, of course, power-driven, and when
laying out a system, care must be taken to supply the conveyer
manufacturer with complete information as to the weight and
number of articles to be carried in a given time, so that a correct

speed can be arrived at. The belts may be in the form of stitched

cotton, slatting, chain, or woven wire, according to the class of

work carried. When cotton belts are used they are usually arranged

flat and the bottom strand can be used for conveying goods in the

opposite direction, such as empty containers or boxes. The belting

runs on idle rollers fitted with ball bearings, the spacing being

usually between 6 in. to 12 in., according to the load.

Slat conveyers are formed of wood slats mounted on two lengths

of conveyer chain, forming a moving platform ; they are generally

used for dealing with boxes, barrels, sacks, and for heavier work
than could be.carried on a cotton belt.

326
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Chain Conveyers are usually ^wifJbpted to suit a particular job,

such as the conveyance of beer or rhilk bottles, oil barrels, etc.

Woven Wire Belts are used on drying or cooling conveyers and
are formed of galvanized wire of various gauges to suit the particular

work involved.

Overhead Chain Conveyer. Owing to its adaptability, this is

perhaps one of the most useful types of conveyer in operation to-day.

Work can be carried from one floor to another and dropped down
to a machine or to any particular operation

; articles can be carried

through cleaning, enamelling, or drying operations, etc.
;
but, what

is even more important, the conveyer can be used as storage without
taking up valuable floor space. Where there is a time lag between
operations, say for drying, the conveyer can be carried along the

shop and back. It is composed of an overhead rail with an endless

chain and trolleys, which can be raised or lowered at will; it will

also negotiate sharp bends in any direction. Hooks or special types
of carriers can be fixed to suit any work requiring them.

It has only been possible to explain briefly the main types of

conveyers, and whilst there are many more peculiar to different

classes of manufacture, it is advisable, before installing any type,

to consult such a firm as Messrs. W. C. Pantins, Messrs. Fraser

& Chalmers, or Messrs. E. Morris, who specialize in conveying
machinery and who will put forward schemes.

Redler Conveyers. For flour, grain, cereals, etc., a vacuum system
or the Redler “En Masse’* system of conveying is employed. The
author has used conveyers of the latter t>q)e for some considerable

time for pulverized coal and ‘‘smudge,” and they render very good
service. They an^ composed of specially shaped links passing

through a box or trough, and are capable of carrying a load of a

depth approximately the equivalent of the width of the chain, the

load travelling at the same speed as the chain and in a quiescent

mass—the returning part of the chain being carried in the top of

the box. For cereals, etc., a wood troughing or box is used, but for

fine coal or other abrasive materials the troughing is made of steel

sheet. The usual speed is about 60 ft. per min. Elevators are

also made on the same principle ; Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers specialize

in coal-conveying installations, some of which the author has seen

efficiently conveying material over lengths of some hundreds of

feet. One of the great features of this plant is that no special housing

is necessary
;
the troughing is totally enclosed and dustproof, and

the power consumption is also very low.

Where small components are m<ide, it is surprising to find that

none of the conveyer -manufacturers have produced a really light

conveyer which can not only be used to transpqrt goods from one

operation to another but also for storage purposes. The lightest

type the author has found is that made by Messrs. Dixons of

Letchworth. The author has used some hundreds of feet of brass
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curtain rail for this purpose, and has also made small overhead
conveyers with f in. steel tape and small pulleys running on a light

angle iron; where very light articles have to be transported or

stored this type of endless band has proved very efficient.

Coal Handling. This class of work covers a very large field.

Whilst drag-link conveyers, belt conveyers, or grabs may be used
for the transportation of coal (the type being dependent on the

layout of the installation), where waggon tipplers are not installed,

the usefulness of a portable conveyer for stacking is not always

realized. They are very adaptable and will more than save their

cost.

“ (Hpe ” Carriers. Where process or other cards have to be sent

to different departments, the “Gipe’’ carrier, as used in retail shops

for sending the bill and money to the cash desk, will save a lot of

running about. The author has one 250 ft. long giving good service.

Transport. Whilst it is undesirable to have hand trucks, it is,

nevertheless, sometimes necessary. Work may be transported from
one operation to another on platforms with lif'ting trucks; but

ordinary hand trucks are sometimes used. Wherever possible,

rubber tyres should be employed
; small Dunlop pneumatic or solid

rubber t)rre8 will greatly decrease the noise and the wear and tear

of floors.

For transport between factories, electric or petrol-driven trucks

may be used. The author prefers the former type as there is no
smell or noise, and the battery, provided it is charged properly and
well maintained, will last about five years. With a number of

“Greenbat** trucks fitted with “Chloride’’ electrical batteries, the

running costs over a number of years has been found to be £4 6s. lOd.

per week, allowing 47 hours of continuous service.

Where two or more factories are some distance apart, a light

motor van with trailers or mechanical horse, made to suit the

particular requirements will be found a valuable investment.*

DEGREASING AND CLEANING OF METALS
Where machined parts have to be thoroughly cleaned for plating

or lacquering, or where it is only necessary to remove swarf and
chips, special plant must be installed. The removal of the surplus

oil is usually effected in centrifugal separators, from which the
cutting oil can be reclaimed and cleaned by passing it to a tank at

ground level, whence it can be pumped through a centrifugal oil

separator, such as the De Laval, and then pumped into an overhead
tank equipped with heating coils for sterilizing. The oil separator

can be bought already fitted with the necessary pumps. With this

apparatus, an appreciable saving can be made in the consumption
of cutting oil.

* For analysis of running costs, sea Proc,I*Mech.E,, 1936, vol. 133, p, 601.
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This process only removes the oil, and it is then necessary to
wash or clean larger components; but for small screws, nuts, etc.,

made on “automatics,” the chips must be removed. A very efficient

machine for this operation is the McKenzie chip separator. This
machine has a vibrating table over which the work spreads and
falls towards the outlet, an air blast which passes over the work
carrying off the chips ; the only necessary adjustment for large or

small parts is the regulation of the air blast. This machine takes

3 h.p. and will separate a bushel of small parts per minute. Even
in the case of very small work the separation is efficiently done.
The cleaning and degreasing can be carried out by washing

machines with whirling sprays, or by using a grease solvent such as

trichlorethylene .

Washing Machines. These are designed with a pump fixed under
the base of the tank, the hot liquid, which can be heated either by
steam or gas, being circulated through revolving sprays. The solu-

tion generally used consists of 8 lb. of dry sodium phosphate to

42 gal. of water. The temperatures of the solution should be
180"' F. for steel, 160"’ F. for brass, and 125° F. for aluminium

;
in

the latter case the temperature should not be exceeded, as the
liquid will then turn aluminium black.

Trichlorethylene Degreasing Plants. Trichlorethylene is now estab-

lished as the leading degreasing agent, on account of its powerful
solvent properties, its non-inflammability, and its freedom from
injurious action on all metals, even in the presence of water. It can
be used in both the vapour and the liquid states.

In a vapour degreasing plant, a drawing of which is shown in

Fig. 195, a supply of the solvent in the sump of the plant is boiled

by steam, gas, or electric heating. The vapour produced at 87° C.

fills the tank and is prevented from overflowing by a condensing
coil arranged round the sides near the top When the vapour reaches

this coil it is condensed to a liquid and drips back to the sump, thus

maintaining a constant level of vapour in the plant. Beneath the

cooling coil there is usually a trough in which the condensate

collects before overflowing into the sump. This trough is provided

with a tap which enables the distilled trichlorethylene to be drawn
off quite clean and free from grease, or to be used in other ways as

explained below.

When a load of greasy articles at ordinary temperature is put
into the tank it condenses the trichlorethylene vapour to liquor

over all its surfaces. This liquor dissolves all oils and greases present

and falls down into the sump. Here the heat applied readily

vaporizes the trichlorethylene liquor again, but the temperature is

not sufficient to vaporize the oil which gradually collects there.

After a brief immersion in the vapour bath, the articles are heated

to the same temperature, namely, 87° C. ;
condensation ceases, and

degreasing is complete. The articles are then lifted out, the adhering
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film of trichlorethylene evaporates, and leaves the surfaces entirely

dry and grease-free.

When the grease on the articles contains solids, such as dust or

polishing-powder, it is necessary to subject the articles to tri-

chlorethylene liquor, usually boiling, in order to wash these solids

from the surfaces to which they were held by the grease bond.

Kig. 195 . Degkeasing Plant. Vapour Type
{Imperial Chemiml Industries)

It is not advisable to wash metal work in cold trichlorethylene
only, as this may result in a high consumption of solvent, but if a
wash in liquor, cold or (preferably) hot, is followed by vapour
treatment, excellent results are then obtainable.

Ultimately the liquor becomes so charged with grease and solid
matter that articles washed in it would not be entirely clean.
Accordingly, the design of liquor-vapour plants, shown in Fig. 196,
is such that condensate from the distiller trough is constantly fed
to the bottom of the liquor compartment. This causes the upper
portion of the liquor, which contains most of the grease and sohds,
to overflow into the vapour compartment. Here the oil remains, as
its boiling point is far above that of trichlorethylene. In such plants
the liquor compartment may require only occasional distillation,
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while the vajjour compartment will require more frequent cleaning
in order to remove solids as well as oil.

Where the shapes of greasy articles are. such that th(i flat surfaces
cause them to stick closely together, it is preferable to degrease
them completely in liquor, and dry in hot air chamber.
A suitable plant may contain three compartments of boiling

Fra. 190. Di-kjreasing Plant. Liqi^or-vapour Type
{Imperial Chemical hulasiriea)

liquor so arranged that the distillate is fed into the bottom of ]^5o. 3
compartment; the overflow from this is fed into the bottom of
No. 2 compartment; and similarly that from No. 2 to No. 1. The
greasy articles are washed first in No. 1 compartment, then in No. 2,

and finally in No. 3.

The bulk of the grease is remov?*d in the first wash ; the second
usually completes the cleaning; whilst the third wash provides
additional safety, should grease collect in No. 2 compartment faster

than it is di£q>laced into No. 1 by the flow of distillate, which is

always in the opposite direction to that of the work.
The degreasing plants in general use to-day are of the vapour
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and the vapour-liquor types ; in size they range from those used by
jewellers to those used in aeroplane factories. The chief manufac-
turing processes which necessitate degreasing are

—

Drop Forging

Drop Stamping,
Pressing,

Drawing, and
Cold Rolling

Machining

Pickling and
Rustproofing

Enamelling

Electroplating

Repair Shops

After oil-quenching and oil-tempering before

machining.

'’Before annealing.

After finishing, to remove cutting oil and swarf
before gauging, storing, assembly, and
dispatch.

Before Sherardizing, Bonderizing, Parkerizing,

Coslettizing, Carlettozing, tinning, etc.

Before vitreous stoving, and before applying

cellulose enamels and lacquers.

To expose the surfaces of all base metals to the

action of the deoxidizing, cleaning, and
etching solutions prior to the electro

-

deposition of all metals.

To remove oil, powder, dirt, etc., from parts of

motor cars, machine tools, coal cutters,

textile machinery, condensers, oil coolers,

etc.

On a basis of weight, lb. of the solvent can be vaporized by
the same amount of heat as would be required to heat 1 lb. of water
through the same temperature range. Imperial Chemical Indus-

tries have designed plants working on the vapour and on the

combined liquid and vapour systems. Whilst these plants will

render articles chemically clean, so that they can be plated or

lacquered, it is sometimes necessary to leave some protective coating

to prevent rust on such articles as nuts and bolts which require no
extra finish. Experiments have been carried out, and by the

introduction of “lanoline” into the solvent this drawback has been
overcome, no rusting then taking place.

LUBRICATION
One of the most important factors in the successful running of a

works is good lubrication of all moving machinery. It is even more
important that the type of lubricant used is that which is most
suitable for the particular job. Though a good grade of oil may be
used, if its viscosity or flash point is not suited to the work in

q^uestion, no matter how much the bearings or other moving parts

are flooded, heavy wear and tear may take place due to bad lubrica-

tion. It will also be found that cheap lubricating oil never pays.
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Oil is used to form an intervening film between the moving
surfaces, thus avoiding metal-to-metal contact, which would cause
friction, heating, and wear, and it must therefore^ have sufficient

“body” or viscosity, to withstand being squeezed out. Temperature
and pressure will also help to decide which class of oil to use, and,
as it requires an expert’s advice, it is well to consult a firm of
reputation. The British Standards Institution (formerly the British

Engineering Standards Association) recommend the following vis-

cosities for the different applications (the units being seconds, in the

Redwood scale)

—

Light high-speed spindles . . . Up to 55 Redwood at 140° F.
Spindles, shafting, ring-lubricated

bearings . . . . . . 55 to 75 Redwood at 140° F.
Electric motors, dynamos, air com-

pressors, turbines, and gas engines . 75 to 125 Redwood at 140° F.
General types of heavy engines . . 125 to 175 Redwood at 150° F.
For the heaviest work . . .175, and above, Redwood at 150° F.

Steam cylinders

—

Low-pressure saturated steam . . Up to 160 Redwood at 200° F.
Medium-pressure saturated steam . 160 to 190 Redwood at 200° F.
High-pressure saturated steam. . 190 to 210 Redwood at 200° F.
High-pressure superheated steam . Above 200 Redwood at 200° F.

Viscosity is measured by means of a viscometer (Fig. 197). The
outer, jacket A is filled with water, whilst the inner jacket B is

filled with oil to be tested. A flame

is then applied to the small arm or

heating tube shown on the right

until the required test temperature
is indicated on the central thermo-
meter. The oil is then allowed to

flow into a 50 cm.^ flask, the actual

time needed for 50 cm.® to flow out
being checked with a stop watch,

graduated in seconds The number
of seconds is then designated “Red-
wood No. 1 ” at whatever test

temperature was used (usually 150^

F. for lubricating oils) and is itself

the measure of the viscosity. The
viscosity may also be expressed in

Saybolt or Engler readings, but the

Redwood scale is the measurement 1^7. Viscometek

used in this country.

Flash Point. To estimate the flash point of an oil, a special

apparatus is required, consisting of a copper container or ofl cup
with a stirring device, a thermometer, and a test-flame jet, the

container being mounted on a stand high enough to allow of a

Bunsen burner being placed beneath, to heat the oil.

. ThfvieMtnJts
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The test sample is put in the oil cup, and when the oil starts to

warm up, a cap is fitted over the cup, and the oil is then continuously

stirred, except when the test-flame is inserted. The temperature
reading on the thermometer is carefully watched, the small gas

test-flame being inserted at every 2° F. rise in temperature until a
flash takes place. The actual temperature when the flash occurs is

then recorded, and this is known as the closed flash point.

Specific Gravity. The specific gravit}^ of oil is ascertained by the

use of a Baume hydrometer, which is used in the same manner as

any other hydi’ometer, tlu^ reading on the scale being taken as the

surface of tlie liquid. Th(^ standard Baume scale begins at 10*^ for

a specific gravity of 1 (as pure water), and increases as the specific

gravity decreases, in accordance with tlic relationship

—

Specific gravity -=

140
or Baume scale — ^ — 130

Specine gravity

It is usual to take the specific gravity at 60° F.

For high-speed spindles a good machine oil should be used, with a
closed flash point of about 250° F. (minimum). The speciiic gravit}''

should be from 0*830 to 0*8()5. For plain-bearing motors, counter-

shaft bearings, etc., such oils as “ Vacuum A” or “Houghton's L 1|'’

absorbed oils are advised. For air compressors, best-quality medium
oil, having a high flash point, say 385° F. (minimum), should be used,

as oil with a low flash point becomes vaporized with the air, for

which reason a good oil film does not form on the cylinder walls.

“Palmerine" compressor oil will give good results. For chains and
heavy gearing, a graphited oil may be used, the oil serving to

conduct the graphite to the part that requires lubrication.

For high-speed ball-bearing shafts, it is better if the ball bearings

run in an oil bath using a very light good-quality machine oil, as

mentioned above
;
but for medium and low speeds a good acid-free

grease should be used with an acidity or alkalinity of not more
than 0*1 mg.
Where moving metal parts are subject to heavy or vibrating loads,

pitting and corrosion sometimes take place, even though the parts

may be well lubricated with a good acid-free oil or grease. Much
research has been carried out to find the cause, and it is considered

that the trouble is mechanical, electrical, and chemical. Messrs.

Alexander Duckham & Co., Ltd., state that when two metal surfaces

are suddenly brought together under pressure, an electrical stress is

produced at, and around, the point of contact. When the action is

repeated continuously, alternating electric stresses are produced,
the potential difference being responsible for the pitting

;
moreover,

the slip which invariably takes place on moving parts has an
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abrasive action, and the heat generated causes oxidization. Zinc
oxide has been added to the lubricant in colloidal form, which makers

the lubricant anodic to steel and creates an electrolytic couple

which forms an adherent film on the contacting surfaces, thus pre-

venting corrosion and pitting. This new lubricant is known as

“Keenor’ and is marketed by Messrs. Alexander Duckham.

THERMOMETERS AND PYROMETERS
The necessity for recording temperatures aristis in almost every

industry, and it is essential for the engineer to be conversant with
('ach type of thermometer and its field of application.

Temperature. There are three thermometer scales in use to-day

:

Fahrenheit, Centigrade, and Reaumur, but the latter is only used
in some parts of C-eiitral Europe. The freezing point of water is

taken as zero on the Centigrade scale and 32"" on the Fahrenheit
scale, the boiling point being 100^ Centigrade and 212'' Fahrenheit.

Conversion Formulae—
Fahrenheit to Centigrade : = degrees C.

y

Centigrade to Fahrenlieit:
^ ~ -f 32 = degrees F.

o

Absolute Zero. Whilst it is usual to measure from the zero of a
particular scale, temperature is sometimes expressed in degrees

absolute, which are reckoned from absolute zero. This conception
has been arrived at by theoretical calculations, and is taken as the

lowest ])oint to which it is conceivable for tem])erature to drop.

It can be arrived at by adding the following numbers of degrees to

the scale which is being, used

—

Absolute zero — • scale reading in degrees Fahrenheit 459"^.

Absolute zero — scale reading in degrees Centigrade + 273^.

Thermometers. Perhaps the most important feature of any
thermometer is its sensitiveness. The amount of '‘lag” in a cheap
type may be considerable and may indirectly cause much damage
to work undergoing ceitain processes involving heating to definite

temperatures.

There are many ways of indicating or recording temperatures,
and the following is a brief description of the various types of
apparatus available.

For ordinary purposes the mercury-in-glass thermometer is

perhaps the most useful, for temperatures up to OfiC F., but it

must be borne in mind that the sensitivity depends entirely on the
medium in which it is immersed. The mercury-in-steei thermometer
may have less lag than one of the mercury-in-glass type if the
medium is water; whereas with air the reverse may be the case,
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due to the fact that the lag is dependent on the relationship between
the rate at which heat can be absorbed by the bulb and the mercury
and the rate at which heat is brought by the medium to the bulb.

Circulation of the medium, of course, has a great influence on the
temperature, and whichever type of thermometer is used, care must
be taken to see that the bulb is placed in the best position to give

an average temperature. Particularly is this so in the case of drying
ovens heated by steam coils or by electrical means, where a uniform

Fig. 198 . Contacts Used with Lamp or Bell Indicator to
Find Hot Spots in Drying Ovens, etc.

temperature is required. It is not always possible to arrange a

forced air circulation around the work to be dried, and a good
method for checking temperature distribution is to make up a

number of small contacts, as shown in Fig. 198, and to connect them
in circuit with a dry battery and a bell or lamp. A solder or wax with

a melting point equal to the maximum required temperature is used

to hold up the contact, and by noting which contact falls first, and
then by moving the contacts to different positions in the oven, it is

possible to find the hot “pockets’’ and to arrange for baffles to

promote a more uniform heat throughout the oven. By this means
the best position for the insertion of a thermometer bulb can also

be found. Actually, the best position for the bulb is not always the

most convenient for reading the scale ; it is therefore necessary in

such cases to install a distance thermometer of the indicating or

recording type. Whilst ether vapour or a spirit is sometimes used,

mercury is the best transmitting medium, as it exists in liquid form
over a wide range of temperature ; it is a good conductor of heat as

compared with other liquids
;
it has practically uniform expansion,

low specific heat, and the commercial quality is very pure. The
mercury-in-steel thermometer is therefore the best instrument of

this type. It is not advisable to buy cheap instruments, as a number
of errors can creep in due to hysteresis effects, to poor calibration,

to bending of the capillary tube, to change of temperature of the

indicator, to movement errors, etc.

The mercury-in-steel thermometer is composed of a bulb and a
Bourdon gauge connected by capillary tubing, the whole being
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jfiUed with mercury and calibrated to suit the scale. For tempera-
tures up to 1 200° F., with capillary tube lengths of not more than
75 ft., this system will give good service (Fig. 199 (a) ).

Electrical Thermometers and Pyrometers. These are usually of the
resistance, thermo-couple, or optical types, and are used for work
at higher temperatures, such as the heat treatment of metals and
alloys.

Resistance Type. This t^y^pe is based on the principle of the

Fig. 190 . Types of Thebmombteks and Pybombtbbs

Wheatstone Bridge
;
in this case the resistance of a coil of wire or

similar element changes with its temperature and this change ivS

measured on the galvanometer or indicator by putting the coil in

circuit with the fourth arm of the bridge, as shown at (b) in Fig. 199.

This type is generally used for temperatures up to about 500° F.

Thebmo-couple Type. These thermometers may be of the base-

metal or rare-metal type. The base-metal thermo-couple may be
used for temperatures up to about 1 800° F., but for higher tem-
peratures a rare-metal thermo-couple should be used.

The principle is briefly this : two wires of dissimilar metals are

joined together to form what is known as a hot junction, and are

connected by cables to the indicator, which is a sensitive milli-

voltmeter and is known as the cold- junction (Fig. 199 (c) ). When
heat is applied at the hot junction, the thermo-electric force gener-

ated will be proportionate to that heat, provided that conditions at

the cold junction remain constant
;
and this force is indicated on the

milli-voltmeter. In the base-metal type, nickel or nickel-chromium
alloys are usually employed, and in the rare-metal type, platinum
or platinum-rhodium alloy.

Thermometers or pyrometers of the thermo-couple type are

usually sent out by the manufacturer with the resistances balanced
to suit the existing distance between element and indicator. A slight
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alteration in length will not affect the instrument, but with the

resistance or Wheatstone bridge type it is essential to standardize

to a known resistance. The exact lerigt^h from the element to the

instrument should therefore be stated when ordering from the

makers. The cable for the resistance tyj>e is usually of the three-wire

pattern to com]iensate the instrument Jfor any changes in temperature
around the cable.

R adiation Type (Fig. 199 ((?)). These pyrometers are operated

by focusing the radiant heat from, say, a furnace, by means of a

concave mirror on to a small thermo-couple, which causes a dc^fiection

in a galvanomet(u\ ])j‘Of)()rtional to the (piantity of radiant heat.

Optical Type. This form of pyrometer consists of a telescope

with a small lamp mounted in it, the filament of which can be
focused and so viewed at the same time as the heated body whose
temperatun^ is to be measured. The current jiassing through the

lamp is adjusted by a i-esistance until tlu^ red spot of the filament

exactly matches the colour of the body whose temperature is being

measured. The current reading on the ammeter in the circuit,

which is calibrated to a temperature scale, gives the actual temper-
ature reading (Fig. 199 (e) ).

For thermometers of the mercury -in -glass or mercury-in-stecl

types, Messrs, Negretti & Zambra are perhaps one of the best-known
makers

;
and for the electrical type such firms as the Cambridge

Instrument Co., Fosters, and Electroflo, are well known.

pH VALUES OR HYDROGEN-ION CONCENTRATION

The symbol pH is becoming more and more part of the engineer’s

vocabulary, and the physical condition which it (lenotes has an
important bearing on so many processes as to become, in a numVier of

industries, an accepted operating factor
;
therefore this book would

not be complete without a reference to it.

It ^is well recognized that acids and alkalies are factors of

great importance in chemical and biological processes, and to-day

the measurement of effective acidity in solutions is not only a

duty of the works laboratory but is becoming more and more a
matter of works routine for certain processes such as water purifica-

tion, control of works effluent, reduction of corrosion in boilers,

electro-deposition of metals, food industries—in fact, general

industrial chemist^3^

Whereas titration can only give an idea of the quantity of acid or

alkali present in the solution, the measurement of hydrogen-ion
concentration gives the intensity or effective acidity or alkalinit^s

which is much more important in industrial processes.

The actual hydrogen-ion concentration in water, for instance, is

very small indeed, and its determination involves complicated
calculation. To render this calculation as simple as possible, the

unit values or pH figures suggested by Professor Sorensen are now
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recognized as standard. In this scale, whicli runs from 0 to 14,

distilled water is taken a-s neutral with a jf/FT valuci of 7, and the scale

may be likened to a tlierinoin(?ter scale. As the yW valuer increases,

the acidity decreases; therefore from 7 to 0 gives the degrt^e of

acidity <and from 7 to 14 the degre(j of alkalinity.

To cite one case where pK values can be of definite use to the works
engineer : there is the question of corrosion in boik^rs and boiler

tubes. Whereas trouble is often caused by dissolved oxyg(;n in

the feed water, trouble du(^ to wrong values is e(jualiy important :

it can be corrected by controding accurately the* amount of caustic
ijHiPtVOT TYPE

CALYAfiOPerMP.

Rnbostat
Kin. 200. WiRTNCr Dtaoram of Potentiometric Method of

OarAiNiNo Hyj)RO(}en-1om Content

soda (1os(h1 ” into the softening plant. By this control the pH value

of the feed watcT can b(^ kept at 9*5 to 10, which is the ideal condition

of some feed waters. For condensers, the pH value should be as near

to pure distilled water as possible, i.e. 7. A large numlxT of works
have electro-plating plant, and it is a wi^ll-known fact that slight

alti^rations in the effective acidity of a vat may stuiously affect the

finish of the work, and here again recognized pH valu(\s are available

to wliich the vat must be worked for kk^al finish. Space will not
p(Tmit the mention of the many other easels where pH valuer are

of rt^al concern to the engineer.

Whilst there are several methods of determining pH values, they
are of two main types— and the latter be-

ing recognized as more accurate. The basic standard of measurement
is the hydrogen electrode, and the pH value of a solution can be

determined by measuring the potential difference between the

hydrogen electrode and a standard reference or calomel electrode,

both electrodes being immersed in a bath of the solution to be tested.

The principle of potentiometric measuring instruments will be
apparent from Fig, 200.
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There are a number of instruments on the market for the measure-
ment of pH values. Mention may be made of Messrs, Baird &
Tatlock, and the Cambridge Instrument Co., both of whom make
several types of such instruments, either for research or for routine
measurements, the latter firm marketing a compact recorde^r which is

in effect a recording potentiometer. A new development for general
works use is Messrs. George Kent’s “Multelec,” Pig. 201, which can
be (unployed where any variable condition in the plant can be made
to give rise to variations in electrical resistance or potential.

Fig. 201. MuiiTisi^Ec pH Regorder
((Jeorge Kent Co, LM.)

The instrument is made in single- and multi-point form. The key
feature of the instrument is the sensitive and robust galvanometer
of the double-suspension type which detects immediately the
slightest change in the conditions being measured. A deflection of
the galvanometer pointer is transmitted by setting levers to an arm
which normally is in the horizontal position. At intervals of 2 sec.
this arm is clutched by a disc, and a pair of cams restore the arm to
its horizontal position, thereby rotating the disc by an amount
proportional to the movement of the galvanometer needle, without
placing any restraint on the latter.

The disc in turn rotates a robust shaft carrying this slide-wire
disc which controls the movement of the recording device. As a
result of the manner in which the movement of the galvanometer
pointer is transmitted, a very small deflection, in fact as little as

TtMTF reproduced faithfully on the chart.
The instrument is readily adapted for control purposes by the

addition of either an electrical floating controller or an air-operated
controller of the “proportional” type.



CHAPTER XII

TIMBER DAMAGE DUE TO INSECTS AND DRY ROT

The amount of damage caused by the boring of different insects

or the ravages of dry rot has only been fully realized during the

past few years. Although damage by beetles and that due to dry
rot are totally different—the former being caused by an insect and
the latter by a fungus—it is proposed to deal with these two subjects

under the general heading of “Timber Damage.”

BEETLES

Some time ago the author had experience of the amount of

damage that can be caused through insects. An oak fence which
surrounded part of a works appeared to be “powdering,” apparently
due to dry rot. On inspection, however, it was found that the

boards were covered with small holes about jV diameter; a
thorough examination was made and, on cutting away some of

the wood, small beetles about in. long were found. Samples
were sent to the Forest Products Research Laboratory at Princes

Risborough, Bucks, and an entomologist came and inspected

the fence. The damage was found to be caused by the Lyciua

powder-post beetle, and the greater part of the fencing had to be

burnt. The infection seemed to have been contracted from a nearby
hardwood timber store in which imported oak had been stored.

Unfortunately, duei to the length of the life cycle, it is impossible

to detect the trouble until some nine or ten months after the start

of the damage
;
this is due to the fact that the damage is done by

the larvae and not by the bettle. Fig. 202 shows the death-watch,

furniture, and the Lyctus beetles, and their larvae.

Lyctus Powder-post Beetles. These beetles derive the name
“powder-post” from the manner in which their larvae reduce the

timber to a fine powder. They are of an elongated shape, the length

being about in.
;
their colour varies between reddish-brown and

black. Altogether there are about twenty species of the Lyctus

beetle, but only four are usually met with in this coimtry. The
commonest species is Lyctus Brunneus, which was originally a

native of South America, but is now cosmopolitan. The author

has found Lyctus Planicollis in a parcel of American oak. The hfe

cycle occupies about twelve moniiis. The beetle lays its minute

eggs in the vessels of the sap wood, from April onw'ards. When
the eggs hatch out—fi’om eight to fifteen days later—^the grubs

begin to tunnel along the grain of the wood, feeding and growii^

until the next spring, and it is during this stage that the damage is

341
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dom^. The beetle bores its way out of the wood from April until

June and restarts the life cycle.

The beetle attacks oak, walnut, hickory, sweet chestnut, ash, etc.,

and always attacks the sapwood ;
it does not attack softwoods.

Where timber is alfc‘cted, the grubs can be killed })y kilning at 130'^ F.

for one hour, or by spraying with an insecticide such as “Cuprinol.”

The? beetle only attacks seasoned or partly seasoned wood, and
cannot lay its eggs on a varnished surface ; therefore, as th(> infection

Diath WatcmButu.

F^ia. 202. Bokino Bektles

is usually derived from piles of imported Ijardwoods, ev{?ry e?ffort

should be made to avoid keeping a stock over a long period, using

softwood “sticking” so that the infection cannot be carried by this

means. Timber stores or yards should be kept (;loan and lengths of

sapwood should not be allowed to accumulate. The spraying of all

incoming woods with a suitable insecticide will stop the infection.

The Lyctus beetle can always be identified by the finely powdered
wood formed during the tunnelling

;
this will drop from the holes on

tapping the affected piece of wood. The holes vary in size up to

^ in. diameter for some of the species.

Pinhole Borers. These beetles are true forest insects and do not
affect seasoned timber; they only attack standing trees which are

partly diseased, or hard and soft logs immediately after or within
a short period of being felled. Moisture is necessary to the life of

LARVA
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the grub, as the beetles bore into the wood and their larvae feed on
a fungus which grows on the walls of the tunnels which the beetles

have bored. This fungus is known as ambrosia and, as moisture is

necessary for its growth, the grubs always die when the wood is dried

out. These beetles can be distinguished from the Lyctus species by
the absence of powder in the tunnels, which are darkly stained.

Moreover, the tunnels run across the grain of the wood, whereas
those of the Lyctus beetle lie along the grain.

Longhorn Beetles. These form another family of beetles which
are found both in home-grown and imported timber; but, like the

pinhole borers, they are true forest insects, so that they do not
affect seasoned or partly seasoned timber. The eggs are laid in the

bark of the trees, and on hatching out the larvae bore into the

sapwood, making holes which may vary in diameter up to | in.

They do not often attack the heartwood. Beech is a wood in which
they are frequently found.

So far the only beetles which have been dealt with are those

which attack hardwoods before or during seasoning. There are,

however, other species which do an equal amount of damage and
can live in old and wc]l-s(^asoned timlw^r. The chief of these are the

common furniture beetle and the death-watch beetle.

The Common Furniture Beetle (Anol)iinfi puvctaf/imi). This is

very closely related to the death-watch beetle and is perhaps more
widely distributed ^-han any other specacs. There is very little

difference between the shape of the furniture beetle and that of the

death-watch beetle, except that the fornuu’ are smaller; they vary
from reddish- to dark-brown in colour and are usually from J in. to

in. long, the larvae being similar in shaj^e to those of the Lyctus.

Any seasoned woods, hard or soft, may be affected; but more
especially is the species found in old furniture, from which it derived

its name.
The beetles emerge between June and August, laying their eggs —

about twenty in number—^in craciks or crevices on the surface of

the wood. The eggs take about three or four wrecks to hatch, and
the larvae then start to bore into the wood in all directions, the

tunnels becoming larger as they grow. When the affected timber is

out of doors, i.e. under natural conditions, the life cycle takes about
a year, but indoors it may take from two to three years. When the

life cycle is nearly complete, the larva comes up near the surface of

the wood, making a cavity in which it changes to the pupa or

chrysalis. After three to four weeks the cycle is complete, and the

beetle bores its way out of the wood, leaving what is known as a

flight-hole, about x\rin, in diameter. The powder produced by the

larvae of these beetles is in the form of very small oval pellets.

Death-watch Beetle (Xestobium Rnjb-villosum). This belongs to

the same family as the common furniture beetle, and is similar in

shape but slightly larger—J in. to in. long—the colour being dark
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brown, with small patches of short yellowish hair which gives a

mottled appearance. It usually attacks well-seasoned hardwood
timbers of large size, especially oak, and occasionally may be found
in old dry softwood timbers.

It derives its name from the peculiar “ticking’* sound that it

makes, which is thought to be a call between the sexes. The length

of the full life cycle is not yet known, but it is considered to occupy
more than three years and may even exceed four years. The beetles

emerge between April and June, laying their eggs—about seventy

in number—^in cracks and crevices, after the manner of the furniture

beetle. The eggs hatch out after from two to eight weeks, depending
on the atmospheric conditions.

The larva bores into the timber for a period of two years or longer,

eventually turning into a pupa in the autumn. The completion of

the cycle then takes about four to six weeks, when the beetle

emerges from the timber, leaving a “flight hole” about J in. in

diameter. The wood dust is ejected from the tunnels in the form
of small bun-shaped pellets.

Treatment with a special insecticide such as “Cuprinol” will

eventually cure the infected timber, but it is always advisable to

consult experts in bad cases.

DRY ROT
The damage caused by dry rot is considerable, and more often

than not could be eliminated, as it is generally due to lack of proper
seasoning, inadequate ventilation, and moisture. Whereas the

damage caused by beetles is due to tunnelling, dry rot is a decay due
to the growth of a fungus feeding on the affected timber.

The name “dry rot” is a misnomer, as the fungal growths need
moisture for their existence ; actually the name is derived from the

dry and brittle appearance of the affected timber.

There are several species of dry rot and space will not permit of

more than a brief description of some of the more common species.

Merulius Lacrymans. This is by far the most malignant and
widespread species met with in this country; it has a preference

for the sapwood of softwoods, but will also attack the hardwoods.
It requires moisture, air, and heat for its growth, but if there is an
excess of any one of these factors it will not thrive; thus still,

damp air, such as that in an unventilated cellar, will cause active

growth, which takes the form of soft, snowy-white “cushions.”
Wh^n it is exposed to light, bright yellow patches will appear,

sometimes producing drops of moisture. Under some conditions it

will form sMns of a grey or light yellow colour with patches of bright

yellow or lilac. Perhaps the most destructive feature of the dry
rot fungus is that it can form strands varying in thickness from a
thread to that of a lead pencil, which can spread over inert sub-

stances such as brick or stone walls or metal, to feed on the wood
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which it digests and converts into sugars ; it can even penetrate
through brick walls.

These strands carry a reserve of moisture and food, which enables

the fungus to thrive on other timber which is comparatively dry,

but which eventually becomes infected. After a time a fleshy out-

growth of “fruit” body is formed, which disseminates millions of

microscopical spores which can carry the infection to other areas.

Wood, after being attacked by this fungus, becomes light and
dry, powdering under pressure; it has the appearance of charred

wood, except for the colour, which is brown.
Poria Vaporaria. This type is usually found in the timber of

damp mines, but is occasionally found in houses. In appearance
it is somewhat like Merulius and its method of attack is similar,

but it requires more moisture for its growth. It can be distinguished

from Merulius by the fact that the growths remain white or cream-
coloured, and do not show secondary patches of yellow or tinges of

lilac. The strands are never thicker than fine twine and it has the

appearance of a fine feathery seaweed. The “fruit” body is white,

with deep pores.

Coniophora Cerebella. This is known as the “cellar fungus”;
it only attacks timber which is very wet. The strands are slightly

thicker than those of Poria and vary in colour from yellowish brown
to black

;
thick cushions are never formed by this species.

Its effect on the timber is to cause longitudinal splitting, the

colour changing to dark brown. The “fruit” body is irregularly

shaped and has a skin of olive brown, covered with small lumps.
It is much easier to kill than the former growths

;
all that is necessary

is to dry out the affected timber.

Paxilius Panuoides. The attack from this growth is similar to

that of Coniophora, but it is not so frequently met with, although

in a very damp area it can do a great deal of serious damage. The
strands, which are fibrous, are of a yellowish colour, sometimes
showing vivid violet tints.

The affected timber is stained a bright yellow, which eventually

deepens to a dark reddish-brown. The “fruit” body, which is of a

dirty yellow colour, is soft and fan- or shell-shaped.

Treatment. The best way, of course, is to prevent dry rot altogether.

Where timber is to be used in a damp place, it must be creosoted

under pressure with a good quality of creosote, so that the latter

penetrates right into the wood. Alternatively, the timber may be

treated with some special preservative having good powers of

penetration. Adequate ventilation should be provided.

The presence of dry i*ot can be detected by a damp musty smell,

by warping and surface cracks in floor and skirting boards, and by
the presence of a fine rusty red powder, which is actually the fungus
spores.

When dealing with an infected area, the first aim should be to
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find the source of the trouble, which may be a leaky drain, rain-

water pipe, or gutter, or insufficient ventilation. All infected timber

should be removed, and if the attack is very bad, all cement joints

in the brickwork should be scraped out and the brickwork thoroughly

heated with a blowlamp
;
this should be followed by treatment with

a special preservative. All rubbish must be removed afterwards

and the area thoroughly cleaned, as the rubbish and debris may be

full of fungus spores. The new woodwork should be free from
sapwood and knots, and should bo well seasontMl. It should be well

creosoted or treated with a preservative, such as “ Cuprinol.” If

these simple })recautions are taken, dry rot should be eliminated

.

The author is indebted to the Technical l)e])artinent of Messrs.

Cuprinol, Ltd., for much lielp; he has also used information

contained in the publications of the Forest Products Research
Laboratory.

If timber damage is experienced, due either to beetles or to dry
rot, it is advisable to consult the Forest Products Research Lab-
oratory, who will give every assistance in their power, if necessary

sending an entomologist or a dry rot expert, for whose services they
make only a nominal charge.

Wood Masoning or Kilning. When installing kilns it is usual to

consult a firm of specialists, although the actual erection of a kiln

is not beyond the Works Engineer. The Forest Products Research

Laboratory will always assist with advice. It may also be mentioned
that they will give every assistance in the training of an operator,

and in every other way, to ensure that timber is properly seasoned.

Space will not permit of a description of different types of kilns,

but when considering any parti(nilar design, care must be taken to

see that the air ducts to and from th(^ drying chambers are so

arranged that they provide good circulation throughout, without
“dead” air pockets: also that fans, heaters, and humidifiors are so

arranged as to afford easy and efficient control. Before taking over
a new plant, smoke tests should be made to c^heck the circulation

and to ensure that air passes through all parts of the timber stack,

the kiln, of course, being loaded for the trial. There is usually

enough room to pass along the wall sides, for observation purposes.

Tests must also be made to ascertain whether the required tem-
peratures and humidities can be realized.

It should always be remembered there are three main points to

consider in connection with the successful operation of the kiln:

temperature, humidity, and circulation. It is thus essential that

the control arrangements should be easily adjustable, and that the

operator should be fully conversant with their working.
Steam consumption is dependent on the size of the kiln, the load,

and many other factors, so that it is impossible to give any actual

figures; however, a few remarks on probable heat losses may be
useful. Air losses between the heater and the chamber, also the
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radiation losses from chamber and steam piping, may be in the
region of ^0 per cent. It is, therefore, essential that reasonably
airtight doors should be fitted and that the chamber and piping
should be efficiently insulated. Interchange of heat with the air

is another source of loss if due care is not taken in operating the
plant. Where timber-drying plant is employed, every engineer

knows that occasionally a few planks may pass through without
being thoroughly dried, perhaps due to a change of operator. If

this should happen, the plant should be first examined to ascertain

whether the steam has been accidentally shut oil, the sprays choked,
or the fan stopped. It is therefore proposed to deal with the opera-

tion of the plant and not the design, as in most cascis the trouble

may be due to bad stacking of the timber or inefficient operation.

The engineer must see that the plant is in efficient working order,

esj)e(fially the temperature and humidity recorders, which provide
a means of cheeking the actual conditions. Since a timber kiln

dries timber by the action of a stream of hot moist air, the main-
taining of a high humidity enables the drying process to be carried

out at high temperatures, which accelerates the seasoning process.

The temperature of the air will depend on the class of wood to

be kilned. For softwoods it may be as high as 80° C. With refractory

hardwoods, such as oak, the kiln may start between 35° to 40° C.,

rising to about 55° C. With other hardwoods, which are more easily

dric'd, the temperature /aay be between 50° and 90° C. The humidity
is perhaps more important than the temperature, and the Forest
Products Research Laboratory has prepared a suggested kiln-drying

schedule for different woods and moisture contents, a copy of which
they will send on application. The air speed through the pile need
not exceed 1 1

ft. per sec., and is much slower in many kilns. At the

end of the seasoning process it is essential that the temperature
should be reduct^d slowl3', so that the surface of the wood is not
injured by sudden contact with the cold air ; this, of course, applies

specially to hardwoods. Periodic tests should be made towards the

end of the “run,” and test pieces checked for moisture content.

The appropriate times for kilning are usually indicated on the

hygrometer chart.

Stacking of Timber. The piling sticks should be kept strictly

vertical one above the other directly over the floor battens. Support
should always be pro\ided at the ends, and clear airways between
the pile should be prevented. A canvas screen may be used, if

necessary, to cover the top of the pile, thus preventing a short-

circuit of the air. An air space of 1 in to 1^ in. between timbers is

recommended.

i*~(T.43) 20 pp.
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INDEX
Absolute zero of toinperaturc, 33r»

Accident reports, 24G
Accumulators, hydraulic, 1 1

2

, steam, 61, 63
Acid dipping shops, 307-20

neutralizing of dipping, 320
resisting floors, 307

paints, 319
Air

—

bag filters, 242
Cheltnarn separator, 239
compressed, 131

compressors, 131
cyclones, 235
ducts and trunking, 227
dust exhaust systems, 234

separators, 235
electrostatic precipitation, 241
exhaust systems, 231

fans, 222
, characteristics, 225

filters, 135, 242
flow meters, 135— through pipes, 227
grit arrester fans, 234
heaters {see Heating), 282

boilers, 32
gas, 130
steam coil, 133, 288

h.p. required to compress, 135
induced draught, 232
leaks, boiler brickwork, 30
lift pumps, 103
moisture, 133, 216

trap, 134
Plenum system, 230
rt?ceivers, 134
relative humidity, 216
shut-off dampers, 240
velocity, 218
Venturi chimneys, 234
volume, 218, 222
water gauges, 219
weight per cub. ft., 216

Alarm, fire, 267
Allocation of service costs, 15
Alternating current, 151

single-phase, 152
,

three-phase, 162
two-phase, 162

Ammeters, 159
Anemometers, 226

Annealing furnaces (eloctric^al), 199
Artesian wells, 102
Asbestos corrugated sheets, 297

tile roofs, 296
Asbestosis, 264
Assistant works engineer’s duties, 6
Atmospheric pressure, 116
Automatic boiler control, 43

IlACK-prossure and pawss-out engines,

57
turbines, 54

Bag filters for air, 242
Batteries, lead-acid, 185——, nickel-iron, 187
Battery rooms, 320
Bearings for linoahafts, 207
Beetles

—

damage duo to, 341
death-watch, 343
furniture, 343
longhorn, 343
Lyctus (powdor-post), 341
pinhole borers, 342

Bolt conveyers, 326
Belting

—

camber on pulleys, 205
group or individual drives, 206
number of machines per motor, 206
transmission losses, 204
V type, 209

Blowdown chambeiw for boilers, 41

Blowers, turbo, 131

Blue print record, 20
Boilers

—

air heaters, 32
leaks, 30

automatic control, 43
Babcock & Wilcox, 25, 27
blowdown chambers, 41

bulging or hogging of tubes, 27
condensate, 40
destructors, 47
draught gauges, 89
dust separators, 235
economizer, 32
efficiency, 34
electrode, 286
electrostatic dust separators, 241

evaporation, 33
feed pumps, 42

water, 37-41

351
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
is a very wide term, but nothing

less can describe the manufacturing

activities of the G.E.C.

From the largest power plant to

the smallest electrical accessory you

can always

“GET IT FROM THE G.E.C.”

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Head Office: MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

Branches throughout Great Britain and in all the

principal markets of the world
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Boilers {cotitd.)

—

forced draught, 232
formulae, 33

standard code for trials, 36
furnaces, 51
general care of, 30
glass, demonstration, 24
grit arrester fans, 234
heating power of, 292
hogging or bulging of tubes, 27
hydraulic test, 62
idle, wastage of, 42
induced draught, 232
inspection, 52

log, 100
instruments, 78
immersion heater, 286
Lancashire, 24, 20

water-tube, 30
mechanical draught, 232
meters, 78
Modave dust separator, 241
nesting in tubes, 30
priming, 25
sagging of tubes, 27
scoring of tubes, 30
steam flow, 82
superheaters, 32

, formula, 34
tube cleaners, 27
Venturi chimneys, 234
vertical tube, 25-8
waste-heat, 47
water and coal measurement, 78

conditions, 41

tube type, 25
Booths for spray painting, 279
Boreholes

—

pump tests, 106
pumps, 103
water, 102

Bright annealing furnaces, 199
British Thermal Units, 291

por kilowatt, 292
Buildings

—

combined single- and multi-story,
313

construction, 296
cycle accommodation, 325
deprtaciation of, 22, 23
downpipes, 301
elimination of noise, 314

of obnoxious gases, 321
flood precautions, 308
floors, 303-11

acid-resisting, 307
concrete, 311
magnesite, 303
multi-story, 311

Buildings {vonUl .)

—

floors, non-slip, 260
“ Frodorite,” 308
“ Stelcon,” 306
wear, 321
wood block, 303-6

foundations, 296
glazing, 297

for heat treatment shops, 299
for opening lights, 299

gutters, 300
lavatory. Home Office regulations,

310
light wells, 313
machine foundations, 321
monitor roof, 294
multi -story, 310

floors, 311
noise and vibration. 314
north light, 293
opening lights, 299
overcrowding regulations, 319
painting, 317

acid-resisting, 319
, external, 319
, Factories Act, 317
, internal, 318

paving slabs, 322
power house location, 153
“Prodorite” surfaces, 308, 320
re-inforced coiKjrete, 311
roof construction, 293
roofing, 296, 313•— K.P.M. slujoting, 296
services, 325
silence cabinets, 316
single-story, 293
site, 293
small erections and sheds, 320
steel, table of Safe Loads on, 323

beams, 323, 325
frame construction, 310

Stelcon ” flags, 306
travelling cranes, 325
types, 293
vibration, elimination of, 314

of machine foundations, 315
vibro dampers, 314
windows, proportions. 299
works office partitions, 320

Cablks, electrical, 154
Calorie, 291
Camber on pulleys, 205
Carbon tetrachloride fire extin-

guishers, 271
Card index (plant), 10

(electrical motor main-
tenance), 182



CONSULT AUDLEY
ON VALVE PROBLEMS

AUDCO VALVES are based upon scientific

Lubrication to ensure long life, no leaks,

certain and quick operation on air, water,

gases, oils, chemicals, etc. Stock sizes I" to 10".

AUOLEY ENGINEERING CO. LTD. « NEWPORT ^ SHROPSHIRE
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Carpenters, 213
Cast iron pipes, weights of, 117
Catalogue and leaflet flling, 16
Cellulose lacquer storage, 279
Chain conveyers, 327
Change-speed electric motors, 176
Cheltnam cyclone, 240
Chimneys, 52, 234
Chrome rash, 265
Circuit-breakers (electrical), 156
Cleaning of metals, 328
Coagulation (water), 38
Coal consumption records, 90

handling plant, 47
measuring (boilers), 78
storage of pulverized, 276, 280

COa equipment for fire protection, 275
COa meter, 89
Compound woimd motors, 171
Compressed air, 131

mains, 133
H.P. required to compress, 135

Compressors

—

air, 131
oil for, 334
reciprocating, 132
turbo, 131

Concrete floors, 311
mixers, 323
re-inforced buildings, 311
water towers, 108

Condensate, 40
heating of buildings, 286
mains, 77

^ wear on, 77
pumps, 77

Condensers, electrical static. 168
Conductors, lightning, 279
Consumption records, 12
Continuous opening lights, 299
Converters, rotary, 168
Conveyers, 326

belt, 326
chain, 327
coal-handling, 328
Gipe *’ carriers, 828

gravity roller, 326
overhead, 327
Redler, 327

Costs——
labour, 15

^

lighting, 15
service allocation, 15
steam generation, 97

Cranes, travelling, 325
Cyanide hardening furnaces, 198
Cycle accommodation, 325
Cyclones, Cheltnam type, 240

for air, 236

a2A---(T.43)

Damp^bs for air, 240
Degreasing of metals, 328
Depreciation on plant and buildings,

22, 23
Dermatitis, 265
Designs and layouts, 18
Destructors, 47
Direct current^ 160, 168
Diseases, industrial, 263
Downpipes (see Buildings), 301
Drafting machines, 18
Drains, 301

, neutralizing dipping acid,
320

Draught gauges, 89
chimney, 52—— , induced air, 232

Drawings, filing of, 18, 19, 21
Dry rot, 344

Coniophora Cerebella, 346
MeruliiLS Lacrymans, 344
Paxillus PanuouJes^ 346
Poria Vaporaria^ 346
treatment, 346

Duets, air, 227
Dust exhaust systems, 231

separators, 236
^ electrostatic, 241

Duties of Assistant Works Engin*
eer, 6

of safety officer, 245

Economizebs, 32
, efficiency, 35

Efficiency chart, boilers, 100
Electrical

—

fires, 271, 279
furnaces, 196

, bright annealing, 199
, control, 199
, cyanide hardening, 198
, faults, 196—— , high-speed, tool steel, 196
, nuiintenance, 196
, nitriding, 198

heat treatment, 196
Heating, electrode boilers, 286

, hot water, 284
, immersion heater units, 286
, thermal storage, 284

instruments, 159
lighting (see Lighting), 187
maintenance cards, 182
motor cables, 166
motors, 171

, built-in, 176
, change-speed, 176
, commutator, 174

, compound-wotmd, 171



The British Thomsori'Housion Company^

whose products have a hi^h reputation

in all parts of the world for reliability^

has been prominent in the development

and manufacture of all kinds of electric

plant and equipment; and Mazda lamps

cj ail types.

General IndMStrial, Textile, Machine>too^
Steel Works, Rollins Mill,

Crane, and Minins Motors

Synchronous, Synchronous-induction,
A.C. Variable-speed Commutator, and.

“No-Las” Motors

Geared Motor, and Built-in Motor, Units

Fractional Horsepower Motors
also

Suds Pumps and Thrusters
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Electrical {contd .)

—

motors, connections, 173
, converters, 169
, generators, 168
, high-speed, 175
, h.p. transmitted by, 180
, series-wound, 171
, shunt-wound, 171
, single-phaae, 176
, slip-ring, 173
, squirrel -cage, 173
, starters, 176
,

, auto-transformers,'i77
,

, rotor resistance, 177
,

,
star-delta, 176

, switchgear, 170-6
, synchronous, 166, 174

power house location, 163
safety, 199
single-phase supplies, 152
static condensers, 168
switchgear, 165
three-phase supplies, 152
transformers, 161

, location, 1 54
, oils, 1 64
, phasing out, 1 64
, Scott-connected, 1 63

two-phase supplies, 1 ''2

types of supply, 150
Electrode boilers, 286
Electrostatic precipitation of air,

241
Elimination of lioiso 314

, silence cabinet, 316
, of obnoxious gases, 321

Engines

—

back-pressure, 67
pass-out, 57
steam extraction, 59

Estimating, 10
Evaporation (boiler), 33
Exhaust systems for air, 231

for dust, 234
Extinguishers, fire, 271

Factories Act

—

history of, 244
lavatory accommodation, 310
overcrowding of workshops, 319
painting, 317

Factory sites, 293
Fans

—

and their application
'
(see Air),

216, 222
oharaoteristios, 225
for grit arresting, 234
forced draught on boilers, 232
induced draught, on boilers, 232 .

Feed water, 37-41
meters, 78-80
piimps, 42
treatment, 37

Filing of drawings, 18
of catalogues and leaflets, 16—•— of lay-out drawings, fixtures for,

21
Filters for air, 135

for water, 101

Filtration

—

bag filters, 242
cyclones, 236
plants (air), 242
-water, 101

Fire

—

alarms, 267
brigade, 267
CO 2 equipment, 275
carbon tetrachloride extinguishers,

271
doors, 278
electrical, 271, 279
equipment, 271
foam generators. 277
freely burning materials, 272
fumti and smoke masks, 280
gas masks, 280
hydrants, 272
iiistirance rebates, 269
lightning conductors, 279
notices, 268
petrol, varnish, and celluloid, 271
precautions, 278
pressures (water), 276
pumps, 276
resuscitators, 281
self-contained breathing apparatus,

280
sprinklers, 273

, dry pipe system, 275
, heads, 274

static electricity, 279
storage of pulverized fuel, 276, 280

Flood precautions, 308
Floors (see Buildings), 303-11

acid-resisting, 307
concrete, 311
magnesite, 303
multi-story, 311
“Prodorite,” 308
“ Steloon,” 306
wear on, 321
wood block, 303, 306

Flow of air through pipes, 227
of gas through pipes, 124
of steam through pipes, 05, 66
of water through pipes, 116

Foot-oandle, 188



A particular feature of the RS/C is its

suitability for surging or pulsating flows.

Under these conditions it will integrate

within ± 2%, even when the fluctua-

tions vary from below zero to 90% of
the range.
The meter is suitable also for air.

The Kent Multelec is extensively used for

recording, indicating and controlling

temperatures ; its potentiometric basis

ensures a fine degree of accuracy under
industrial conditions. The controlling

force is large, yet imposes no restraint

upon the sensitivity of the instrument.
The Multelec is also used for the correc-

tion of boiler feed water by conductivity

measurement and for pH ccrrection of
process effluent liquor.

George Kent instruments are expressly

designed and robustly made to maintain

their accuracy in hard industrial usage. Their

success in doing so is proved by their rapidly

extending use in practically every branch

of industry.

Two steam meters of great importance to the

works engineer are the KM and the RS/C.

The KM, above, provides a permanent record

of flow and also, if desired, a clear indication

of the flow passed at any given moment. The

total flow is registered on a counter. Records

may be kept for reference and will show

variations between different shifts or permit

checking of steam consumption over parti-

cular periods. They are used for measurement

of the flow of steam, water, gas, air. oil or

any other fluid, whatever the quantity or

pressure.

The RS/C meter is easily installed either

directly in the main or in a shunt by-pass

across an orifice in a large main.

GEORGE KENT LTD., LUTON & LONDON

The Torrent water meter, made in sizes

from 8" (capacity 128,000 g.p.h.) down
to 3". special hot water type for boiler

feed measurements.
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Forced draught boiJeis, 232
Foundations, buildings, 296

for machines, 321
for elimination of vibra-

tion, 315
Frequency meters, electrical, 160
Frictional losses in water pipes, 117
Fume washers, 321
Furnaces

—

boiler, 51

bright annealing (electrical), 199
cyanide (electrical), 198
faults (electrical), 196
gas, high-speed steel, 128

, oven type, 1 26
, pot, 128

high-speed tool (electrical), 196
maintenance (electrical), 196
nitriding, 198

Gas

—

air heaters, 128 i

and air, pre-mixed, 121
j

flow through pipes, 124 I

governors, 120
j

heated hot water tanks, 130 >

high-speed steel furnaces, 128
1

industrial equipment, 126 !

main sizes, 121, 124
maintenance of equipment, 130
masks, 280
meters, 118

, dry, 118
, shunt, 119
, wet, 117

oven, furnaces, 126
pot furnaces, 128
pressure, 120
surface combustion, 121
Therm, 120
thermostatic control, 125
uniformly heated ovens, 126

Gaseous discharge lamps, 191
Gauges, draught, 89

, steam, 31
Genealogical tree of sections, 2
General care of boiler plant, 30

lighting, 189
Gleneraiors, electric motor, 168
Geryk pumps, 1 37
Gilled pipes for heating, 288
** Gipe carriers, 328
Glazing (Buildings), 297

for heat-treatment shops, 299
opening lights, 299

Governors, gas, 120
Gravity conveyers (see Conveyers),

326
return heating, 287

Grit arrestor fans, 234
Guards for plant and machines,

251
Gutters, 300

, downpipes, 301
, drains, 301

Heat loss (radiation) in B.Th.U., 291
treatment, 196
units, 291

Heating—

^

B.Th.U., 291
calories, 291

electrode boilers, 286
electrically heated hot water, 284

immersion heater, 286
from condensate, 286
gilled pipes, 288
gravity return, 287
hot-water, 283
painting of pipes, 290
Plenum system, 282
power of boilers, 292
radiation, 283-90
steam, low-pressure, 287
—

, medium-pressure, 288
unit heaters, 290

surface required, 283
thermal storage, 285
useful information, 291
value of 1 kilowatt, 292
vapour steam system, 287

High-speed electric motors, 176
Hogging or sagging of boiler tubes,

27
Home Office regulations re lavatories,

310
Horse-power transmitted by electric

motors, 180
Hot-wire instruments, 159
Humidity of air, 216
Hydrant, fire, 272
Hydraulic accumulators, 112

lubrication, 113
machinery, 110
packing, 113—— pipework, 112
pressures, 114
pumps, 112
rams—wear on, 114
test for boilers, 52

Hvdrogen-ion (pH) measurement,
338

Ice, vapour tension of, 149
Immersion heaters, 286
Indexing of plant, 10
lndi\’idual lighting, 189
Induced air draught. 232
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Industrial diseases, 263
asbestosis, 264
chrome rash, 265
aermatitis, 265
silicosis, 264

Inspection of boilers, 52
log, 100 .

of machines and plant, 16
Instruments-—
anemometers, 218, 226
boiler efficiency, 87
coal, 78
COj, 89
draught, 89
electrostatic, 159
elimination of vibration from, 317
hot-wire, 159
hydrogen-ion (pH) measuring, 339
isolation from vibration, 317
moving coil, 169

iron, 159
Pitot tube, 218
principle of orifice, 82
pyrometers, 89
steam boiler panel, 95
steam flow, 82

shunt meter, 87
thermometers (typos), 88, 335
viscometer, 333
water gauge, 219

Insurance, fire rebates, on, 269
Inter-departmental orders, 5

Joiners, 213
Joints for hydraulic pipeline, 112

“Keenol” for lubrication, 335
Key register, 21
Kiesselbach steam accumulator, 63
Kilning of timber, 346
Kilowatt-hour meters, 160
Kilowatts, equivalent in B.Th.U., 292

Labour costs, 15
statistics chart, 17

Lag^ng of pipes, 72
Lancashire boilers, 24, 26
Latent heat of steam, 33
Lavatories

—

construction of, 309
Factories Act, 310
partitions for, 309
position of, 309

Lay-out drawings, filing fixture, 21
Lay-outs and designs, 18
Leaflets and catalogues filing, 16
Lea recorders, 78
Lifting tackle (millwright's), 201

Lilt pumps, air type, 103
Light wells, 313
Lighting

—

electric, workshop, 187
foot-candle, 188-9
gaseous discharge lamps, 191

hours, for costs (chart), 16
individual and gemeral, 189
loading dock, 194
lumen, 188
measurement of, 188
size of lamps, 189
spacing and height of fittings,

189
Lighting costs, 15
Lightning conductors, 279
Lineshaft, h.j). required for machines,

206
•—-—, sizes and spacirigs of bearings,

207
Litho prints of works plan, 21

Low-pressure steam heating, 287
Lubrication

—

classes of oils, 333
flash point, 333
“Koenol,” 335
Redwood viscosity, 333
specific gravity, 334
viscosity, 333

Lunujii, 188

Machine foundations, 321
inspection, 16
tool repairs, 214

Mains

—

condensate, 77
, wear of, 77

compressed air, 133
electrical (cabling), 154
gas, 121

flow through, 124
governors for, 120
sizes, 121

lagging of, 72
pipe bends and fittings, 70

flanges, 68
steam, 64

, flow through, 66
supports and hangers, 65
water, flow through, 116

frictional losses, 117
Maintenance cards (electrical), 182

of motors, 182
Record Book, 14
staff, tree diagram of, 2

Masks for gas, smoke, and fumes,
280

Mercury arc rectifiers, 169
Metal, washing of, 328
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Meters

—

boiler efficiency, 88
coal, 78
CO„ 89
electrical, 159
gas, 117
kilowatt-hour, 160
office boiler panel, 94
ohrameter, 1 84
power factor, 160
steam flow, 82

, principle of, 83
, shunt, 87

viscometer, 333
water, 109

feed, 78, 80
watt hour, 160

** Micron ” precipitator, 239
Millwrighting

—

belting, 202
camber on pulleys, 205
couplings for shafting, 209
emergency tool chest, 201
equipment, 201
h.p. transmitted by belts, 205
individual or group drives, 206
lifting tackle, 201
motor drive, 206, 209

lubrication, 185, 334
number of machines to one motor,

206
oiling and greasing, 211
plummer blocks, 209
shafting, painting of, 211

size, 207
transmission losses, 204
** V ” rope drive, 209

Modave separator, 241
Moisture in compressed air, 133

trap, 134
Monitor roof construction, 294
Motors

—

a.c., 173
built-in type, 176
cables, 155
change-speed, 176
commutator, 174
compound-w’ound

,
171

connections, 173
converters, 169
d.c., 171
drives, 207, 209
h.p. transmitted by, 180
high-speed, 175
induction, 173
lubrication of, 185, 334
maintenance cards, 182

of, 182
series-wound, 171

Motors {conld.)

—

shunt-wound, 171
slip-ring, 173
squirrel-cage, 173
starters, 176
switchgear (starters), 176
synchronous, 166, 174

Moving coil instruments, 159
iron instruments, 159

Multi-story buildings, 310
floors, 311

Nesting in boiler tubes, 30
Neutralizing of acids, 320
Noise, elimination of, 314

silence cabinets, 316
North light type roof construction,

293
Notices, fire, 268

Office organization, 1

partitions, 320
technical reference file, 18

Ohrnmeter, 184
Oils (soe Lubrication), 333

for transformers, 164
lubricating, for compressors,

334
specific gravity, 334

Oil pumps for vacuum system, 137
Opening lights, continuous, 299
Order Book, 4

closing slip, 6
Orders, interdepartmental, 5
“Osira” lighting, 196
Ovens, uniformally heated, 126

Packing, hydraulic. 113
Painting

—

acid-resisting, 319
costs record, 14
external and internal, 318
Factories Act, 317
heating pipes, 290

Partitions, office, 320
Party walls, brick, 309

for acid dipping shop, 320
Pass-out engines, 57

turbines, 54
Pattern-maker, 213
Patterns, shrinking of, 214
Paving slabs, 322
Petrol fires, 271
pH or hydrogen-ion measurement, 338
Pipes

—

air flow through, 227*

condensate, 77
, wear of, 77

gas flow i^hrough, 124
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Pipes {cont(f .)

—

gilled for heating, 288
hydraulic, 112
lagging, 72
painting of, 290
steam bends and fittings, 70

flanges, 68
flow, 65

supports and hangers, 65
water flow through, 116

Pitot tube, 218, 221
Plant Book or Register, 8

cards, 7, 9
catalogues, 1

6

depreciation, 22, 23
inspection, 16—

- orders, 5

reference system, 16
Plans, small litho prints, 21

Plenum heating system, 230, 282
Power factor, 166—— correction, 166

, motors, 174
, meters, 1 60

house location, 153
Power-time curve, 14
Precautions against fire in buildings,

278
floods in buildings, 308

Press guards, 251
Pressure, atmospheric, 116

, hydraulic, 114
Priming of boilers, 25
Prodorite,” 308, 320

Pulleys, camber on, 205
Pulverized coal storage, 275, 280
Pumps

—

air lift, 103
borehole, 103

tests on. 106
centrifugal, 104
condensate, 77
feed water, 42
fire, 275
Geryk, 137
hydraulic, 112
types of borehole, 103
vacuum, 137-47

capacity of, 145
Pyrometers (see Thermometers), 88,

337

Radiation, surface (for heating),
283-90

Rams, hydraulic, wear on, 114
Raw material stock card, 11

Receivers, air, 134
Reciprocating compressors, 132
Record of boiler efficiency, 96

Record of coal consumption, 95
Rectifiers, mercury arc» 169
Redler conveyers, 327
Redwood viscosity, 333
Reinforced concrete, 311
Resuscitators, 281
Roofing

—

,
asbestos corrugated, 297

tile, 296
construction, 203
costs, record, 14
monitor, 294
north light, 293
R.P.M. sheeting, 296
slate, 296

Rotary converters, 168
Rupturing capathty of switchgear,

158
Ruths accumulators, 61, 64

Safe loads on beams, 323, 326
Safety

—

asbestosis, 264
automatic guards, 263
cellulose spraying, 266
chrome rash, 266
dermatitis, 265
electrical plant, 199
engineer’s duties, 246
floors, non -slip, 260
grinding machines, 261
guarding of plant and machines in

factories, 251
industrial diseases, 263
milling accident. 255

guards, 254
press guards, 251
reporting accidents, 246
silicosis, 264

Sagging of boiler tubes, 27
Sandblasting, 264
Separators for air (cyclones), 236

for dust, 235
Scoring of boiler tubes, 30
Scott-connected transformer, 163
Seasoning of timber, 346
Series-wound motors, 171
Service consumptions, 12

costs (allocation of), 15
mains—colouring of, 21

Shafting (see Transmission), 207
lubrication, 334

Sheds and small erections, 320
Shrinking of patterns, 214
Shunt-wound motors, 171
Silence cabinets, 316
Silicosis, 264
Single-phase motors, 175
Single-story buildings, 293
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Site for buildings, 293
Slabs for paving, 322
Slate maintenance record, 14
Smoke and fume masks, 280
Softeners, water, 38
Spraying booths, 279
Sprinklers (fire), 273
Squirrel-cage motors, 173
Star-delta starters, 176
Static condensers, 168

electricity, 279
Steam accumulators, 61

extraction engines, 62
flanges, 68
flow meters, 82

through pipes, 66
gauges, 31
generation costs, 97
heating (see Heating), 287
lagging of pipes, 72
latent heat of, 52
low-pressure heating, 287
mains, 64
pipe fittings, size of, 70
traps, 76

Steelwork buildings, 310
safe load tables, 323, 325

“Steloon” flags, 306
Stirling type of boiler, 25,

Stock cards, 11

Storage of cellulose lacquer, 279
of pulverized coal, 275, 280

Superheaters, 32
, efficiency, 34

Switchgear (see Electrical), 170, 176
rupturing capacity, 158

Synchronous motors, 166, 174

Tanks, capacities, 117
, elevated, 108

Technical referenqp charts, 18
file, 18

‘ •

Temperature, absolute zero, 335
conversion formula, 335

Therm, 120
Thermocouples, 89, 337
Thermometers, 335
Thermometers and Pyrometers

—

electrical, 88, 335
optical type, 338
radiation type, 338
resistance type, 337

Thermostatic control (gas), 125
Three-phase a.c. supply, 162
Timber damage due to beevlbBt etc.,

341— , dry rot, 344, 346
seasoning or kilning, 346

Transformei;, oils, 164

Transi'ormers, 1 62
loca^tion, 154
phasing out, 164
Scott-connected, 163

IVansmission

—

camber on pulleys, 206
couplings, 209
h.p. transmitted by belts, 205
individual or group drives, 206
losses, 204
motor drives, 206, 209
number of machines per motor,

206
painting of shafting hangers, 211
pluinmer blocks, 209
shafting, 207
“V” rope drives, 209

Transport, 328
I’raps, moisture, 134

, steam, 76
Travelling cranes, 325
Trichlorethylene degreasing plant,

329
Trunking for air, 227
Tube cleaning, 27
Tubes, boiler (see Boilers), 27
Turbines

—

back-pressure, 54, 60
exhaust, 53
mixed-pressure, 64
pass-out, 54

Turbo-alternators, 57
back-pressure, 57, 168

layout of piping, 69, 60
record log, 56

Turbo-blowers, 131
Turbo-compressors, 131
Types of buildings, 293

“U” Leathers for hydraulic pack-
ing, 113

U-tube for air measurement, 219
Uniform positive type water meter,

81. 109
Unit heaters, steam, 290

of heat, B.Th.U., 291
calorie, 291

Vacuum plant for cables, 145
• for confectionery, 144

for radio valves, 141

for transformers, 141
pumps, 137-47

performance chart, 143
size and capacities, 146

Valves, high vacuum, 144
, lubri-sealed for vacuum sjfs-

tems, 145
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Vapour pressure relating to tempera-
ture and vacuum, 148

tension of ice, 149
Velocity of air, 218

of water through pipes, 117
Ventilation (see Air), 228
Venturi chimneys, 234—— water meters, 109
Vertical tube boilers, 25, 28
Vibration, elimination of, 314

isolation of instruments from,
317

Viscosity, Redwood, 333
Visible index card system, 7, 9
Volume of air, 218-22

Washek for fumes, 321
Washing machines, 329
Wastage in idle V>oilers, 42
Waste-heat boilers, 47
Water

—

alkalinity test, 40
boreholes and artesian wells, 1 02
coagulation, 38
condensate, 40
data, 114
degrees of hardness, 37, 116
feed, 37-42

measurement, 78
pumps, 42

filters, 101

filtration, 101
flow over weir, 108

through pipes, 116
for boilers, 41
formulae, 116

Water [contd.)

—

frictional losses in pipes, 117

gas-heated tanks, 130
hydraulic installations, 110
(hot) for heating, 283
lubrication of, 113
mains, 109
meters, 109
permanent hardness, 37
pipes, frictional losses, 117

pressures for fire protection pur-

poses, 275
pumps (well), 103
service mains, 109
softeners, 38
tank capacities, 117
temporary hardness, 37
testing of feed, 40
towers, 108
tube boilers, 25, 27, 28
velocity through pipes, 117

wastage and saving, 110
Watt-hour meters, 160
Weight of air, 216
• of cast iron pipes, 117
Well pumping tests, 106
Wells, 102
Windows in buildings, 299
Wood block floors, 303, 306

kilning, 346
Works plan, litho prints, 21

Yield from wells, 106

Zero of temperature (absolute), 336
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